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ARMED FORCES

LECTURE ON MILITARY SERVICE

Moscow AGITATOR ARMII I FLOTA in Russian No 16, Aug 82 (signed to press 11 Aug
82) pp 19-22

[Article by Col I. onovalov: "The Order of Performing Military Service";*
passages rendered in all capital letters printed in boldface in source]

[Text] The CPSU CC Accountability Report to the 26th party congress gIven by
Comrade L. I. Brezxhnev expreseed confidence that the Motherland's armed
defenders will continue to stand reliably on guard over the Soviet people's
peaceful, creative labor. Inspired by the high appraisal of their military
work given at the supreme forum of Soviet commnists, Army and Navy personnel
deeply perceive the full extent of responsibility placed on them and are
striving to fulfill with honor their sacred constitutional duty of defending
the socIaliat homeland.

This year. the year of the 60th anniversary of the USSR's formatlon-Soviet
nrlitary personnel are gripped with special patriotic enthusiasm. Competing
under the motto "al iable protection for the peaceful labor of the Soviet
pooplel", they are striving to reach noy heights in combat improvement and in
raising the combat readiness of subunits, units and ships.

"THE SOVIET ARMED FORCES," noted the CPSU Central Committee Greeting to par-
ticipants of the 6th All-Arw/ Conference of Primary Party Organization Secre-
taries, "VIGILANTLY AND RELIABLY SAFEGUARD THE PEACEFUL, CREATIVE LABOR OF OUR
PEOPLE. BEING A LIVING EMBOD•hDIT OF SOCIALIST INTIRflATIONALISM, THEY REPRE-
SECT A SINCLE COHESIVE FTANLY IN WNICI TIM SONS OF ALL THE USSR'S FRATERNAL
NATIONS UNDERGO IDEOLOGICAL, COMBAT AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONING."

The sacred duty of every USSR citizen to defend the socialist homeland and per-
sonal responsibility for performance of obligations of military service are
fixed in the USSR Constitution, our state's Basic Law. The demands of the
USSR Constitution on Soviet military personnel find a more concrete reflection
in the military oath, military regulatione, the USSR Law on Universal Military
Obligation, as well as documents reSulatinS the order of performing active,
first-tern military service, orders of the USSR Minister of Defense, manuals
and Instructions. In accordance with the USSR Law on Universal Military Obli-
gation, all male citizens of the USSR regardless of race, nationality, rell-
Sion, education, way of life, or social and property status are obligated to

*It Is recomended that this article be used in preparing for political classes
on the topic "Order of Performance of Military Service. The USSR Law on
Universal Military Obligation."
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perform active military service In the USSR Armed Forces. Young men who will
be 18 years old by the day of call-up are drafted for active military service.
Military schools accept young men when they reach the age of 17.

Military service consists of active military service and service in the
reserve. Citizens on active military service are called servicemen and those
in the reserve are called reservists.

The law sets the periods of active military service as follows: two years for
privates and NCO's of the Soviet Army. shore units and aviation of the Navy,
%order Guard Troops and Internal Troops; and one year, six months for persons
with a higher education. It is three years for seamen and petty officers of
ships, vessels and shore combat support units of the Navy and sea units of the
Border Guard Troops; and two years for persons with a higher education.

After completion of active first-tern service those who wish to do so may
remain on extended-tera service. Privates, sergeants, sennen and petty offi-
cers who have served active first-term service as well as those in the reserve
who are no older than 35 years, who are morally stable and faultlessly disci-
plined, who have at least an eighth-Srade education, who have good knowledge
of a munitary specialty and who meet the necessary requirements for service in
appropriate branches of the Armed Forces and combat arms are accepted for
extended-term service.

Acceptance for extended-term service is voluntary and for a period of 2 and 4
or 6 years. At the end of this term this service may be extended voluntarily,
each time for any of the periods indicated.

Servicemen are accepted voluntarily for military service as warrant officers
f r a pertod of at least five years. A. voluntary extension of the term of
service each time can be for at least three years.

Service in the reserve consists of attendance at periodic short training and
test courses by reservists, the duration and number of which is established by
law.

A call-up for active military service is accomplished twice a year: in Way-
June and In lovember-Docember andka addition, it is accomplished in April and
October for troops located in reiote and certain other areas, by order of the
USSR Minister of Defense. The rmaber of citisens to be called up is estab-
lished by the USSR Council of Ministers. Those called up in the first half of
the year have their term of service figured from 1 July of the year of call-up,
and for those called up in the second half of the year it is from 1 January of
the following year.

The release of servicmen to the reserve also is accomplished twice a year on
the basis of a USS3 Minister of Defense order. Release to the reserve may be

regular or ahead of schedule. A regular release occurs after completion of
active first-term service. Crounds for ahead-of-schedule release may be the
serviceman's Illness or a change in his family status while he Is performing
service, as a result of vhich the right of deferment from call-up has arisen.



The beginning of performance of active military service is considered the day
a draftee reports to the military commissariat for dispatch to a military
unit. From that day the force of Soviet laws, military regulations and other
legal acts about the duties, rights, privileges and responsibilities of the
serviceman extends to the draftee. Compl2tion of active first-term service is
considered the day the serviceman receives documents from the military unit
about his release to the reserve. If necessary servicemen say be kept on
active military service by decision of the USSR Minister of Defense for
another two months above the prescribed periods or be trar;ferred from one
branch of the Armed Forces or coebat arm to another with a corresponding
change in periods of service.

Servicemen receive the rank of private or seaman simultaneously with their
being placed on the rolls of a unit or, in the Navy, with their assignment to
an appropriate arm. Servicemen may be given the ranks of Pfc or senior seaman
for exemplary performance of duties in service, for good or outstanding indi-
cators in training and for exemplary military discipline on being assigned to
a position for which the T/O&E prescribes the ranks of Pfc or senior seaman.
The ranks of Pfc and senior seamen also may be conferred on the best privates
and seamen on their release to the reserve.

Military personnel who possess stable moral-political qualities, who have high
general educational preparation and who are distinguished by discipline, will
and physical conditioning are sent to training units which prepare junior
commanders. The list of specialties for which they are trained and training
periods are determined by the USSR Minister of Defense. Privates and seamen
who undergo training in these units are called cadets.

After completion of the training course and after successfully passing estab-
lished tests cadets receive the ranks of junior sergeant or petty officer
second class, and those who have completed them for a grade of outstanding
receive the rank of sergeant or petty officer first class. The initial ser-
geant and petty officer ranks also can be conferred directly in the unit or
aboard ship on those privates and seamen who are performing sergeant or petty
officer duties, who have good or outstanding indicators in training, who have
exemplary military discipline and who have passed tests for the established
program.

During their performance of first-tern service servicemn uay be given leave
as follows: as an incentive, for illness, for family circumstances, or in
connection wIth special conditions of service. The right to grant a leave
rests with the unit commander. Departure on leave and return from leave is
formalized by a unit order. The time necessary for traveling to and from the
leave location is added to the length of the leave. A leave of 10 days is
granted as an incentive no more than once to servicemen with a two-year period
of service and up to two times for those with a three-year term of service.

The diligence and conscientious attitude of privates and seamen toward per-
formance of their military duty and their successes in combat and political
training do not remain unnoticed. The USSR Armed Forces Code of Disciplinary
Punishment grants commanders and supervisors great rights for encouraging



outstanding soldiers. During the period of their service servicemen may be
decorated with USSR orders and medals for particularly outstanding services
and exploits.

Disciplinary punishments are imposed -on servicemen for committing infractions
of military discipline and public order. The severity of the punishment is
Incrtased when the guilty person has commtted infractions repeatedly or took
part in a group infraction of military discipline and public order. and when
the infraction was comitted in the performance of official duties, during
operational readiness, or in a drunken condition.

A servicemn is criminally liable for military crimes. Especially grave
crimes are disobedience to a superior, nonfulfillment of an order, absence
without leave from the unit, desertion, misappropriation of a weapon, inten-
tiomal destruction or Image of military property, violation of rules of
operational readiness or performance of guard service, and divulging military
or state secrets. Treason is the most serious crime before the people.

The Soviet soldier is distinguished by a deeply conscientious attitude toward
his duty to the Motherland. He is called upon to fulfill all demands of the.
ailltary oath, military regulations and the orders of commnders and superiors
not out of fear. but out of conscience.

The Motherland's armed defenders enjoy specific privileges. Their term of
service is counted as part of their overall period of work and after release
to the reserve they have the right to join that enterprise, organization or
establishment where they were working before call-up into the Army or Navy. In
additio•, military personnel released to the reserve have the right to be
enrolled for continuation of studies in that educational institution and that
course where they were studying before call-up Into the Army.

The living space in which first-term service personnel were living before the
Armed Forces is retained for them. They are not stricken from the rolls of
persons in line for receiving living space. They are relieved of the tax on
single citizens, citizens living alone or citizens with small families and
from payment of income tax on all kinds of monetary allowances. Privileges
also are prescribed for families of servicemen.

Soviet adlitary personnel live in bright, clean barracks and veil-planned
military posts. The soldier's ration is high-calorle and nourishing. The
soldier and sailor's uniform is handsome, attractive and comfortable. Military
personnel have at their services light classrooms, everyday services roomes,
drying roaom and storage rooms for personal articles. The medical service
watches over the soldiers' health vigilantly.

The Notherland's armed defenders have all opportunities for developing and
improving their spiritual culture. This is aided by reading roams and cabins,
regimental and shipboard clubs, libraries, radio broadcasting centers and so
on. Ivery soldier can take an active part in amteur activities, various
circles and sports sections.

|1 I . I I I I~lI i i iii ii4



All conditions have been created in the Army and Navy for successful accom-
plishment of one of the most important tasks posed in Comrade Brezhnev's
speech at the-lgth Komsomol Congress? "TOtNGIPOPLE MUST STUDY CONSTANTLY, AND
NOT ONLY TO GAIN KNOWLEDGE. THEY MUST LEAW HONEST LABOR AND AN ABILITY TO
SEE LIFE WITH ALL ITS COMPLEXITIES FROM A POSITION OF SOVIET PATRIOTISM AND
CO)"CUNIST CONiICTION . . AND LEARN TO MASTER MODERN WEAPON S AND CO)EkT
EQUIPMENT TO PERFECTION IN ORDER TO BE READY TO DEFEND THE MOTHERLAND ALWAYS."

Service in the Army and Navy is a genuine school of courage, a school of
indoctrination. It develops and reinforces in a person the positive qualities
he needs both as a soldier and as a conscientious citizen of our country. It
is a matter pf honor of every soldier to serve the Motherland vboleheartedly
and to spare neither energy nor life itself for the sake of its reliable pro-
tection.

COPYRIGHT: "Agitator arali I flots", No 16, 1982
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CSO: 1801/328.



ARMED rOR•ES

LECTURE ON MILITARY DUTY

Moscow AGITATOR ARMII I FLOTA in Russian No 16, Aug 82 (signed to press 11 Aug
82) pp 15-18

[Article by Col G. Rodin: "For Political Study Group Students and Assistant
Instructors: Defense of the Homeland Is a Sacred Duty"*]

[Text] On entering the USSR Armed Forces, every Soviet soldier Is ready to
perform his constitutional duty to the Motherland worthily and is imbued with
a high sense of responsibility for reliable protection of the Soviet people's
peaceful labor, achievements of a developed socialist society and the cause of
building comunism.

The socialist homeland born of the Great October is the first homeland of
workers in the world. Lenin substantiated the need for its defense scientifi-
cally, concluding that Un an era of Imperialism socialism cannot win in all
countries simultaneously. By virtue of the highest degree of unevenness of
economic and political development of capitalism, socialism will win initially
in one or several countries, while the other countries will remain bourgeois
or, prabourgeois for some time. This has to generate a desire by the
bourgeoisie of other countries to defeat a victorious proletarian socialist
state.

Under these conditions armed defense of the socialist homeland becomes an
objective historical necessity and generates enormous revolutionary enthusiasm
in the orkers. Lenin wrote that "the homeland . . . is the most powerful
factor In the proletariat's class struggle."

The entire course of history following the victory of the Great October Is
convincing proof of the ingenious foresisht of the leader of the revolution and
embodiment of the ideas and theses of defense of the socialist homeland which
made up an integral, orderly teaching and serve as the ideological-theoretical
foundation and basis for Soviet military organizational development.

To stand selflessly on guard over the Great October's achievements, to
strengthen vigilance and combat readiness steadfastly and to learn military
affairs in a genuine manner--these and other Leninist precepts are a law of

*It is recommended that this article be used in preoaring for political
classes on the topic "Defense of the Socialist Hc.4land and Military Service
are a Sacred Duty and Honorable Obligation of USS'. Citizens."
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life and combat training for Soviet military personnel and confirm a readiness
for any exploit for the Motherland's sake. Following the great leader's
behest, they are constantly preparina seriously, intensively and steadfastly
to defend the homeland and the socialist Soviet rep,3blic.

As is true of all Soviet citizens, military personnel of the Land of Soviets
are proud of their homeland and are ready to defend it against all encroach-
ments. They are proud of their nation, which in a couparatively brief histor-
ical period under direction of 0he -party of Lenin covered a path equal to
centuries and rose to the pinnacles of econovic, social aM- spiritual develop-
ment.

As early as the battles of the Civil War, imposed on the young republic of
Soviets by the overthrown exploiting classes with support from the interna-
tional reaction, the Red Army utterly routed numerous detachments of internal
counterrevolution and foreign interventionists. The traditions of boundless
allegiance to the socialist homeland which were characteristic of Civil War
heroes serve even nov as a source for bringing up courageous fighting men
ready to battle selflessly for the sake of a triumph of communist ideals.

In fighting for the freedom and independence of their Motherland, Soviet mili-
tary personnel alvaya have displayed supreme heroism, courage, fearlessness
and utter dedication to their duty. An incalculable multitude of examples of
heroism, valor and allegiance to the military oath was provided by the Great
Patriotic War. The whole world knows of the exploit by Komsomol member Pvt
Aleksandr Matrosov, who closed the embrasure of an enemy pillbox witb his
chest. Some 300 fighting men performed similar heroic self-sacrifices during
the war years. In the first days of the war the crew of Capt N. Gastello's
aircraft performed a legendary exploit. He directed his burning machine
against a coluim of enemy tanks and fuel trucks and inflicted a great loss on
the fascist invaders. The exploit by the 28 Psnfilov heroes at the suburban
Moscow siding of Dubosekovo went down in Great Patriotic War history as a
golden page. Twenty-eight persons against 50 armored vebiclesl But the
Soviet fighting men did not waver and took the iron blow on themselves. This
levsndary figat lasted four hours. The enemy lost 18 tanks and dozens of sen,
but he did not succeed in penetrating the defenses here.

Our great victory and the unparalleled exploit of the Soviet people and their
Armed Forces in this most brutal and difficult of wars ever known by mankind
teaffirmed the deep truth of Lenin's words that a nation defending its own
Soviet power and its own just cause and future can never be defeated. The
unprecedented mass heroism recognized by numerous awards is convincing proof
of this. Over seven million privates, seamen, sergesauts, petty officers,
officers, generals and admirals were decorated with orders and medals. Over
11,000 soldiers became Heroes of the Soviet Union and among then are represen-
tatives of all nations and nationalities of our country.

In the postwar years the Motherland's armed defenders also always have been
and remain equal to those demands placed on them by the Communist Party and
Soviet people. In daily military routine the soldiers of every generation
strive to be the equal of the veteran-heroes and learn from them courage,

7



valor and the art of winning and of valuing peace and security of the homeland
above all else. They are imneasurably proud of the fact that they are defend-
ing the peaceful labor of the people who for the first time in mankind's his-
tory built a state of developed socialim.

It In a great honor for the Soviet citizen to serve in the USSR Armed Forces.
Military labor and military service are surrounded by universal respect in our
country. This was graphically reflected in the USSR Constitution, where Arti-
cle 62 states that defense of the socialist honeland is the sacred duty of
every Soviet citizen. Military service In the ranks of the USSR Armed Forces,
states Article 63, is the honorable duty of Soviet citizens. A separate chap-
ter entitled "Defense of the Socialist Roseland" was Included for the first
time in our state's new Constitution, and this in a new manifestation of the
constant concern by the Coamuist Party and Soviet state for the Motherland's
security.

In the year of the 60th anniversary of the USSR's formation Army and Navy per-
sonnel, like all Soviet citizens, are implementing resolutions of the 26th
CPSU Congress with a great creative upsurge and with political and labor
enthusiasm, and they are preparing for a worthy greeting to the Motherland's
baner jubilee. The fervent patriotic Inspiration with which Soviet soldiers
are working is producing worthy fruit. Their successes in combat training and
in competition received high praise at the 6th All-Army Conference of Primary
Party Organization Secretaries. Conferees and all Army and Navy party members
took the CPSU CC greeting signed by CPSU Central Committee General Secretary
Comrade L. L. Brezhoev as the party's behest to continue to perform worthily
the sacred duty of defending the socialist howeland, and as a program of
action.

In defining the responsible missions facing party organ.Uations and all per-
sonnel of the Armed Forces, USSR Minister of Defense Mar SU D. F. Ustinov gave
a reminder that the Soviet people have to accoupliih the tasks of building
comunism in our days under complicated foreign policy conditions. Aggressive
forces of imperialism, and American imperialism above all, are attempting to
shove international relations from the path of detente to the path of confron-
tation and dangerous brinkamanship. They are attempting to recarve the
political map of the world and are resorting to various sanctions and threats
of the use of armed force IncludinS even muclear aid other weapons of seas
destruction. Under such conditions it would be an inexcusable mistake to
underestimate the real danger steming from imperialist forces. It is
impossible to ignore the fact that they possess impressive resources and are
relying on modern, comprehensively outfitted armies. While countering
imperialism's aggressive course with high vigilance, firmness, and a weighed
and realistic approach to burning problems of modern times, the Soviet Union
steadfastly pursues a line of strengthening the peace, which was reflected
clearly and precisely by the 26th CPSU Congress and was developed and con-
cretized in subsequent party and state documents.

The USSR's consistent love of peace is not a sign of weakness. It does not at
all preclude but, to the contrary, aswumes constant concern for the country's
security. The Soviet Union has taken ad will take necessary steps to keep



its defenses and the combat might and combat readiness of the Armed Forces at
the proper level. These are the primary indicators of the qualitative condi-
tion of Army and Navy forces and reflect the personnel's capability to carry
out their primary mission--rellably defending socialist achievements and the
Soviet people's peaceful labor and ensuring the security of our country and
that of its friends and allies.

Mar SU Ustinov says that combat readiness cannot bear a temporary, seasonal
character or be frozen at aome level. It must be raised and Improved con-
stantly. The efforts of all Armed Forces personnel must be directed at this.

It is important to remeber here that high combat readiness cannot exist with-
out firm discipline, efficiency- and execution in everything. No deviations
from regulation order, even the slightest ones, are admissible in military
"collectives. It is Important to learn to act always and in everything in
strict conformity with desonds of the oath and regulations, to obey comuanders
implicitly, to conduct oneself tactfully and respectfully toward comrades and
to show constant concern for their moral improvement. To be disciplined seana
to place a high demand both on one's own conduct and on the acts of col-
leagues, and to struggle actively to create ' healthy microctimate in the
collective of one's subunit, unit or ship.

In their years of service in the Army or Navy, military personnel go through a
major school of life in self-control and discipline. Righ moral and spiritual
qualities of the Soviet citizen-the conscientious builder and defender of
commuiss--ere shaped by the entire tenor of Army and Navy life. The Soviet
soldier's selfless military work confirms and defends the principles of the
Soviet way of life and commnist ideals.

The daily military routine and successes of Army and Navy personnel in accom-
plishin$ the missions facing them convincingly attest to the fact that they
are performing honorably their constitutional duty and behests of the
Commuist Party and Soviet people to defend October's achievements reliably.

Allegiance of the youth and military personnel of the 1980's to the grand
heroic treAitions of older generetions !s reflected vividly and movially in
the words of Comrade L. I. Brehnev in a speech at the 19th Komsomol Congressi
"Your pie*-cessors, the legendary fighting men of the Civil War, shock workera
of the !1' st five-year plans, heroes of the Crest Patriotic War and the post-
war rebirth, and participants of the gigamtic construction sites of the lost
decade hvte crested everything we have today. They are transferring Into you:
hands as invaluabse property-the first state of victorious socialism in the
world, a society building communism. .. . And we believe that you will be
worthy of the historic tasks facing y.*

"SoViet military personnel fully realize the entire complexity of the present-
day international situation and their missions. The formidable weapone liven
them by the Motherland are in reliable and capable hands. True to Lenin's
precepts about reliable defense of the socialist homeland, miasilemen, motor-
zeed riflcmen, tasknen, artillerymen, aviators, ravymen, mliltary personnel of

all professions are struggling for expert mastery of their eatristed weapons
and equipment. They are always on guard, In readiness to give a worthy rebuff
to any 4agressor.

C0TRCgrs "Agitator areil I flats". No 16, 1982
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[Article nListory Teaches Alertnessj]

SI 1Taxtl It ha been 37 feet years sonfe the tim that peace cme to Zoe.
Nowever, the day of 22 June 1941 continues to sound a troubling echo in the
hearts of people. It wa then that a terrible war, which took 20 million liv
of just Sovi•t citizens alone, begim. And ow miny were left maitad and needy
is difficult to say. 3oa a single famly vas spared the grief of the loss of
relstives nd frionds. 2he graying wells of the Brest fortress, the bronze
me-to to the defenders of sa, rtalinqrad and Movoroeeiysk, to the Iibe
store of mraw and Prague mnd to the soldiers that stormed Berlin constantly
recall the Irretrievable loses. ire-scorched framents of metal are still
being extracted tran the bodies of war veterans in surical verde today.

Such a wvr cannot be forgotten. An nod things are restless once aain In
the world. Amerian imperialism end the aggressive INAT bloc It Leeds are
*ttOMPtai to redrW the political map of the world, muowcizng vast regions
to be nee of their 'vital interests.0 They have awmed for themeles
the OrightO to ommmA m and to Judge ad 'ponih* others. They are in-
oresLnq the cm raem, hastily filling the arsee.ls with neutron boche,
developing new form of name dsstrutioa weaosps nd attemting to fMIl .urpe
w vith craise mdsoileo.

liese malevolent prpearatioes say a great deal. And %itat they say first of al
3s that an is the pest, the aggressive policy of imgperiali•m, a policy of
anti-luovietim mad ntioci•rmuism, threatens the world today. ... h.e %do for-
get* the cmtomt danger threateniag m• ," declared V. 1. Leonin, "which will
at see*e as long as world Lmperlaliam exists, e who forgets this will forget
boet our laboring republia. %be urgeacy of what the leader of the world

proloeriat said is Confirmed by the e"tUre owSe of history.

faocist ermny's attack upon the Soviet talon was prepared by world Im*rWia1
'IM ratd fuehrer hbypoltics.lly declared the preseem of a "Soviet threat" mawy
time ln those dayso". sTms old tactle is being vee today.

tn this oempleu a osetredetory inteastionel siteatIon, the party and the
Soviet govrnmnt ane doing aevrything they "ea to jautify the hopes of the

laborers of ow" country and of all mankind for a strong peace, for cleer skies



above the peaceful planet Earth. The Peace Program of the 1980a, developed by
the 26th CPSU Congress, is being implemented consistently and purposefully.
New constructive proposals on reducing nuclear ws in Europe--this is a key
issue associated with preventing the growing threat of world nuclear missile
ar--vere suggested by Comrade L. 1. Brezhnev in his speech at the l1th Congres

of USSR Trade Unions.

However, the continuing militaristic course and aggressive policy of the NATO
bloc, headed by the USA, are compelling the Soviet Union to take steps to
keep its defense capabilities at the required level. Such is the harsh
necessity.

Avidly approving the peace initiatives of the USS= and of other countries
of the socialist fraternity, the Soviet people are watchfully monitoring the
intrigues of imperialist and reactionary forces, and they are untiringly
strengthening the defensive power of the motherland. AMy and navy soldiers
are persistently Imroving their combat proficiency, and they are always ready
to offer a decisive repulse to any aggressor.

The twice-awarded order-boaring defense society is also making a substantial
contribution to instilling high alertness in the laborers of our'country.
Fulfilling the decisions of the 26th CPSU Congress, active D0GAAF members are
striving for integrated solution of the problems of military-patriotic in-
doctrination of the Soviet people.

Such work is being conducted constantly and effectively in the primary DOSA"
organization of the Dneiprovsky Machine Building Plant imeni V. Z. Lenin, vWhar
the comittee chairman is COmrade D. Wegoda. Lectures are regularly given hear
on the need for all members of the defense society to maintain hWgh alertness.
and meetings with participants of the Great Patriotic War are frequently organ-
ised. Zn thsm, the. aggressive essence of imperialisa is revealed with the
help of concrete examples, the problem of preserving ste and military
secrecy are debated with Special acuity, and the insidious plans of the NATO
bloc are unmasked.

&Vt unfortunately we still encounter certain DoeAM organizations in which
adequate attention is not yet being devoted to instilling alertness. Such a
situation leads to indifference, to a decline in the activity of DOLS tmea
The 01 Central Comittee decree son the 60th Anniversary of Ponation of the
OLUMn of Soviet Sociallit rapfblicd' statoethe need for shaping every Soviet
witisen's political alert=es and prepa"&se to defend the mtherland and
the ac lsahmnts of socialiss. It is with a consideration for these re-
qWirements that we met orya• As ailitary-petoioo-0 indoctrination of members
of the defene society.

xpieamatlon of the untiring efforts of the canist party to imlement V.. 1.
leinias commandlentS On protecting the socialist fatherland, the unceasing co-
oern of the CVSU Central Committee and personally of Cwrade L. I. breshnev
tog strengthenq the co'ntryes defense capabilities, and the heroic, revolu-
tionary, combt and labor treditios of or party, the Soviet people and their
ared forces mint continue to hold an important place in agitation and propa-
ganda. 2te anti-9oviet essence of the reactionary circles of Lmperialism and
their Sei*ing "Cocplioss mut be rvealed persuasively.
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The ideologists of anticcnmism are placing special hopes on the young. They
are attaepting to play upn the political inexperience of certain young men an4
i n, upon their passion and suggestibility, they are trying to diminish the
services of senior generations in their eyes, and they are attemting to sow
mistrust in the ideas of socialism and communism. All of this must be account4
for when organizing training and indoctrination in D•OSM7 schools and clubs,
and nore-effective form and methods of instilling young people with a spirit c
Soviet patriotism and socialist internationalisma must be sought.

Many young people get their initial military training in schools, vocational-
technical schools, takhnikums and training centers. Every future soldier must
firmly siailata the fact that irrespective of his combat specialty and the
arm and branch of troope, he will be in possession of information sought for
by bostile agents. 7he soldier must always be on guard. and he Mst unfailing-
ly comply with the oath, in which he wow to be alert and to strictly preserve
military and stAts secrecy.

Civil defense submits and fornations perform specific tasks. 2he entire
arsenal of the resources of ideological work must be directed at making civil
defense persornnl deeply understand the need for maintaining high alertness
every day and for strengthening the country's defense capabilities.

Instilling high political alertness in Soviet people today is a task of prioril
importance. It is the duty and responsibility of civil defense staffs and
DAA committae to contimally imrove milit•ry-patriotc propaganda and
create a senee of costant preparedness to rise to the defense of the father-
land In the cmuciousnaess of the people, under the guidance of party organs
and Jointly with the trade unions, the Kosmol, the "Oaniye" Society and the
military omomisariats.

O =Ts O"yeanyye zananiya", 1982
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pp 6-7

lArticle by Rng-Naj Gen Yu. Vainovs 'High Fquipment Availability")

IText] 'A firm alloy of high equipment availability,
military proficiency and invincible morale-such is the
fightinq potential of the Soviet Armed Forces.

L. x. Brashnev, from the
Accountability Report of
the CPSU Central Cowittee
to the 26th SU Congress.

Displaying constant concern for strengthening the countryls defense capabili-
ties, the CPSU and its Leninist Central Otmite have always attached and
continue to attach great significance to the equipment available to the Soviet
Army and Navy. This concern is natural, sincs az nt and cobat equipment
ae am the =at Important components of the fighting potential of the

USSR Arad Forces.

V. 1. Lenin, the creator and leader of the Soviet state, viewed eq6WIpnt
availability in the army and navy as one of the fwndanGntal sources of the
state's military power. a& pointed out that in war, Othe upper hand belongs
to the one with the greatest equipmnt, organization and discipline and the
best machijns.

Attaching enormrm significance to this aspect of military developent,- and
being faithful to the comundsents of the great Lenin, the CP5U devoted the
nut esistent attention to furnishinq modern weapons and cobat eqaipmnt
to the amy and navy in all stages of the state•s development. Our military
doctrine has been based in this case an the seed for proportionate developnt
of all arm and services, their maxitn motorization and the fullest possible
utilization of the latest achievements of science and technology.

Xt is not for aggression that we do this. fte Soviet Wtion hs always been
against the arm race, and it is against it move it has never aspired to
military superiority over the Westt and it bas no such aspirations today.
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nevertheless reactionary imperialist forces, mainly the United States of
America, have invariably rejected and continue to reject the peace initiatives

of the USSR, and they are increasing their military-technical power at a forced
pace. The USA was the initiator of the development of intercontinental strate-

gic bombers and atomic submarines earrying ballistic missiles. It was the

first to initiate mass deployment of ground-based intrurcontinental ballistic
missiles. The USA was not only the first to create tnte atomic bomb, but it

was also the only country in the world to use it without any military need

against a peaceful population. It was the USA that started large-scale produc-

tion of neutron weapons and adopted a new program of "chemical rearmament.,

In response to the aggressive preparations of the USA and its NATO allies, the

Soviet Union was compelled to create modern types of weapons.

"*The arm race has always been igposed qpon us from without," said CPSU Central

Comittee general secretary, chairmmn of the Presidium of the USSR Sqpreme
Soviet, Comrade L. I. Drezbhnv in a speech at the Great Xremlin Palace at a
luncheon in hnor of a Polish delegation representing the party and state.
"Were this to depend only on the Soviet Union, there would be no nuclear weaponM
on earth, and newer variants of sias annihilation resources would mot be devel-
aped.

£tdern fox of weapons entering the Soviet Azned forCes are characterized
by high effective range, high speed, significant striking and destroying power

and high target accuracy. We are utilizing the achievements of the scientific-
technical revolution in the interests of strengthenirq the country's defensive
power and for the purposes zf dependably defending the acco•plishmants of
soclali= &aeinst the transgressions of its snemies and averting a third

orld war.

Tbe appearance of qualitatively new, more-powerful form of weapoens, their
wees intrOduCtion into the troop and their further Liprovemnt have naturally

led to chaesi•e in the organizational structure of the troope, in their combat

formatiori, in the rate of offensive, in the form of wneumr And in the
nature of defense and other forms of coabat activity. 1hus creation of nuclear

missiles led to focuation of a new ax. of the foviet Arnd Forcoe--the Strategic

Missile Iporos. Today they are Outfitted with the meet sophisticated missiles

capable of carrying charges Of colossal power, surm99 ting all distances nd
=eking accnrate and indefensible strikes on the aggressor, no matter where he
is. The Strategic Missile yorces possess' rockets and powerful theuwxuclear

charges, the aCcurcY of theib weapons is high, and they are in comastnt
Obat redinmeae. They possees well defended ]aUaching pads, autamated

om.mication systeim and other sophisticated contro reso'cee.

,be branches of the ground troope-MDo rimd rifle, tamk, rocket and artillery,

mliener. s*gnal and so on-have a foruidabla o~uAtenance today. * a &rsult
of complete utoriitiof, the groWnd troop6 have becOm mach more =*)ile, and
their personnel are coepletely covemrd with armor.

IotociSed rifle mnits and formatioS, fOr eaXMPle, are ostfitted with the
mgt diverse cbat Wad amuiliary equipmnt, automated contro1 system,



computers and radiotechnical resources. aboard armored transporters and cross-

country inf3ntry combat vehicles, they can make long marches, enter into combat,
On the move without having the subunits disembark, fight in coordination with

tanks, cross water obstacles and exploit an offensive at a high pace.

The main striking power of the ground troops is represented by the tank troops,

which are characterized by significant stability in the face of mass destruction
weapons, by high maneuverability and by grest firepower.

alcket troops and artillery make up the foundation of the firepower of the

ground troops. Outfitted with operational-tactical and tactical Missile

complexes, the rocket troops are a highly important moans of destroying enemy

groupings. 7he great range of the missiles and the high t-aveling speed of the

launchers make it possible to extensively maneuver both the missile strikes and

the miss$la subunits themselves. Artillery of all forms and purposes is also

capable of extensive operational-tactical maneuver. It is armed with fully

motorized g•N, hevitzer, rocket and antitank artillery and mortars, and effec-
tive antitank guided missile complexes.

the engineer, chemical and signal troops possess modern equipment.

The aizbore troops are furnished with airliftable self-propelled artillery.
mortar, antitank and antiaircraft resources, armored transporters, combat

vehicles, automatic rifle weapons and communication and control resources.
modern paratrooper equipment and high-capacity airplanes make it possible to

drop personnel and cargo in all weather and terrain, day and night from various

altitudes.

The National Air Defense forc•s are one of .t Complex and well-oufitted arm

of the armed forces. They possess surface-to-air missile complexes, all-*eavther
supersonic missile-carrying fighter-interceptors, and highly effective equipmnt
for target detection and indication, and resources for controlling interception
of a.zborne targets. brood use c• automated control systems and high-speed

comunicatioon resources at all levels is a typical trait of the National Air

Defense Forces.

1he equipment of the air force is constantly improving. It possesses fighters,

armed with air-to-air missiles capable of annihilating manned and urmanned

airborne resources of the probable enemy in the entire range of their flying

Altitudes and speeds. Missile-caryifng airplanes are 0ared with highlY accu-

ratei guided weapons outfitted with al-wather navigation and sighting systems

and capable of striXing all ground targets with nuclear and convetional

amunition. Military transport aiLplanes can aizlift and drop troops and

cobat equipet over great distances.

Soviet scientists and designers have created vertical take-off and landing

airplanes. Our helicopter building industry has achieved great succeses.

The Soviet Savy is an inseparable component of our glorious armd forces. The

main properties of the navy aMr great striking power of its principal forces,

high manewperability of ship and air groupings, great spatial scope of actions,
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the capability of covertly and quickly deploying its forces and making arnihila-
tory strikes with them against objectives on land and at sea, and constant
high combat readiness.

Our navy has become a missile navy capable of conducting successful conbat
activities in any region of the World Ocean. Atcmic submarines armed with
ballistic missiles carrying powerful charges serve as a dependable means of
restraining aggressors. Aircraft carriers, missile boats and antisukmarine
ships embody the latest achievemnts of domestic power engineering, missile
design, aviation equipment and electronics.

Ocastal rocket-artillery troops and marines play an important role in the
general disposition of naval forces. They are armed with coastal missile
conplexes and with permanent and mobile artillery. Marine subunits and units
possess special armament and aqpibious combat equilpent. Presence of modern
assault landing ships in the navy has greatly increased the possibilities for
landing marine assault parties.

Such is the present level of the equipment availability in the Soviet Armed
Ftrces, created by the labor of our people. This high level allows us to
successftlly executo comlex and import missions associated with providing
dependable security to the USSR and other countries of the socialist fraternity.

While on this subject, I should emphasise once again with all certainty that
the Otmnist Party and its Central Ccmmittee and the Soviet government are
opelled to allocate an arount of &seots to improving armament and military

equipent which would be enough to keep the amy and navy at a high levl of
omebat readiness and ensure the security of the socialist fatherland and our
allies. Compelled Is precisely the right word, since the S1 hUs never armed
itself just for the sake of arming itself, it has never been and will never
be the initiator of an arm race. We have always pursued a policy aimed at
consolidating the peace, and we will always do so.

"The peace program for the 19W0 proposed by the 26th CPSU bngress and
supplemented by the new initiative suggested by L. I. reashnev, "states the
C M Central Coittee decree 0O0 the 60th Aniversary of Forzation of the
uion of Soviet Socialist Fipublics," "suggesets realistic, constructive ways

of weakening the threat of war, deepening detente and developing broad coopera-
tion among states with different structures. It opens up possibilities for
solving co lex international problem not through confrontation but an the
basis of 1aest and equitable negotiationse-

Chfortuw&tsly the peace-loving Leninlst policy of the tUn and the entire
socialist fraternity it oppo•ed by the aggressive course taken by militant
circlee of the MBA and other EAr O countries. Placing their hopes on achieving
military sueriority over the soviet nilcn and the Warsaw Pact countries, they
are continuing to aggravate the international situation and spiral the arm
race upward. Imperialist reaction is grossly interfering in the internal
affairs of sogereign states and waging a malicious campaign of attacks upon
the Polish Peoples' rapublic and the Rpublic of Cuba, it is continuing its
undeclared war against the DemCocrtic Jwpublic of Afghanistan, and it is stirring
up centers of tension in the sear last and in other regions of the globe. The
political leaders of China are asisting the most aggressive forces of imperial-
ism in tbeir plans.



tUder these conditions the CPSU and the Soviet state, persistently implementing
Lenin's peace-loving foreign policy, are doing everything necessary to strength-
en the country's defense capabilities and raise the combat readiness of the

armed forces. Created by V. I. Lenin and the Comounist Party, they are standin'
in a single combat formation with fraternal armies of the Warsaw Pact states,
alertly and dependably protecting the peaceful labor of the Soviet People and
the great accomplishments of socialism. They are always ready to honorably
perform their patriotic and international duty.

However, Comrade L. 1. Brethnev said at the 26th CPSU Congress "we have never
aspired to military superiority over the other side, and we do not do so now.
This is not our policy. But we will not allow such a superiority to be
achieved over us. Such attaMets, and discussions with us from a position of
strength, are absol:tely unpromisingIO

The interests of the motherland's defense demand effective utilization of the
results of scientific-techrzLcal progreas to create promising models of weapons
and combat equipment. Our unified military-technical policy foresees every-
thing for satisfying, in the fullest way possible today and in the future, the
need of the country's defense for aodern weapons.

High equipment availability doubtlessly plays an important role in achieving
victory over the enemy. But at the sam time it is absolutely clear that no
matter bow well the army and navy are armed and no matter what sort of equip-
ment they possess, this alone would not be enough. It is also necessary that
the soldiers to whoa the weapons are entrusted have an outstanding knowledge
of tham, handle then proficiently and opproach practical problems creatively
and responsibly.

The proficiency of tho personnel, their ability to got the most frm their
weapocasand equipment, high political consciousness of the servicemen and
their morale maximally predetermine the fighting power of the Soviet Armed
71oxces.

COPMflGMTs "Voyennyyo znaniyaw, 1982
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ARMED FORCES

DEPUTY MINISTER OF DEFENSE FOR PZRSOEL ON OFFICER SERVICE

Moscow VOYWNTY ZNANIYA in Russian No 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82) pp 8-9

(Interview with Army Gen I. N. Sbkadov, deputy minister of defense for personnel:
"Officer Service Is Special"]

[Text) Ivan Nikolayevich Shkadov began serving the Soviet Army
in 1935. He took part in the fighting against the Japanese
militarists near Lake Ihasen. He fought at Moscav and Stalingrad
in the Great Patriotic War. Be took part as commander of a tank
regiment in the fighting for Deepropitroavsk and Dneprodzerhainsk,
in the Yassl-Kishinev offensive operation, in the liberation of
the peoples of Romania. Bulgaria and Yugoslavia from the fascist
yoke. Be ended the war as comander of a separate tank brigade.
Since the war he has occupied an Important position in the Soviet
Aimed Forces.

IQuestionl Comrade Army General, many young people dream of becaoing an officer
and prepare themselves for officer service In various ways. How did your officer
career begin?

(An[ver) It vill obviously not be original of am to say that I also dreamed of
serving in the military even as a child. This dream did not leave me after I
graduated from secondary school, when I worked in the rayon Komsemol comittese.
One day the secretary announced that two Ksmol activists were to be sent to a
tank school. I was one of the two. I accepted the noe with Joy and pride. I
soon becam convinced that my true calling ay in the military service.

(Question] Right now many young people want to enter military schools, and expe-
rience tolls us that the median competition level Is fairly high. It is no doubt
a matter of deciding whom to select?

(Answerl The selection process is a matter of prim Importance for every VUZ, and
the problem is doubly acute for the military school. I shall tell you why.
Officer service is special. It involves great responsibility and the sacred duty
to defend the bseladW. It is therefore entrusted to the cream of the crop. The
candidates selected for the schools are politically active Yount people with good
moral qualities, physically fit sad well developed, who have not only successfully
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graduated from school and received a secondary education, but who also feel in
their minds and their hearts that their calling is to be an officer.

In my opinion, the collectives in which the young people study or york, Kousomol
and DOSMF organizations and military instructors should have a large role in the
selection of candidates for military schools. Their recomendations are highly.
Important.

It is no leas important, of course, for the young man who has decided on a career
as an officer to weigh his own possibilities and determine his own aptitudes. The
romanticism of military service should also be seriously assessed. There is no
question that it exists. Behind It, however, lies daily, intensive military work,
work which requires extensive political knowledge, professional training, 'strong
moral and physical conditioning.

With his personal example the author must teach the fighting men to overcome the
difficulties of the service with honor and be able to provide them with everything
needed for combat and for their lives. You must be an expert on the equipment and
the weapons, a propagandist, a sportsman and an individual with a broad parspec•-e
capable of convincing, of subordinating* of leading the personnel.

[Question] Even when the Red Army was first created our coemanders demonstrated
devotion to the cause of the revolution and the Lenin Communist Party and demon-
strated courage and heroism on the fronts. The Great Patriotic War van an espe-
cially rigrous test for the naation, for our people and their Armed Forces. Pleas
tell us, Comrade Army General, at least brinfly, something about the role played b
Soviet military regulars during hard years.

(Answet] The var unleashed upon our nation by German fascism was trul7 a war of .1
the people. A total of 5.3 million people were mobilized into the Soviet Armed
Forces durinS the first eight days alone. A total of 291 rifle divisions and 94
brigades were formed during the first 5 moethe after the war began. Naturally, We
had to do more than simply are the millions-strong masses of workers and peasants
who bad donned the soldier's overcoat, in order to rout the enemy. We also.bad t,
unite them into rigidly disciplined military collectives, teach them the art of
handling the weapons and inspire then to engage In a determined struggle for the
socialist homeland's freedom. It van up to the military commander and political
cadres-officers and generals of the Soviet Armed Forces-to ascomplish those
tasks. And they successfully accomplished the tasks, demonstrating selfless cour-
age, heroism, an unbending desire for freedom and the ability to direct the troops
The vwar confirmed the inseparable unity of our comand and the rank and file.
They were united by class kinship, by shared political objectives in the battles
fought for the houmeland and by their Marxist-Leninlst perspective.

The best perty forces were sent to reinforce the army, as they had been during the
civl1 war years. Around 9,000 supervisory party workers joined the active army bj
decision of the party's central comiittee just during the first 6 months of the vi
These Included Comrade L. I. lrezhnev, presently the general secretary of the CPS1
Central comnittee, chairman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, chairmen
of the USSR Defense Council and marshal of the Soviet Union.
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The party produced a remarkable group of military leaders and generals. Many
generals and officers proved themselves to be talented production organisers. The
names of generals D. F. Ustinov, B. L. lannikov, V. A. Malyahev and A.M. Shakhurin,
defense industry leaders and former people's cammisears are well known. Generals
and officers--scientists and designers--ade a significant contribution to the
equipment of the Armed Forces with first-class weapons and combat equipment.

We know that the partisan movement, which became an organized, national campaign,
provided the front* with powerful assistance. I do not think that everyone knows,
however, that more than 10,000 regular officers fought in the partisan units and
formations, ordinarily serving as chiefs of staff or deputy commanders of detach-
ments and formations.

I could not fail to point out the fact that more than 80,000 female officers were
at the front and made their own contribution to the achievement of the Victory.

During the last war our natiou's officers corps demonstrated their loyalty and
devotion to the people, to our own Commnist Party and to the hoseland. Throughout
the war Soviet officers bore out their great reputation as people in a heroic
occupation, as talented orBanizars and directors of combat, as skillful indoctri-
sators of their man.

[Question) Could you give us a few exaples showing how Soviet officers demon-
strated courage and heroism on the battlefields.

[Answer] There are many such examples. I shall mention only a few which I syself
witnessed. I recall the year 1938 and the military conflict with the Japanese
allitarists at Lake Xlvsan. After completing the Khar'kov Armored School, I
elected to serve in the 7ar East and there, as a tank platoon commander, I received
my "baptism of fire." as they say. I will not foreget how Lieutenant I. Noehlyak.
secretary of the party organization and one of the adjacent rifle reginents, vent
Into the attack with the fighting men three times. When the battalion commander
was put out of action. Communist l4oshlyak assumed command of the subunit and led
it in the storming of Zaosernaya Hill. He fought with the fighting men up to his
neck in water, under a storm of enemy fire. During the most heated part of the
battle, when its outteme vas b4nt determined, the color-bearer was wounded. The
unit's sacred battle colors fell from the dying fighter's hands. Noshlyak grabbed
the standard and was one of the first to reach the top. The valorous officer was
wounded twice in that battle, but he continued to lead the soldiers. Lieutenant
1. Moshlyak was awarded the title Hero of the Soviet Union for courage and herosi-
demonstrated in the fighting against the Japanese samurai. He then fought on the
fronts of the Great Patriotic War. Be wes promoted to the rank of major general.

Soviet fighting meno including officers, set an unequalled exampla of courage and
valor during the difficult years of the Great Patriotic War. Take just the combat
actions of Moscow's defenders, as an example. I took part in those battles from
August to November of 1941, and witnessed the courage of our fighting men. I
clearly recall Lieutenant I. ?etrov and Junior Lieutenant 0. Breslavets, commnia.,
brave soldiers and men of remarkable spirit. A company of heavy [V tanks, which
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I Vag temporarily ccmending, was firmly holding the defense line and engaging in
fierce battles with superior enemy forces near the cities of Vanev and Novomoskovsk.
It destroyed around 20 enemy tanks and a considerable number of infantrymen. The
platoon led by G. IreslaVets destroyed 7 fascist tanks and killed as many as 200
Ritlerites by changing positions skillfully and with tactical competence. The
same sort of heroic actions were demonstrated by lieutenants A. Timoshenko and
I. Petrov, platoon commanders. All three were awarded the Order of Lenin.

Beginning in 1943, I comarnded the 52d Separate Red-Banner Order of Suvorov,
Dneprodzerzhinsk Tank Regiment and served with rany brave people. The officers
evoked special admiration. In the fighting for Dneprodzerzhinsk, for eample, the
crew of a smdiua tank led by Lieutenant N. Yagunov took part in three attacks
under powerful enemy artillery and mortar fire, destroying a 75mm cannon, three
mortars, an observation post, an sumuniton dump, two earth-and-timber emplace-
ments and two infantry platoons. Major P. Kalozhnyy, deputy regimental commander
for political affairs, frequently turned up in the combat formations, especially
vhere a difficult situation vas developing. With his words and his personal
ezmple he inspired the men to perform real feats. Major P. Tulev, chief of staff,
performed with initiative. Senior Lieutenant A. Topor, a company commander, and
officers M. Negrov, A. Svetlichnyy, A. Brodskly, V. Shpakov and I. Kiselew per-formed fearlessly in the fighting. They all honorably fulfilled their duty and
received high avards from the homeland.

In summary. I would mention the fact that more than 7,000 officers, senerals,
admirals and marshals were among the 11,500 fighting men awarded the title Hero of
the Soviet Union during the war. A total of 104 of them were awarded the title
twice, and G. K. Zhukov, A. 1. Pokryshkin and I. N. Kothedub ended the war three-
time Heroes of the Soviet Union.
Many Soviety officers are continuing the traditions of their fathers and older

brothers today by performing heroic actions.

[Question] Comrade Army General, what demands are made of the officers today?

[Answer] The reality of the comander, the political worker and the military
engineer involves great responsibility for the indoctrination, the training and
the lives of the men and for the expensive equipment, and the performance of their
service dutice, a I have already mentioned, frequently involves risk for them.
The demands made of the officer cadres are therefore constantly groving and expand-
ing. I shall mention the main ones.

The Soviet officer is distinguished, first and foremost, by good moral fiber, self-
less devotion to the cause of the CPSU and the Soviet people and profound commuist
conviction.

Good discipline, efficiency and a sense of responsibility are another highly
requirement. V. I. Lenin regarded ware military discipline as an extremely Impor-
tent factor in the strength and invincibility of our army.
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It is important for every officer to develop and instill in himself initiative,
independence and a strong will and bring out his orgarizational abilities.

It is impossible to conceive of an officer today without a high level of profes-
sional trainWrg, general and technical military sophistication. Changes have
occwrred and are presently occurring in military affairs, which maks it Impossible
to keep up with the development of military equipment and military art vithout a
solid background in general science and the special fields of knowledge, without a
thorough study of phybics, chemistry, mathematics and other disciplines. This is
why the modern commanders are engineers in various specialized fields.

The officer must have good health, of course, and solid volitional and physical
conditioning. In modern combat van will experience great physical, moral and
psychological stress. The officer must be able not only to bear them stoically
himself, but to set an example for his men as well.

Finally, there is one more demand made of the officer today-the ability to train
and indoctrinate subordinates. This is a difficult and important task. The
officer has to deal vith men whose character is developing and whose outlook and
attitude toward life are being formed. Only he who has mastered Karxist-Leninist
methodology and the fundamentals of military pedagogics end psychology is capable
of training a-d indoctrinating them. The Soviet officer corps is successfully
coping with this task. Service in the army becomes for our youth an extensive
school of life, an integral part of the entire system of Soviet indoctrination.

In order for the officers to acquire in full the above qualities, they should
sacredly follov Lenin's instruction to thoro-$hly study mialtary affairs, study it
everywhere--withln the walls of military educational institutions, among the
troops, at the firing ranges and on the tank training grounds, in the expanses of
the sky and on ocean cruises.

(Question] The last questions Comrade Army General. What would you wish for
those who have decided to become an officer, to enter a military school?

(Answer] They should prepare themselves in advance for entering a school. What
does that mean? First of all, it means that they should study well, strengthen
thmselves physically, take part in the social life of the collective and develop
in themselves the active stance in life of a Soviet citizen. They must develop in
themselves those qualities which we have discussed.

I would recommend that the young people be active in DOSAAP groups, sections and

schools, which are the first, but very Important, steps toward a career as an
officer. The foundations for military expertise, which the officer must expand

throughout his life, of courses are laid in WT? (Initial military training?]
classes and in DOSA.F training organizations.

I hope that all of you who have decided to enter military schools will pass the
exam and be successful in the training which follows. Most Importantly, remember

that when you take the military oath you are entering the ranks of the homelands

defenders as heirs to the glorious combat traditions of your fathers and grand-
fathers. Upor. graduating from the military school, bear the great title of the

Soviet officer with honor.

COMIGNfT: 'Voyonnyyo snaniya", 1982.
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ARME FORCES

MQUR mTS OF MILITARY OATH N• SERVICE REMCATIONS
Moscw VOY ITME ZANMIYA In Russian go 7, Jul 82 (signed to proe" 9 Jun 82)

pp 12-13

[(Article by Col I. Semanoa: "...Study Military Affairs Conscientiously"]

[Text) Twice a year, in the spring and in the fall. young replenislbumts enter thi
combat formation of the bomeland's defenders. The youth cam to the Armed Forces
to fulfill their constitutional duty. Our state's Fundamental Low states that
military service in the Armed Forces of the USSR is the honored duty of Soviet
citizeus. An they don the military uniform, the young patriots are profoundly
awars of the enowous responslbillty with vbhch they are charged by the people,
the party msd the state.

That responsibility has become even larger In the current internatimal situations
deliberately exacerbated to the limits by reactionary circles of the Im.peralist
powers. This situation requires great vigilance and increased cmbat readiness
of the bomelaud's defenders. One of its Important compozents is a excellmnt
understanding by every soldier and sailor of his military specialty ad expert
hadling of the equipment and weapons.

V. I. Lenin repeatedly underscored the greet Importance of military equipment mnd
weapons as the material foundation of the Red Army's combat capability. letter
equipment, is his opinion, was one of the main sources of superiority Is military
affairs, because in a war "bhe wbo Ia the beat equipmeant, orgaiaatloo and discl-
pline aod the beet machines vill $et the better...."

While pointing out the exceptional Importance of the latest meens ofwetrfa•e, V. I
Lenin at the same time underscored the fact that the strength of new weapons lies
in people who he" mastered teas* wempons and are capable of making the met
effective use of them In combat. During the difficult civil wat years the party
leader desmanded that the commLsts, that all the workers, master uilItary sffatir
and study the military equipment. Nis wll-kma instruction: NO should have
only one moato-etudy military affairs seriously....

Loyal to the precepts of our leader and teacher, the CPSU is doing everything
possible to see that in the current complicated laternational situation the Armed
Forces have verythlog necessary to repel the Imperiallat aswebors, to reliably
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protect the peaceful. creative labor of the Soviet people. thrae Presidiu of~l
general secretary of the CPSU Central Couuittee -~d chairman of tePeiiao
the UMS Supreme Soviet, ba as"si: "With respect to the. Soviet Union, we have
never sougbt and are mot seek~Ing. miitary sWerioritY. Ve are going no further
than to concern ourselves for reliably protecting our nation'sa security and the
secur-ity of our allies. and we do not intend to go 'beyond that. The Soviet Union
constantly appeals for a halt to the creation of new and even more terrible types
of weapons. I will say with full responsibility. however, that we will not be
Indifferent to the appearance of such weapons in the arsenals of the United Statei
and other NATO participants.' If thls occur*, than the Soviet Armed forces will
have a reliable countertlaice for such weapons.'

It was pointed out at the 26thk CPS'V Cangress that the fighting strength of the
Soviet Armed Forces was made up of a strong alloy of good equipment, military
skiU end Invincible morale on the part of the personnel. Flolowin~g the lnstruec
tIons of the CPSU Central Coiittee -an orders from the USSR minister of daefeme,
our fighting ame "a their sost important task as that of contanutly building up
that strength and serving as capable defeaders, of the socialist bommlaxnd.

The poverful combat equipmet and veapoes with which all services of the Soviet
Armed Forces and 'breaches of troops aea outfitted have beew created by the viii 01
the Cammulat Party,, the talent of soviet scientists and the self lees labor of oul
mothers. ad engineers. It is the duty of evezy fighting ma to Y!~ the immeLand
has "s igned weapons or entrusted vehiclee or gear, *Instruments, mecbentsus or
other equipsiot, to learn to Undle s,1l3fully, to look after t~m carefully mad
maintain them in a cosiplate state of rsepir, sand when uecesaatry-to, emloy then
.&ktl~u2ly Ia comba.

When he takes the oath, the housl.Mi' s yosmg defeuder foMallY vos 'to study
SiUtary affairs cooeciestiously. to protect -:tlitery and the people's property 13
eve:ry way .... '" The Internal Service tegilatioms of the Armed Forces of the USSR*
in tuarn, require that every. sold ier sd ea tor 'stuidy military af fairs consciwn.
tiously. diliguitly emd firmly minni everythig ha is taught by comodere (or

hAd this Is not slnely a readder to tbe fi&htis men of his service oblf-stics.
it io a vital necessity,, e urgent dictate Of the times. The better the "Idler I
sailor Ume learned his c~ibat spGCialty sOd the weaPOns sad equIai0t entrusted tA
him,. the nore Precisely and rapidly will he perfmm in the mt difficult eitue-
tune. the gore cefid~etly wiU he fulfill otiers; said the greater vill be his
chasca of defeatist the msasy In Comet siod mninis alive himeelf.

Omeo, duriag a talk with a$y~ soldiers. Iwo of the Soviet VMi L. 8#
leeat.ev a former sergaset. said that It to Net 000h 41100lY to Vet to tarry
outatne order. that ~ mu nst also kaMb tO carry It Out. 118 recal led a time
during the var, whee he vas serving 0A SahineOO FORMr OWd he sold hUs cOmred4`e
forded the Duepr with makesahift mesans sed Msdev a stofu of uIMsay fire. 1e helped
"#cpure a springboend sothe oppooito book and defeaded the captured positice in
fierce figuting.



"If my uscleas had been flabby," the veteran said, "it is doubtful that I vould
have been able to cross the Dnepr and keep my machine gun on the raft. A man
without good physical conditioning is not a soldier. Later, my machine gun faille
me. Had I not eliminated the problem instantaneously, the order would not have
been carried out and the enemies would have overcome us."

It is possiLle in toda,'a situation that a soldier will not have to force a water
barrier, of course. Military technology has come a long way. Powerful combat
vehicles carrying personnel on board are capable of crossing the widest river in
full motion, at a high speed. The importance of the soldier's or sailor's moral
and psychological conditioning in a battle in which the latest means of combat vi
be used has Increased greatly, bowever. And the contribution of liLtary exper-
tise to successful operations in a combat situation has become especially sig-
nificant. Naturally. it it still very important for a machine Sguner or a sub-
machine gunner to be able to prceptly correct my problem &rising while he is
firing, of course, to learn to fire accurately, and destroy targets with the first
shot or the first round.

Let = a nem for a umiute that due to Inadequate training or inexperience, a rad
operator monitoring the air situation on the radar screa misses a blip iadicatin
an eron object, an aircraft or a missile. When we consider the tremendous speed
and groat destructive force of modern meaus of mass destruction, it is not diffi-
cult to see that such an omission by even a single serviceman can have the most
serious cequences.

The outfitting of the army and navy with mew types of weapons and combat equipmen
%as resulted in a rapid Increase in the number of technical uilitary specialties.
While there waere 15-20 military specialties during World War I and as many as
160 during World War II, there are a almost 2,000 military specialties. The
repid rate of tcs |logical progress has resulted In a situation In which two or
thre geostlose of uisiles have coma and gone In the a&rues of the largest
states durIng the past 10 to 15 years. and a considerable part of the fleet of
combat aircraft and ships, antiaircraft uisslle systems, radar weapons and com-
gmalcat ions equipommst has beet replaced with nower models.

Nodern wsapous are collectively eamployed as a rule. This msans that each mber
the tem bears great responsibility for hie skill level and that be must strive
oetantly to perfect it. in order not to let dOwn the squad, two, crow or battli
station in a time of trial. Success In the fulfillmnat of the mission asigned b
the commder wvii depend greatly upon precise coordination semog the fighting me
their mutual mWorstanding and their preparedness to help each other at any time.
Ivory soldier ad sailor should therefore attmat to establish better relations
with hie cosredee so as to strengthen the spirit of collective endeavor, mutual
respect and support in the suiKmalt emd to enhance friendship and allitary
comradeship.

t "oas vwithout saying that capable mae of the modern weapons and combat equipsen
it only possible vith the strictest of military discipline. Military discipline
olonger a siple matter of carrying out the oeameaer's orders or fulfilling th
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daily schedule, rapidly and precisely. It also involves a high level of military
shill, the ability to value every second during the fulfillment of combat training
norms and the technically competent servicing of the weapons entrusted to the
soldiers end the materiel assigned them. It should also be remembered that the
combat equipment assigned to the fighting son for protecting the homeland repre-
sents great material value. It is therefore very important for each servicemen
to service it in complete accordance with the requirements of instructions and
manuals, to strictly observe the regulations and conditions for its operation and
to maintain it in a constant state of reeadness for combat eployment.

It is not a simple matter to achieve the pinneclas of military skill, to become
the real master of the cemdat equipment. It is perfectly within the capabilities
of our draftees, hoever, who ordinarily have an adequate general education and is
many cases, technical training as wel, received in the DOSAAT organizations. It
requires intensive, daily work in the classrooms, at the firing grounds, ranges at
tank training grounds, in the course of tactical exercises, live firn•gs, missile
lncwhkings, plights, sea and ocean cruises. It Is Important, bever, to see that
not a single hour of training time is wasted and does not give a proper zeturo,
that from the very first day of hi service the fighting m carefully listen to
and rmesber everything taught hin by the coumander, that he drill persistently*
adopt the kno-ho-m of those excelling •n the training And of the rated specialists
and strive to Join their ranka as rapidly as possible.

7articipatioe by the soliders and ailors In the socialist competition is a clear
dasonstratiom of their patriotic desire to serve the bomelnd honorably and con-
ecientiously. The campaign for excellent results from each hour of classuork,
each day of combat training, for the aitlity to destroy targets with the first
shot or the first missile lauaching, at maximum range, to operate at night by day
time norm., to mater all the sub it's TO& weapons, to learn related cobat
specialties ad improe ratings-no fill the military workdays of the homeland's
defenders.

Soviet fiSht ag men are surrounded by the love of all our people. Their work is
Just "s esenetil sad important an that of the steel melter, the grain grower or
the scientist. After all, they are guarding the uset sacred of sacred things--ou
socialist bomeland's security. Prou5 of the hooored duty assigned to them, the
young patriots are conscientiously studying military affairs end sparing io etfor
to achieve as excellent mastery of the first-class combat equipment and weapons
entrusted to them. They are always an the alert, 8aways prepared to Issue a
fittiang rebuff to my aggressor.

W?1ZIGt s "voyenyye sumiys."0 1"2.
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GROUND FORCES

B&CZGIT)(D OF AIMORM SOLDIER DISCUSSED

MoscOv VYOIYMM ZNANIYA in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (sign~ed to press 6 may 82)

pp 20-21

tArticle by A. Solov'yev: 'How Does One Become & Paratroopr?*i

(Text) The reader may recall seeing the photograph below
faot reproducedl an the ov~er of the January issue of this
Journal. Vladislav' Kutsubey, a member of a Guards unit
&An an outstanding moldier of combat an political training,
is a gallant lad, and he probably' ha character, seeing a
the hard service of a paraitrooper Uas not diminishied his
broad sincere smaile. Nov did-this character evolve? I
traveled to Vladislav' e bor territory to answer this
question.

sources

Wven a river can have several sources an occasion, but ho many Of themar
there in the individual? Vlsdixlav1* grandmther aseumed the "I*e of nother
and father to hin frue his early years. Such a situation is referred to as
unfavorable. sut what creates well-being? True heI did, lack a real mother's
caie. &ad to speak honestly, there were also cther thinge of greater necssity
that he lacked. sat there was no lack of kinftess. hawanitariaaisK and Justicx
it would take a whole other article to write adequately about this fetani

won, yel"Ia Fndzyarpowna Dexisowne. Anyone can understand whatr sort Of lady
she not have been to be able to simAltanecU11lY raise boh her own children ark
her qgradhildren. ftspected throughout the entire village Of A09ovka for Mer
diligence and benevolence, and her even character. she worked extremely hard
to see that they would all grow uP. *Grov up-to her this meant not that
they should necessarily achieve positions of authority but# Meet iqmortantlYt
that they becose real personsi, that they' learn to love work and that they wol4
be able to look anyone straiqht in the ee

gut don't get aswroi g When I may kind I do, not mani doting. Novt Years
later, she recalls somthing which Vladislav, his character being what it is#

would not recollect to ushimself, fo matter what it w'as to water the garden
or help &xoun4 the house, vladik was always therel Vitaljy, his older brother

was no longer at home. and his younger brother Stanislav was still too sm1all.



in this way his qrandwther, who never did finish her schooling, introduced a
most wise and ancient principle into the raising of her children-raising
through labor.

This habit of wo :ing bard more than likely became the main support to
Vladi.slav on his zoad.

"When the Cuckoo Coos, Msemeber Us*

That is what Vladislav said on graduction night, ca giving his class leader,
Yekatarina Andreyevns Slavgorodskaya a wall clock, purchased with contributions
from all the graduates. mo" is such that sosetimes it brings back incidents
that ould seem so insignificant in an entirely different light.

*You kno,* recalls Yelaterina Andreyevna, "sooner or later a boy experiments
with smoking. hs lo=4 as the parents smoke, the teachers are helpless, because
they must fight not only a haraful habit but also a child's natural curiosity
and a desire to be like an adult, so noreal in this age of transition. But
Vladik never touched cigarettes. once I wondered why. It was not until later
on, after observing him for some tins, that I cam to understand the reasons
He subordinated all of his acts to a single goal.

That wich caw into Vladislav'e mind could not perhaps be called a dream. It
was a goal, one which he pursued stubbornly and consistantly--that of becasing
a military paratrooper. Later on in one of his letters written while in the
army, he said: 01 felt that it was only in ths airborne troops that I could
learn 'military affairs' as they shaild be learned."

This desire probably manifested Itself within him back in the days of his first
arnitsa" war gams. Vladialav always distinguished himself in these game by

his agility and initiative. Am early as in seventh grade, while answering a
school queetiomairs, the young boy confidently wrotae *What would you wish to
becom?--a officer. What are your interets?--adio engineering, classical
wrestlinq. What helped you in arrivig at these interests?-The profession
toward which I ai working.... (o1uld interest be the right word to use? A
better tor= would be an independently developed, diversified train"n program
aimed at suing attainmemnt of one's aspiration. Setback* did not worry
Vladislav. Thus following eighth graft be wont to Ussuriysk with the purpose

of enrolling in the Ou'rov school. They told him there that they could sot
pmnise his that he would set" La the airborne troops. The young boy left).
"OAhere do you usually do your favorite thil"7?-Ia school.

Of course, Vladlelav had more than studies in smid. After his first seps in

"Ozarnitsa he went cc to a closer relationship with the school's DOSAF orgeni-

sation. fte chairman of the society's primary orasisatiot and military in-

stroctot of the school, Pstr 'Vasil 'yevch Nal', Imeediately noticed the yoVng
mn'is lively interest in the army.

'itriftly speaxing, developing an interest in military affairs mans making use

of this inAerest,* reasoned P•tr 9a"sl'yevich. 'The natural interest of chidre.
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in military affairs invariably makes itself known sooner or later-and at this
momant it must not be left unattended, it must be brought out. Otherwise the
young man vwil dream a little, and then forget, becoming distracted by soething
else.*

And he tries to inl~ tnt this point of view in his work. Each year about
150 of the school's students take part in "Young Riflemen" and =Sharpshooter"
circles. with the most active assistance of the children a shooting gallery,
an athletic field and an.abstacle course appeared. According to the military
instructor, they began using the obstacle course seven before they finished
building it.-

The defense collectiv of "lanyat' Chapayeva 1holhox is prepared to support the
school in all of its initiatives. The D3SAA? menbers of this farm are dis-
tinguished by creativity and energy. Their efforts led to the creation of
a machine and tractor repair classroom for the training of drivers, and a new
shooting gallery was recently opened.

All of thi made up the environvent in which Vladislav'e aspiration to becom
a moldier grew stronger. The young man enjoyed real possibilities for preparing
himelf for the military profession. As classroom conmander in MW [not
further identified] lessons and permanent cow•nder of loovsk "aaglets," he
tried to absorb everything that might be useul to him in the army.

After graduating from school he &Ought admission to the Ryazan' Sigher Airborne
Omuand Twice-Awarded Red Banner School immni leninskiy OeMOeNl. Once again
misfortune awaited vladislav. me failed to qualify in the competitive exams.

Acclimation to the Sky

Garandmother Telena Andeyauvna, whose wisdom sewvr conflicts with naivete, on
hearinq that her grandson had Joined a DM5A? aeroclub and was intending to

u out of an airplane, e•plodeds

"They'll toss you out somewhere, and then bow m I ever going to find you again?

But Vladisav seemed to glow with Joy.

The fact that he could not get into the airborne school did not discourage the
young boy at all. on the contrary all that a few days at the school did was
conclusively persade his as to the correctness of his choice. Threfor he
joined SPTD-14 [not further identified) located in a neighboring tem, deciding
to lears to be a driver--a paratooper does need the skills of a profesional
driver. As before, he distinguished hiinelf in military sports functions.
In a word, students never expOrienOe a lack of such fountiwes, since mnre
than a dozen ca titiams are held here every year. and an outstanding base has
been created for them, to include a driving range, an obstacle course and a
shooting gallery. And what w" most isportant was that this year, Vladislav
learned to use a parachute.

"*t was not until later, after I Joined the Military, that I realised how much
I got from wi lessons at the Owk M JWeQClub#, wrote Qiards Private
Kutsubey a year later. Today other yongsqters are taking their first steps in
the sky. X had the fortWue of gaining the acquaintanoe of one of them.
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Experienced parachute jumpers assert that the second Jump is psychologically
harder than the first. However, this time the rule did not hold. The face of
Turly Loktev bore no noticeable traces of the shock he had just experienced
in his second jump. Tall and strong, in som way he resembles Vladislav
Xut-subey. Their biographies are similar, and Yuriy was also attracted by the
mroclub owing to his desire to serve in the airborne troops. He said:

"1 have long wanted to junp with a parachute. I wanted to know what it would
be like. So I came here, and I'm not sorry for it. there are very interesting
people heres we spend all of our tim together, and they tell me about many
things. They have all served in the aLxborne troops, and before that they.
worked at the Omsk Mroclub. And they are very good teachers.*

This is what was said to me about instructors of the aeroclub's parachute

unit:

.They work like ants."

Colorful and accurate. In any case, that is exactly what they looked like--
fast and basiness-like--on .he field where they were preparing new "flights'-

this is how they referred to the shifts of parachute jmper--for 3unpiig.
Each of their commands carried a hidden message: .'oncentrate more on what
you're doing, boys, this is serious wrk, but there's nothing to be nervous
about.*

Ce could see that they had kind feelings for the young boys, whom they once
thAmselves resembled. they know that the spirit of a novice is never empty
If it is not filled with a 4dsire to jp, the free spece within it is filled
with fear.

"Once I was confronted by two youngsters in tearsv related Vladimir •hristiano-
vich Nocharov, comnder of the parachute unit. "A girl of short statureo who
was forbidden to ýump owing to sme indiscretion on her part, begged me to let
bar jumpi and a huge hulk of a boy who would rather enter a burning house than
get into an airplane. That might apear fanny. But not to us. Ihe first jump
is a process of AccLimation to the sky."

The Osk DO@W Aezroclub is nearing its 50th anniversary. During its existence
•thousands of persons werm eausinted with airplanes, gliders and parachutes.
Amnxg them are 12 heroes of the Soviet thion and chamions of the coantry and
the world. Yladislav and his peers wers truly luckys The tradition$ of the
msroclub and the labor of todayos teachers have resulted in numrous responses
of gratitude from mit comnders--the students were serving excelleatlyl

Acoessible to All

Zt w" a bright Nay morning when Vladislae left for the unit together with his
parachute jumping certificte. Not long after, Ye. A. Ilavgocofakaya received
the first latter from him. 'The other boys here are good and friendly. Soe5-
time we think about hows. Now we long to go ewimming in the Irtysh' right nowl
I stedyinq in a young soldier's course. 2 have nw served exactly a week.

2 feel great. meat usually makes you feel sluggish, but here I don't notice it,

I'm always feeling ready to go.'
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Ask any former soldier of any generation, and he viii tell you how difficult the
first days in. the army are. The backpack bears heavily .upon the shoulders,
discipline bears down vpon the soul, the boots don't fit, and the cot is too
small. The sergeant has an understanding look about him, and he offers on-
couragement;

=You'll make It.-*

Ne is rightt: A month goes by, and then another, and all of these Owoesm which
are part and parcel of early service are forgotten, and begin to appear funny.
Nevertheless the first days in the army are not easy ones.

Of course- it might seem better to avoid all of this. It is one thing when
a soldier spends his days fighting his boots, and something altogether different
if it takes him a whole month to learn a trutht The order of a conmander is a
law to the subordinate. This means that an entire nonth of his training had
gone by without full benefit. 7hese are all highly simple examples, but they
all show .that the recruit will have to spend an awful long time trying to
catch up with comrades who have progressed far ahead. There is only one pre-
scription heret Do not lose ti getting used to things. Get ready for the
army like Vladislav did. Everyone has this possibility, and it is for this
purpose that military instructors ar investing so much labor and DOSAW
organizations are working so hard.

"AcCording to-'the reports from his immediate supervisors and coimanderse the
deputy commander for political affairs of the unit in which Vladislav serves
informed us, OGuards Private V. T. Xutsubey got used to the order of the day
much faster than hUs comrades in service, he is enduring the burdens of service
mor easily, and he has assimilated the airborne training program faster and
better. This is a reflection of the successful training he received from the
MOBW training organization.'"

being a young boy from a Siberian town, Vladislav Kutsubey did not enjoy any
special advantaes in preparing for service. What he did do to learn about
motor vehicles, parachutes and radios and to make himself physically fit can
be done by any yomugster.

All that is needed is that personal human quality we call purposefulness.

were is another passage from a letter written by the commander of the unit
in which Vladivlav serves: *Be likes serving in the armed forces very Much#
and he wishes to continue and become an officer of the Soviet Amy. He has
submitted a request for permission to apply to the Syasan' Nigher Airbotne
Commnd Twice-Awarded Med DanAer School ISenM Leninskiy X00omom1."

"The Goal

Yes, the goal which Vladislav placed before his is still smthing in the futur
As before, it remains the mole and m•ot inportent goal. Vladislav selected the
profession of officer-paratrooper with the confiaence that It would help his
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become decisive, bold and willful. He achieved all of this on the road to his
goal on his own. I would like to make special mention of this. Only those who
work hard on themselves can attain their dreams. Let all who decide to become
officers remember this.

And here is another thing: Organizations of the defense society helped
Vladislav in many ways to reach his goal. This is not just my opinion alone.
Dar* is another passage from a letter:

•t e unit comnd requests the journal YOYZNNYYE ZLVCYA to convey a big thank-
you to the primary DOSAAP organizations of 'Paxyat' Chapayeva' Sovkhoz and the
Mozovsk Secondary School for the good education they provided to Guards Private

V. T, !.utsubey and for how well they prepared him for service."

7kxe editor's office is often askedt How do you become a paratrooper? It was

vith the story about Vladislav Latsubey that we wished to answer this question.

COPYPWTz *Voyemnyye mnaniya", 1982
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GROUND POR•ZS

PRE-DRAFT TRAININGt LECTURE ON SNIPERS

Moscow VO•YZNN ZUAZIYA in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to press 6 Nay 82)

p 28

[Article by 3nqr-Col V. Kuptil': 'Sniper')

Pftext) ncyclopedias carry the following definition: 'Sniper--rifleman who
has mastered the art of accurate fire, camouflage and deception, and observa-
tion." Short but precise. This term is broadly employed today in amy life.
Often, when we describe the accuracy of fire of gunners or tank crews, we
vse the term "sniper's shot.' When the reference is to missilemen, we say a
*sniper's launch.* And in aviation the term *pilot-sniper* has appeared.

My story is about a military specialty having to do with, if X may use the
expression, a real sniper--that is, a rifleman ared with a sniper's rifle,
for exawple a Draqunov semiautomatic rifle. It was adopted by the military
in 1963, and it is the most sophisticated of all models of this type of rifle.

The maximum range of the Dragunov semiautomatic rifle with an optical sight
Is 1,300 mters. It permits successful fire in twilight, in amolight and in
cloudy weather, when firing a rifle with an open sight is difficult.

now does a sniper work? First of all the point of fire--the sniper's position--
is selected. it is indicated by the commder. But if the sniper is operating
on his own, he selects it himself with a consideration for the situation, the
nature of the terrain and his mission.

A properly selected sniper's position must ensure good conditions for observe-
tion and fire within the effective range of fire of the rifle, it should pro-
vide good cover to the sniper from observation by the enemy and from his fire,
and it should be comfortable. The position is selected in such a way that
swift and covert movemet to back-up and new positions would be ensured. This
is sometimes the decisive condition. Especially in cases where a snipetr duel
occurs. One can imagine how many time in the Great Patriotic War satisfaction
of this condition saved the lives of our snipers J Displaying resourcefulness
and boldness, they covertly mo ed to a back-up position, forcing the enemy to
reveal hWmwelf. 7ho rest, as specialists sometixos say, wae simply 4 technical
matter--an almost instantaneous killing thot.
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If a subunit is advancing or if it is making a short halt somewhere, gun and
mortar shell craters, ditches, shrubbery, ruins, trees and other objects can
serve as a sniper's point of fire.

In all cases of a combat situation the sniper must necessarily fulfill one im-
portant condition: Never select a position located beside readily noticeable
landmarks--that is, ones which stand out from others and naturally attract
attention. These may include, for example, a lone tree, a bush exhibiting some
unique characteristic, an individually standing structure and so on. The eyes
of enemy observers are naturally attracted by such objects, which in the end
facilitates detection of sniper's poditions and range determination by the
enemy.

One of the principal responsibilities of a sniper is to observe the battlefield.
He must do more than simply look at the terrain; he must observe it in the
literal sense of the word, and study it-attentively and continuously aoreover.
There is one goal of such observation--prampt detection of the most important
and dangerous solitary targets. o•te that observation must be conducted coMpe-
tently as well. There are immutable laws in this area. First of all special
attention must be turned to the approaches from the enemy's side and to those
places where he may conveniently locate his gun positions and observation posts.

The sniper is obligated to maintain observation, successively examining the
terrain fr right to left, and from close objects to distant ones. He uses
binoculars or an optical sight to study them more carefully. He must mandator-
ily take steps to keep reflections from the binoculars or sight from revealing
his position.

During observation, not a single detail should be ignored, since even the most
insignificant clues may facilitate detection of the enemy. Such clues will
objectively always be there; all one needs is the ability to notice thes:
rocking oa branches, movement of bushes, vibration of grass, appearance of
new objects, reflections from metallic parts and glass, change in the position
and shape of landmrks, flashes from fired weapons, dust and so on.

If one target is detected, it must be destroyed. But what if there are several
targets? Then the sniper is obilgated to consider their significance to combat.
In other words he must destroy first those targets which are important and
dangerous. Of two targets of equal importance, be is obligated to select
that which is closer and more vulnmrable. If in the course of fire a nwo
more important target appears uiexpectodly, the sniper nust immediately trans-
fer his fire to it.

A sniper must also remember that most targets on the battlefield are small,
hard to notice, camouflaged, and apear for a very short tie. Therefore he
must attentively and continuously observe the battlefield. and quickly identify,
evaluate and strike such targets with the first shot.

"Anticipate the enemy, and you've won," goes a soldier's saying.
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What is the guarantee of an accurate shot? The sniper must quickly determine
the range to the target, calculate the corrections, set the scaxle of the sight
and the elevation micrometer at the appropriate division, load his rifle Or
release the safety, prepare for fire, lie down, take aim and smoothly squeeze
the trigger. And all of this must be done in just a few secondw.

Sighting and squeezing the trigger are the most critic., and decisive stages.
When sighting, the sniper must hold his breath after exhaling naturally, squxnt
his left eye and situate his right eye about 7 ca from the oculAr. He must
rest the aiming point on the tip of thJ aighting chuck and simultaneously
squeeze the trigger. The equalrizng hairlines must be horizontal, and the
sniper should be able to l the entire field of vision of the sight. He must
learn to squeeze tV.. trigger smoothly for 1-2 seconds. Let me emphasize that
be should not jerk it, but release it smoothly. Then there is a guarantee
that th. rifleman will become a sniper.

The conditions of 'fire will not always be ideal. For example a lateral wind
may blow. his m=ans that a wind correction would have to be made. How large?
That depends on the wind speed and direction. The sniper must know how to
determine wind speed and calculate the correction. He should memorize the
basic correction table. Assune for example that the target is 600 meters away
and a side wind is blowing at a speed of 8 moters per second. In this case the
correction would be very large. fte aiming point would have to be moved six
lengths (1) from the middle of the target. If the air temperature is high the
aiming point would have to be lowered, while if it is low the aiming point would
have to be raised. There are the appropriate correction tables for this case
as well.

Itere are people who are born snipers. For example Siberian hunters going for
pelts can kill a squirrel in winter with a single pellet in the eye, so as not
to spoil the pelt. Of course, such a person can quickly master the use of a
sniper's rifle.

But what about people who are not hunters? Could they become accurate riflemen?
Of course they can. All that is needed is the desire, diligence and patience.
it should not be thought that a sniper is sown sort of superman. When necessary,
anyone can paster the art of accurate fire by attending lessons given by the
rifle section of the primary DCOAA. organization or the rifle sports club.

CCYRIQITs Ovoyennyye znansyal, 1982
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NAVAL FORCES

SERVICEMEN/GLADUATES OF DOSAA7 NAVAL SCHOOLS PROFnhm

Kissileman from Tallinn DOSAAF Naval School

Moscow VOYENNYYE ZNANIYA in Russian No 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82) p 4

[Article by Capt Lt V. Kostomarov: "I Take Of f My Cap to the Nissilemen...")

[Text) The sailors rapidly descended down the vertical ladder. Each one had a
camera in his hand. A bystander would probably have taken the sailors for mateur
photographers rushing to film some rare scene. The stear faces of the sailors,
however, told one that they had no time for lyrical endeavors right then. They
were Inspectors and were rushing to the combat stations to provide documentary
proof that the missile firing was successful.

At the time the escort vessel Druzhnyy was maintaining a course to an assigned
area, where it vwa to conduct a training battle as part of a surface strike group,
during which it would fire a missile at an air target as part of the Navy cham-
pionship competition.

The missile station was in semidarkness. The miasilemen were bent over the
brilliantly fluorescent screens of the firing station. I recognized Varrant
Officer S. ndros among them. These final minutes prior to the firing were filled
with tension and Inner activity, as they always are. A missile launching occurs
very rapidly, and complicated and painstaking preparations are made for it.

"Air target!..." the radar operator/look-out on duty reported to the primary
control station.

And the action began! Time appeared to accelerate its flight from that moment.
Every second is worth its weight in gold in a modarn naval battle. So be on the
alert, misailemen! Any delay which might occur brings the threat of defeat In
the battle. A training battle today, the real thing tomorrow.

After receiving the target designation, the operators of the antiaircraft missile
System st about their combat work. Sporadic reports, the abrupt switching of
temblor switches, the barely audible hum of instrment at work--all of this made
the tenseness of the moment even greater. After assessing the situation, Captain
3d Rank Yu. Stupin, ship comunder, finally gave permission to open fire.
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"•Laumch !

The missile rapidly thrust itself away from the launching rack, marked off a fien
flight path and rushed to intercept the air "eney.' One has to sympathize with
the •isi-leman themselves: Hiddeu behind armor in the bovels of the ship, they do
not see the crowning point of the training battle.

Warrant Officer Andros and his mne peered intently at the screens of the firing
station until their eyes hurt. Nov the brilliant, clear cut blip began to pal&
and lose its outlines. There could be no doubt-the tergst vas destroyedl

The ship comainder descended to the missile station. -Be sIdt

"I take off my cap to you missilmen. Well donet Your performance deserves the
highest rating."

And be vigorously shook each oneos hand.

Varrant Officer Andros has served on, the Druhnyy azound 3 years. This does not
sound like a long times, but during those years the petty officer in charge of a
missile crew has proved bimeIf to be an expert at the job, with an excellent
understanding of the fine points of automatic systems. remote control and radio
*lkztronics. Is it not remrkabla that although only a specialist second class,
Sergey services the missile system at the level of a muster of military affairs.
And it is with good reason that the wrrant officer mnd hise me us ntrusted vttb
the most difficult and Important firings. People knw that the crow wil alway
send the missile to the "bull's eye."

The hitk level of skill did not come to the outstanding ,issilamen "with a wmve Of
the wand." Uehind it lies hard work, a tireless quest for the best solutioa to
the aessined problems, creative study of the esperience of the fomi-ties's beet
sissilemen,.

"I m greetly indebted to the TalIan DOSM Navel School," Sersey told s with
convictimo, "for my successe" In the service.'

"*But you trained to become a radar operator, did you not"?

"That didn't prevent me from doing the other. cth 'specitalties cc" out of red"
electronics and the need for a high level of operator training."

I should point out the fact that eve as a student Audro8 spent all his leisure
time working with electronics. No assembled transistor receivers, 0lTfierS and
other devices. This interest, Ardros himself feels, Is whet btoush him to the
defense Society'o naval school, where be perfected Uis tehtnical bao'ledge sader
the supervision of experienced Instructors, may of whom had served in the navy.
This is what determined his selection of a career.
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Another Important factor in his successful development was the fact that the
nisaiswen of the excellent escort vessel Drushnyy have traditionally been con-
sidered the beat in the navy. They have earned the right sore than once to repre-
sent their formation in competitions for chauionship of the Navy.

I kno many of them personally. I recall, mong others, Officers A. Kotov. V.
laranov and S. Xaslikhin and Warrant Officer S. Akayev. They were all masters of
combat skills and set a good uxample of missile expertime for the sailors. Is it
not from them that Warrant Officer Andros developed the character of a real
fightar, character w1ich lets him feel confidant in any training battle situation
and not to shirk bhi duty at the most difficult time?

This occurred during his first isdependent firing. Iverything vent smoothly at
first. An electronics exercise had beau bhld on the ship, the results of which
bad confirmed the fact that all of the air defense crews, Including the masilema
were prepared to perform a firing exercise for the record.

The unforeseen then occurcod. Just before the firing the radar screen suddenly
went dead.

Olhat is the situatiom there, umsilsotme the comarnder asked with cocern. "Ca
you manage it by yourselves"?

What did they a8 rt The warrant officer unfolded a schematic diagram sad bela.
searching for the key to the puszle. A& unpleasant, troublesome tbought under-
mining his caou idmace. No thought to himself & "Us all our work really been In
vale? As I ping to fal, my very first fLrf•n'? Inwrdly Sergey was a11 in as
uproar, so to speak. Outwardly hea ms cainmes Itself. These witseelis the scam
say that It wes precisely this calmnes which trnsmmitted itself to the other

aisellemem. Vort•ig together, the operators rapidly found the malfunction: A
hypothetical problem bed m, of the fuses burnmd out....

The eves rell of a druam broke the quit, LInediataly followed by the piercingly
resonate sad pure polyphosy of trumpets Itroduced the first notes of a sarch. 10
a soent it oseaed to Warrant Officer Andros that it was mot be, bet soeone else
standing statute-like in the foriotiao. Sergey could not rid himself of that
feeling evee whean be beard Mes am reed, marched up to the selor ommeader sad
the letter warded his the medal *'or Rocellamce Is the Mlitary Service'* secad
dogroe, shook his haud vgorously sad oWsptulatsd bin as receiiang the high awe
The award was for skill sad madurmce 6emoustroted to the "Zped-41 morci"e.

What wss going through his mind durita these usmetas? Perhaps he wa thdn•sg
about heo plea*&*d Me father, a regular military officer, would be to lers that
his ao" was Coutinula8 the family treditioa Ia a worthy maener sad, as they say to
the navy, had aotter his correct bearinp is the service. Or perhaps he wee
recalling with a feeling of warmth hIs Instructors at the DOSMI naval school, who
bed helped hin find Ms place mod life nda ea areor to his likt"g. rhap be wee
Whaking with gratitude about his colleueos, wbo bad helped him stand firmly on

his am two feet. to overcome the difficulties Vwhch .me always encousters when be
takes up somthin m.



Be was probably truly happy during those ainutes. Sappy because he had selected a
career difficult hut filled with the romantic, that of defending the hmeland.
Happy that be had become a real naval misaillman, a nster of sharpshooter launch-
Ings. Sappy that he had von the respect of the crew, initiators of socialist
competition in the twitce Red-%ner Baltic Flaet in honor of the 60th anniversary
of the founding of the Union of Soviet Socialist &*publics. Oue can envy in a
kind vay an individual eperiencing such pleasant mommts.

COPTUff: *Voyeam e snaniya", 1982

Signalsmn from Vladivostok DOSMY Naval School

Moscow VOYELMI ZMWINA In Russian No 7, Jul 82 (sagned to press 9 Jun 82) p 5

[Article by A. Radushkevch- *Bemeath the siue-And-uhite flmsi

IT2xt] Sergey laranow's certificate of graduation fro the Vladivostok DOSAM?
Naval School as & radio telegraphist contained only "fives." During graduation
the school chief presented his with a certificate of honor foe his success" in the
training and for his e lary discipline, and wished his excellence In his naval
service.

larmov regarded this important period In his life seriously. Prepare as he did
for the service, bowever, it was not easy at first. It began with the fact that
the redio-telographist slots on the ship were filled. There were not enougb ans
In the 3Ch-3 [nine smA torpedo diviasion), hwever. ae we seat there. Patty
Officer let Class Alekay Polishchuka, division oander. took the a -o r to the
battle station, showed his the arrwn nrt of the mechansmes and Instrumeats and
told him brief 17 about their purpoe and about the duties of the crew smrber
servicing them. It eoemed to Sergey that it would not be a sImple matteT just to
understand tki whole "setup," let a3ona get it all araangd Lu his bemd. to did
sot throw up his hends, lowever, but besW to study intensively.

Zverythifg had to be dome at the esm te -- lbeaura about the ship and the setup
.In his departmet, memorialag paraprnphe of Instructione and articles in the
regulatiots. In addition, there were Celutbheoac, drills, marcisas and other
kisds of tratning.... lUs teacher, the division co ý d'r, quickly nonitored hso
oubordisaco's every ster, explained In detail .bat Wemaowv did sot uderstand and
"drove" kin merctiasely through the persiners of the equipita the schebmtice,
the operacia8 prIaciples and the purpose of each assemly.

"Te meoaer you learn everythiag. the easier it will be lov you to perfors your
dutiese" be said, when be saw the fatigue Ia gerpy' eyes. "Make as effort"I

And esranov did sAke as effort. New se* are gives a mooth to prepere to handle
the departsent by themselves and to stmad watch. larsov needed only a week. We
em state frankly that this Is sa umeual tase. And Sergey hImelf feels that the
mai reaeoa for the rapid sceeoss was the traislag •whib he recetved at the DOIAA?
school .. d eves earlier, at a CM (city vcationsal and technical scbool?]. The
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fact that he vas accustomed to studying., his knowledge of various equipment, his
patience. diligence, izdustry and physical conditioning--thes. were the factors
contributing to the Initial successes of the young sailor, who 18 months later was
performing at the level of a second-class special-tat.

Senior Lieutenant Alakeandr Vied ialrovich Igwainov, commnder of the excellent
department. has known laranov since he arrived on the ship. This Ise what the
officer Uas to say: "In all the months of our lat cruise, not only were there no
breakdowns of the equipment, 'but not even a single parameter dropped. We thank
Industry for this. A great deal also depends upon the personnel, 1wwever. The
sailing conditions are sametiaes very difficult. Tropical heat, the hith
humIdIty.... And electronics are a delicate thing. I have fine mon. Take
Iaranov, f or example. Be ise a specialist first clas, an outstanding sailor and
a member of the subunit Komomol bureau. Be has the best battle station In the
best section of the division's best tes. This is no exaggeration. Ise has
mastered his specialty to perfection. Ue has also mastered a related specialty.,
that of computer and range-f nder operator. Noe serves well, with enthusiasm. Ia
Ise constantly trying to learn. Be dal~as into all the subtleties with a sportsmatd
excitement. Be is strong and steadfast and possesses excellent sailor's qualities
During the cruise he constantly engaged In sports. no ran, despite the fact that
be had little free room for this, and worked out with weights. Ris costrades love
him. Sergey has a good persouality. I have never Usard his argue or even simply
speak sharply to awqone. He Is easy-going andi fair, tactful and cheerful. Be
'knows, a great deal. thinks and makes Judgments about the moet, diverse things for
hinse f.

Use involvement with radios and his training at the DOSAA naval school have come
In hacidy to lramuov in the service not only with respect to mostoring the specialt
to Installs. adjust* and repairs all the domestic television and radio equipment
on the ship. Whes. a men io trusted, It means that to has earned* trust with his
work. And Sezey is trusted. It was with, goo roe=so that his comrades elected
bin to the Koin1ao hursom.

After serviat a year and a half, larano, wan given a leave to visit hise hometown,
Vladivostok. Sergey toured around tow, slowing down wben he set patrols and
giving them a sharp salute. Bow be com to his hoe, a tell building on trasmoy
Zninya Prospect. Darkness wee closing in, and the whole faily had gathered at
this evening hour. The man on leave buried his face In his mother's hair, breath-
int is the familiar warmth. No embraced his father stoutly. As petted his

yougr brother am the back. Az teas following rapid queetIuas and Inconsistent
answrs, the talk tutsed to Sergey I future, his plaes md drama. No hionestly
did tot know w+et to say. It was so goad to be there in the homey warmth, under
the maze of %Is family. In the famlIsr situation. as recalled how be had been
touched almost to the point of tears by his birthday coogratulations as the ship.
The depty commander for political affairs presented him with a gift oad reada
letter fro his mother In froet of a unit formation. Wedethda Sergeyevna had
written thet ash always baked a pie for Sergey on his birthday and she asked cow--
msend to make her soe feel "as hebad at home, there in the service ou his birthday.
The ship Is baeto the sailors. And the pie baked by his best frised Yaeilly
solo$ was "s goo as mne baked at home.
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What was there to say about the future. His parents insisted, while he was there
on leave, that Sargey not vast* his tim but prepare to enroll at a polytechnic
Institute. Sergey Baranov began to think sore and sore frequently not about an
Institute. He understood in the service that education does not deteraine an
Individual's value. It is better to be a good worker than a poor engineer. And
one does not need to begin studying until he has selected a career to his liking,
for his entire life.

Naval regulations brought his to the galley, to assist the cook. It is Baranov'a
nature. however, that be can do nothing just any old way. Everything he does has
to be excellent. In the process of learning the fine points of the ancient culi-
sary art. he discovered ne and unexpected aspects and found %any interesting
things in it. Be is now preparing himself for the fourth-class rating and seri-
ously plans to become a cook after he leaves the service. Here we have Senior
Seamm Sergey Baranov, electrician in the mine and torpedo division of an escort
vessel.

Be to to be discharged into the reserve in the fall.

9teraver I live and work.," Barnov said in our conversation, "I will always have
the memory of a fast-moving, awesome combat ship, of loyal comrades, of distant
seas and the blue-and-white Navy flag."

COR•YI•NT: "Voyeanyye zananiya", 1982

glectrictan from Krasnodar DOSAAY Naval School

YAsco VODNTT ZXAI in zRussian So 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82) p 6

lArticle by Lt Col N. Stupnevt 'Craduates of the Defense..."]

fText] On the morning folloving the ship's return to bas. from a long cruise,
Captadn Lieutenant N. Roeanoy, the political worker. summosed Petty Officer U
Class V. AehItok to his cabin and asked hbim

"Whom do you recomnd that I appoint as section cnmender while you are on leeave"I

"Senior somman eanelym."

"I agree. And now I wish you a good rast in your bome parts. You have earned

During the hours remaining until departing for shore Viktor had the urge to visit
the KrsMyy 'ry'a combat glory room. Aehitok had first visited the room 2 years
before when be climbed the ladder onto the remowned ship as a graduate of the
Krasnodar DOSA Naval School.

... iktor glanced at one of displays. Ner was that inscription "I wish the glo-
rious Black Sea Guardsme success in their combat and political training. good
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health, success and happiness Lu lifet Thank you, fellovse" The signature and
the date: L. Brazhnev, 7 September 74.

The minutes rushed by, but ?etty Officer 2d Class Ashitok kept delaying his depar-
ture. Tes, he had earned this leave. In the Mediterranean, where each day was
filled with activity, he had performed according to the laws of modern combat,
although Lt was not always easy. The conditioning received back at the DOSAAM
naval school had seen his through it, however. It was there that Viktor had first
learned what it means to be an electriclan/specialist. He had spent dozens of
hours studying diesel generators and mobile electric power plants under the super-
vision of experienced instructors. The future fighting am also received psycho-
logical conditioning at the school and leard to be sharp and disciplined.

Within that ahort time Viktor Ashitok has made the section an excellent one. Be
knave the equipment from top to bottom and demands the same of his mnw. Viktor
ls the secretary of the group Koramol bureau. To his goes the credit for the
fact that Senior Seaman I. Denelyan and Ssman 1. Shevthovtao, have become right-
flank participants in the socialist cpetition for excellent. results every day.
And with respect to Petty Officers 2d Class Aatoliy Levshunov and Sergey NovLkov
and Viktor, you couldn't tear them sport. Both Levshunov and Novikov graduated
from DOSAA7 naval schools.

Once, during a soe at sea, Sergey Novikov cme up to Vik1or. when the latter was
correcting a malfunction in a high-pressure cmpressor, and sid:

"You know. Irutin cam to see me. Is doubts that he will be able to pass the teasts
certifying hkin to handle the station on his ave. What can we do"?

"Do you remember, after you am* on board the ship. bow ym checked out all the
compaztmts ad inspected every wire, literally within a mtter of days. You
managed it. though.-

"*But I had the DSAAP mavel school behind me.'

"."So am help your comrade. Go through alU the compartments with him am" mare,
explain to his and show his. In short, get going."

Sovikov listened to his colleague's device, spped out a plan of accelerated train-
Ing for IruLaia d m i•mdiately set about the Job. Be soon noted with satisfaction
that the fighting nabaed markedly enhanced hUs knledge eas ready to tau
the tests. k ws not slatakea: Uh. sailor passed the tests with bmoar and began
to hodls the cosplex moder equipment by himesef.

"Conratuleational" LAhitok said, whm hbe Iaesed of this.

"I too had no doubts that you would suesed," Matolly Levehusaw said is support
of hUs comrade. or" persos wit% navel school training will meather fall behind
himself mor fail to help out a cowmds. Wee we sat taught tus is the defense
Society? I still remmber my first rperviser 1. Ounia. A former tegular service-
man, be always "ids *The equIpmeet at the school is a serlouesetter. It is
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many times sore complex on the ship, if you shirk your duty nov, you viii regrte
it later." And we did not shirk our duty.

"Yes, one could not say that you did," Novikov asreed. 'You destroyed targets with
the first shot, you have made the section an excellent one and are out front in the
competition with your rivals. You hold the artilleryman's reputation high."

tnatolly vas pleased by his colleaue's praise. Be never bragged of his successes
to his cowead. Why this would not be appropriate for a mmber of the battery
loaomol bureau, even though he vas inwardly pleased with himself. It was true
that ha and his men alvays won In the practice firings.

... Nis eyes kept sliding over the ship's sacred relies. The sams of those who
fall in battle. Petty Officer 2d Class Aahitok knaeo them by heart. Bhind each
same was a ma whose fate had become a small part of the ship's history. Viktor
was profoundly respctful of them, the dead and the living var veterans. His
father, Mikhail Fedosayevicb. also defended the homeland with weapon in hand during
the harsh time of trial and took part In the partisan movement in Belorussia. The
veteran now worted on his native kolkhos In the Nenak area, snd In hM letters he
ordered his youngest son to serve the hoeland In the si selfless way as Viktor's
brother were doing.

Brothers.... Vlktor was truly proud of them. Both the eldest, 1ikolay, a captain
sacood rank and the middle brother, Ye•geniy, a senior lieutenant, were nov serving
in various parts of our vast country as it prepared to comemorate its 60th nAI-
versary. ?hey serve with excellence.

...That evening,, after dinner, when Vlktor bad already packed his things in a

traveling case, Anatoliy Levshunov and Sergay lovikov came to the crow's quarters.

"Are yo ping to visit your naval school?" they Inquired.

"Of course," Vittor assured thm. "Our replacemests are now being trained therm,
after all. I would like to know Just what has changed Auring these Intervening
years. what sort of young am will be Joining the navy. And 1 noe to visit my
Instructors. If not for them, it would have been rather difficult during my first
days of service an the ship."

"Cive them our regards as well, although we graduated from other schools. Tell
them that we have not brought shame to our teachers."

The crew of the large Ouards MV ship Xrassyy Krym is fulfilling with honor the
socialist comitments accipted in honor of the 60th anwvenary of the fouding of
the R1. This wae also coafiraed by the long sea cxruise. When the results veae
seumed up, the comeader spoke warmly of the officers, warrant officers, petty
officers ad semn. All the tasks had been perforned well, there had teen no
breakdonis of the equipment and the people had demonstrated themelves to be real
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patriots of the bomeland, prepared to come to Its defense at any time. The most
worthy received avards. They included Petty Officer 2d Class Vikcor Ashitok, a
graduate of the defense Society.

COPYRIGHT: rVoyenane znaniya". 1982.

Signalman from Nikolayev DOSAAF Naval School

Moscow VOYMDME ZXANrYA in Russian No 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82) p 7

(Article by Lt V. Termolin: "A Depeadable Sailor"]

[Text] "Now, when I as about to end my military service, it is even pleasant to
recall my first days." I was told by Senior Sesoan Mikhail Krivolapchuk. "After
all, the ship greeted me with more than Just navy noodles and stewed fruit. During
those first days I was still preparing myself to take the test for Independent
control of the coubat station, salt oozed through my overall@ from the perspire-
tions, even though a telegraphist is not a ctokar end our Job does not require any
special physical effort. You have only to msks the key clatter or take down Morse
code. The training regiment on a combat ship and that of a DOSALF naval school are
not the sase thing by far. During those difficult date, though. I frequently
reme•bered our school, located on one of the umst verdant little streets in
likolayev. I also though about Dtriy Uel'chik. my first instructor in the fine

science of telagrapbhy.

Yes, young seenen Krlvolapcchk frequently recalled the words of former black Sea
sailor Deitriy Uel'chik:

"Remember, fellows, your service duties begin Immediately. No one will give you
any time for breaking in. You had better study your fu naval speclalty con-
scientiously, while there Is time. You w11l be grateful later."

And when Seamen Krtvolapchuk received his first expressiou of gratitude from the
ship commander for passing the tests in his specialty ahead of schedule, he men-
tally thanked thoee wbho bad given his knoledge and understanding of the navy
6 months before.

TýUgS could have turmed out otherwise, though. At the rayon military commissariat
hbo was told that be wu being sent for training to the DOSM? naval school in
Vj blayev. Ie was upset at first. aMn me of Mes friends had to add fuel to the
fire:

"0Tree year of service is mot emough for you. You have decided to begin serving
ahead of schedule. It it still not time for ym to be drafted. You should have
woo fun, Miahe, as a civilian. This school has real military discipline, you

knows 'Attentiont,' 'At lasel," that sort of thing."

It was aUl decided by a talk vith boom buidy Sereshka Kravchuko hever. R1 was
also being seat to Nikolayev for training.



One evening the two friends were sitting on a bench near the Kravchuk home,
looking at the bright stars In the autumn sky and attempting to make out their
Imminent naval future in its enipetic depths. Mikhail, who bad already forgotten
his doubts of that day, talked about bow wholesome it was to travel 'the- sea and
oceans, to make magic in the radio room and link the ship to land with ani.nviible
thread of dots and dashes.

Upon arriving at the naval school, the friends came to the joyous conclusion that
they had not made a mistake. The classe were interesting. The instructors,
themselves eutbusiastic about the work, know how not only to reveal, the wisdom of
the specialty, but also to tell about the sea, about the service, in such a way
that the impatient young hearts began to pine with anticipation: When woulid they
have their real encounter with the sea?

"Like [ravchuk, irivolapehuk cmpleted his training with excellent marks. Together
with Anatdly Iachchuk, also from their parts, the fellows veto sent to the far
northern shortes. All three ended up on the "me ship.

"Ecellent replenarhents," the commander soid with a smile after. looking over the
sailors' mpaprs. "Graduates of a DOSAAF naval school are ready specialists. Ve
have many seame on the crew with the s@me ottetations. So keep up the good
work"!

During those first days Xikhail hoard much referencas to the school nore than once.
He also retained In his mind a talk with the section comander.

"Are you frou a training subunit?" the petty officer asked when he first met them.

"No sir."

The petty officer frowned. Later, Nikhal 2 understood why: The caomander was pre-
paring to be discharged into the reserve and was concerned about training a
replacement. And here he had a sailor who would need training anW more trailninS.

"Well, friend,, the petty officer said, drawing out his words thoughtftlly, and
asked with a dry smile, nodding at one of the transmitting devices: "And do you
know anything about this set"?

Kikhail only glanced at the sat and Save a precise sinmary of its technical data.
as forgetting in the process to mention the norms which the rated specialists had,
to met in working with it.

The petty officer cheered up perceptibly:

"What if this sort of malfunction should occur?" he asked, and described for
HIkhsi1 one of the complications which IrivolaKhuk had studied Is his classes.

Crivolapchuk nplatned without amy special difficulty how to correct the malfunc-
tion. ns then added, with a tinge of nmbarrassment:
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"Colwade Patty Officer, ye worked out problems ote difficult than this at the
DOS& naval school."

"Oh, so you are a DOSAA7 graduate," the patty officer said, and slapped himself
sharply on the forehead. "Why didn't you say so? That makes it an entirely dif-
ferent situation."

Kikhail's service on the ship had begun.

"It Is hard in the navy at first," Krivolapchuk told w. "Nice as hard, if you
have come unprepared for the se-vice, either physically or morally, All three of
us were able to get a fairly accurate idea of the service while still at the
defense Society. It was only because of this that we rapidly settled Into the
new life. The rigid requirements of the regulations were not unexpected for us.
The rigorous navy discipline did not sees to any of us like something thought up by
picky cmxanders."

I talked about Senior Season Mikhail trivolapchuk with many of the sailors on the
crew. And everyone had somsthing good to say about the individual.

"A real agitator. He sets a good example in the service ad kw how to be
demoading of others from a standpoint of principle, in the Komsomol way," the
secretary of the ship's Koemomol organization said.

"*Have you heard his play the accordion or the guitar?" the sailors in the crew
quarters asked. "You haven't? You have missed a lot. The heart sings when he
plays. You come off watch, your legs numb with fatigue. You vent to Set to sleep
as soon as possible. Then he starts to play, and your loeg start to dance by
thaeselves."

His imediate commander, a captain third rank, made the brief statement:

"A dependable sailor. When you're behind him, it's like being behind a brick
yell."

ftivolapcbuk's battle station is one of the soet Important on the ship. It
requires a highly skilled specialist, as well as a strong masculine disposition.
Mikhail met the standards for a first-class rating long ago. He noa operates the
transmitting equipment at a speed twice or even three times as fast as that
required for a first-class specialist.

"it sometimes storms for real, so to speak. It turns onets heart Inside out,"
Htikail says. "One has to transamt rapidly, without errors, though. And you force
yourself to forget verything except the job. Vhat else can you do, when people
are counting oo yeu"?

senior Seaman Krivolapchuk has been awarded the "Xaval iscellence" insignia.



...When he met the nev man, Nikhail asked the latter:

"Did you study at a DOSAAF school before entering the service"?

Wpon bearing an affirmative answer, he explained,. as his. first section commander

had once done:

'Va11e that makes It an entirely different situation"l

coPYRIGHT: "Voyeunyye naaniya", 1982.
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CIVIL DEZFSE

FLUTIETM ANNIVEMSARY OF USSR CIVIL DEFUSE TED

Moscow VOYNNYYE ZNANIYA in Russian No 6, Jim 82 (signed to press 6 May 82)
pp 8-9

(Article: "in Behalf of the Lives of Nillions"]

LTextJ "we do not want war, and ws are not preparing
for war. But the Soviet people know from their own
bitter experience the enormous sacrifices of the popula-
tion that could be elicited by the actions of an
aggressor. And it is too often that we hear talk from
the other side as to its readiness to make *powerful,
destructive, anticipatory strikes' and so on not to
take the necessary protective measures.'

L. . brethinev

an 4 October of this year our country's civil defense celebrates its 50th
anniversary. Its creation was a necessity of history. The fact is that
during the civil war the young Soviet state had to devote the most serious
attention to protecting the population and its rear objectives. This need
arose in connection with the arisal of aviation, which even in thoe* days
was capable of striking adrenistrative-political centers in the rear and
economic facilities at the front. This meant that their protection had to
be organized, and especially protection of the population against enemy air
strikes. but this danger arose not everywhere but only in specific regions.
This is why defense came to be called'local air defense."

rollowing World War I the resources of armed conflict continued to develop
quickly. 2he operational possibilities of aviation widened especially swiftly.
Naturally the organization of the proteftion afforded to the population and
the economy and broader use of manpower and 4terial resources in local air
defense became necessary. Organizational decisions also had to be made on
a coumtrywide scale. On 5 April 1932 the witR ouncil of Peoples' Commissars
adopted a decree in which leadership of the air defenses was assigned to the
People's commissariat of Military and Naval A fairs, and the Sixth Directorate
of the NMA [Workers' and Peasants' Red Amy) staff was reorganized as the

=A Air Defense Directorate.
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In that sam year, continuing to improve the organizational structure of
the air defense forces, the Council of Pecplesl Commissars approved the
"Statute on the USSR Air Defense Forces." in it, protection of the population
in the country's rear were assigned to the air defense forces of the Peoples'
Coumissariat of Military and Naval Affairs, and the local air defense forces
became a component of the latter.

The day of approval of this docummnt-4 October-became the birthday of the
MPVO [local air defensel, which was reorganized later on into civil defense.
Locally, meanwhile, in threatened zones within the range of aviation N'JO was
managed by the staffs of the frontier military districts. The cities in these
zones were named *air defense points," and enterprises were named "air defense
facilitiee." The points were divided into regions and sectors, the chiefs of
which wore the commanders of special air defense units. The directors of the
air defense facilities also served as their air defense chiefs.

Zn the 1930a the JWVO forces of the cities consisted of territorial and
regular battalions and regiments and nonmilitarized fozuations--sector and
facility self-defense teams and groups. it was not until 1939 that XPV terri-
torial units wer abolished and the number of regular Units began increasing.

Sven in those years overall leadership over the training of the population and
the country's national economy in air and chemical defense was provided by local
soviets. mm executives, conmanders and chiefs underwent training in schools
of the Osoaviakhki [Society for Assistance to the Defense, Aviation and Chemi-
cal Construction of the USSRI and in special courses. As long ago as in 1937
the USSR Council of Peoples' Comissars adopted a decree on the N of Hoscow,
Leningrad, Liev, and Baku Laqosing the responsibilAty of managing XMJW in these
cities on the city soviets, and their chaizmen correspondingly became the IpM
chiefs. WPVO staffs were created in these cities at that timr, and regular
comanders of the ?d Army were appointed Imm deputy chiefs.

The Central Committee of the All-Union Comunist Party (of Bolsheviks) exer-
cised political leadership over the mmVO system through the ma Political
Directorate and local party co-dittees, which appointed political instructors
for the x regions and sectors. 7he secretaries of facility party organizm-
tions were the facility political instructors as a rule.

When World War II began and the threat of an attack by fascist Germany arose,
a decision was made to transfer XM to the USSR Peoples' Commissariat of
Internal Affairs and to create a Main Wvo Directorate within its composition
for the purposes of concentrating the efforts of the Peoples' Ccutesariat of
Defense on the problems of active defense.

sy -the beginning of the Great Patriotic War almost 40 million persona had
undergone training in air defense and in air and chemical defense in the
threatened regional about 30 million gas nasks were accumaulated, and more than
25,000 formations were created and trained. By decision Of the Council of
Peoples' Commissars compulsory training of the population in air defense was
instituted. All citizens from 16 to 60 years old were obligated to master the
necessary XPVO knowledge, create self-defense groups and take an active part
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in self defense functions. This decision also applied to women from 18 to 50
years old.

In a radio broadcast aired on 3 July 1941 I. v. Stalin declared the need for
immediately "organizing local air defense.* On that sam day the Mein JPVO
Directorate of the Peoples' CQmmissarlat of Internal Affairs approved the
"Statute oa Organization of *XO Self-Defense Groups and Their Training Program.*
Steps ware taken to force accumulaticn of the pool of protective structures.
Rundreds of thousands of slit trenches and jugouta capable of sheltering 20
million persons were built.

The great attention devoted to MPVO by the party and government raised the
effectiveness of its measures; In a year and a half of war 53 million persons
were trained in the air and chemical defense norms.

MPVO personnel displayed real heroism during the war. They successfully con-
trolled the aftermath of more than 30 thousand enemy air raids, they put out
almost 90,000 fires, they prevented 32,000 mishaps at national sco•amic facili-
ties, they defused almost 3 million unexploded bombs, shells and mines, they
provided medical assistance to 135,000 bonbing and artillery casualties, and
they restored 200 km of railroad bridges and thousands of kilometers of railroad
tracks and communication lines.

After the war began the party organs intensified their influence upon all XM
activities. They assumed constant control over the construction of shelters
and over the training of unit and formation personnel and the public at large.
In cities such as Moscow and Leningrad the problems o! HMO readiness were
examined every week at the bureaus of the rayon party commdttaes.

Party organizations attached important significance to publicising defense
resources and methods among the public. The camand and political workers
of HM staffs and units and vorkers of Oeo--iakhim and the Pd Cross were en-
couraged to participate in this work. Agitation collectives, agitation brigades
" propaganda groups were created and attached to enterprises. institutions
and housing administrations. Nch attention was turned to explaining the
corresponding provisions of the law on the responsibility of citizens for ful-
filling MM obligations.

The behavior of Soviet people in those ranacing days of warwas distinguished by
high aggressiveness, fighting spirit and patriotism. HM personnel stood
duty, implisanted blackout measures, corzrctod the aftermath of bombing raids
and built &Ad outfitted shelters.

When intensive air raids on MosCos .2gan, persons of all ages and occupations
Vero included in sir defense. They displayed courage and self-sacrifice in
their efforts to clean up after air raids. moscow was the only European

capital that was inaccessible to the Qrraans not only from the ground but also

frio the air. This had enormous political siqnificance, since the effectiveness

with which Moscow was protected against bobiin?, Mikhail Ivanovich Kalinin

noted, was used as the yardstick for measuring the state's ability to resist.
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Wbir the guidance of party and soviet organs, numerous local and, air defense
formations, units, staff* and services of Lendingrad, Odessa, Sevastopol',
Stalingrad, T4la, Gor' kiy, )bzmmank and other cities fought fires, provided
medical aid to casualties and rescued -national economic facilities from annihil-
ation.

eConsidering the significant contribution made to protection of the population
and the national economy from raids by fascist aviation, Leningrad's W1O,
the firefighting service of the city of Lenin, and the 4th and 7th eagineer-
antichomica3. MM regiments were awarded orders of the Pad banner. The exalted
title of Hera of the Soviet Union was awarded to Ivan Ustinovich Sharchanko.
No personally disrared 1,250 bone and shells. The Order of Lenin was awarded
Post Mortem to MM warrior Aleksandr Fedorivich belavin. At the price of
his am life he ,saved Leningrad'sa main post offlice from destruction. An act of
bsro4a by 16-year-old Rommml somer Rtaya butroawa the daughter of a worker
at the Izhorsk plant, was marked by the order of the Pad Banner. m1edic Alek-
seedra ?urove of the port of Murmansk resecu 6mewns of wow ded Soviet and
foreign~ seamen during bombing -raids.' She was awarded the Order of Len1.n post
aorta. ovr 300,000 defenders of our cities and MM soldiers aid Commondoes
were awarded medals for defense of Meoscw, Leningrad, Odessa, Stalingrad,
Sevastopol", KieVP, the Caucasus and the Soviet Arctic.

The rick combat experience of the XM during the Great Patriotic War and
the mses heroism of the warriors and commanders of its formations and units
are of tremendousn value to the indoctrination of the Soviet people In the
spirit of the glorious traditions of the civil war.

MM enjoyed further dsvelopment followinq the war. The rich experience Of
organisinq and condecting local air defense measures during the Great Patriotic
War was generalized end creatively developed. ft as early as 1949 the orgaai-
sational structure and missions of WV0 were reelarified. fte OUSR mirister
of Internal affairs wa made the countzy~s IWCchief, while in the republics
&Ad oblasts the poesition was filled cocrrespondinqly by the republic ministers
of internal affairs and the chief* of the ablest directoratee of the Ministry
of Internal Affairs. XPV Wee prepared is the Cities and City rayald, meaN-
while, by the executive committees, of the city and rayon soviets of labor
deputies. The chairman of the latter becam the MM chiefs of the cities
and rayn..

to Connection with swift development of air strike resources m4 eecal
of nuclear missiles, the organisatiosal structure of -- changed signfif -
castiy, and Its missions were widened sad made sorx specific. in 1954 MM
was included for the first time in the system of national measure to protect
the population from. modsern weapons, to create the conditions for dependable vor
of national econonmic facilities in the presence of the threat of 40 seria
attack, to conduct emergency repair and restoration operations and to snde~r
aeasiateace to casualties. The ministers of Internal affairs retained their
posts as mmi chiefs, but overall leadership of XM was now exercised locally
by the republia councils of ministers and by the execuative cocmittoese of. local
soviets, ministries and deportments. The directors of ministries, departments,
enterprises, koikhoses end sovkhosee amw beCa their MM' chiefs, tAils the



chairmsn of executive coesaittees of krays and oblasts becane the chiefs of them

?PVO oranirzations. ?Vo staffs became the controlling organs. The entire

WPW system van channeled into organizing defense against mass destruction

weapons. This is why the means of protocting the public and the national

econcay were subjected to reexamination at this stage. Plans for evacuating

organizations and the ablebodied population began to be written for the first

tim. 1he problems of protecting the national economy vewr examined on a broad

scale. Unioe, republic, oblast, city, rayon and facility MM services we"e

created. Life demnded a new approach to preparing the cities and national

economic facilities for air defanse and for atomic and chemical protection.

Correspondingly the entire population and especially the Mr formations had

to be prepared in the same way. Zmrgenc7 rescue detachments, brigades and

squads were created, and self-defense qromp were organized in residential

buildings.

In the 1960s izperialist circles of the West, and especially the Arican war

=achins, began openly advertising plans of nuclear attack upon the Soviet Unio•

The MA dramtically increased its production of mass destruction resources.

Ue were P e;- led to take the appopriats steps to strengthen• O*% defense

capabilities. The Strategic xisaile Forces were created, provision of the

latest weapons to the armed forces was c leted, and w• was reorganized.

Dn July 1961 it was reorrganied as civil defanse, to bocome a part of the

systas of natimwid, defensive asures aimed at protectinq the public and the

national comwy of the country from mass destruction weapons and at Conducting

emergency repair and restorstion operations in cvnters of destruction and in

flood disaster sones. The position of USX civil defense chief was introduced
at that stomg time, and the ugs Civil cfensa Ueadqwarters and a maber of

airectorates and indepednt sections wore created.

From this day forward, civil defense was orsanised accord to the territorial.

production prlnciple. It received Its support fr= goverment oag * and, in

production, from the enterprises, kolkhosee, inistrioe and dertm2ts. Ihe

-&s"ions and volume of civil defense measures increased drimatically, Mid the
Need ames for coordinating the"s fbctions on a natinwide scale. The

thocortical priociples of civil defese wa developod, and the mthods A

reoouces of protecting the public and the sational economy frM modern weapons

were lacrovel end practically tested. As a result of these s 8mas three basic

groups of missions cam into belag in civil detfeeo.

protection of the population from moderm ass destructiON weapons •oke Mr the

first aed m=t loportnt group of civil defese miLssions, the fomiadatln of

civil defense, s9Lce the safety of the Soviet people has always beow and vill

continue to be the most japortant soncern of our party saPd 20vernOt, and

beceues mo other misslons Could be .. scutsd without first Muciriaiq efleOUo

of this oam.

The seond ro. of sLLsione consists of 0eaWam to raise the stability Vith

which national eGoomoic facilities and becto" operate Uidr oxtraocdwry

conditions.

VW third rorq of miotions iscldaes civil dfoese Nmsur aimed at wotrecting

the atterstb of the en*sy's We of mess destructilo weapore-.that Is# creation
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and preparation of civil defense forces in peacetime, organization and conduct
of emergency repair and rescue operations in centers of destruction, ozganiza-
tion of aid to casualties and maintenance of uninterrupted control.

Masures to improve the organizational structure of civil defensa raised the
loading and guiding role of the party and state government even more. The
Co~mimst Party's concern for strengthening the counxtry's defense capabilities
Is the main source of civil defense's constant preparedness. The appropriate
local party organs provide leadership to party-political work conducted in
stcffs, services, nonuilitarized formations and civil defense services.

Local party organizations con&ct party and organizational work aimed at imple-
mnting civil defense measures foreseen by decisions of the CISU Central
Committse and the USSR Council of Ministers, and they promote active efforts
by all state, cooperative and public organizations to fulfill their civil
defense missions$ they maintain constant surveillance over the training afforded
to the population and to civil defense forces, and they organise indoctrination
and moral, political and pwyclological training for them. Local party organi-
nations provide, from ainng active party me s, unofficial deputy canders
(chiefs) of po.itical affairs for the rmilitarized formations, and their
representatives in evacuation organs.

A skate adopted by the Presidium of the USSR Suprem Soviet on 19 March 1971
an the basic rights and responsibilities of rayon and city soviets of labor
deputies pLayed an invaluable role is raising the activities of the soviets of
labor deputies and leadership of civil defense maccures. This skaso WAph-
smied their special responsibility for naginq civil defesse.

Active participation of civil defense nmmilitarised formations and s8bunits
in the str%"Nlo against large forest fire* and is correctUg the afte•rmth Of
nastual disasters cnd production mishap* bed imortant siq••ificmce to raising
the combat readiness of civil defense. it was also for this pwpoee that
effective tra•in• wthods eac me co ad-a6-staff and special tacticsl
aeecisee, jataea•ed facility einrses aid so On becam a regUlar Practice
in civil defense. I m4dern training vmterial base was created at facilities,
in the rayon. and cities and at civil defense schools, which havbe n acquired
exceptionally Important sigaificance.

WIl civil defense is a whole people'8 effort. Its reinforcementtWAI imarOytl
is important to all SiOiet people. The successes of civil defense masu••s
depend isn mny wvey on the active, c€OmtS and cONScIcOS parcipation of
all laborers in them. A clear onfirmation of this can be fotnd in the rpem*

"geaplee of truly heroic aCtiM by Soviet people in the ttfocts to tfiht

aatural diseter.

The heroic battle against the "rst of death* left by the pest wa" Is being
continued by civil defense pyrothachnic specalists. Their 4deed toda7 Ar
based an the sm selflets love for the mtherlasd which brought 04 victory
over fascias, eand the reedinese to courqOSlY mnd teOedfttly perform one's
"dutise an" *t cO.tettly in the Most COMlM sitUstion.
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ploral, political and psychological training foreseeing purposeful i•doctrina-
tion of poople in the spirit of couunimst ideals and the readiness to protect
the socialist fatherland, and formation of the moral principles of the behavior
of the individual in the most complex conditions, and conviction and confidence
In the effectiveness of protection against mass destruction weapons is now
given special significance in civil defense training.

Civil defense propaganda now occupies a rightful place in this highly difficult
miss ion.

2eing essentially a wbole people's effort, Soviet civil defense pursues the
highest humanitarian goals. AU of its measures are coducted in behalf of
the people.

Attespting to frighten the coon citizen of the West with a mythical "Soviet
military threat, inperialiat propganda is deliberately distortingthe true
goals and tasks of our civil defense, and it is continuinq its efforts to
try to prove that apposedly the 'Soviot progrem of civil defense thretens
to destabilize the strategic balance of forces." But the absurdity of these
fabricattions is obvious.

in replies to questions from the editorial board of the West Goan journal
MX S1IZ, , L. 1. Ire.hnev said that the Soviet Union threatens no one and
has no intentions of attacking any=e*. Our military doctrine is defensive in
nature, and It exclcdes preventive wars and the conception of a *first strike.'
And if the Soviet Uion is strerntheninq its defense capebilitise, it is
forcod to do so in the face of the military threat coming from aggressive
circles of imperialism.

Wotes Propagandists A local radio broedrasters my base their presentations
an articles published in our Journal illuminating the heroism of MMVO d Civil
defense soldiers a&P commanders in the Great Patriotic War and in the days of
peaces 'Until the Last Possibility,' 'The Cowage of the ý'tlxens of
vorog eh,O In D•fense of Kiev, 0•" NDom. * 'olmsk, Year 1941.' "Contribution
to Victcry," 'Warriors of the Fiery Frum * and 11n Behalf of Your Capital"
(correspondingly 3o 6-12, 1981), "0mrame, Steadfastness', OIt Va NMod the
Ad of Life#* *Zn an Arctic CLty,' gIn the Sard Days ot blockade" and "lhis

Vappened in unWinesk" (no 1-5, 19) and other materials p•blished earlier.
we also zrecmmcene reading the articles "Os Behalf of the Lives of Millions
by V. olgin (go 1, 1961) wad '*Prcpegand-At a New Level' by A. Sorshavin
(so 2, 1902).

c0onazT. "wyonnyys suanlyaO, 1902
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?1OBLUS WM CIV DT ! IROGR I ROs 1ADmSw&TA ONLAST

MOcoW VTY Z 3UITA ist Russian 31o 6, Jun 82 (signed to press 6 May 82)
pp 12-133

[Article by Special Correspondept V. Hironovs - is X.1.8. 'Tickling'?71

(teXt) It was bard not to believe the letter that cam to the editorse office
frm Voshilwradskaya Mlast. rhe facts it piesented charwed, massed,
perturbed and smawd one to the assistance of a wronged women, an honorable
person. Judge gox yourselres. 01 have now been working three five-year
stetches for an Indostrial On Idepartmmt of wockers' suply) as a civil
defense nginer," wrote N.I.S. "In the tima I have worked, I have received
cortficatee and letters of gratefualnes.... Ivorythinq was going normally
umtil a new chief cso to the OMr.... •hat followd was a portrait of an
outright antagonist of civil defense. Obiring the time of his work, not a
single defesee functioA was conducted, and he cmpletely prohibited staff
training omracies ... s he doe not onderstand that the reee•poibi Utt Iies
meAnly on the top seocutive. 'You're p4Ai for it so you do the work, and I've
got to get an with the comodity turnoer plan'.*

soon a second letter, even more alarming than the first. It meated
the ispqossion that its author m sutffering reprisals for her criticism and
that she me ismissed ma beit" unsuited to ber poeitimo, after just being .rw-
sented a labor veteran mdal 2 weeks previosly. The sander wa s0 gnat
that local gavernnt organs were taken In, tatliaq to hdrken to the alarms
of the Veteran. he lietter's author asserted that the people's me also
turneda deaf s to bar. refUsg to restore het to her PrQvioW plac of
work on the excae that v.o.8, had newtr go beyond 10th grade end wes lacking
in knowle•ge. Me is how that letter ended, "I ma writing you became I
have faith L the truth, since z gve" the best yrear of my ywth to a Jut
cawe. I ma writing you became it is hard to got juetice to preWil Locally.
2 know that "ou do not have eamugh correepondsts to check out every letter,
but I am owe that the situation at our M Me hardly coam up ayAyere else.
1 hope that my letter will not be left Without attestiln. I bear full respaw-
bility for all that has b~e+ stated here, -d I attest to this by SW signature
below.

A visit to the 01S persuaded Ma that thins were far from the way they wver
roereeSated by the author of the letters. Alas, the inegined ideal of an honest
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interested and concerned person. a fighter of justice melted away before the

eyes a a lump of snow in the sun's rays. Te picture I found was entirely
different.

She was believel at first because everyone was taken in by her former participa-

t~an in combat and by the typnotic spell of her awards. She was believed so

much that she was hired just on the basis of her autobiography, without examin-

ing all of the other dci-uents as requirad. Capitalizing on this, she reduced

her age by 5 years and raised her educational level. Such acts are of course*

not the best show of morality. but this was not all. Knowing how m-ch Soviet

people love and estem participants of the Great Patriotic War and bow such

attention and concern the state surrounds them with, 1.2.S. took upon herself

only the privileges end rights, consciously discarding all responsibilites and
forgetting that veterans are a bright e&anle to the young, a model of an

attitude toward labor and toward duty to the motherland. Working as a teacher

at a vocational-technical school before Joining the 0M, she received Mny ,

reprimands for absenteeim and a disinterested attitude toward her responsi-

bilities. Time and Uime again she was dismissed and once again rehired (the

respect for veterans, which served as a dependable shield to N.I.S., had its
effect), though she never instilled diligence or respect for the oollective in

her students and never showed any coa-rn for incrasinq her knowledge. If
she did not like smeone, if be triad to make her see reason, and put her in

her place, she began wticklinqg him (this was her favorite espression)-using
blacail and slander, and ending co laints to various authorities.

morkxng as a civil defense engineer at the CPS, she continued to display lack

of discipline, she was late for work, and smetimes she absented herself withý-
out permission. Disciplinary sanctions followed, including along the lines of

civil defense. it wold not be hard to w4drsta4 that she estXrage4 the
collective from herself rather quickly. we was expelled from the trade union.

The quesetion of dismissing W.I.8. was raised twice, but each tie she got
away vith it. moreover bar colleagues had no wish to enAure her Oticklinq"--
her co:qlaints and scanidals. M5its wa exactly what a.2.8. wanted. and civil
defense at the 0a stagnated sore and wore. Luckily for her, no one evet

troubled ber with Inspections. Oly on ocoasion the senior civil defense
engineer of the ablsat ON [administr-tic of yorfers' s*qply] YUVed her to
eMS to her #enses, and to do her work. But she had already bec" accustoid

to wriggling oct of situations with promiesee, and she sado an effort to stay

out of vismal of the meA4asnt.

Chiefs cams and went, but the attitude of the civil eaginser to her responsi-

bilitiee rmimld the same. As befrae, her rights riea'd Met P~ort&ant to
her. Mhe punctually pod the collective for thmn in the form of prizes,

finwcial assistce and other goods and &ars. Bfore every meetng of

Votera"s, L;etting the sacred nature of the title, she declared to th local

comittse, of you don't prowide so with the right kind of cloth". I'll

stickles you.0 nr 0tickling Ser failed, and tribute wes paid to her

without tail. In the end she felt herself to be lyLig LA a cradle which the

oolleotLive had to constantly lock, and it yone Stoppe doing this, that
capticiou otickling" went int action.



* This cradle would have gone rocking for a long time to hcme, bad not a new
ORS chief appeared an the scene a year ago. The civil defense engineer's
inactivity was obvious on the background of the good work of the OAS in

. general. It Wa demanded of her that she work, and her activities were
monitored. Conversations in which it was basically said that she vas being
pai4 for work and not for prior services and that there had to be a concrete
relationship between labor and her pay began to occur more frequently. It was
in th1s regard that the first sparks of conflict appeared. 11..S. put her
fivorita -tickling- strategy into notion. And while the battle went on,
civil defense at the facility remained beneath a sleeping spell.

Desiring to know what concretely the civil defense engineer and he himself
should be doing, the OS chief decided to call fire upon himself, asking the
higher authorities to check out the state of affairs with the facility's civil
defense. The commissions which visited the various organizations in the course
of the conflict shook the OS's civil defense awake from its long sleep. They
baeed its present inadequacies to the muxixnu. 7he training material base,
the inspectors asserted, was noweistent, there va no place for people to take
shelter, efforts to adapt basements as radation shelters were not being co-
&dcted, plans end other basic civil defense documents had not been drawn up@
the training of neither the formations nor the laboI rr and white collar
workers was being moitored, the latter did not know the civil defense warning
signals or what to do in response to them, there were no civil defense nooks,
no- visual agitation, and propeganda was at a low levl. The coinnication and
warning systm had not been developed. Dyes the guidelines furnished to the
facility by the oblast On had been lost. the facility's civil defense chief,
his deputy and the civil defense engineer had a poor knowlodge of the responsi-

Sbilitieso and there was no docuentation of any of their efforts. Nor had
an evecuation commission been set up at the OW.

of course, the bl for this cannot be placed entirely on the author of the
letter. As. the co•i&seion of the ablast civil defense headquarters concluded,
the civil defense offort at the Ol had been poor for a number of years. Jlso
becamwe the city civil defense chief of staff, the chief of staff of the trade
and food services and the civil defense chief of the 0 Mad not provided
adequate control and assistance. but it wes also noted that the civil defense
mngineer6s training wea weak, and that sbe mw not taking steps to olizinatc

shortcoings depending directly Vaon her.

Uad they lust regained their sensei In time and realised that this was not
a whim but a necessity, the will of the tima, that the new civil defense re-
quirments demand full effort from eveyope, had they roiled up their sleeesy
end attempted to poll her out of this quioksand with the help of the ON admini-
truation. not that was too much to ask fort The cncern for the cme good

fell by the wayside. Ittorstandinq the melessnes of reprimands and sugges-
tions, the managemot of the ablast On propo4ed dismissing the O civil
defense oegineer from her poet and placing heM in another job. Other inspec
ting units cONS to the Sme conclusion.

Later on followed the omplaints from N.J.$. again, who wet to court. But
.the rayon and ablest people's court rejected her suit to resteo her to her
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previous job. A reserve officer with the necessary education and practical
experience in the civil defense system was appointed to the position. Things
are gradually returning to normal. A plan for eliminating the revealed short-
comings has been drawn up, and it is now being implemented unfailingly. The
basic civil defense 6ocuzants have been drawn vp, control over the lessons of
the laborers and white collar workers has been organized, and a civil defense
classroom has been outfitted.

Mach is also being done that had not been done for many years by N.X.S. All
of this was placed ander umweakening control, meaning that the inspections
did have m benefit. Now that the persistent attention of many levels of
authority is riveted uon this issue, membrs of the party bureau and the local
committee, evaluating their position - exactingly, cannot fail to recognize
that they wr too patient with t.1.5., that they stood on the sidelines of
civil defense issues, which they had no right to do.

f would hope that everything will now change fundamentally, that no one will
pass his reaponsibilities in civil defense to someone else. &A collective
can* to realise the true worth of exactingness and concern for people shcwm
by the now chief. The clinate now evolving is good and business-like. But
there is even no thought of laughing or joking about A.1.$. The people are
humanly sorry for the lady veter&a, whom they wished to retire warmly and
honorably, as Is befitting any self-respecting collective. 1hey presentad her
with the labor wetran medal. but she had no intention of leaving honorably.
With eamaing sti*bornness she continues to *to= various asthoritiee, failing
to note that her shield had rotted away Long ago.

yes, U.I.S. should "tickle" her om consciamce, and recall that she recently
sent her son off into the army. what sort of legacy will she leave him? WMat
will he really think of his mother? It is precisely far these humanitarian
coasiderations, and in keeping with K.I.S.os CM urgent rOquesT, that the
editor's off ice is not saking public her am or the city in which this un-
pleasant story occurred. let her son serve honorably and calmly, let his
treasure his image of his mother.

O•pMrGgj 'voyennyye snaniyae, 1962
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'J•OUAU UR FIWMM ON NOZUYZN SSR KMKHOZES EESCRIWD

Nbscow VOTEW= ZRAN A in Rusaian NO 6, Jim 82 (signed to press 6 May 82)
p 14

(Article by V. Rysbchich, chairman, Moldavian 981 KalkhoZ Councils 'A Shield
Against lire I

(Text] Succesaf• Implementation of the program drawn up by the party for
developing agriculture in based on extensive growth of its productive forces,
improvement of production organization, conversion of farming and animal
husbandry to an industrial baais and decisive acceleration of scientific-
technical progress.

Were we to look at the face of the Moldavian countryside today, we would find
that the toms contain large buildings and structures serving industrial,
social and cultural parposes, a enormous fleet of modern tractors and
agricultural machinery, motor vehicles, electric motors and machine units.
-This in general is social production at a high level of develop•ent. In
terms of nationwide division of labor Moldavia isa special region, and
possessing little farm land, it produces over 2 percent of the oonmtry' a
agricultural products. Moldavia is first among the union republics in pro-
duction of per 100 hectares of agricultural land.

The changes that have occurred in the structure of agricultural production
are also causing changes in the Organisation of its fire protection. It has
beovin more reliable. The number of fires in kolkhoz pCoduction bulldings
decreased by a third during the 10th Five-Year Plan in conparisvn with the
Ninth, and tne losses due to fires have decreased by 27 percent. And although
these indicators are noticeably mor modest in relation to animal buildings,
we c•n boldly state that a trend toward reducing the total number Of fires in
the republic'* kolkhoses has taken shape.

This work Las becoe more purpoesftl with publication of the joint directive
of the ministry of Agriculture, the Stats Ccmittee for SUpply of Production
Squipment for Agriculture, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and USSR Civil
Defense "On NoWasure to Improve 7le Safety in Agrcicltre in 1961-1905.w
We examined this directive at a neeting of the presidium of the Moldavian UR
xokhos council and approved a detailed plan of mnasures aimed at raising fire
safety at the facilities of kolkhoses and Lnterffm association$ during the
five-year plan. We also discussed this issue with coilsagues of the republic's
ministry of Internal Affairs and drew up a 3oint long-range plan of firefighting
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In comliance with these measures, the republic's kolkhozes are building fire
stations and water basins, they are installing protection against lightning
storms, they are outfitting their facilities with automatic firefighting
resources, and they are rating old flammable structures. In just 7 months of
last year they built 8 fire stations and 48 water basins, they acquired
8 fire trucks and 56 motor-driven pumps, and masses of aqitation materials
have been distributed. Incidentally we maintain special surveillance over
the way the firefighting units of rural facilities are equipped. We feel that
such firefiqhting units are the oet promising means of fighting fires in the
presence of swift davelopmnt of scientific-technical progress, all the more
so because the demand for electric power is rising from year to year in the
kolkhor and cooperative sector. Such units already exist at many farms of Yhe
republic. Vow we are working to introduce automatic firefighting equipment
into all large agricultural complexes.

The fire resistance of buildings and structures is rising as well. Formation
of the *Xolkhoastroy" Production Association has significantly promoted the
increase in fireproof construction. It is responsible for all rural construc-
tion, and it provides planning documents and construction materials to the
kolkhozes and intarkolkhos enterprises.

Before planning measures to raise the fire safety in rural areas, we carefully
analysed all fires that arose at facilities of the republic's kolkhoa council
in the last 10 years. we also accounted for the fact that about two-thirds of
obldavia's population lives in rural areas and that more than 70 percent of all
fixes in the republic have been registered in rural areas. This made it ob-
vious that we needed to fundametally isprove our organizational work and raise
the quality of the training afforded to the population and agricultural
specialists in the rules of fire safety. It was for !.hs purpose that we developed
and published, jointly with the Fire Prevtion Ad•inistration of the Moldavian
ISR Ministry of Internal A~fairs, a Journal containing instructions for fire-
fighter training of stock breeders, machine operators, electricians and other
specialists. nhase inst ,uctions have now been supplied to the coeAnders of
nomilitarxied civil d tense firefighting formations at the kolkhosee and
associations, and to the chiefs of fire guards (PS04) and wolunteer firefight-
ing companies ('•Znc. they report On work done to monthly rayo seminar-
conference*, which are conducted an certain days every month. At these
semi•nar, unofficial fire innpectoc--mainly group leaders, intarfarm fire
squad chiefs and kolkhos safety engineers--energo training. This form of
training has made it possible to teach fire safety rules to 305,000 persons
in just 7 manths of 1981. ymxilitarised firefighting formations have been
created in a11 kolkhboae and aseociationm of the republic. Most of them are
outfitted with traveling firefighting equi••ant.

Work with public fizefighting organisatiens--tachnical fire comissioms,
Unofficial fire inspectors, M and CPD chiefs and labo protection, safety
and fire protection organization engineers. Their professional nd firs-
fighting training is a topic of special concern of raYom kolkhos cOamcils.
advanced training courses in safety practices that include fire prevetion
subjects have been organized at the republic exhibition of the achivmnts
of the national economy for kolkhos engineers. systematic training of the
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personnel of nonmilitarized firefighting formations of the kolkhozes and associ-
ations nmale it possible for these formations to put out more than half of all
fires last year.

lhenever the status of civil defense is inspected, attention is mandatorily

turned to the organization, qrality and effectiveness of, training, mainly of
specialists and machine operators, in the methods of fighting fires. Practical
lesaons in putting out simulated fires are providedo and help is given to
facility civil defense chiefs in conductinq special tactical exerciase.

The Floreshtskiy Ayon Kolkho: Council organized a seminar for labor safety,
industrial safety and kolkhos fire protection organization engineers jlointly

vith the inspection office of the state fire inspection. During. it, a tactical
fire exercise was conducted in which both facility nonmilitarized firefighting
formations and units of the Ninistry of Internal Affairs' professional fire

service participated. Two seminar-conferences were also conducted last year
by the republic kolkhoz council: one at the Damonatration ram iani S. Lazo,

Drokiyevseiy Rayon, and one at the 'Pobedam Interfarm Feed Production Associa-
tion. Kaushanskiy Rayon. The seminar participants acquainted thenselves with

the work of agricultural equipmtnt adapted to put out fires.

n~afillnent of the planned firefighting measures is kept under u•eakening

oontrol by the republic's kolkhoz council. Last year this issue va considered

twice at meetings of the council' a presidium. The topics were the unstisfactory

status of fire safety at facilities of the feleneshtskiy Rayon sovieto and the

status of fire safety at facilities of the Kutumovskiy Fayon soviet. The chair-

men of these rayon kolkhos councils, I. toan and A. TerentAe were reprimanded

for anatisfactory organization of facility fire prevetion.

Of course ve still have many great and iqortant tasks before us. We understand

that the efror t to raise the readiness of nonmllitarized firefighting formations

of the kolkhozes and associations for effective ftire Control is a continuous

process. Uitever, that which has already been done attests to the correctness

of the planned path. The task now is to continue to strengthen the fire pro-

tection afforded to rural areas, and to minimize losses of kolkhos and coopera-

tive property due to fire.

CYRIGHIT, voyennyye naniya", 1982
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MW io1t D ATTENTION TO [eDICAL STATIOS DISCUS8D

Moscow tYZWNNM UMANTYA in jasisan No 6, Jun 62 (signed to press 6 May 82)
p15

[Article by PAJ Gen Nsd Serv V. Zav'yalov: "ore Attention to Medical Stationso]

[TextJ This article concludes the discussion of the letter
OHot to be Left UnattandedO by medical station chief
A. Dnilova publisbad in this joqrnal, No 8, 1981.

First of all I wol4 like to give credit to the initiative shown by the editor's

office of this Journal, which has offered --oo for discussion of this important

issue. it is a fact that iedical stations have not beeo soiled by too m1ch
attention. This is confirmad by both the responses to A. ftnilova's letter
and the results of inspections and eemrises.

Territorial civil defense staffs, facility chiefs and civil defense staffs
and public health organs often understate the role of medical Stations, they
d not provide adoqiate attention to their training and to organiszing o0Wti-
tions, and they are not asked to perticipete in exercises. Ths best pe*riesno
in training medical stations is not generalized and disseminated adequately.

jut this is not the situation everywhere. fter are mny examples attesting to

the fact that when adequate attention and concern are Shown and when all avail-

able possibilities are realized, significant Successes can be achieved.

One such Maple is the Zetonian "a, where the medical station training plans

are completed every year. Uwe ms media a"e used broadly everywhere in the

republic to publicize and introduce the best 0%perience. one can only be

sorery that thee are not ae ezample@ of this sort.

Discussing A. Dilova's letter, readers touched ulpon a nuber of issues rs-

quirinqg meplanatiOn. I viii talk first about the role and place of the

medical station.

According to the existing statute, most medical stations are formtion of

the civil defense medical service. They are created in shops and at farms,

in institutions and sdioOIs, and in transportation, irrespective of whether

Ox not such facilities possess medical tam, and they are intended to render

first aid directly to the labor collectives assigned to them, including in
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the case of disasters. The one exception is the medical stationsof schools of

general education, vocational-technical schools and secondary special training

institutions. These stations participate only in sanitary improvement
measures, and they are not civil defense formations.

Being formations of the medical service, medical 'stations may be used to organ-

iUe umdical care for the public, laborers and white collar workers in the time
of evacuation and dispersal. It Js with this p-rpose that the civil defense.
medical service of the cities and rayons plans this wrk beforehand jointly
with committees representing the Red Cross and .fd Crescent societies under the
guidance of civil defense staffs.

in the suburban zone, medical stations perform important tasks, as do the
modical teams. They are called upon to render first aid to patients and

the injured, to escort patients to therapeutic institutions, to reveal persons
suspected of carrying an infectious illness, inform medical workers of such

problems and, if the latter are unavailable, take steps to impose temporary
quarantine.' The responsibilities of medical stations include caring for
patients in isolation wards'and participating in public health and epidemic
control measures. And this is only part of the tasks that may be iVposed upon
medical stations in the suburban zone. Depending on this, the corresponding
medical service is supplied with the equipment it needs.

Nadical stations also participate in medical care to evacuees seeking shelter.

for example they are obligated to check the status of medical supplies and take
steps to replenish them, to ensure compliance with sanitary norma in shelters,
to conduct current disinfection of buildings and to render first aid to shelter
occupants.

it must be considered that when necessary, medical stations may be brought in
for work at therapeutic institutions. Consequently they must have some idea
of what sort of procedures are conducted there.

rven this far from ocmplete list says something about the important role played

by 'mdical stations and about the need for preparing thm well. It is no
accident that this idea is stated in all responses to the editor's office.
"The readers understand the place occupied by medical stations in peacetime,
and the serious responsibilities that will. be imposed Upon them in the event
of arisal of centers of destruction.

there are aU. the grounds for believing that medical stations would be capable

of handling the moet complex. tasks, if appropriately trained. Even today they

are helping public health organizations to condu=t improvement masures, and
they are providing first aid to injury and accident victims and to persons

contracting fast-progressing illnesses right at the places of accident or

injury, and thus th-.y bring medical care closer to those needing it. A compara-

tively new form of work of the Red Cross and rod Crescent societies is creation
of road medical stations on the must important motor highways of the coutry.

The public-supported work being done by medical stations not only provides a

tangible economic iApect, as is rightfully noted by the readers. The moral

aspect of this work is no less significant, demonstrating unselfishness and

cosradeship to be ingepar'ole traits of the citizen of socialist society.
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A number of the readers* responses raised the issue of difficulties in organizing
training for medical stations, and they contained complaints that the necessary
conditions and possibilities were absent. Before answering these letters, let
me recall that medical stations are trained in accordance with the same program
followed by medical teams, and in exactly the same conditions. The general
training is provided during time off work, but special and tactical-special
training is provided during work time. As is true with other civil defense
formations, integrated exercises are the highest form of training afforded to
them. Mreover the chiefs of medical stations are encouraged to participate
in teacher training rallies organized by committees of the Red Cross and
Red Crescent societies jointly with public health and civil defense organs.

one question often asked is who is responsible for training the medical stations,
and what is done when there are no civil defense workers and medical personnel
that can contribute their full timo and when there is no training material base.
Such questions are encountered in the editor's mail as well. What sort of
answer can be given?

Every enterprise and every institution, kolkhoz and sovkhoz has its own primary
organizations of the Red Cross and Ped Crescent societies, and each one has its
own civil defense chief. It is upon them that the responsibility for training
medical stations lies. If a facility does not possess its own medical worker,
a request must be submitted promptly to the chief of medical service of the
rayon (city) civil defense service.

A number of readers have propcoed reducing the amount of time devoted to some
general subjects of the program and devoting more time to studying the specific
features of the particular production process, the possible injuries and the
rules of providing first aid for such injuries, and to organizing preventive
measures.

Corrections and supplements aimed at improving the training of medical stations
can and must be introduced as necessary, depending on the training level of
the personnel, the specific features of production and the local conditions.
Mowevcr, the minaimum knowledge foreseen by the program smt be firmly &asimilc.-
ted by the students, and the allocated number of hours must be utilized in their.
entirety. A1l changes in the program must be coordinated with cmaittees of
the Red Cross and Rod Crescent societies, and approved by the facility civil
defense chief.

I would like to emphasize in conclusion that the executives of enterprises,
institutions and organizations at which medical stations are created bear the
responsibility for their staffing, training and equipment. Civil defense staffs
and primary organizations of the Red Cross and ?ad Crescent societies are the
immediate organizers of this work at the facilities. Higher civil defense
staffs and the Red Cross and Red Crescent society committees are called upon to
maintain constant control over assigrnments to create such stations and over .
the quality of their training. Public health organs train the medical stations
together with the ccomittees of the Red Cross and Red Crescent societies, and

together with the civil defense staffs they plan their use. This is why the
efforts of all of these organizations ast be cordinated, why they must main-
tain a proper understanding of the role and significance of medical stations
in pease and in war, and why they must show daily concern for the.

COfpRIGuTs ,Voyennyye znaniya", 1982
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lscow YOVEL D _--'YTLn •u•sian no 6, Jun 82 (sigr*d to press 6 may 82) pp 18-19

fArtiCle by aj G"A Tech Up eL N kiks msv: *Gas Mask raininmg]

fT*Xtl 2be gas mask dependablv protects the indivi&al's breathing organs,
face and eyes fui the action of toxic agents used in =zy form (in the form of
vpor, mist, 9ga, smke and liquid droplets), radioactive substances scattered
in the air, pathogenic microbes and toxins, but using them does cause certain
discomfortsi breathing is eonuebered, the field of vision is limited, bearing
is poorer, and the face part of the gas oak presses against the head. This
diaccuaft is especially noticeable whm &oin any sort of physical work.
After all, the quantity of air conauxad 6epends on the kind of wark being
doue. thus While In a state of rest a pergon inhales 4-10 liters of air per
minute, he inhales 25-30 liters per inate while walkinq at a speed of 4 Rm/hr.
and when he runs at a speed of 12 km/hr his ca eptIon Is 60-45 liters per
minute. Consequently the higher the physical load, the greeater the amot
of oxygen conmmed by the iadividual. fte rate of flow of air through the
gWe mask incrases correspoadi•gly, which makes breathing harder. O the
whole, the performvace of an untrained individaa using a filtering 955 nask
is 15-25 PerN t poorer.

the hartA~l laf1•nece of thee. factors and the difficulty of working In a gas
mak can be weakened to a ignlificat extemt by correct selection of the alAW
of the face purt and Its fit, and n•Way by regular training exercises requUiAng
prologed iee of a ge mask.

"Waving acvqisred the habito of wsin a g9 mask, a person cea work while
wearing one just as quickly and gonfidmntly as with• t it. Zt is very lWartat
in the traisL"n to I* a coertaia physical load correspondin to the wort to
be dona In eal Condition. &at the load sat be increased gra• lly. In the
presenc of mtivalowe ma.aI seperviasic..

First of all the rules of breeathiag mot be analysed. A peref wearing a gas
mask mot bcoathe evv ly end deeply. hiwh brething helps the heart work.
mnreovr it makes fuller utilization of the is mask's protective properties
possible, sinoe the nore evenly entainater air passe* thr•v•h the filters,
the better It to dec0atasnod.

It is also Loportaot in the trainin esrtcsee to leern to hold the breath
for 40-6O secoafs. this woeld becma meceesery Lt a gW mask has to be 60nned in
a cont&mALated atmasphere or ft a dmaes d gep maek he to be neplaced by



an operable oi.-. The individual should also learn to exhale &eply automati-
cally after pu• ting on a gas mask, so as to remve harmful impurities from
inside the gas mask.

The individual must know bow to put on a gas mask in any conditions and in any
position-vhile standing, while moving, while sitting, while lying down, and in
darkness. Ex•erience shows that a trained individual can easily satimly, the
ti standards.

Depending on the conditions and tasks, the following forms of training exer-
cises can be conducted: exercises in using the gas mask, training in prolonged
ue of a ga mask while doin one's job, work in exercises, firing a wapon
while wearing a gs mask, bikes and ski tripe, and rides aboard motor vehicles.

The habits of breathing correctly are developed beginning with the first
lesson with the ga mask. ollOvin acquaintance of the students with the
layout of the gas mask, the rules of breathing and the procedures of donning
and remvin a gas mask, they should be allowed to war them for about 10
minutas in a relaxed state. 7hey should try to achieve & normal breathing
rate-S seconds for inhalation and 7 seconds for exhalation. it is impossible
to get ued to such a pace right away. Therefore in the first lesson the stu*
dents should be taught to inhale for 2-3 soeads and eshale for 4-5 seconds.
Ths lesson shold end with movasent (0 Steps per Minute) i gas masks for 5-10
Asiuto at a breat hinq rats of three stae for an inhalation and five staeps for an
exhalation. In the second training session the time of movemet in the gas
mask may be iacreased to 10-15 minutes at a rate of 110 steps per minute, mad
in the third training session the time could be increased to 15-20 minutes.
Beginning with the third training session it would be suitable to go an to a
more cplex breathing rate: Inhalation for five steps and exhalation for
seve ste . Sit&eqwfntly the size amnd fration of the load should be 9=&WllY
Increased, lengthening the time of the March, accelerating the rate to 1)0 stePS
per minute sod adding short runs (of up to 100 me"s).

*t first three training sessions would beat be Ponducted in the first mnth
of training, and than it would be sufficient to orgenims One or two training
sessions per month, radually .icxreinq not only the Aretion Of the eser-
cies (not more than 45-60 ainutes) but also the physical loed lsPOOW Won the
body. ibim .s needed for the purpo• s of training the breathing musculature
amd beart XWi€lse, so that they oftld be prSpaed to do hard work in a psa
mask.

The tralasng sessions •mt be rondcted in such a way that working in gas masks
COMI4 be perfomed sispAtancoAsly by the entire collective of labersts sod
whtte collar workers. but the training should begin not vith general but partial
(groju 1-2 bour training sessions with the par-ticiaion of Lnidvi&•l ervticss.
shop*, offices. sections 0,d departments, with regerd to the unique features of
their work.

After the ocessery result is achiesvd, we ce% go on to simultaneous training

of entire enterprise and institutioa collectives. "Te time of work in this

case Wat not *ced 2.-) hours. Training is e •jcted according to a plA,*, with
the pemission of the adeinistretiom and wider Its Imdiate meWrvisiom.
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At the eve of the first training session the subdivisions that wlll be partici-
pating must be subjected to medical examination. Rxeeptions and limitations are
detenrined at this time. Medical cbservation should be organized during the
time of the traininq sessions themselves, and medical aid should be organized
in the necessary cases.

A medical oxanination is also necessary when ozganizing long hikes in gas
masks. A physician or medical assistant is appointed to each squad for this
Purpose. It would be suitable for the civil defense staff to have one or two
passenger cars and an mb.ulance at their disposal, it would be desirable to
equip one of them with loudspeaker coanication. Moreover several messengers
riding motocycles or bicycles should be foreseen. Various acoustic signaling
devices can also be used for oovmmication. Prior to the hike, it would be
suitable to conduct drill training, so that the participants of the training
exercises would learn to keep their places in the colmes during travel.

Rliks In ga masks an takes for 3-12 km at a speed of 4-5 km/hr. The uual
formation for hikes is platoon coluons of fourt the rate of travel is 120
paces per sinutel when traveling uphill and over rough ground it is 200-110,
when rising up 20-300 slopes it is 60-70 and wten descending it is 130 Pacts
per minute. It would be beet to perform such hikes in the morning or in the
ewenin, but not in hot wather and Li cold below -1SoC.

Prior to a hike, attention should be devoted nct only to preparing the gas
mask and d6foging the eyepieces but also to fitting the footwar pzropely.
Steps s1would be taken in winter to prevent frostbites The face and hands should
be coverod with petroleum Jelly. it would be desirable to Organize & snack at
the end poaint.

After foming up, the participants of the hike are given the Caumand 'Prepare
gas masks's 2-3 minutes Later they are given the A Ge*l', and then
"Forward, ch." Fifteen nminutes after the start of the hike they are given
the csd 'breeso gs masks," and a 10-mites halt ie pWroGvIde. V=rLn their
rest the Coan"Ars determine how well the participants of the nmrch are feeling.
"o•oo who feel weak ot ill &e excused fon the hike. Shortcomins in the
fit of foot•ear, in defo•ging the eoyepiecee ad so oan ae eliminated siemultane-
ouslyo

Then the orounds to form up the colmns, put on gas meek* and Contiame the
march are Issued. kn hour later mother 10-minuts break is provIdeds hOwever.
Ia" mass are not we. A"OviAg the 9e mDas inolwately after the hike
is uot roecoinandd. They should be raw veafter first 4.La am eawiciaee
that rela beathing.

Ski tripe In gte masks arte oodtted for distaAces of S-IS km at a speed Of
6-7 km/hr. VSW particilpnts are broken 601Minto grOQe in such a way that
"each would co0nit of persons having about the s .sports trAining, especially
in ore-etyskiing.

The usasi formtion for & Ski trip ls detschoent tOCLMe of am with a
1.5 pter spacing between okIors and 5-10 motors between detachments. he
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lead skiers in the detachments should be replaced every 500 motors. Breaks are
organized in the same way as with hikes.

On the day before the trip all of the participants must be brought together,
and their readiness for the ski trip must be checked: the fit of their gas masks,
skis and footwear, their Sear and so on. It would be best to begin early in
the morning, at a teoperature not less than 15 degrees of frost.

Participants of hikes and ski trips in gas masks my be from 18 to So years old.
and they ont be of suitable health to work at the enterprise or institution.
Schoolchildren 16-18 years old are also pemitted to participate in group hikes
and ski tripe up to 10 ka long. In this case the rate of travel should not
exceed 4 km/hr in hikes and 5-ka/hr in ski trips.

0aly persons who have undergone the appropriate training and have driver's
licenses can participate in motor vehicle trips. Such trips murst be preceded
by individual training for distances of S and 10-15 km at a speed of up to
2.5 km/hr, and at 25 and 50 km at a speed of up to 30 km/hr with 10-Rinute
rests after each hour of driving, without removing the gas masks.

After this, a group rn 100 km long may be perforned at a speed of 20-35 km/hr.
In this case a 10-ninute rest without re=ovinq gas masks should be organized
after 25 and 7S kim, and an hour break in which gas masks are taken
off should be provided after 50 km.

It should be owwidered that persons with diseases of the heart, lngs, throat,
skin of the face and h*ad and scm disorders of the central nervous system
are not permitted to participate In such training. Training seesLins should
be limited in duration and physical load for such people as well as for elderly
people. The limitations are determLned in each specific ca"e by & physician.
In this case it should be taken into eccount that the load impOed upon the
body by a gas msak is hiqhly significant only in the course of hard physical
work, and that it is very xinor when doing light and moderate work. Prolonged
training mut be Limited for adolescents up to 16 years old to relamd wearing
of gas masks and to travel that does not require great physical exertion (limited
to I hour). IOuc persons are prohibited from rwuning in ga9 masks. Disabled
individuals &ad ollective farm workers may undero 9as mask training at their
work stations.

own training on the job, and especially when the temerature Is high and com-
plex production operations must be carried out, the pals, sad breathing rhythm
may be obeerved to be faster at the beginming than at the end of work in gas
masks. This can be eaplaied by the more sseable reaction of the body to "e-
stricted breathing. lover, in all such case bodily activities usually nettle
dove completely toward the end of work in such casee, after the person beacees
&cOutmoed to the gas ink. The greater reaction of the body to ue of the gas
mosk at th* beginning of a training sessio has no reflection mpon the heath,
and it is easily surmounted in repeat eaearisee.
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The collective$ of many enterprises have long understood that it is not hard to
got used to using a gas mask and that one can work just as productively with one
as without it. Good exerience has been accmulated in this respect# for
example, by laborers and white collar workers of the Leningrad Opticomchanical
Association, the Shatury Furniture Combine and the maqadan machinery and •mArir
Plant. These enterprises conduct purposeful training sessions right during work.
7he stanards have been surpassed by three to four time. The time of moderata
work in a gas wask has been increased by some workers to 4-6 hours. And no
harmful consequences have been noted. moreovr cm* incorrigible smokers have
started poisoning their bodies with nicotine to a lesser extent. .hus the Main
thing here is to smount the psychological barrier, and to explain to the
peole %hy such training is necessary and beneficial.

COMYGIGT "Vay•myye ZruaniyaO, 1982
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CIVIL DEMSE

CIVIL DEUSZ LECTURES BROADCAST Of CISIE TELEVISION

Moscow VOYD) YE ZWZAXIYA in Russian So 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82)
pp 20-21

[Axticle by M. Shapran: "Sbowing in Omsk..."]

[Text] It would be difficult to remember who cam up with the idea of conducting
television competitions amoog family teasn, based on the standards specified in
the progrm of universal, mandatory minimal skills for the population in protection
against weapons of mass destruction. But that is not so important. Wat is impor-
tant is that the idea came to fruition as & result of old and close ties between
two collectives-the oblast staff and the televisios studlo--which were identically
concerned with bringing civil defense propaganda amg broad sements of the popula
tion into conformity with the demands set forth In the decree passed by the CnSU
Central Contt4se "On the ContinUed laproemMt of Ideological, Political and
lndoctrinational Vork," asd instructions coming out of the 26th party congress
with'respect to strengthening the nation's defense capebility.

There are many Instructive examples of such contacts in the sktiv, examples which
wo beliee should be widely disseminated. During the years of the 10th five-Year
Pla= alocs local television showed multiphase civil defense competitions among
student teane of kigher educational institautioe in Omsk, called "Poherk•." the
medical teens which was the oblast somal ecounters named "If You Should lave to
Leave on a March Tomorrow...," sod ra•ar tam of young future soldiers undergoaig
Initial military training at training centers, called "Six By Six." Each of these
broadcasts (sad there were a total of more that 20) occupied between 40 end 80
minutes of air time.

In short, the Omsk people have accuLated cousiderable experience in bcoadcastisg
television programs on civil defense subjects. Naturally, this experience was
estensively used in preparing for and conducting the television cavetitLoas callad
"•n Your Mark-The stire Faily"! A special group was formed to work out the
rules for these Competitions. It consisted of rnpresentatives of the television
studio and civil defeeae services, civil defense vetersa", the oblast DOSAA cam-
aittee sad the Wd Cros Society. It wee headed by Colonel (Reserve) V. Ahchutenko
assistant oblast chief of staff for propaganda. They defined the objectives of the
€ompetitions emd the pr4oedure for coeduting them, the copeoeition of the tern
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(three individuals-the father, the nother and a sixth••rad. student), the tantatbe
time and place for them to meet., the procedure for judging the results and for
aearding prizes to the winners. Since the competitions involved one tam each from
eight rayons (seven from the oblast center and one from the rural Omsk area). it
vas decIded to conduct them in five phasse. In the first four phases the rivals
vould met in pairs, drawing lots to see who would coWete with whom, and in the
final phse the winners of the paired encounters would compete for. first place.

The program of universal, mandatory minimal skills and the norme for It,' as wel as
the pamphlet "Everyone Must Kmow This and Do Able to Do It,." were taken as the
basis for the assignmenta.

Both the rules and the competitive assignments for thq teams were coordinstad with
specialists at the television studio and approved by civil defense. chief A. Blokth,
chairman of the ispolkom of the oblast soviet of people's deputies. They werethen discussed in detail at an expakded conference of rayon civil defense chiefs of
staff, with participation by production training masters of rayon civil defense
courses, medical workers and other specialists directly responsible for preparing
the tears for the competitions. Also attending wee a group of specialists from
the television studio, headed by Z. Berethnays. editorial director of propaganda.
The conference was directed by ngimeer-Colonel W. KolesLkov, ob3last civil defense
chief of staff.

Lots wore drawn and the first teams to compete were from the Kirovskiy and
Taentral'nyy tayous In Onak-the familiea of I. Vol'f, fitter at the
"OnskgidroprIvod" plant, and 1. Trunilln, a worker at the Siberian Zonal Machine-
Testing Station. They had to determine the r1ght site for the facepiece of a
respirator, assemble it properly and put it oun prepare and use a hood, a breast
flap and panels to reinforce the protective features of ordinary clothing; prepare
for use the KZD-4 protective chamber for infantes put on'and take off the L-I
light protective sult; negotiate an area of terrain designated as coatamliated with
radioactive substanceas give flist aid to a "victm" -d carry him from the area;
and perform preU namry personal clanusing. The program also included theoretical
competition Involving two subjects: When wes the USSE Civil Defans created, 'and
for whet purpose, &ad the tasks of ad* ts with respect to protectiag children
against weapons of mass destructioe. During the drills and at the advice of
spectalists from the television studio, certain competition assignments were
grouped together Into relays and made more difficelt by adding sports activities.

Along the family team, one of the beet medical tems In the oblast, that of the
Omek City Dairy Coubine, was readied to appear on television. It vim to den-.
strate for the television viewers sev ral techniques for rendering first aid to
vlctim in centers of various types of destruction.

The day of the competitions finally arrived. Onek residents learned sbout them not
only from the weekly television schedule, but also from the oblast nemwpeper
OHSEUKTA VIAVDA, wbich tarried a special notice that day, with the beading "On Your
Mark-The Entire VmLly," It th'rouShly explained the objectives of the competi-
tion sad what they consisted of, sad also told about all the tm "e"res.
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The teams arrived at the site of the competitions, in the sports complex of the
Spartak Society, together with their fans. They included blue- and white-collar
uorkers, housewives and students. The brass band from the Omsk HiSher. Combined
Arm Comand, *Twice led-Banner School iment M. V. Frunze was also invited to pro-
vide musical accompaniment for the competitions.

The words of announcer Anna Reanik came over the air:

"Respected comrnde television vlewerst Today we begin a new cycle of broadcasts
on civil defense-competitions between family toen of rayons in our oblast. These
coietitiona wiln take place in several phases...."

After the oblast civil defense chief of staff spoke briefly about the objectives
and the makeup of the coupetitions and the procedure for conducting them, the
encounter between the teems began. A detemined strugle by parents and school
children lasted for 1 hour. The umpires, msoft vho. were representatives of the
oblast civil defense staff and its various services. the ablost DOSAP coamittee
and the led Cross Society, sometimes had a hard time deciding which team should
be nmed the winner. The intervals between competitions were filled with demon-
strations by a medical team and by the brass band. During one of thý intervals.
Sergeant (teserve) Yurzy Korobchenko. a television announcer, interviewed NaJor
(Retired) Talsrian Sergayevich Saltykov, civil war veteran and a participant in
the defense of )YIocow.

The teo from Kirovskly Rayon became the first finalists by winning this encounter.
Suming up the score, the referees especially noted the exemplary practical
actions of the voen and students. Nedeshda Petrovan8 and Igor' Vol'f, CGalin
Vuil'yevna and Ole; Trwnlin.

The competitionss mog the team of other rayons vars equally Intense. Along with
the competition &a"igi nto on civlU defense thmes, the participants demonstrated
their ability to destroy a target with an air rifle and hand greondes, to work a
field radio set and find their way by azimuth, and perfor, sports exercises speci-
fled in the "Ready for Work and Defense of the USSR" group. On the day of the
encouster betweam the teaw of Xuybyaevskiy and Oktyabr'skiy Rayons-the families
of 1. Solodkiy. an engineer at the Electrical lngineering Plant 4"e04 L. Mrks,
and V. SUgonyak. a designer/engineer with the Production Inglne-building Asociation
Ismen P. I. Beraev, which took place Is a specially prepared area, the television
vlmr- saw rescue, tire, medical and other ewaulitery formations from Reinforced
Concrete plant so 1 of the "Omsktsel nstroy" trust and a traveling blood collection
brigade from the obLast blood tranefusion station perform in a hypothetical area of
nuclear destruction. Toung DWAA youth from the ablest center-cartographers fram
the Tunoet' sad Krasuara Zysuda technical sports clubs-appeared on television.

The fInal competitions were set up with special thoroughass. The right to paetI-
pets in them had been van in the preliamuary encounters by three teams-those of
9irovskiy, Pervowmykiy and Ouukly Rayoas. The fourth finalist was the team frou
Oktyebr'skiy Rayon, but, unfortunately, due to the Illses of one of the partici-
pants, it wes not able to compete.
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The program for the final competition was an extremely full one. It consisted of
four relays, which included, along with sports exercises, putting on and removing
various maws of Individual protection for the respiratory organs and the skins
protecting food and water, laying out simple shelters, working vith radiation and
chemical reconnaissance and dosimetric monitoring Instruments, extinguishing fires,
finding victims in centers of destruction, giving them first aid and hauling thee,
out by various means. including loading them onto motor vehicles.

Six weeks prior to the final competition the participants were fein1. :•?d in
detail with the competition assigrments. Their trainizg was taken urv-r super-
vision by rayon civil defense chiefs of staff A. Crits.eko, N. D IU. and V.
Coahmanov. Each team was visited by producer A. lWinict and o w;- workers from
the television studio, specialists of the Oblast civil defense staff, deputy chair-
man of the oblast coumittee of the led Croes Society Z. Volod, A. Tokovoy, engineer
with the oblast fire fighting directorate, and trainers from the Trud and Spartak
sports societies. Reserve officers V. Shcepinz A. Wit'avich, V. Lisin and N.

uesiyenko, production training masters in the civil delense course*. All of this
helped the finalists to come to the starting line totally armed, so to speak.
Acrobats from the volunteer sports society Trud, students from the local physical
culture institute and graduates of Children's Sports School No I of the Omsk City
Public Education Department appeared on television In the intervals betveen
competitioas.

The team from ?ervomayakiy Rayon, the fasily of I. Natekov, a worker with
SibVNIS~hoe (Siberian Scientific Research Institute of Agricultue), was the cham-
pion, wining a cup especially instituted for the occasion and a first-degree
diploma. Only one point behind it was the family of V. )okrykh, a land-reclm-tion
engineer from the Eadeabdenskiy Sookhoz Ln Owkiy Rayon. Trailing by only two
points was the team from Iirovskiy Rayon, the family of I. Vol'f. They were
warded pennants and second- and third-degree diplomas respectively. All partici-
pants in the final cometition were given emntos of the occasion.

Siuming up the televised competitions, the oblast civil defense chief told the
television viewers about the tasks set for civil defense for the current year and
called upon the entire Oblast population to become actively Involved in the acco-
plishment of these tasks.

Long before the final competitions among the fmily tomes, notes for new civil
defense program appeared in the television studio's operating plans for 1982.
Nuch of this has already been accomplisbed. Among other things, the television
viewers have been shown reports from comprehensive exrcises for the "Pawyat'
Chapeyeva" strkess is Onskiy Rayon, the Noskovka Railroad Station, the Omsk
scientific Rasearch and Design Technology Institute of the Tire Industry and the
"1Osaknefteorpiates" production association. Preperation& are under way for
geoewlsing compettise amnong reconnaissance and other nonmilitary civil defense
format ions.
A series of popular talks on civil defene subjects, with training film, is also
planned. The implementation of these plans will constitute a new contribution by
the television workers to the cause of military and patriotic indoctrination of
Cmsk residents and to the training of the population in protection against modern
weapons and wllU contribute to the further Improv t of the entire Oblast civil
defe"se system.

co1lIGHTt "Yoyemte uneys", 102.
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CIVIL DEMSE

TRAINING FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANTS AT RTAZAN' MIDICAL INSUT=FrE

Moscow VOYENMYTE ZNANIYA in Russian No 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82) p 23

(Article by Docent A. Burtsev and Candidate of Medical Sciences N. Shteling:
"]Reliable Assistants"]

[Text] Physicians, medical assistants and nurses, that is. members of the medical
service, are enisted for teaching the population first aid techniques to be used
in areas of destruction. Upper-level students of higher medical educational
Institutions are successfully handling these duties is many places. This is true
of the Ryasan' Medical Institute imeni Academic I. P. Pavlov.

The subjects of classes for the population were worked out in advance at the
institute, using the 20-hour program as the guideline. It was then coordinated
with the rayon civil defense staff and medical service specialists, as well as the
civil defense leaders at facilities where it wa planned to conduct the classes.

Practical exercises were the main form of training. They vetr conducted primarily
Swith the working population at institutions and enterprises, and less frequently.
with pensioners and housewives at housing manasement offices. They wero conducted
by fourth- and sixth-year students esteoing the schools of medicine, sanitation
and hygiene, &rd pharmacy.

They prepared at the institute in advance for visits to the different Installothes.
All of the preliminary work was carried out =nder the supervision of instructors,
wh, checked the individual plans of the students and conducted classes on iLatrzc-
tional methods for the more difficult subjects such as first aid in the case of
compound Injuries and a n•mber of others. The texts of the lectures and synopses
of the practical classes wore also discussed in the student groups and were only
then reconmeeded for use.

Understanding the Importance of graphic effects, the students gave a great deal of
attention to the preparation of illuttrated naterial. Tables and diagrams or
drawings, as well as real item such as personal first aid kits, stretchers, tour-
niquets and so forth, were displayed in the classes and at the lectures.
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Each presentation of ney material vas concluded with a practical drill in the
procedures covered. For the drills the trainees were divided up into pairs and
were in turn "victims" and then the ones rendering assistance. These drills In
pairs proved especially ef fctive for studying the techniques of artificial respi-
ration, the application of bandages and tourniquets, the administration of anti-
dotes with syringes, and the task of putting individual protective equipment on a
victim.

In order to make the training situation as nearly as possible like a real one and
to complicate the task assigned the trainees, a limited amount of time was allotted
for the performance of certain procedures (putting a pas mask on a victimr admin-
iatering an antidotes stopping external bleeding by means of a pressure bandage or
a tourniquet, and so forth).

After serveral effective classes and drills there wes a marked Increase in the
nuamber of individuals capable not only of correctly performing a procedure, but
also of teaching it to others. The popularity of the classes conducted by the
students vas convincingly dmonstrated by letters regularly received by the insti-
tute chancellor over a period of 3 years.

The sost positive statements received were about the work of fourth-year medical
school students V. Vosnosenakaya, Ye. Chepuryaeva, N. Tarasovs V. losin, T.
Sukborukova and V. leofanov, and sixth-year student in the school of sanitation
and hygiene 1. Imerova.

The chancellor's office and the administration understand the importance of this
york for the development of the future specialists, for developing In then an
active attitude tovard life and for Improving the methods skill needed by every
doctor called upon to disseminate civil defense information. In organizing this
work the VVZ instructors pursue the objective uot just of making a certain contri-
bution to the job of preparing the population for civil defense, but also of
developing an Interest In these subjects on the part of the students. The insti-
Cute administration I doing everything possible to encourage the conduct of
classes for the population. Students excelling to the greatest degree--fourth-year
students in the medical school N. Volkova, T. Chalikova, I. Safocove, I. lusetsova
and others--were commended in institute-wide orders.

More than 6 years have passed since the first clase was conducted by students at
the Ryazan' Medical Institute. Around 350 lectures and practical classes have
been conducted during this time. The Yin has established solid practical relations
with the lyazan' Construction and Installation Administration, Tsentroneftekbritroy,
the telephone and telegraph station ad other instansat.ons of the national economy.
Civil defense chiefs of staff N. Agapkin, P. Kulichkiv and N. SladkIth help with
the organization of the classes. And 1. need to mention A. hokhlov, chairman of
the local comittee of art-and-production workshops in Ryazan', who also con-
tributed considerably to the success of the joint effort. Experience has shown
that it cannot be adequately effective without active assistance from the
Installations.



With respect to'lessons of a purely pedagogical nature, the past 6 years have also
not been tMeventful from this a:andpoint. Among other things, they shoved us that
It is sometimes beneficial to go beyond the material indicated in the program, in
order to depict it nore graphically. For example, the program did not call for
information from the field of human anatomy and physiology, but this information
proved to be absolutely esoential in certain cases. It vould have been sore diffi-
cult to grasp the training material without this information.

The classes conducted by the students at the installations themselves ore of
specific practical assistance to public health agencies. They help to enhance the
medical sophistication of the population* and to improve civil defense training.

COPYRIGHT:. *Voyennyye znaniya", 1982.
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CIVIL DEFENSE

LECTURE ON DUTIES OF FIRST AD PERSONhL

Moscow VOYENMNYE ZNANIYA in Russian No .7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82)
pp 28-29

[Article by P. Kurtsev, chief of the Aduinistiation of Defense Hygiene and Health
Hygiene Work of the Ispolkom of the Union of Rod Cross and Red Crescent Societies
of the USSR: "And Objectivity, Without Fail"]

[Text] The effectiveness of competitions mong medical aid teems and stations
depends upon a number of factors, including the quality of the Judging. The work
of the Judging committee and of each, individual, judge involves great responsib2ity.
Their performance greatly determines the value of the training and Indoctrinational
process of the competitions as a. whole and of each individual phase and event.
Experience has shown us that far from all medical workers are capable of being
competent Judges.

Despite its seeming simplicity, Judging demands special training and an excellent
knowledge of the official documents, training literature and literature on traiiing
methods. Only when these requirements are met can we be certain that the Judging
will be performed at a high methodological level and that when disagreements are
reviewed, should they occur, the decisions of the Judging committees will be objec-
tive and competent.

An important feature of the Stacute On Competitions Among Medical Aid 7eams and
Stations, approved in 1980, was the reference information for judes contained
therein. This includes a list of possible errors for which penalty points are
subtracted and a general symptomatology of Injuries, which indicates not only the
symptoms, the diagnosis and the degree of injury, but also the extent of the first
aid required and the sequence in which it should be performed, and the order in
which victims should be evacuated. It is with. good reason that this document is
something the judges always keep at hand.

The training is not limited to the study of documents and reference material and
literature on training methods. Life moves on, and the civil defense system and
its medical service is constantly being improved. This requires that the judges
update their knowledge and remain constantly informed.
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They undergo advanced training each year. Seminars and briefings ere systenatica
arranged for them, and they are familiarized with current vievs on the performance
of protective measures and the rendering of first aid. The requirements made of
the formations are clarified in the seminars.

It is just this sort of systematic, goal-oriented training. which makes it possible
to adjust to everything new in the civil defense system and its medical service,
to perform in accordance with current principles. Until relatively recently, as
an example, medical aid teams in a "center of nuclear contamination," in an area
contaminated with radioactive substances, bad to work in gas masks and to begin
rendering first aid by putting a gas mask on the "victim." Now, they are only
required to have respirators or multilayer gauze (or cotton-and-gauze) masks for
working under these conditions.

Competition is more than simply auruing up and verifying the results achieved, of
course, and more thea% simply an effective form of training. It is also an impor-
tant mobilizing factor. Well organized competitions, with accurate and competent
judging gives the participants enormous psychological satisfaction and provide
unequaled motivation to further improve the training. The indoctrinetional affect
of competitions can be reduced to naught by poor judging, however.

Unfortunately, the editors have received frequent complaints about deficiencies in
the performance of competition judging comittees, especially in the oblast, kray,
zonal and even republic competitions. Such complaints have been received, among
other places, from the Moldavian, Ceorgian and Tajik SSRs, Namaganskays Oblast in
the Uzbek SSR, Sumskaya Oblast in the Ukrainian SSR, Krasnodarskiy and
Stavropol'skiy trays, Lipetskaya and Novosibirskaya Oblasts of the RSFSR.

Inspections have shown that the noet frequent causes of complaints have been the
poor selection of judges or deficiencies in their training. Cases have been
mentioned, In which the judging committees have included unqualified medical
workers. The judges have not always been required to attend one-day seminars or
classes on iustructional methods prior to the competitions. Briefings have fre-
quently been conducted as a formality. and stress has not been placed upon the
need for a standardized approach for deteruining Vhather the first aid techniques
have been properly performed.

In competitions among medical aid teams in the Tajik SSR. for example, it was
learned that the medical aid teams are considerably better trained theoretically
than certain judgei. It is not surprising that a judging comittee could not
resolve disagreements competently and objectively. I would like to stress once
more the fact that every instance of incompetent judging has a negative effect
upon the competition participants and upon their attitude toward future training
and the fulfillment of their civil defense duties.

For the sake of fairness, we should point out incovpetence on the part of the
judges is not always the cause of disagreements. It sometimes happens the other
way around. The Ispolkom of the Union of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
of the USSR received a letter from the city of Dzerzhinsk, Gorkovskaya Oblast, in
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which the medical aid team complained about the judges, who allegedly subtracted
20 points from their score as penalties. The young women contested the fairness
of the Judges' declilon and made reference to their textbook. It turned out they
bad used obsolete training aids to prepare for the competitions, and the Judges
were sot at all to blase.

The joint training of judges, activists ,• the led Cross Society and the Red
Crescent Society and the medical workers training the medical aid tome, which is
conducted in a number of places, helps to avoid such conflicts. Joint seminars
develop cuono wiave on methods for training aid, ta me t and a common
approach to the assessnent of their performance in the competitions. As an
exa. le, the seminar of obkom chairmen of the Ped Cross Society and the sain
oblast competition judges. which was conducted by the Central Committee of rhe
Kazakh SSI Red Cross Society, was extremely beneficial.

The judging must be not only competent, but objective as vell. We have to mantion
this fact for the simple reason that, unfortunately, we are still receiving fre-
quant complaints about biased decisions by the Judges. tn almost every competi-
tion one finds participants who sincerely believe that the judges have made
incorrect decisions and are patronizing one of the medical aid teass. far from
all of these suspicions are well founded, but they harm morale and prevent normal
performance.

In order to overtoe these attitudes, we must systeuatically adhere to the priscl-
pie of publicity and make maximm ue of the radio for broadcasting Information.
This viwi also help to heighten the demands made of the judges mid their sense of
responsibility, and vill contribute to objective judging.

Before competitIons begin, the main jaedg ordinarily Istroduce the judging com-
sitte mad points out its qualifications ad objectivity. Is also warns that every
medical sid taau'performe at the time determined by the driuial of ambers, and
the judge are forbiddon to ask the participasts what depanasnt they represent.
This is all designed to co€vince mmbere of the medical aid teose that they all
have an equal opportunity is the contest for first place.

The judles' evaluation of the performance of the coqmetition participants must be
oesurate. based on principle and objective sad must be expressed is Veuial tarm.

Petty foult-fluing viii be elimisated, if every judge evaluate@ the performance of
the participants according to the sird r"ult "s they say, aed not on the basis of
purely formal factors. Any rule is not dogm, aftec all, but a gnida to action,
to ltollig•nt action.,

Take the fellovise g$rphic sAMPle. "seGSeeTmetS trequOetly arse In the CoaMti-
tloas about the soveme t of victies Sbould they be hauled out em stretchers
feet- or bead-first? Now Important is this, bomever, whem a victim is to be hauled
only a short distance and when all of the other requitemeats han bees met? 1qua2V
groiadlsea is the costrotersy about whether tw fit the straps ever the body whan
heulitg a victim asly a few meters, If the strap* havs already baes used and the
Judse. Could sso that the emsbers of the medical aid team know ho to use than.
Is this 0s0s40 judging is sot just a reepmoible job, but a cteative me s vell.



It is important that we observe the requirerent that the comender and the politi-
cal worker of the team and the senior judge asip the judging Aheets after eacb
stage of the ccmpetitions is co=pleted. It is also esential to inform the medical
aid tam as to the errors for which it received penalty pdints. I would like to
direct special attention to this, since there have been cases of discrepancies
between the verbal evaluation given a judge and the penalty points recorded in
writing.

It should be borne in mind that the comander of a medical aid team or platoon has
the right to correct am error made by the meotrs of the medical aid tesn. If this
is done promptly and the error has not had an adverse affect upon the state of the
victim, the team shiould not receive penalty points.

The appointment of an arbitration judge contributes to objective Judging. Without
Intervening in the judging. be meets with the comander of the medical aid team
and the judges to resolve disputed matters. Re then reports to the mein judge, who
makes the final decision. Unfortunately, far from all of the conmanders and polit-
Ical instructors of medical aid taam know and observe the procedur for sub-,
sitting a protests, whe they disagree with the judges' evaluation. They sometimle
react Improperly to errors on the part of Judges. The situation sametizes gets so
far out of hand ttat some tidividuals feel they have the right, as a sign of pro-
test. to withdrw from the competitiom instead of calmly and seriously resolving
the conflict.

A great deal depeeda upon the Judges in may disagreemnt, of course, particularly
the main Judges, mpon their tact, exerience and ability. The Society's conotees,
public health agencies end civil defmese staff* we xpected to devote daily atten-
tion to the "sloction mwd the training of judges. Those who violate the eetabbhod
ruls governing the judging should be held strictly acenutable. This vwill help
to rIe Judging errors sad to eliamlate the possibility of disagrsemuts.

we should also make more active mae of incentives, Including moral Iscentives,
for comonding the honored work of the medical workers ead reserve officers, who
hae consciestlovsly and competently performed the duties of judages ver a period
of masy years. Navy good thins; have been deservedly said of A. Alesdar' of Foltewi
(in the republic category), A. Shellkh of Raarashekiy Ie",s, Noldavian 853 (first
categtry), V. Satroov of Moscow Oblat sod amay others. The e Statute on judges
for cempetitions 411s0 medicel aid toem mid sstaes, which wee a"roved this
year, stcreses the Importance of the judging.

In order to take this work more effective me mist aim up the results, reveal defi-
cloncieo sed bring out positive orperleece, Mad outline steps to further improve
the jvdging. ?recislor, coopeteoce sad objectivity In sech of the Judges' dcd-
alons are the feusdatiom for this.

R•CsPUOD LTl•Jlf

"0?olosbsaiye * sastiarsy drushire (otryade aeeitaraykh druahin) semitarncs
posteo Itstaute *a the Medical Aid Tom (or 0e04he0t of Medical Aid temas) sad
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the Medical Aid Stationj. Moscow, 1977; "Polozkoniy.a o orevnovaniyakh saitariykh
druzhin i saaitaruykh postov" IStatute on Competitions Among Medical Aid Tema and
Medical Aid Stations. Moscow, 1981; 'Programm podgovtki sanitarnykh drushin I
sanitarnykh postov" [Program for Training Medical Aid Teams and Stational, Moscow,
1981; 'Program odoodnevnogo seminrar dijsa editsinakikh rabotnikov,
provodyasbehikh podgotovku sauitaraykh druzhin i savitarafkh postov i sudey
eorevniovaniy SD L Sr. l~rograu for the One-Day Seminar for Medica2 Workers Ingiged
In the Training of Medical Aid Temam and Stations and Judges for Competitions
Awn=& Medical Aid Teams and Stational, Moscow, 1976.

"Uchebntk dlya podgoto*1k aenitaruykh drushin I sanlternykh postov" lmaxtbook for
Trainding Medical kid Teama and Psa, Yoscow, Neditalinis, 1961 L "?anyatka pokrruak
sanitarnoy druzhtny"' [Pamphlet for the the Political Worker of a Medical Aid Team],
Moscow, 1976; N. I. Cogolev. *Podgotovk& I provedenlyse sarevnovnly sanitarafkh
dz'uzhizi I sauitarafth postoy" JPreparing For and Coaducting CNomptitions Among
Medical Aid Temi and Statiopsi. Moscow, Weitsaz". 1977; N. 1, Gogolev. "Taktika-
spetsial'naya podgotovka sanitartykh drushin I sanitaraykh poctov" [Special
Tactical Training for Redical Aid Useas . nd Stations]. Moscow. Jbditsirta, 1978;
K. 1. Gogolev, "Zak provesti stinmer" (Now to Conduct a Seminar] * Moscow. NeditsivA,
1977; V. 1. Zmidtan -utody tmitatell porsastinly a& sorevwuoaniyekh senitaroykh
druahln" [methods of Simulating Wnuries, In Comepetitions Anong Mledical Aid Team0]h
liev, Vyssbaya Shkols. 1980; I. A. Kochanaw, "Podgpo~ovka rayons moremnovaniy
"anitareykh 4ruabin" [Preparing the Area for Campeeitioas Among Medical Aid T&eams.
Moscow. Haditaine, 1960; .No to Klganor "Pollitiko-voopt tatel'uasy rabota TO VTrmys
prove~denys sorevaorvaniy sanitarnykh druabin I sanitaralkh poetow" [Political and
Indoctrlinat tonal Vork During Coevetltions Amnog Medical Aid Teems end Stations).
Moscow, Ybditsina. 1979.

WPTKJII: oy~aoyy amanipa, 1982.
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CIVIL DFENSE

FIM PIErJDTIOK AND FIRE FIGHTING AT AGRICULTURAL ENTERISES

Moscow VoYiY ZMLIYA in Russian So 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82)

pp 30-31

(Article by P. Kotov, chief of the *blast agricultural production adainistration,
Kursk: "For the Rural Area-Fire Protection]

(Textj In the situation of extensive Intmnsificatlon of agriculture and increased
ounts of capital being invested In its continued developmt, the task of

improving the effectiveness of the work performed by agricultural agencies to pro-
vide fire protection for the rural area Is becoaing more and more urgent.

The Kurak•ys Oblast Agricultural Production Administration, the AMtmnistration of
Internal Affairs, the Production Associaticn for Providing Agriculture With Pro-
ductcin Equipent and the oblast civil defense staff have Issued a special direc-
tive, which calls for increasing the responsibility of agricultural leaders for
the state of firs protection at their Installations. The directive directs atten-
tion to the need to increas, the bettle readliess of the fire guard (1M0) and the
volunteer fire fighting companies (DPD), to provide round-the-clock duty by the
members of fire fighting formetioss, to maintain the fire fighting machines and
equipment to a state of good repair, to Improe line and radio communcations
betwee, the formatio and the rayon fire units and to work out a system for
warning of fires and for aseamblying the persoonel. It Is important that the
system of msaureas pirevt fires, rather tham providing for extinguishiag ttha
after tbhy h•ve started, ad that it develop fire prevention propeganda eng the
rural workars.

Ws were pdded by precisely thes considerations wben we worked out. toether with

the fire protrcti departmoet of the daministratioo of Internal affairs, a lang-
range plan of major ndertakigse for the l1th live-Year Plan to impro fire pro-

tectiou i the rural area. The obli-polbon then adopted a decision "nO Wseuree
to rahance fire Safety at Agricultural Ieetallstioe Dui8ag the Pe•iod l981-L163."

Utfortu•ately, there are still a great way fires as, Oblest livestock farm. The

fires destroy cattle snd other livestock sad feed stores. The lenders of certain
kolkhosoe end eowkkhoree are eaisloss with respect to obeerving fire safety mea-

aeroe and waderest ime the possible effects. Pire-i ard workers sad embers of

tbe volmteer fire copanies are mot awvey* i10o1Wd in the work of preveting



fires or the large-scale training of the population for conbating fires. Fire
stations are not being constructed rapidly enough, and proper facilities are not
being created for maintaining the fire equipment.

The oblispolkoa's decision took the*e deficiencies into account and specified mea-
sures, to correct than.

I need to stress the fect that it gives deadli s for fulfilling the measures and
sones those responsible for their accomplismhent. Work is under way to improve.
the water supply, roads and tcunmicstions. for fire fighting agencies, to make
building& and installation more resistant to fire and to Install automatic fire
warning sad fire extinguishin systems. Fire stations are being conttructed with
radiation shelters. The oblast fire safety department Is monitoring the fulfill-
mts, of these measures in all the rural rayons.

The availability and the *stat of repair of mechanised fire extinguishing equipment
and tools are checked eacb year on kolkhoses and sovkhozes in our oblast. A strict
records system has been instituted. A check is made on the degree to which the
kolkbos fire Smard and rural volunteer fire companies, out of which the nmaeilitary
fire formations of installations are crested, are provided with fire extinguishing
means, special clothing and personal fire protection equip-mt.

It should be noted that requests made by the agricultural ed•iaitration for fire
fighting equipment, special clothing. fire boses, connecting pieces and other fire
equipment are only pertially set. Squipeact is sometimes not delivered for funds
already allocated. The argashi Mire SquIpmunt Plant failed to deliver a fire
truck, for example. That plant also failed to provide us with a single unit of
equipment under schedules for the first ad second quarters of last year. Not
enough motoarsed pps, hoses or coanecting pieces are being allocated for
agriculture.

in vle, of this we are takin steps to adapt agricultural equipment for extinguish-
Lag fires. V.o cr ad a opecial conference on the un of motor treanport equip-
meat for extinoguaL j fires, with the chief englasere of the raeo agricultural
adstiistrations, Sel'khostokknika, holkboaee snd sovkhoses, and tbe leaders of the
fire guard sad volunteer fire compaies. We reproduced drauings of the attacheento
and semt them to those responsible for making the attachmenta. We held Joint
meetings of the boards of the agricultural production edministration, the adulals-
trati.. of intorual aff&ire and the oblast civil defense staff, at whch we
discus .tbe state of fire safey in agriculture. At see of them we intond up the
state ot Livestock facilities W4th respect to fire preveNtit sad the prepaedneO s
of fire fightl$ formations durt-4 the grain saturetion sad arveisIng season.

Our administration gives S great deal of actteties to the training and preparation
of heeds of the kolkbos end a.vhuea fire guard O voelunteer firt ¢ompenIes. stuh
year, together vith the fire guard depertmnt of the anmsistret io of laternal
affairs, we scedule three-day meetings for the boaef of the fire guat Oad volm.
test fire Compeaise at rayo" ioapectoratee of Coeposharudsow Istate ?ire Inspec-
tion). Vs sat up os-the-job tratnial for drivers of holkhos fire trucks Is the
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rayon fire uits. We have worked out the principles for conducting rayon and
oblast competitions amng the kolkhoz and sovkhoz fire guard and volunteer fire
companies in applied fire sports for beat civil defense fire formation of a rural
Installation.

We have instituted a certification systen for agricultural installations in the
oblast. for purposes of promptly revealing and eliminating violations of fire
safety rules. At our request the fire guard department and the agricultural
institute developed a fire equipment certificate. This sort of certification is
making it possible to effectively monitor the state of affairs at rural installa-
tions with respect to fire prevention and fire fighting preparation.

I would Like to mention the fact that the work of ensuring fire safety and the
battle readines of fire formations is well organized in 0boyansky Rayon.
V. Vsishchev, chief of the rayon agricultural administration, devotes a great
deal of attention to fire protection, constantly demands that farm leaders observe
fire safety standards and rules, and helps the kolkhox and sovkhos engineer
servlces to work out plans for major undertakings. We see to it that heating
units are safe, and the position of full-tine fire guard chief has been officially
instituted for eack kolkoz.

The fire service on the Oboyanskiy Prult Sovkhos (A. lIyhenkov, chief engineer) is
excellent. During the last five-year period a stsadard fire station was built on
the eovkhoz, a fire truck was acquired and the wiring for electric light was
replaced. Combustible structures of storehouses and livestock buildings were
soaked with a fireproofing compound. Plans for the 11th live-Tear Plan call for
the construction of tvo reservoirs for fighting fires, the improvement of telephoto
and radio liem of commuicatJon between the rayon fire unit and the police depart-
ment. and the erection of weter tomrs for filling the fire trucks. Round-the-
clock duty by the members of volunteer fire companies has been instituted at the
fire etati•m. The ovkhos fire formatioe is well trained and regularly partidptes
in competitions in the applied fire sports.

I. Kunzetsov, chief of the agricultural production administration of L'pgvkiy
Rayon. alao concerns hinself with fire protection it the rural area. Grain fields
on the rayoe holkhoses and sovkhoses are broken down Into sections vhich can be
harvested by ome combine in a single day. IMe borders are always plowed, and a
strip ploved around stacks of straw and hay. The harvesting equipment is outfitted
with fire esxtnIsbors,* msd their electrical and fuel systms re always chocked
for safety. The vilts which prepare vltua-eariched meal are provided with fire
tools. All of the machine operators sad workers on the threshing floors and in
the graln storage facilitiee are Instructed is matters of obeerving fire safety
rules and whet to do in case of a fire. All of this to done jointly with
Ooaposbaruadsor and the rayon civil defense staff.

The Kolkhos semi Kuybyshev i* SudAheiwkly Rayon also has an literesting practice.
The leaders of the fire service give reports et meetings of the trade union cm•-
.itte (A. ?rilutesky, chairmean) on the battle reediness of the fire guard, the
reediness of the equipment and the organization of watch duty by members of the
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fire guard. Fulfillment of the plan for major fire prevention measures Is also
discussed there. Thanks to Comrade Prilutskiy's efforts the kolkhot has replaced
the flammable roofs on the fares, added protection against lightning and built a
fire pier on the Sudzha river.

NZot all of the fare leaders are yet giving proper attention to fire safety matters.
however. On the Pobeda Kolkhoz in Oktyabr'skiy hyon (A. Chernikov, chairoan),
for exawupls the fire formation is undarmanned, the fire truck is used ln part
for other than its designated purpose, no one Is teaching fire safety rules to the
kolkhox workers. round-the-clock duty 'by members of the fire guard has not been
organised, and strips ar* not plowed around grainfields and haystacks.

The oblast agricultural production administration is setting stringent require-
mats for such negligent farms, for the rayon agricultural administrations, fire
safety engineers and the fire guard. It is gratifying that not a single crop has
been lost to fire in the oblast for many years now.

O0MGlFr: "Voyennyye znmiys". 1982.
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CIVIL DEYENSE

LETURE ON EVACUATION A)ID DISPERSAL

Moscow VOYEIMME ZNA.1YA In Russian No 7. Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82) p 32

(Article by L. Antipov, senior instmuctor in Moscow's civil defense courses:
"Evacuation and Dispersal," for those who teach, seventh subject)

(Text) The Initial military training program allocates I hour for the study of
evacuation and dispersal. And the subject is not taught the samest city and
rural rayon educational institutions.

When starting the prcsentation of the new material, one should first of all
explais what is meant by evacuation and dispersal, and describe their objective.
As one of the mans of protection, these msaures are designed to considerably
reduce the density of the urban population and as a result, possible losses of
the population in case the anemy should amploy weapons of sass destruction.

During the class the students will be Introduced to a new concept-the suburban
safe-zone. In this case it is an area located outside areas of possible destruc-
tion. As a review of what has been covered, the students should be asked what
areas of destruction they know about med what they know about evacuation, includ-
Ing knowledge gained from films and the literature. k&Xnari2•n& their answesn,
the military Instructor stresses the fact that the scope oZ the evacuation carded
out during the Great Patriotic War can is no way be cospared with that of evacua-
tion undertakings today, should there be a need for them. This is the reason for
the high requirements set for each participant in these measures.

He then explains that evacuation and dispersal are conducted according to the
production-area principle. The evacuation of blue- and white-collar vorkers and
mmbers of their familie is therefore arranged by the enterprises where these
Individuals are employed, and the population not segaged in productice-by housing
and hosing-maiuntenance offices. Children ordinarily accopany their parents, but
it Is possible that they will be evacuated along with schools and kindersartens.

zvacuation coomittass are created for performing the actual evacuation measures.
They set up evacuation assembly points (SIV). where the population registers in
dvsace, and desilgate transport boarding points-railroad stations, wharves and
and truck boardin8 sites.



SUpon receiving notice of evacuation, the people go to the evacuation assembly
points where they are registered. Those who are to be transported out are assigned
to tramns,. truck coluins and so forth, the others-to pedestrian columns.

Transport means evacuate the, elderly, Invalids, the Ill ard womn with children
first., Those to be evacuated on foot depart the city along routes designated in
advance. Columns of 500-1000 individuals, which form up at enterprises (organiza-
tions or establishaents), move at an average speed of 4-5 kilometers per hour.

After he finishes his presentation of the first training topic (procedure and
methods of performing evacuation and dispersal), the malitary ýinstructor then
moves on to the next topic-the duties of evacuees aLd rules of behavior during
the evacuation. He begins by familiarIzing the students with the plan for evac-
uating the given educational Institution. It should be 'borne in mind that when an
evacuation is announced, classes are halted at general education schools. The
students .return to their homes and are evacuated with their parents. The school
administration arranges for the evacuation of the permanent staff and their family
members. Secondary specialiled educational institutions, was of the vocat.ional
and technical schools and boarding schools are evacuated to a suburban safe-zone.
where they wiLl continue their classes.

... 5Otification to received as to when the. evacuation begins, and the evacuation
must be conducted an rapidly as possible. Preparations usst be imnediately made
for the trip (on foot or by transport *mans) to the suburban safe-aew: Issential
items mut be collected, Individual protective equipment, money* documnts, food
and vater must be prepared.

in order to relate the new material to thai already covered and to reinforce the
knowledge acquired In previous clsses#, the military instructor asks the students
what they will do In case the "Air Alert" catches them at howe. as then moves on
to the dutiee of evecuees mnd the rules of conduct duuing the evaecuation, including
what they should do at the evacuation assembly point, ea route and in their quar-
ters In the siburbu safe-sone.

as underscores the fact that when the evacuation is carried out by transport
means, they umt strict17 follow Instructions Iron the senior Individuals In the
railway cars and in the trucks. They mast not crowd or shove at the door$ of
railroad cars, ship or boat ladders, or the sides of not or vehicles, ad they muet
aot leave the railroad cars (motor vehicles or vessels) or switch from ome trans-
port vehicle to mnother without permission.

Senior mmbers are also designated for groue of 20-30 people In colUms evacuated
on foot. Their instructios, the se as c€omands and signals from the march
leaders, should be strictly obeyed. The travl speed and intervals suet also be
observed, and the evacuees met be reedy at the "Air Alert" signal to take shelter
is the nearest protective structures or take advantage of protective features of
the terrain. It is the duty of each to help a cosrade, especially those who become
week or fatll behind on the way.
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A day's march by a pedestrian column ends when it reaches an intermediate evacua-
tion point (PPE) 1 which is designated outside areas of possible destruction.
Local authorities house the evacuees, provide food and water, and arrange for them
to take shelter in protective structures at the "Air Alert" signal and for their
delivery to the sites where they are to be settled.

Upon arriving at the suburban safe-zone citizens must register at evacuee recep-
tion points (MEP), frou where they are sent to their place of residence. They Rust
obey all instructions from local authorities and take an active part in the prepa-
ration and construction of radiation shelters and in measures to provide normal
living conditions for the evacuees. Students continue with their studies in
schools or other educational institutions. It is forbidden to leave the evacuadon
site without permission.

The program deals separately with the matter of protecting evacuees at their
dispersal sites. The fact should be underscored that the system for protecting
the population during ea-,uation consists of a whole group of measures designed to
prevent injury to the people.

In order to reinforce the students' knovled3e of the material they should be
questioned on the procedure for conducting evacuation and rules of conduct for the

* evacuees, and on how they are protected during the evacuation and in the dispersal
areas.

We have discussed the content of the severdi subject as applicable to educational
Institutions of cities. At rural educational institutions the first topic can be
presented in the same manner, but with slightly less time devoted to it then
to the study of urban evacuation agencies. When the second topic is discussed,
the fact must be mentioned that the roeeption and distribution of evacuees and
Individuals undergoing dispersal in a rural area is assigned to the civil defense
chiefs of staff of rayons, kolkhozea, sovkhozes and their staffs. An evacuation
reception €omaittee Ls formed at the Lapolkom of the rayos soviet of workers'
deputies, which includes responsible workers of rayon organizations and services
dealinS with the reeption and placamet and the provisioning of the arriving
population. Bvacuation reception points (PU?) arrange for meeting the evacuees,
registering them a sending them to their final locations.

The hoses of local residents are used for housing the evacuees, and they are
advised of this in advance. Various public buildings, including tourist and
sports facilities, schools, clubs, recreation centers, sanatorsa and boarding
houses are used for housing establishments and educational Institutions.

Upon receivint Instructions to conduct evacuation measures, the civil defense
staffs of rural rayons and installations, together with the evacuation comitteas,
usure that local residents are notified of the %-qInning of the evacuation d
remind them of their duty to take in the urban pNvalation.
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Before explaining these duties, the military instructor returns to the muterial
already covered aid asks the trainees what they will do at the threat cf an enemy
attack. It is also a good thing to ask then what simple shelters they are famil-
lar with and about the procedure for constructing a covered alit trench.

The following historical parallel can be made. During the Great Patriotic War,
Leniugraders dug 201,651 running meters of trenches in a 3-day period. Around
40,000 people took part in this work each day. An enormous amount of work to erect
simple shelters was also performed in )Xosco and other c€mmunities threatened by
the senmy air force.

The Great Patriotic War experience also has other exmples Which can be used.
Among other things, they deonostrate the selfless Joy and concern with which the
population evacuated from the cities was greeted by the rural residents and tell
how friendship among the peoples of our nultinational state grew and gained
strength as the people underwent the trials and tribulations of the war. The
students can be asked in advance to collect and record the accounts of people who
recall those events, in order to read them In the classroom.

It should be noted that the seventh subject contains great possibilities for
Indoctrinational work. possibilities which should be used to the maximmu degree
possible when explaining such matters se the preparation of the population for
receiving and housing the evacuees, as-ting them and distributing them aong the
homes, and so forth. ?or purposes of reinforcing what has been learned, the
students can be asked how the reception and distribution of the evacuees will be
organlzed, what evacuation agencies will bundle these matters. and what the duties
of rural school children during the conduct of an evacuation.

It is reccmiended that the civil defense table (No 10, 9th grade) and the filmstdp
"Evacuation and Dispersal by the Combined Msthod" be used as Illustrative material.

COlIGNT.T "Yoyennyye MnnIya", 1982.
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CIVIL DEWENSE

SIMULATOR FOR CHEKICAL DETECTION DESCRIBED

Moscow VOYETNTYE ZXANIYA in Russian No 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 J'un 32)

inside rear cover

[Article by Yu. Tanovskiy. civil defense instructor: "For Simulating Toxic
Substances--Make It Yourself"]

[Text] In the civil defense courses of the Khar'kovskaya Oblast Trade Administra-
tion, a siulator has been created, which makes it possible to graphically depict
the process of detecting toxic substances with the VPIhR ImIlitary chemical
reconnaissance instrument].

The simulator's operating principle is based on the use of colored pieces of glass,
which simulate changes in the coloring of indicator tubes. The colored pieces of

glans are Lighted up by electric bulbs.

The main part of the simulator it a wooden frame 65 X 75 X 6 centimeters. The

face is made of glass (organic glass can be used), onto which an opaque film has

been pasted. Four 5 X 55 centimeter cuts are made in the film In advance. to fit

the dimensions of the indicator tubes. If no adhesive film is available, the glass

can be painted black, 13aving clear spaces for the indicator tubes.

Four indicator tubes are depicted os the face of the simulator: two (a control

and a work"ng tube) for the organophosphoric toxic substances (FOV) *aria, (soman)

and V-gases, one for mustard gas and one for non-persistent toxic substances

(hydrocyanic acid, cyanogen chloride, phosgene and dipbosgeas) mpules and filler

are visible Inside the tubes.

ordinary medical ampules are used. Five are needed. The ampulee are suspended on

a wire or a capron thread. The filler is simulated with white parchment paper

(yellow in the tube for mustard gas). which is glued onto the Inside of the tube.

The colored pieces of glass are placed directly behind the filler. .Dlue-green and

red glass is placed in the tube for simulating the presence of phosgene (or

diphosgene) and hydrocyanic acid (clanogen chloride), 'irk red glass for mustard

gas, yellow and red gas for non-persistent toxic substances. The pieces of glass

are arranged at an angle to each other in the tubes for simulating sarin, (somen)

and V-ases, so that it Is possible to show the color changing from red to yellow.
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The bulbs are located behind the colored pieces of ýglass. When the top bult's are
turned on, the filler in the tubes turns red. Vhen the bottou bulbs are turned on*
it turns yellow.

The simulator contains a total of seven "min 'on bulbs and a correspondinl, number
of switches. The. panel containing the switches is located on the rio~t side. The
sockets for the bults are placed on inside wooden partitions, which Weiorst* the
Indicator tubes. The wooden partitions isolate the light flux in each tsbe. The
power comes from an ordinary electric power system.

The simulator is easy to make and operate. It permits the instructor to explain
the fairly complex material, graphically and intelligibly.

f-gse L M OW sgeOn hs"ew sam" ei
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DOSAAF AND M7LITARY COMMISSARIATS

PREDRAFT TRAINING AT KPEMENETS AITOWM)IVE SCHOOL DESCRIBED

Moscow VOYENNYYE ZNANIYA in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to press 6 May 82)

p 24

[Arti cle by Maj (Yes) V. Mel'nichenkot "Not Only a Specialty")

(Text] A specialty is not the only thing cadets get at
the Kremenets DOSAAF Automotive School; much attention is
devoted here to the physical and basic military training
of conscripts.

To begin with, here are two examples. It was an ordinary spring day. From
time to time the wind raised the collars of the jackets of the cadets as they
stood beside the horizontal bar. but there was not a speck of dust for the
wind to raise above the pad. White stripes applied for drill training dis-
tinctly outlined the black asphalt, and the sun reflected brightly from the
glossy mats beneath the athletic gear.

The youngsters surrounded a man of moderate years in a neatly ironed dark
blue suit.

"That's not right," he stopped a young boy who was preparing to jump up and

grasp the horizontal bar. "You should approach the bar sharply. Like this.*

The man took a few steps backward and showed how it had to be done. The re-

laxed manner of a trained athlete and the bearing of a regular military man
could be sensed in his movements. A light leap, and he began demonstrating
the exercise--a forward roll. Once, twice, a third time.... "He's pretty
good," *I thought with envy, noticing the row of battlo decorations on the
trainer's jacket--an indication that the man had "tasted" war (it also gave

an indication of his age, one would have to agree), and then set off for the

office of the school chief. It was closed.

"We're taking a break today," explained the duty officer. "Anatoliy Titovich
is out. You probably saw him at the pad."

The study group marched in formation to the practical training classroom.

*Cadet Ivashchuk, why do you have your bands in your pockets? Are they cold?*

came a voice from not far away.
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The young boy reacted quickly to the voice, and I approached the man who made
the remark. This was the school's deputy chief for training and production,
Shevchuk.

"A soldier begins with military discipline," he said. And he added, "A DOSAAF
school provides more than just a specialty."

These facts compelled me to ponder. I have visited military subunits and
talked with officers many times. What do commanders wish new soldiers to be
like? Disciplined, of course, and conpetent, physically fit and outstandingly
trained in military respects. Where does a youngster acquire these qualities?
Mainly in training organizations of the defense society.

However, I have also heard the following opinion from DOSAAP school chiefs:
"Our main task is to provide technical knowledge, and the army will make them
into soldiers. In our century--a century of scientific-technical revolution,
the most important thing for a soldier is a technical specialty." Only people
who have no idea about the modern armed forces can reason so.

Take as an example one of the most technical specialties -radar station operator.
One would think that there would be no need for special strength or endurance.
Singly sit by a screen and observe. However, we find that the reverse is true.
The work of a radar operator requires, besides diverse knowledge, considerable
endurance and physical fitness. After all, sometimes he must maintain a high
level of performance for a long time while serving combat duty, without
weakening his attention to the screen for even a second. Then there are the
marches over rough terrain in mud, scorching heat and freesing coldl And there
are the rapid changes in position, requiring the operator to deploy and pack up
the radar station! Often the success of a mission posed to a subunit or unit
depends on the work of a single person. An operator might fail to endure the
tension, and weaken, and miss a target, while a radio operator might miss a
signal. Thus we find that if high combat readiness is tobe maintained, the
individual must keep in shape constantly, he must participate in sports.

The task of a DOSAAF automotive school is, of course, to train drivers. Modern
combat can place a driver in conditions requiring him to serve as a gunner, a
combat engineer or a motorized rifleman. The need for physical fitness in
representatives of these specialties is obvious. And things are not much easier
for a military driver either. Especially on marches--droes-country, at night,
in all weather.

"But the training program does not afford enough time for sports," someone nay
object, "we barely have enough time to train a specialist adequately." This is
of course true. Nevertheless DCsAAP training organization directors who are
truly devoted to their work do find the possibilities to develop sports among
the csdat. Extracurricular time--time after lessons and study breaks--is
utilized for this purpose at the Kremnets Automotive School. Incidentally
not only the school chief A. Susskiy but also most of the instructors and masters
maintain surveillance over the physical fitness of the cadets.

One parallel bar is set up right in front of the training building. Another is
set up in the basement. This is in addition to a special athletic field



containing an applied military obstacle course and a grenade throwing
range.

The school also managed to acquire a few dozen pairs of skis and build a
swimming pool at the driving range, which incidentally did not cost all that
much.

Drawing up the plan for theoretical and practical lessons, the school's deputy
chief for training and production also plans the lessons called for by the
integrated GTO ["leady for Labor and Defense of the USSR"] program. Not a
single cadet graduates from the school without a GTO badge.

Developing other practical habits necessary for war is also given an important
place in the training of conscripts by the directors of the Kremenets Auto-
motive School.

"For this to happen, the atmosphere at a DOSAAF school lmast be just like in a
military subunit," said the school's deputy chief for training and indoctrina-
tion, V. Silant'yev. 'We try to stick to this rule in everything."

Tactical training was going on. Taking training grenades, weapons and en-
trenching tools, the cadets left for the field. The study subject was "actions
of a soldier in combat." Prior to this the youngsters had already studied the
fundamentals of military topography and learned how to read a map. The lesson
leader introduced the tactical situation to the cadets. Then, on his command,
the students selected a place from which to observe the "enemy" and began pre-
paring and camouflaging it. Going from one cadet to another, the lesson leader
pointed out the mistakes and gave advice.

The youngsters returned from their field lessons singing like real soldiers.

The duty officer sat beside a table at the entrance to the building of the
automotive school. The nearby wall was covered with displays bearing instruc-
tions for the daily detail. Cleanliness and order were everywhere. The duty
officer issued sharp conuands, and they were fulfilled just as sharply. In
their interchanges with the future soldiers, the instructors take note of their
appearance. Ordering cadets to reply, they require them to speak clearly.
They evaluate not only the content of their replies but also their form,
teaching the youngsters military precision and brevity.

most of the instructors and masters of production training involved in motor
vehicle driving--V. Moroe, A. Kisel', M. Kozlov, V. Tomasbevskiy and others-
underwent good training in the army, and in their work they comply strictly
with the requirements irposed on military drivers.

Assume for example that a cadet arrives unshaven. It would seem to be a small
thing, but in the theory classroom he would receive a reprimand and in practical
training time he would not be allowed behind the steering wheel. Moreover this
is all done with tact, without the least anger, but in such a way that the
cadet would not forget about his appearance the next time.
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"What is your namet" P. Nesteruk, a basic military training instructor, asked

one of the youngsters in the first lesson with the group of novices.

'Cadet Zarvanskiy."

"And yours?* he asked another sitting not far away, who stood up to reply.

"Cadet Bigus."

"Comrade cadetsl Here is an example of how you should come to lessons," the

instructor pointed to the first cadet. "Your haircut should be like Cadet
Bigua's, short and neat."

I also had the fortune of attending a cadet formation under the command of
instructor V. Korol chuk. One could see that the novices were trying, but
things were not going right for all of them. The instructor halted the forma-
tion frequently to explain how a certain command was to be fulfilled correctly.
By the way, this was not a drill class, but an ordinary march from one class-
room to another. Where are youngsters going to practice their drill if the
program allocates only a few bours for this purpose? This is why the instructors
capitalize on every possibility. They even practice drill at the shooting
gallery, while approaching the fire line and the targets.

"We teach the future soldiers army order from their very first days in school,"
the chief of the automotive school told me, "and this is probably why we re-
ceive letters like this." He handed me a sheet of paper bearing the photograph
of a soldier.

"Sergeant A. Korchakovskiy, a graduate of the Krmemnets DOSAAT Autcotive School,
has proven himself to be an outstanding specialist. Fulfilling the responsi-
bilities of a Junior officer, he is handling them successfully. as is a fabu-
lous sportsman and a well trained soldier. In his time of service he has re-
ceived eight letters of gratefulness."

I left the Kremenets DOSAAF Automotive School with the feeling that I had just
visited a good military unit.

=OPYRIGHTs oVoyennyye znaniya", 1982
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DOSAAF AND MILITARY COMMISSARIATS

FPRE-DROT TRAINING: LECTUPE ON SUeMARINES

Moscow VOYMOY ZNANXA in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to press 6 May 82)

p 29

[Article by Capt lot Rank S. Xikhaylov: "The Submarine"]

[Text] The sxumine is a warship capable of conducting combat activities sub-
merged and on the water surface, floating on the water surface, diving swiftly
and traveling submerged for a long period of time without surfacing. It in
intended for the annihilation of surface shipping, submarines and transporters,
and for striking ground targets on enemy territory located enormous distances
away counted in the thousands of kilometers. Moreover submarines can also be
used for various special missions requiring covertness of action, for example
minelaying, reconnaissance, the landing of sabotage and reconnaissance groups
and so on.

Submarines of the USSR Navy are divided into missile and torpedo submarines
depending on their armament, and they are also subadivided into atomic and
diesel (diesel-storage battery) on the basis of the kind of propulsion unit.
Additionally, submaxines are classified in terms of their size and displacement
into large, medium and small.

Construction of atomic submarines began in our country in the 1930s. Atomic
submarines such as the "60 Let Velikogo Oktyabrya," "50 Let SSSR," "laninskiy
Komsomol" and "Leninets" are well known in the fleets today. The Red Raner
Northern Pleet possesses the Guards atomic missile submarine "Zrasno•vardsyeto,
named in honor of one of the pioneers of Soviet submarine building.

Atomic submarines embody the latest achievements of science and technology and
the high proficiency of Soviet ship builders. The modern atomic submarine is
a powerful end m•macing ship. Its cruising range is practically unlimited.
It can move to any point in the ocean at groat speed, close to the speed of a
courier train, it can catch up to high-speed surface ships, and it can attack
them several times.

Atomic subwarine* are outfitted with modern electronic and navigation resources
waking it possible to *see" all of the underwater and surface environment, to
dependably surface in an ice field and to effectively use weapons. The radio
resources of an atomio subnarine permit radio communication with the oowsmnd
and reception of orders while at any point in the World Ocean without having
to surface.
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The living quarters aboard our atomic submarines are comfortable, and the
entire crew is furnished with compartments trimmed in eye-pleasing colors and

the latest materials. The atomic submarine possesses a vard-room, a mesa hall,

television sets, a library and shovers. The compartments are cleaned with

vacuum cleaners. All of this allows the crew to perform their service, live
and work in excellent hygienic and cultural conditions. The food of submariners
is hiqh in calories, tasty and varied.

Everything aboard submarines is subordinated to covertness of navigation--the

lay of service of submariners. A dependable system shielding the atomic power
plant and constant control of safety aboard Soviet atomic submarines completely
exclude the possibility of any sort of accidents.

1he largest atomic submarines are the underwater missile carriers, which carry
long-range ballistic missiles that are launched from beneath the water. Today,
marine ballistic missiles are produced by the USSR, USA and Franc.. The English
navy uses American ballistic missiles.

American missile submarines, for exanple, store their ballistic missiles in
vertical shafts (see an illustration of the "George Washington" class American
submarine). The missiles are launched as a rule while the boat is submerged at
a depth of 30 meters. In addition to ballistic missiles, submarines may be
armed with cruise missiles. They are stored in submarines of the U.S. Navy
in special containers mounted in conventional torpedo tubes. These missiles
may be launched both when the s8barine is submerged and on the surface.

1n addition to missiles, atomic submarines are armed with torpedoes intended
to annihilate warships and transporters and to combat enemy submarines.

As was mentioned earlier, our navy also possesses diesel submarines, or as they

would be more properly referred to, diesel-storage battery submarines. On the

surface they are propelled by diesel angines, while beneath the sea they are
propelled by electric motors fed by current from storage batteries. Diesel

submarines can also cruise beneath the water without using electric motors.
They are outfitted with a special device for this purpose, referred to as the
RDP for short--submergod diesel operation (the Germans call it a "snorkel,"

and the Americans and English call it a "snort'). The M conesists Of two
tubes mounted in a single housing which is raised just slightly above the water.

Fresh air is sucked into the diesel engine from the atmosphere by one tube,

and exhausts are expelled through the other.

In the postwar era our country created marine and ocean-•oing diesel submainoe
having speeds and diving depths significantly greater than those of prewar

submarines. modern observation and comuunication resources have made it possi-

ble to use diesel submarines not only in the seas adjacent to shores, but also

in the oceans. Some diesel submarines have mdergone further inprovemont during

this period, and they have been armd with ballistic and cruise missiles.

In some cases in addition to conventional typea of submarines, supersaall or,

as they age also called, dwarf submarines and baby submarines are built. They

were used in World War I1 to annihilate large warships at bases, in harbors and

at roadsteads. heir main shortcoming was their low speed and short cruising



range. This is why they had to be delivered to their places of combat use by
large submarines. Modern supersmall submarines in foreign navies have a
submerged speed of 6-15 knots (11-27 km/hr), their cruising range is 500-700
nautical miles (900-1,260 kn), they can dive to 15-100 meters, and they carry
a crew of two to eight man. They are armed with torpedoes and mines.

Soviet submarines are top-class modern warships. Created by So-:et scientists,
engineers and workers, they have confirmed their exceptionally high qualities
many times in exercises and during long cruises, including beneath Arctic ice,
and beneath crusts of pack ice many meters thick. The strategic missile
atomic submarines are the pride of naval seaven.

The Arctic cruises of the atomic submarine *Leninskiy Koesomol" are well known,
as are the surfacing of an atomic submarine by Captain 2d Rank (presently
Vice Admiral, Hero of the Soviet Union) Yu. Sysoyev right at the North Pole,
the round-the-world cruise by a detachment of atomic submarines under the
command of Pear Admiral (presently Vice Admiral, Hero of the Soviet Union)
A. Sorokin and many others. All participants of these cruises--the officers,
warrant officers, petty officers and seamen--received high government awards,
and they were rewarded by the command.

The outstanding fulfillment of the highly complex, missions of these cruises
eloquently attests to the enormous possibilities of our navy, to the outstanding
skill of Soviet naval semen and to their high readiness to perform any order
from the motherland.

Where nd how are specialists trained in our country for submarines? There
are higher naval schools and training detachments for this purpose. The schools
prepare comand and engineerinq officers. Training detachments prepare petty
officers and seamen-submariners.

The heroic road traveled by Soviet submariners is graced by unfading glory and
unexcelled bravery. Together with all soldiers of our arred forces, they are

making an honorable contribution to the whole people's cause of strengthening
the defensive power of the Soviet Union.

COPYRIMT "Voyennyye snaniyaw, 1982
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DOSAAF ANID MILITARY C0)IISSARIATS

PIED'RAF TRAINJX IN UKRAINIAN SSR DISCUSSD

Moscow VOYEINTYE ZNANIYA in Russian No 7, Jul 82 u(signed to press 9 Jun 82)
pp 42-43

(Article by I. Sevryukov, inspector for predreft military training of the Ukrainian
SSR Ministry of Agriculture, Kiev: '"1hy the Results Vary..."]

(Text] Military-patriotic indoctrination combined with predraft military training
Is an Important part of the preparation of the youth for military service.
Rxperience tells us that success is achieved In this work only when a creative
approach is taken to the job, when everything is done jointly, on a collective
basis, when every instructor takes part in the training of the future soldiers.

Councils have been created in most tekhnlktm of the Ukrainian SSR's Ministry of
Agriculture. They have from 19 to 28 members and are headed by the directors.
The councils draw up unified plans of illitary-pat rotic meaures, appoint those
responsible for their fulfillment &nd specify the group of organizers. Zvory
Individual responsible for fulfillment receives excerpts from the plane each
month. As a result. most of the activities are conducted right in the groups, they
have becos more diversified and interesting, and.control and reporting have been
enhanced. We cite the Jratalav Agricultural Tekhnlkum in Vinnitskaya Oblast as
an exanple. Its director is I. mel'lik, and the military Instructor is S. Unzsluk.
The takhnikum has decided not to limit its tours to meetings with veterans and
witnesses of the battles and engagements, the recording of conversations and
searches for relics. Under the supervision of the military and the physical train-
Ing Instructors, the young people review and reinforce that which they have stud-
led in predraft military training classes. They make short forced marches, switch
from column to combat formation, attack "enamy" etrongpoints, negotiate "cotmi-
nated" areas in protective equipment, dig foxholes and perform guard And recon-
naissance duty.

Or, take the lessons in courage. Scenarios are vorked out and fragments of film-
strips and files, posters, records and magnetic recordings are selected for each.
of them. The war veterans and the students prepare in advance. And director
1. Mel'nik gives the first demonstration classes in courage for the classroom
instructors. The traditional activity thus becomes motion-filled and graphic,
and the young boys and girls remember It for a long time.
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The classes in the DOSAAP groups are assigned an important role in the training
of the future soldiers at the takhnikum. These include groups for studying the
weapons, rifle and military-technical groups, civil defense groups and medical aid
groups. They include exercises in the bicycling, swimming, boxing, weight lifting
and skiing sections. More than 700 students regularly train in them. The

tekhnikum turned out more than 340 rated sportsmen during the past training year
alone.

Competitive reviews for best organization of predraft military training and mili-

tary-patriotic indoctrination aong the training groups of tekhnikums also make it
possible to achieve good results. They are conducted annually in two stages (one
for 23 February and one for Victory Day). The Judges are beaded by the deputy
directors for training. Let us refer to the experience of the Nikolayev Agricul-
tural Tekhnikum (N. Doroahenko, director, and K. Pavlanov, military instructor).
This year 12 groups took part in the competition. The students compete in drill
training and firing, worked on the norms for dismantling and asenblying a sub-
machine Sun, for filling the magazine and donning a gas mask, chinned on a cross-
bar, tossed hand grenades, negotiated obstacle courses and ran a cross-country
race. More than 80 percent of them received ratings of "excellent" or 'Uhorosho."
and 165 received second- or third-class sports ratings. Every group took a tour
of sites of combat glory (which included military game elements). conducted a
class in courage, net with war veterans and performed in a drill song review.
The competitive reviews were summed in a director's order, ther winners received
wards, and their photographs ear placed on display. The training group Which
took first place won a trip to the heroic city of Wovorosiysk. Let us say a few
words about the prizes. They were mementos autographod by war veterAn: and photo-
graphs taken at the tekhnikus's banner and bearing the inscription: "Today, by a
labor '4aoner-toeorr0, by a combat banner." In short, the competitive review was
a real school of military learning, courage, physical, moral and peychological
conditioning for the future soldiers.

It would be difficult to overestimate the role of room and museuma of combat
glory in the ailitary-patriotic work and moral Indoctrination. Exemplary museums
have been opened at the Bratslav and Glukhov takhnilkms in Sumekayc Oblast and the
Vladinir-Volynskiy Tekhnikum in Volynakaya Oblast. Thousands of valuable relics
and displays are carefully preserved there. The feats performed by Soviet fighting
men during the Great Patriotic War are simply and graphically described in &dplay8.
Quest, Tour Guide and International Club sections are active there. Materials are
collected on people who fought the anemy bravely and stared death In the face sore
than once.

We could say a great deal more about the experience of the best groups. Unfortu-
nately, however, we also have examples of another kind. At the Bobrovitac Sovkboa-

Tekhnikum in Chrnignovskaya Oblast* the Pribreshnoye Sovkhot-Takhnikus in
Donetakaye Oblrst and the Kitsman' Sovkhos-Tekhnikus in Cbernovitakaya Oblast, for

example, directors L. Takovishin, A. Goncharenko and V. Babich have quite simply

avoided conducting military-patriotic indoctrination. Those educational institu-

tions also have councils, to be sure, but they exist only on paper. There ara no
uniftied comprehensive plsns of mtasures to be conducted by the director persong",
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by his deputies, the party, Komsomol or DOSAA7 organizations or the Instructors.
All of the work performed with the future soldiers is actually assigned to the
military instructors. It is not surprising that the activities which are con-
ducted there only take place on holidays, and in a routine and boring manner, with
the participation of only a smail part of the students. This accounts for the
poor results in predraft military training.

The training process Is not everyvhere tied In with military-patriotic indoctrina-
tion. At the Rovno Tekhnikum (S. Vakulyuk, director), the Kamenets-Podol'skiy
Sovkhoz-rekhnikus in Khmel'nitakaya Oblast (I. Kovtuxmik, director), military
instructors I. Fedorkov and N. Poluektov do not maintain ties with the instructors
of history, literature, physics and aesthetics, although there are actually plans
for Inter-subject ties. In the lesson plans (Including the predraft military
training plans) sost of the instructors can find references to specific examples
of courage and heroism demonstrated by Soviet soldiers and officers. Discussions
"in general" and "on the whole" produce nothing. Part of the blame also lies with
0. Semenyuk and V. Dea'yanenko, deput7 directors for training. It is their ie-
diate duty, after all, to monitor the inter-subject links.

Most of the educational institutions of the Ukrainian SSR Ministry of Agriculture
have museums of combat glory. Frankly, however, not all of them have become
centers of military-patriotic indoctrination of the students. Why Is this so? I
believe that oce of the reasons is the fact that they are regarded as a formality,
vith indifference. At the Nevokhakhovskiy Teaknikum in Zhitomirskaya Oblast and
the Novouehitskiy Tekhnikum in thmel'nitskaya Oblast, for example directors V.
Kopko and Ya. Reznik have allocated space for the museums, in which it Is impos-
sibla to set up displays or to conduct a single activity the way It should be
conducted. Irregularities in the setup are another retarding factor: Some mseums
have quality, interesting exhibits, while others have been turned into primitive
text-and-poster displays. The museums at the Susy Tekhnikum (I. Konev, director),
the Poltava Tekhnikum (A. Negregetskiy, director) and the Tlumach Tekhnikum in
Ivan*-Jrankovskaya Oblast (V. Ponomerenko, director) do not even have displays
illistrutating the combat history of the formations to vhIch the pathfinders have
dedIcatad their research, their history, the combat treditions of the heroic
fighting men. Even the research vork Is conducted vary poorly. The tour guide
sections are practically idle.

At the Izhishchov Tekihnikum (B. Serdyuchenko, director) sad the Taresbcha Sovkhox-
Tekhnikum (G. Gorokhovekiy, director)--both In Klyevskaya Oblast-the resolution
of all problems pertaining to the museams are again thrust upon the military
instructors. They make up the displays, serve as council chairmen, tour guides,
artists and... janitors. The teachers groups and the Kousomol and DOSAAY com-
mitties and the role of bystanders. Such a harmful practice cannot be Justified
in any way. The Ukrainian SSR Ministry of Agriculture is tsking steps to correct
these shortcomings. A plan of measures to further improve the military-patriotic
Indoctrination of the students has been worked out and issued to all the educa-
tional institutions. Progressive experience is being summarized. A republic-wide
rally of outstanding students In the prsdraft military training was held at the
Voroehilovgrad Tekhnikum. at which the participants told bow they achieved their
good results.
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Many problems still remains however. Museums at educational institutions are
created and operate on a volunteer basis, of course, I believe it is time to
legitimate them, as was done with the special-subject offices and libraries. This
would change their treatment by directors and public organizations. They would
find good premises for thea and assign methods experts to them. There would be
sumeone to answer for organizing the work in them. We need unified recommenda-
tions on the model museum setup, and their forms and methods of operation. Natu-
rally, ve need specific assistance on the part of the USSR Ministry of Education
and Ministry of Higher and Secondary Specialized Education, the USSR Ministry of
Defense and Ministry of Culture.

We feel that it is absolutely essential for the state museum institutions, the
musesus of the military districts and the war veteran councils to assume sponsor-
ship of the educational institutions.

Finally, visual agitation at educational institutions is still poor and ineffective.
There are too few posters, books, filmstrips and films, mock-ups, visual and
methodological aids on predraft military training and military-patriotic indoctri-
nation. The workers of publishing houses, movie studios and production enterprises
which are expected to provide the tekhoikums, schools and vocational and technical
schools with everything essential for training the future defenders of the social-
ist homeland, should give some serious thought to this matter. This is a task of
great state importance, and it should be accomplished at the state level, as
required at the 26th congress of our LeAinist party.

OPYRIGHT: "Voyennyye znanlya", 1982.
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DOSAAF AOD MILITARY (OMISSARIATS

PFEDRAFT TRAINING: LEC.TU• ON FLAETHOWERS

Moscow VOYEIYME ZNAXIYA in Russian No 7, Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82) p 44,
rear cover

[Comoentary on rear cover drawings by lng-Col V. Knayz'kov: ' "The Flanethrower"]

[Text] From time immemorial, when engagements and battles between peoples first
began, man attempted to use fire as a weapon. Bet tar was poured fron fortress
wall& onto the heads of enemies besieging fortified cities. This was fairly
primitive, of course, but still a defensive weapon. But what about the arrow with
a bundle of burning tow, sent by the powerful arm of an archer toward the wooden
roofs of a fortress with the sole purpose of causing fires there? Was this not an
agressive weapon?

History has brought to us a descripti-i of so-called Greek fire, an incendiary
coupound supposedly consisting of salcpeter, sulphur, petroleum, pitch and other
substances. One interesting feature of Greek fire was the fact that it could not
be extinguished with water. Greek firs was extensively used in naval battles. It
was shot from copper tubes installed on the bow and the sides of ships.

Flamethrowers in the contemporary sense of the term, were first used by Germsn
forces in 1915. during World War I. In World War II the warring sides made exten-
sive use of both light and heavy fLmethrovers.

Separate, motorized antitank flamethroiwr battalions were formed in the Soviet
Army, for example, which were used for destroying onmy personnel and tanks,
especially along likely lines of tank approach. The flmethrover operators
honorably carried out the important assigaiue1ts of comind. And this is not
surprising. After all, the 540 flazethrowrs in a battalion could create a solid
strip of fire with a front of 3-3.5 kilometers.

It is possible that som readers will wonder why, strictly speaking. we need fize
thromrs, if fire can be delivered to the target by incendiary aerial bombs,
incendiary artillery projectiles or morter shells. And it can, to be sure. Air-
craft, howitzers, camn= and mortars are long-range weapons, however. Tire is
carriad great distances In "packages," figuratively speaking. The incendiary
compound, ready for action, is "hidden" inside the bomb, projectile or mortar

shell. But the flm•tthrower is a close-Tange weapon.
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Let us take a look at the LPO-50 3ght infantry flamethrower. This is a anpock,
powder-effected, reusable, breachless flamethrower with electrical control. It
destroys the target directly with the burning fuel. No sort of projectiles filled
with Incendiary compounds are used. The fire flies to the target in "pure" form.

The LPO-50 is designed for destroying enemy personnel in the open or in trenches,
dug-outs and other structures. Wooden buildings and other structures which must
be burned due to the combat situation may also be the targets.

The flamethrower is operated by a single person. The loaded LPO-50 weighs
23 kilograms. How is this weight distributed? The load in the arms of the flame-
thrower operator is slight-& short gun 968 millimeters in length and weighing
3.2 kilograms. The bulk of the weight is on the shoulders, in the pack, which
contains three tanks filled with the fuel. Each tank holds 3 to 4 liters. This
is enough fuel for one firing. With high trajectory fire the flamethrower has a
range of at least 70 moters. It Is considered to be most effective at a range of
40 to 50 meters. This provides the best destruction of targets.

The flamethrower is of simple design. It consists of the tank pack, the gun, a
hose and a gun rest.

We have described the flamethrower an powder-effected and breachiess. Let us use
an exa- le to explain this feature. Certain magicians performed the trick of
holding a burning candle and blowing upon it. A flama of fire f ares from the
mouth. This is a very effective trick, which mskes a great Impression on the
uninitiated viewer. There is no magic Involved, however. The individual has
simply taken kerosene into his mouth and blown upon the flame. Here you have an
extremely simple diagram of the flamethrower's design. It consists of fuel located
in some sort of container, which must be thrust through the opening with force and
ignited.

The LPO-50 has no breach. The function of a breach is performed well by the pow-
der fumes. This is why the weapon is called a powder-effected, breachless flame-
thrower. A poWder chamber is located in the upper part of each tank, which houses
the powder load and a pyrotechnic cartridge. When the operator presses the detent
slide, an electrical circuit closes. The pyrotechnic igniter is activated, and
the powder charge ignites. The powder fuses produced create an over-pressure of

30 kilograms per square centimeter inside the closed-off tank. This forces the
fuel through a non-return valve into & collector, which, incidentally, functions
for all three tanks. and on through the hose into the gun barrel. A clip is
attached to the muzzle, into which three standardized incendiary cartridges have

been inserted in advance (each tank has its "own" cartridge). One of them is acti-
vated as soon as the operator presses the detent slide.

When the fuel Is forcibly expelled through the gun's nozzle It is ignited by the
fMe from the standardized incendiary cartridge, and the stream of fire is throw
against the target.
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After the fuel has been expelled,, all of the fuel transfer components (the non-
return valve, the collector, the hose and the barrel) are blown out by the powder
fumes, which eliminates leekage of fuel at the nuzzle face after firing.

The electrical circuit of the LPO-50 permits the operator to switch on the tanks
in sequence. There is a special switch for this. The operator can fire from
various positions-standing, thrown or kneeling.

... The coumand "For up for battlel' is given. How long will It be before the
operator can fire the flamethrower? He must avtich the LPO-50 from travel posi-
tion to combat position and prepare to fire. The standard time for performing all
these operations is no more than 20 seconds.

The flamethrower has been used and *-be target has been destroyed, let us say.
Another target appears. How rap!.dly can the flanethrower be readied to fire again?
Almost instantaneously. A total of only 5 to 7 seconds is required for three
shots in a row.

The reader may have other questions. After the three shots at the target, the
tanks in the pack will be empty. What does the operator do then? He refills the
tanks. This takes 8 to 10 minutes, and the flaethrower is ready for action again.

The LPO-50 is a re-usable flamethrover. It Is a guarantee of at least 600 trouble
free shots, that is, 200 for each tank.

We also have the TPo-S0 heavy infantry flauethrover. It is designed for destroying
enemy personnel in the open or in shelters, and for repelling attacks and counter-
attacks. The experts describe it as a powder-effected, breach-type, horizontal,
reusable mounted flamethrower with mechanical and electrical activation uodes.

What is a powder-effected flamethrower? This means that powder fumes formed during
the combustlio of the powder charge are used as the active agent vhich forces the
fuel out of the tank. The principle is the same as that of the light infantry
flamethrow*r.

A substantial difference, however, Is the fact that the TPO-50 is a breach-type
flamethrower. One should not be surprised at this. Compare just the outward form
of the tanks for the LPO-50 and the TPO-SO. There is a significant difference.
The tank capacity for one firing of the LPO-50, as stated above, is 3 to 4 liters,
that of the TPO-50--21 liters, almost aix times as much. A special breach, an obtu-
rator, has been designed into the T71-50. it shifts inside the tank and brings
about even distribution of the powder-fuse pressure on the surface of the fuel,
while it is being ejected from the barrel during the firing.

The loaded TPO-50 veighe " much "s 173 kilogram. A wheelsd carriage has been
adapted for hauling it to the battlefield. The carriage also restrains the recoil
wheu the flamethroner is fired in place. The TP0-50 is operated by the gunlayer
and an assistant.



The TPO-50 is of simple design. Three interchangeable barrels are fastened
together with a band and mounted on a carriage. The following ammunition is used
for producing the flame-throvwibg: the fuel, powder charges, incendiary clusters
and Igniter-charges for use with the mechanical fuse, or pyrotechnic cartridges
for the electrical method of activating the flanethrroer.

What is the flamethrowert a operating principle? It involves ejection of the fuel
and ignition of the stream as it leaves the nozzle. The flame-throwing shot is
produced in the following sequence. The incendiary cluster comes Into play,
regardless of the method used for activating the flamethrower--a mechanical fuse
or an electrical contact. It lights the powder charge with its flame. The gases
formed perform the useful work. Let us take a look at this detail. The barrel
nozzle through which the fuel stream is ejected is covered by a thin aluminum
diaphragm before firing. This creates powder-fume pressure In the tank, or more
correctly, in the Sas-fined area of the barrel, which rapidly reaches a working
pressure of up to 60 kilograms per square centimeter. The pressure remains con-
stant vhle the flamethrower Is being fired.

The pressure of the powder fumes causes the fuel to be forced by the breach-
obturator through a siphon-tube running through the inside of the barrel, from
which it is ejected through the nozzle against the target. The fuel begins to
move inside the barrel at a fairly slow rate. This peculiar initial speed is
3 meters per second. Thanks to the simple but clever technical design features.,
however, the fuel accelerates to the considerable speed of 106 meters per second.
It shears off the diaphragm, which is ejected together with the flame-throwing
stream. This stream is ignited by the flame from the incendiary cluster, which
emerges from the jet sleeve of the powder chamber.

With a steep trajectoryý, when the elevation angle is sore than 4 degrees, the
flame-throwing stream "will catch" a target at a distance of 180 meters. If the
angle of elevation " less than 4 degrees, a target can be destroyed at a distance
of up to 140 meters. No more than'8 to 10 minutes is allotted for switching the
flanethrower from travel to combat status.

The flamethrower can be used in a combat situation in a wide range of teiperatures-
from 40 degrees above to 40 degrees below. Stable flame-throwing action is
achieved in Just such conditions.
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DOSMY AND MILITARY COMMISSARIATS

PREDRAFT TRAINING: LECTURE ON TArP C(IOANDER

Moscow VOYiYYE ZWANIYA in Russian No 7. Jul 82 (signed to press 9 Jun 82) p 45

(Lecture by Bag-Lt Ccl V. tuptil' : "The Tank Commander"]

[Text] The tank is a collective weapon. Success in combat is of course determined
by how every crew member functions, including the tank commander, the driver/
mechanic, the gunner and the loader. The commander directs the work of the crew
members, because he is their inmediate superior. Re bears responsiblity for the
training and indoctrination of his men. His duties are complex and diverse.

The tank must be prepared for combat at all times. The commander therefore sees
to it that the machine in filled with fuel and oil, that other expendable materials
and mmunition are replenished on a timely b;-,is. He organizes and personally
conducts the inspection and technical servicing.

The tank commander is an Individual with a high level of technical sophistication.
As a rule, he has a secondary general or specialized education. It could not be
any other way. After all, it in far from simple to learn all about the modern,
powerful engine with its numerous systems and electrical equipment, including
dozens of energy consumers and various complex instruments. In order to thoroughly
master these, one must have a clear understanding of the complex physical pro-
ceases around which the systems are designed.

And so, the commander is responsible for the tank's technical condition and its
combat readiness, while at the same time bearing responsibility for the combat
training of the crew, for their ability to engage In modern combat.

What does this requIre of the tank comander? A great deal. Specifically speaking,
he is required to know the working principles of the tank, of all its systems, its
armament and equipment, better than any other crew member. He must continuously
Improve his military and political expertise.

Must the commander be able to operate the tank? Absolutely. Only in this case
can he knowledgeably monitor the performance of the driver/mechanic and should the
need arise, replace the latter. The commander must be able to employ the tank's
armament with excellence--to fire the gun and the machine guns, to operate the
radio set confidently, to operate the other instruments, to promptly detect and
rapidly correct any malfunctions.
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The combat mission has been received. What does the commander do2 He clarifies
It, thinks out a plan of action, then assigns the mission to the crew and orga-
nizes preparation of the tank for combat.

In combat the comander continuously directs the work of the crew members, the
tank's movement and its fire, and sees to it that the tank retains its position in
the subunit's combat formation. When the order "charge!" is given, the enemy must
be attacked at maximum speed. The tank should fire on the move, without stopping.
In addition, the enemy and the terrain must be continuously observed. Each crew
member has his area of observation. The comeander performs all-round observation,
the gunner observes in front and to the left, the loader-in front and to the
right, the driver/mechanic-in front. The commander is required to monitor the
work of his subordinates as dictated by stern necessity. If you neglect the obser-
vations you will be exposed to unexpected fire. If, on the other hand, the target
is promptly detected, it can be rapidly destroyed.

The commander is required to take skillful advantage of the terrain to move
undetected ahead and reach the flank and the rear of the enemy's weapons. One
must constantly bear in mind the fact that maneuvering is the essence of an attack.
And this is the way it should be. After all, the more skillful and concealed the
maneuvering, the more difficult it is for the enemy to cope with the tanks and the
easier it is for the crew to accomplish the assigned mission.

One other duty of the commander counists in seeing to it that the tank constantly
retains its position in the platoon's combat formation and moves In the proper
direction. Only then can the attack be Joined simultaneously by the entire subunit

You must also know hov to counter antitank obstacles. it gaoe without saying that
the tank commander must also be able to make the correct decision in accordance
with the combat situation and terrain conditions. First, he has to enwer the
main question: Should he negotiate the obstacle or detour around it? If it is to
be negotiated, then how? If the tank In to detour around it, then what kind of
maneuver should be performed? In this case, he must not forget about adjacent
tanks, and after the obstacle has been passed, be should once again take up his
position in the combat formation.

When the tank is advancing together vith a dismounted motorized rifle subunit, he
must, figuratively speaking, lead the motorIzed riflemen along. The tank commander
controls the combat vehicle's fire and its movemnt so that the tank can destroy
weapons preventing the motorized riflemen ftom advancing, especially machine guns
and mortars, with its artillery and machine gun fire and its tracts. And when a
nearby tank finds itself in a difficult situation, the commander must unhaesitat-
ingly give it fire support. After all, the other tank will do the same if
necessary. In this case, the combat mission will be performed more rapidly and
with a miniarm of losses.

The tank comander must not only observe the field of battle. He must also assess
the situation. Upon noticing that the enemy is withdrawing, he must immediately
report this to the platoon commander and begin pursuit himself.
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What should a tank commander do if the combat vehicle is suddenly damaged and can
no longer move.? The main thing is not to go to pieces. He must immediately report
the incident to the platoon commander, and he must in no case stop conducting
stationary fire. The tank commander must also do everything possible to repair
the damage, of course.

The battle is over, but there is no slackening of the tank commander's work. He
must see to it that the vehicle is restored to combat readiness-replenish hauled
supplies, correct various kinds of defects and malfunctions, and so forth.

It would not hurt to remind ourselves that the tank comeander must gst a constant
example of vigor, bravery and determination, personal discipline, persistence and
efficiency for his men.

COPYRIGHT: "Yoyennyye xnaniya", 1982.
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(Article by Engr-Col A. Fedorov: "The United States-A Nuclear Threat to Peace"]

[Text] People of 0od •4ill of all countries and continents perceived with hope the

specific proposals put forth by the 26th Congress of the Cermunist Party of the
Soviet Union for the safeguarding of peace which met mankind's interests aid as-
pirations. The unshakable resolve of the CPSU and the Soviet government to do

everything possible to lead the peoples out from under the threat of nuclear var and

preserve peace on Earth Is acqiiiring special significance under conditions of the
unceasing attempts of American imperialism and aggressive militaristic NATO circles

to bury detente and provoke a new, even more dangerous round of the arms race. The
decision of the President of the United States, 1. Reagan, concerning the full-scale

production of neutron weapons increases sharply the danger of outbreak of thermo-
nuclear war.

The ailitary-political leadership of the United States, heading for a return to the

policy of the "cold var," is placing its main reliance in the solution of interna-

tional problems and the attainment of its goals on the use of military power. Tor

more than two years, already, there has not been the slightest noticeable statement

by official representatives of the American admintstration-former Democratic or

present Republican--vhich would not proclaim calls for the "restoration of the

United States' military might." the "improvement of weapons and combat equipment,"

the "increase in the American military presence in vitally important regonts," and

so forth.

To cover the begemonlstic pretensions and aggressive aspirations of American Im-

perialism and the military preparations vhich it generously finances, tha champions

of Intensification of International tension,being unable to withstand the large-

scale peace initiatives of the Soviet Union with anything constructive, are resorting

to the hackneyed myth of the "Soviet military threat." Leading political and mili-

tary figures of the present Washington administration are taking an active part in

the propaganda canpaign for the invention and spreading of various types of anti-

Soviet fabrications. By Juggling and falsifying facts in publications of various

types such as the booklet recently published by the Pentagon, "Soviet Military

Power," and with the aid of verbal rope-walking, the ruling circles of the United

States are trying to prove that allegedly despite the generally accepted estimates
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about the military-strategic balance which has developed between the USSR and the
United States the correlation of forces is changing in favor of the Soviet Union.
The thesis of the "lagging" behind of the United States and NATO in the military

sphere, about the "steady and rapid buildup of Soviet might...through the endless

influx of new weapons systems," and about the striving of the Soviet Union to
"attain superiority in nuclear potential" is being spread.

The essence of falsifications of this type is obvious-the attempt is being made
to shift the blame for the arms race which is constantly being imposed by the

United States to the other side. The facts show that over the entire postwar his-

tory It is not the USSR, but the United States which cone forth as the initiator of

the creation and deployment of new, more destructive weapons systems. It is nely
the United States which not only was the first to create, but also to employ nuclear

weapons against the population of two Japanese cities without any military necessity

in 1945. In the 1950's it deployed an armada of strategic boubers--carriers of

nuclear weapons. At the start of the 1960's, the United States vas the first to be-

gin the mass deployment of intercontinental missiles in silo launchers. At the same
time, it Initiated a multi-billion dollar program for the construction of 41 nuclear
submarines with ballistic missiles. At the beginninx of the 1970's, the United
States began to equip its ballistic missiles with multiple independently tasgetable
reentry vehicles and, soon after this, began the crash development of a new type of
strategic weapon--the long-range cruise missile.

Under these conditions, the Soviet Union adopted only responsive measures, reacting
in the interests of ensuring its own security as well as that of its allies asinst

the threats which were created by the West and, first of all, by the United States.
In answers to questions of the American Journal TIN in January 1979, Comrade L. I.

Breshnev declared: "We are not attaining military superiority over the West, we

don't need it. We need only dependable security."

The United States is pursuing another goal. Creating and deploying new types of
weapons, it is striving to ensure for itself "positions of strength" and to attain

military superiority over the Soviet Union. This policy and the United States'

practical meatures in building up its military potential have acquired an especially

dangerous character with the coming to power of the Reagan administration which, from

the first steps, began to speed up military preparations.

This course of the White House is expressed in its most generalized form in the

swift growth in military appropriations. Along the line of the U.S. Department of

Defense alone, for fiscal year 1982 more than 214 billion dollars were approved-

almost 40 billion more than last year. POr 1963, 257.5 billion dollars in appropria-

tions are planned for the American Department of Defense. A further increase in

military expenditures is envisioned-in real terms by at least nine percent annually.

The Pentagon attaches primary significance to expanding the material base for the

preparation of nuclear war. Hare, the buildup of the combat capabilities of stra-

tetic forces and weapons is being soved up to first place.

in plannin8 the organirational development and further development of strategic

nuclear forces, the Americsn military-political leadership proceeds from the neces-

sity to retain all three components of the so-called "strategic Triad" in the combat

composition of the U.S. Armed Torcea in the future too: intercontinental
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ballistic missiles (ICV). nuclear-povered missile submarines (SSBN). and strategic
bomber aviation. In the opinion of foreign specialists, this is caused by a number
of reasons.

They believe that with consideration of the advantages and shortconings of each of
the independent components, their combined use "will reduce their weak aspects to the
minimum and their strong aspects will be maximized." The following, for example, per-
tain to the latter: IC•M-high accuracy in nuclear warhead delivery and the large
effectiveness connected with this with operations against various objectives,
relatively short time of flight to the target, and a high degree of combat readi-
noes, reliability, and stability of control; SSBN-eecrecy and dispersal in the
vast regions of the world's ocean and their high Invulterability which this makes
for in war, and their ability to launch nuclear strikes from various directions;
strategic bomber aviation--flexibility of combat employment against fixed and moving
objectives with various degreas of protection which are known and newly disclosed,
the possibility of repeated use in the course of launching a nuclear strike and re-

direction for the accomplishment of other missions or return, and the ability to
evaluate the results from the launching of a nuclear strike in real time close to
actual time and participation in combat operations with the enployment of nuclear
and conventional weapons as well as In "demonstrations of the resolve of the U.S.
leadership" to launch a nuclear strike-patrolling in the air close to the enemy's
state boundaries. The combination of these and a number of other special features
of each "Triad" ccmponent, the American specialists believe, "attaches unique capa-
bilities to strategic nuclear forces."

As regards the qualitative and quantitative structure of the "Triad's" components,
according to the views of American specialists, "each of them separately should be
capable of ensuring the guaranteed destruction of the eaney even in a retaliatory
strike."

Proceeding from such theoretical premises, the Uentagon 'even now, as is stressed in
the foreign press, contains more than 2,100 carriers in the composition of the stra-

tegic nuclear forces (with consideration of the reserve of heavy bombers in the
units). Moreover, more than 200 1-52 bombers are in storage at Davis-laonthan Air

Torce Uase.

The 1C324 forces are represented by three types of intercontinental ballistic missiles
which have been placed in 1053 silo launchers: 53 Titan-2. 450 Xinutsan-2. and 550

Minuteman-3. Orgmnizationally, all these forces are brought together In nine missile
wings: three Titan-2 and six Minutema.

The two-stage liquid-fuelled Titan-2 missiles which were deployed in 1943, each with
a weight of 150 tons, are equipped with single-unit warhads each with a yield of

10 megatons. During the time that the missiles have been In the inventory, the

modification of their onboard control systems has been conducted primarily to in-
prove firing accuracy and reliability.

The three-stage solid-fuel Minutemen-2 missiles which have been in.the inventory
since the middle of the 1960's (launch weight about 32 tons) havemultiple-vuit war-

heads of the megaton class. As a result of modification of the control system the

firing accuracy of these ICBM's has also been substantially improved.
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The basis of the U.S. ICBM forces consists of the Minuteman-3 ICBM, (Figure 1) [not
reproduced) which was deployed in the first half of the 1970's and whose share is
more than three-fourths of the total number of nuclear warheads counted in the land-
based missile forces. This became possible as a result o! equipping each missile
(launch weight 35.4 tons) with a multiple reentry vehicle Q4RV) of the multiple
independently targetable reentry vehicle [MIRV] type with three warheads. The yield
of the first-modification warhead is about 0.2 megatons [MT]., Since January 1980
these missiles are being reequipped with more Improved fRV's with three warheads
(Hk 12A) with an increased yield (0.35 MT). Altogether, prior to the end of 1982
it is planned to install such warheads on 300 missiles. A system for the remote in-
sertion of flight missions against targets of opportunity has been deployed for the
Minuteman-3 ICBM. which permits increasing significantly the efficiency of redirect-
ing the missiles depending on the conditions which have developed and the flexibility
of their employment.

Nuclear-powered missile submarine forces now include 648 ballistic missile launchers
on 40 SSSN's (8 with Polaris A-3 missiles. 31--Poseidon systems vith Poseidon-C3 and
Trident-I missiles, and 1-Trident systems with Trident-I missiles).

The Polaris A-3 two-stage solid-fuel missile which was adopted in the inventory in
1964 is equipped with a MRV with three scatter-type warheads each with a yield of
0.2 )XT. Ranle of fire is 4,600 kilometers.

The Poseidon-C3 submarine-launched ballistic missile [SLBM] now comprises the basis
of the American nuclear missile submarine forces. In the period from 1970 through 1977 31
SSN's were armed with them. The Poseidon-C3 two-stage solid-fuel missile is
equipped with a MIRV-type WR? which can accomodate 10-14 warheads with a yield of
50 kilotons J[a] each.

Beginning In 1979, the reequIpplng of a portion of the Poseidon SSNU's with the new,
more improved Trident-I missiles was begun. It is a three-stage solid-fuel missile
(similar in its dimensions to the Poseidon C-3) which is equipped with a MRV with
eight varheads, each with a yield of at least 100 IT. Despite the considerably
$Teeter range of fire (7.400 kilometers)*, it is stressed in the foreign press, the
Trident-I is not inferior in accuracy to the Poseidon-C3 missile. Of 12 SSBN's
planned for reequipping with new missiles prior to the end of 1982 eleven have already
been reequipped or are at various stages of the work. It is noted in the Western
press that as a result of the meaures mentioned above, the regions for combat
patrolling by the SSS's are being considerably expanded. It is reported that
nuclear submarines equipped with Trident-I missiles will be able to launch nuclear
strikes on the enemyis territory while on combat patrol in the Immediate proximity
of the United States coast.

U.S. strategic bomber aviation is represented by 5-52 bombers (of various modifica-
tions) and the FI-1IlA which are grouped in 25 air squadrons.

Altogether, with consideration of the reserve the Strategic Air Com•and [SAC) of the
U.S. Air Force numbers 347 b-52 heavy bombers of emdifications D, C, and R and 65
Fl-llAsmediumnbonbers. The B-32D aircraft (altogether about 80 of them) each carry
in the bomb-bays four nuclear aerial bombs of the megaton class, and the 3-52G

l Acorvlng to other reports in the foreign press, about 8,000 kilometers-Ed.
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and H-8 SRAM air-to-ground guided missiles [GM) (yield of the warhead 200 KT) and
4 nuclear serial bombs contained in each bomb-bay. Aircraft of the last two modi-
fications also have undarwing attacament points by means of vhIch, in cases of

necessity, they can carry 12 SR.A GM's. The FB-111A medium bombers can have on

board nuclear aerial bombs as well as SRAM GM's. All bombers are equipped with sys-

tems for aerial refueling from KC-135 tanker aircraft (there are 615 in SAC of the

U.S. Air Force), which increases substantially their range of flight.

In swelling the budget and obtaining billions in profits each year, the U.S. mili-
tarists are making never and newer plans to build up the country's military might.
According to a statement of the Pentagon leadership. existing nuclear forces alleged-

ly no longer fully satisfy the requirements of the new concept of "active opposition"
which was legitilized by Presidential Directive No 59 in 1980. In accordance with

it, a multivariant erployment of U.S. strategic nuclear forces in a prolonged nuclear
war in envisaged, including the mass eployment (main variant) and the so-called
"limited" nclear strike.

These aims found reflection in the so-called "cotmrehensive Strategic program" for

the 1980's announced by President R. Reagan in October 1981 which envisages a sub-
stantial buildup of the combat capabilities of all U.S. "maclear Triad" components.

In the land-based atrategic missile forces main efforts are concentrated on the cre-

ation of new MX ICBM's As reported in the American press, this three-stage solid-

fuel missile is capable of delivering 10 warheads with a yield of 600 RXT each over

a distsnce of up to 11,000 kilometers. Work begun on the )X system in 1974 reached

the stage of full-scale development of the missile in the middle of 1979.

The Reagan administration has adopted the decision to deploy the first 40 MX missiles

in 1986-1987 in existing silos of the Minuteman-3 ICBM. At the sd times, the ?s -

talon intends to continue studies on other methods for Uasing the =X XC35I: on

wide-body airplane carriers; in "auperdeep" silos which ensure hish survivability of

the missile; under the cover of an effective antimissile defensiwv system. It is te-

ported that it is planned to complete the studies on their technical substantiation

by 1984. After this, the decision vill be made concerning the deployment of an ad-

ditional number of MX ICBM4's which, as Secretary of Defense C. Weinberger declared,

will be accomplished "probably using two or three basins methods." Altogether, it

Is planned to deploy 100 missiles on the first stage.

As reported by the newpar MEW 1031 TnMS, almost 1,000 coupsnies which have al-

reedy expended sore than 2 billion dollars are involved in the creation of the M

system. In accordance with th* m•litary budget for fiscal year 1981, appropria-

tlone of 1.56 billion dollars have been approved, for 1982-sbout 2 billion, and for

1983l 4.5 billion are requested to continue the developuent of the MX and the pur-

chase of the first nine missiles. According to estimate* of foreign specialists,

the total cost of the program will be at least 30 billion dollars. Deployment of

the NX systeu in fact will mean a 1.5-fold increase in the total umber of vet-

bheds in the ICBX forces.

The basis of further development of nuclear missile submarine forces is the Trident

program which includes the constructios of SSBN's of the "Ohio" type (Tig. 2) [not

reproduced) end aering them initially with TrIdent-i missiles, and subsequently--

the Trident-2.
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In October 1981 the lead SSBN "Ohio" with 24 SLBM launchers was turned over to the
Navy, the construction of the second SSBN ("Michigan") was completed, and several
other submarines are in various stages of construction. The first squadron of new
submarines. (10 unita) will be on combat patrol in the northeast part of the Pacific
Ocean and will be based at the Bangor, Washington, Naval Base vhich is already ready
to receive it. According to estimates of American specialists, one submarine of the
"Ohio" type with 24 Trident-i missiles is superior in its combat capabilities to
10 SSBN's with Polaris-A3 missiles. It is planned to deploy a second similar squad-
ron in the Atlantic Ocean.

As the Pentagon leaders themselves stress, the Trident-2 SLIMH which is under develop-
ment approaches the MX ICBM in its characteristics and will be "capable of destroying
effectively any objectives on the enemy's territory." For these purposes, without
waiting for the entry of the Trident-2 missile in the inventory which Is planned for
1989, work is being conducted in the United States on increasing the firing accuracy
of the Trident-i.

Development of strategic bomber aviation is planned along two basic lines: improve-
went of aviation missile armament and modernization of the airplane fleet.

The United States has already begun to reequip the B-52C bombers with ACM-863 cruise
missiles. As reported in the foreign press, such a missile is capable of delivering
a nuclear warhead with a yield of up to 200 KT a distance of 2,500 kilometers at a
speed of M-0.7 at an altitude of 60 meters (flight is accomplished by hugging the
terrain relief). Each bomber will be armed with 20 missiles: 12 on two underwing
pylons (6 each) and 8 in the bomb-bay on a revolver-type launcher. The SAC com-
mend plans to introduce the first squadron of B-52G bombers armed with cruise mis-
siles into the combat-ready forces in 1982. Before the end of the 1980's It is
planned to equip all B-52G and H bombers with them.

The Pentagon is trying to substantiate the program of renovating the strategic avia-
tion aircraft fleet and the creation and deployment of a neow bomber by references to
the forthcoming reduction in the effectiveness of existing aircraft. As such an air-
craft the Reasgn administration has adopted the so-called multipurpose 3-13 bomber
which is being designed on the basis of the 3-1 supersonic heavy bomber (Figure 3)
(not reproduced] which has bean developed and tested but not put into series pro-
duction. It will be capable of carrying various strike weapons, iicluding long-
range cruise missiles. The newspaper WASHITON POST reported that the Pentagon
plans to form the first squadror of 15 aircraft as early as 1986 and to build 100
such bombers altogether in the 1980's, expending more than 25 billion dollars on
this.

Simultaneously with the deployment of now strike weapons systems, the Pentagon plans
the quality Improvement of existing and the development of contemporary moans which
are called upon, as stressed in the American press, to ensure "the reliable control
of strategic offensive forces in a long nuclear war." In addition, Reagsn's
"strategic program" includes plans for the radical modernization of all components
of the strategic defensive forces-antiaircraft, antimisatle, and antispaee defense
and systems warning of a nuclear missile strike.
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All these plans, stresses the leader of the Defense Department, C. Weinberger, are
directed toward seeing that the United States can 'hve both offensive and strategic
defensive potentials" which, in turn, signifies the ain of the present American aO-
ministration of creating the potential for the first nuclear strike in a strategic
nuclear war.

As a substantial addition to the strategic offensive forces, beginning in 1984 the
Pentagon plans to equip nuclear submarines as well as surface ships with the Toma-
hawk cruise missiles with a nuclear charge. Several hundred such missiles which,
according to estimates of U.S. military specialists, are capable of launching strikes
against objectives to the entire depth of the USSR's territory from various direc-
tions, "will have especially important significance as a strategic reserve--onse of the
main elements of deterrence."

In counting on a nuclear var restricted to the linits of the European continent,
the U.S. military-political leadership is speeding up comp letion of preparationa for the
deployment of 464 land-based cruise missiles and 108 Pershing-2 ballistic missile
launchers in a number of countries of Western Europe from 1983. According to the
concept of American strategists, by using such missiles to launch highly accurate
"preenptive" nuclear strikes against objectives virtually throughout the entire
depth of the European part of the USSR, including against strategic objectives locat-
ed here, the United States could not only change the correlation of forces In the
European theater in its favor, but could also reduce the force of a retaliatory
strike against the United States.

The United States Is also increasing its tactical nuclear potential. The full-
scale production of nuclear ammunition with an increased yield of Initial radiation
(neutron ammunition) for the Lance missiles and 203.2-um howitzers was begun in 1981.

The Pentagon's increase in nuclear preparations and, first of all, in the field of
strategic forces, Is not "completion of saring" to eliminate some 'rindows of vul-
nerability," as the Washington administration tries to present its broad-scale
nuclear programs. This is used to pursue the goal of breaking the military-strategic
balance which has formed Pi the world and provide the United States with superiority
over the Soviet Union and the capability to react with it "from a position of
strength." Moreover, U.S. state and military figures have even begun to declare
openly the possibility of unleashing a global as yell as a "limited" nuclear war.

In answering the questions of a PRAVDA correspondent recentl, Comrade L. 1. Brezhnev
asain stressed that "only one who has decided to commit suicide can begin a nuclear
war in the hope of emerging from it the winner. Nowever much power the attacker may
have and whatever the methods he may select to unleash a nuclear war, he will
not achieve bis goals. Retribution will inevitably follow'e

At the se time, neither can we fail to consider the atmosphere of hostility which
Is now being forced by the United States and NATO in regard to the Soviet Union and
the open threats and attempts at interference in the affairs of the socialist coun-
tries. Our party is always guided by the instruction of V. 1. Lanin, which is time-
ly for contemporary world developments to the effect that we should accompany our
steps toward peace by the straining of all ou7 military readiness. "In this con-
nection," noted the USSR Minister of Defense Marshal of the Soviet Union. D. F.
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Ustinov, "it is necessary to remind several figures across the ocean that the peace-
ful disposition of the socialist countries should not be taken as their veakness. The
experience of the Great Patriotic War in convincing confirmation of this. The
socialist countries have everything necessary for the reliable defense of their
peoples. The forces and might of the countries of the socialist comonwealth are
sufficient to repel aggression and no one will ever succeed in bringing them to
their knees."

The mn of the Soviet Armed Torces and of the other fraternal armies of the states
which are participating in the Warsaw Pact are standing reliable guard over the
achievements of socialism. They are steadily increasing vigilance and are in constant
combat readiness for the immediate rebuff of any aggressor.

COPYRIGHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obozreniye", 1982
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWSS, COMM4ENTS

COMMENTS ON WEST EUROPEAN MILITARY INTEGRATION

Moscow ZARUBEZH)•OYE VOYENNOYE OBOZRENIYB in Russian No 3, Mar 82 (signed to press
10 Mar 82) pp 10-16

[Article by Lt Col 1. Vladimirov, candidate of historical sciences: "Basic Trends
in the Kilitary Integration of West European Countries"]

[Text] The 1970's have firmly gone down in history as the period of the active and
purposeful struggle of the Communist Party and the Soviet state for peace and se-
curity in Europe when, thanks to the efforts of the USSRmeny important problems

which remained unregulated from the time of World War 1I were solved by means of

talks. An Important event was the Helsinki Conference which confirmed the principle
of European security and collaboration and called for the undertaking of steps di-

rected toward a reduction in military confrontation and for assistance in disarma-
ment. In summing up the results of this fruitful activity, Comrade L. 1. Breahnev
noted in the accountability report of the CPSU Central Committee to the 26th Party

Congress that "in general, despite the efforts of the enemies of detente peaceful

coexistence between the countries of the two systems is developing rather veil on

the European continent. Political contacts have become broader and sore saturated.

We often succeed in finding a conwon language as regards a number of important
foreign policy problems. Economic. scientific-technical, and cultural ties are grow-

ing. acquiring new qualities. Multilateral conferences on various problems of

general European collaboration have been conducted."

At the same time, in recent years the aggressive course of the enemies of detente

which is directed toward a feverish Increase in militaristic preparations to attain

military superiority over the states of the socialist commonwealth has become notice-

ably sore active. The main force which is stepping forth against the positive pro-

cesses in Europe is the United States which heads the Imperialist NATO bloc. The

forcing of tension on this continent is also furthered by the dangerous activity of

various regional organizations of the Western European countries which are closely

tied to the North Atlantic Pact and which act in its interests. They now include,

first of all, the West European Alliance, NATO Eurogroup, and the Independent

European Programing Group.

The Western Alliance which was crested in 1948 in accordance with the Brussels

Treaty became the. first military-politlcal grouping of Western European Imperial-

ism. It included Great Britain, France, Belgium, the Iletherlands, and Luxembourg.

The official goal of the alliance, as declared in the foreign press, was "the adop-

tion of joint measures against possible repeated German aggression." However,



intentions to combine the efforts of the leading capitalist states of Western Europe
for a struggle with the Soviet Union, the countries of people's democracy, and other
progressive forces of the region were concealed under this pretext.

In heading for the remilitarization of the FRG, in 1954 the Western powers signed
the Paris Agreement which finally confirmed the lifting of the occupation regime
of the United States, Great Britain, and Prance on the territory of West Germany
and made official its inclusion in NATO. In accordance with these agreemaents, in
1955 the FRG and Italy became mesbers of the Western Union, after which It
was changed to the West European Union (WEU). The effective period of the WEU
agreement expires in 1998. It does not have a military organization, and the armed
forces allocated by its member countries make up the combined armed forces (CAF) of
NATO in Europe.

According to data in the foreign press, the structure of the VEU includes an execu-
tive and parliamentary organizations (Figure 1) (not reproduced]. The highest organ
of the executive organization is the council, and of the parliamentary organization--
the assembly.

The council consists of the foreign ministers of the WEU member countries. It fol-
lows the accomplishment of all the provisions of the agreement on the West European
Union and presents annual reports of its activity for. the assembly's consideration.
As a rule, the council's sessions are convened once every three months; hoverer,
there Is no strict time Limit in this regard. Thus, it assembled only once a year in
1973 and 1974. The council's decisions ar* adopted unanimously except for a number
of questions for which a different procedure is envisioned.

In the intervals between the council sessions the leadership of the West European
Union is accomplished by a permanent council (headquarters in London). It includes
the anbassadors of the WEU countries in Great Britain and the representative of the
British MID [Ministry of Foreign Affairs]. Sessions of the permanent council are
conducted twice a month under the chairmanship of the VEU secretary general.

The executive organs of the council are the general secretariat, arms monitoring agency,
and permanent comzittee on ar&aments.

The general secretariat (headquarters in London) prepares the sessions of the cotmcil,
the meetings of the permanent council and various working comuittees. works out
drafts of council decisions on the reconmendations of the aasesbly, and maintains
ties with other organizations, first of all with 'NATO. It is headed by a general
secretary to which the arms monitoring agency and the permanent committee on arms-
ments are administratively subordinate.

The arms monitoring agency is called upon to monitor the level of the armed forces
and armaments of the WEU member countries (including the production, import, and
export of veapons) by the analysis of information turned over to be at its disposal
by the government organs and the NATO leadership and the conduct of inspections
among the troops and at military warehouses and plants. The armed forces and In-
stallations subordinate to the NATO command are not subject to inspection. The
agency's reports are presented to the WEU council. It is stressed in the foreign
press that the agency's activity is distinguished by low effectiveness, in particular
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because it is based on incomplete data on the status of the armed forces. Thus, dur-
ing the entire time of its existence not once could it monitor the supplies of nuclear
biological, and chemical weapons.

One of the agency's most important tasks is considered to be monitoring the armaments
of the FRC, including fts implementation of the conditions of the Paris Agreements
about rejection of the production and acquisition of nuclear, biological, and chemi-
cal weapons and about restrictions on the building of certain types of military
equipment. Rowever, in practice the WEU monitoring organ did not in the least pre-
vent the rearming of West Germany. Thus, under the pretext of "equalizing" the
military status of the PRC and NATO the West Cerman leadership easily achieved the
lifting of a number of restrictions on the production of antitank guided rockets
and several types of guided missiles and free-flight rockets and the construction of
submarines. In July 1980. on the initiative of the government of the FRG and the
Supreme Commander of the NATO CAF in Europe, General W. Rodgers, the WEU adopted the
decision which the foreign press considered as the "most important since World War I1
on the question of lifting restrictions on the rearming of the Federal Republic."
All restrictions imposed on the FRG in the field of building big warships, Including
those with nuclear power plants, were lifted.

The permanent committee on armaments has the task of "raising the effectiveness of
the armed forces of the West European Union's countries and improving their material
and technical support." Its activity, which is accomplished in accordance with the
requiremmts of the NATO leadership, should contribute to the development of collab-
oration of the WElU countries in the field of the development, standarditaetion, pro-
duction, and purchase of weapons and combat equipment. The committee presents semi-
annual reports to the WKU council on the basis of the results of the work vhich, in
actuality. is extremely far from the initial Intentions according to the evaluation
of the foreign press.

The highest organ of the WEU parliamentary organization-the assembly-consists of
89 deputies from the member countries. The assembly's sessions, which are usually
conducted in Paris, are convened once a year, but they take place in two stages--
in May-June and November-Dec ember. The annual report of the WEU council is heard at
the spring meetings. The assembly has the right to discuss virtually any political.
military, economic, and scientific-technical problems and to provide recoamendations
on them to the WEU council and the governments of the Union's countries.

The leading organs of the assembly, according to data in the foreip press, are the
bureau and the comaittee of chairmen. The bureau, which consists of the
chairman of the assembly and six vice chairmen (one from each country) is occupied
with all the administrative questions and, in particular, determines the candidacy
of the assembly's general secretary. The committee of chairmen includes the chair-
man of the assembly, six vice cha!rmen, and the chairmen of the permanent committees.
it accomplishes the leadership of the assenbly in the intervals between sessions,
determines the times for their conduct and the agenda for the plenary sessions, and
works out the draft of its budget.

The assembly nov has six permanent comnittees on the following questions: political,
defense and armaments, scientific-technical and aerospace, protocol-leg1l,
administrative-financial, and on ties with the national parliaments. The reports of
the committees are considered by the assembly and, in the case of their approval, are
sent t9 the council as recommendations.
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In creating the WEU, the leadership of the leading West European states hoped to use
it as a means for the development of collaboration between the Member countries and
raising their role in determining NATO policy. According to the Paris Agreements,
this Union was to contribute to the unity and stage-by-stage integration of the West
European states in the military-political sphere and to the organization of the joint
production of armaments and their standardization. Hovever, in actuality, in the
opinion of foreign observers, it was transformed into a purely consultative organ
whose decisions do not have a mandatory character for the member countries. More-
over, the effectiveness of the WEU's activity is reduced to a considerable degree
due to the constant clashing of the interests of Great Britain, France, and the FRG
which are conducting a fierce struggle for the leadership in Western Europe.

Under these conditions, the task of stimulator of military integration was assigned
to the NATO /Eurogroup/ [in boldface] which was created in January 1969 on the
initiative of Great Britain (Figure 2) [not reproduced]. In addition to the latter,
its composition included the FRG, Italy, Norway, Denmark, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Turkey, Greece, and Luxembourg and, from December 1976-Portugal. Officially the
Eurogroup is considered as an independent organization; however, it is so closely
tied with the North Atlantic Alliance that the bloc's press organ-the journal AMTO
REVIEW--calls it one of "its permanent elements."

The creation of the Eurogroup reflects the so-called "Atlantic" path of West European
military integration. Coordinating its actions vwthin the framework of the "Suropean
nucleus" in NATO, the leadership of the West European countries strived to bring the
political positions of this region Into conformance with the increased economic capa-
bilities as well as to raise its role in the bloc's activity. The idea of the cre-
ation of this group was also supported by the United States since, at the same time,
the goal wee posed to increase the military contribution of the West European states
to the North Atlantic Pact and, thereby, to contribute to the buildup of its total
military power.

During the years of its existence Eurogroup, according to the evaluation of foreign
specialists, was transformed into a far-flung mechanism for coordination of the ef-
forts of the umeber countries in the military, military-economic, and military-
political spheres. The sessions of this group are conducted twice a year at the
defense ministers' level, usually on the eve of sessions of the leading organs of
the NATO bloc. In the intervals between then, leadership of Eurogroup is accomp-
lished by the permanent representatives of these countries in the NATO council with
the assistance of the secretariat whose functions are accomplished by the represen-
tation of Great Britain with the bloc's council. Practical work proceeds in the
following main working groups.

/Eurolongterm/ [fin boldface] is occupied with long-term planning in the field of
armaments and the development of military requirenents for weapons systems. Up to
now seven lists of such requirements have been prepared; they are used for the de-
velopment, production, and purchase of military equipment in NATO. They are approved
on the basis of concepts for the conduct of combat operations which have been worked
out.

/lurotraining/ [in boldface] is respousible for the organization of joint combat
training of the personnel, Together with the countries of Eurogroup, the United
States and Canada have participated in its work since 1971. Therefore, this group
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is usually called Euro-NATO-training. It has approved about 30 programs for courses
in joint combat training. Thus, in December 19.80 a program was approved for the
joint training of air force flight personnel of the Eurogroup countries in the
United States, which is evaluated as "most important." In May 1979 a plan was
approved for the creation of a special strategic intelligence school. Another 25
plans for joint combat training are now being considered.

/Euronad/ [in boldface] accomplishes the coordination of military-technical col-
laboration and the working out of standardization programs. In 1972, Eurogroup
approved the "principles of collaboration in the field of armaxents" which bad been
prepared with Euronad.

In addition there are the working groups Eurolog (collaboration of national rear
services organs), Turostructure (unification of the organizational structure of theSarmed forces), Euromed (collaboration of the military medical services), and
Eurocom (creation of single comuneication systems). It is planned to create a special
subgroup for the study of the question of using human resources and determining the
requirements of the Eurogroup countries in this area.

All the activity of the NATO Eurogroup is characterized by an openly militaristic
trend. Each year, the member countries allocate more and sore considerable appro-
priationa for military purposes. If in 1970 they comprised 24.6 billion dollars, in
1980 they increased to 80 billion. Beginning with 1971, special programs coordinated
with NATO for the arrival of a tremendous quantity of armament awong the troops of
the Eurogroup countries were adopted. As a result, durIng the period from 1971
through 1981. judging from the official data of this organization, more than 4,700
tanks, about 2.240 airplanes, 190 combat ships. end a considerable quantity of other
combat equipment were sent to the troops. At the same time, models of armaments pre-
sent in the units are being modernized. Is 1981 alone, it was planned to outfit
about 400 tanks and up to 450 combat airplanes vith new equipment.

Judging from reports in the foreign press, the regular troops of the lurogroup coun-
tries number about. 2.5 million men in peacetime (in vartime their number will in-
crease significantly due to the mobilization of reserves). Thay comprise 80 percent
of the ground forces and 70 percent of the air forces of the MATO combined armed
forces in Europe. and the armored and mechanized divisions-more than 90 percent
(75 percent of the tanks).

Setting as its goal the buildup of the North Atlantic bloc's military might, at the
contemporary stage Eurogroup is directing its basic efforts toward the speeding up
of the accomplishment of its long-term military program. here, Judging from re-
ports in the foreign press, main attention is devoted to raising the combst readi-
ness of the armed forces, improving the system for mobilizing the reserves. Improv-
ing the material and technical support of the reinforcing units being transferred
from the United States, and the rationalization of planning of armament production.

At the sessions of Eurogroup. along with consideration of milltary-econosic problems
an evaluation Is made of the military-political situation in Europe, the corrals-
tioc of NATO and Warsaw Pact forces is discussed, and positions on the most impor-
tant problems of relations between the East and the West are coordinated. It should
be stressed that European affairs uo longer comprise the only prerogative of
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Surogroup. As follows from the communique of its session In May 1981, the defense
ministers are analyzing in detail questions of the North Atlantic bloc's activity
beyond the limits of its "zone of responsibility."

One of the tasks of Eurogroup in the process of organizing European military-
economic collaboration consists of balancing trade in weapons with the United States.
However, it is noted that its solution is hindered to a certain degree by France's
refusal to join the group in view of the latter's complete dependence on NATO.
Meanwhile, finding itself in virtually complete isolation on this question and fear-

ing the weakening of its positions in the competetive struggle with the United States,
the French military monopolies agreed to seek a rapprochement with their West
European partners, but under the condition that their collaboration have a nature
less dependent on KATO. As a result of the compromise attained between turogroup
and France in 1976, a new organization was created--the /Independent European Pro-

gramming Group/ [in boldface] (IEPG) which included 11 countries of Eurogroup and
France. Formally, it is not connected with the North Atlantic Pact. In official
documents of Murogroup IEPC is considered as the "main European forum for the de-
velopment of collaboration in the field of military equipment." Its purpose is
strengthening the VJest European military industry, converting it into a competetive
industry in relation to the American industry, the development of the joint produc-
tion of individual types of armaments, their standardization, and the balancing of
trade in weapons and combat equipment with the United States. At the saen tim,
the creation of this group pursued the goal of gradually drawing into the NATO or-
ganization France who left it in 1966.

Direction of the Independent European Programming Group is accomplished by the deputy
defense ministers (Figure 3) (not reproduced) who conduct their sessions once a year.
The chairman of IEPG is appointed for a period of two years. The functions of the
coordinating organ are accomplisbedbyconferences of thenational directors for arma-
mants. Meeting twice a year, they direct the activity of three groups: planning
armaments production and preparing annual lists and schedules for their replacement
on the basis of information on national requirements; the study and working out of
plans for joint production; and working out the procedural aspects of collaboration.

According to reports in the foreign press, during the first 10 months of its activity

alone IEPG adopted decisions on the joint production of 6 veapons systems and the
building of 1,000 tactical fighters from 1985 through 1995.

Thus, according to estimates of foreign specialists, a complax structure of mutually
supplementing organizations has formed in Western Europe whose activity affects
primarily the problems of military-econoumi collaboration and touches on problem of

a military-political nature only to a certain extent. The discrepancy which has

arisen between the two directions of military integration is explained in the foreign

press first of all by the lack of coincidence of the interests of the reSion's lead-
ing countries in the military-political sphere, in particular by the difference in

the views on the role of groups which have been examined in the oatablislwunt of

Western Europe as one of the centurs of the forces of imperialism. Thus, Prance Is

counting on the Western Zropaean llince as the main organ for military-political

integration. The FRO, forits psrLa, An c:ying to get rid of the restrictions which

are still maintained, is blocking tS.6 attempts of France to revive the VU, and is
striving to minimize its significance and giving preference to Zurogroup. As a re-

sult, not one of the organizations is succeeding in becoming the initiator of

military-political collaboration.
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Under the conditions which have been created, the supporters of the military and
political Integration of the West European countries are putting forth far reach-
ing plans for the creation of a new military-political group based on the European
Econonic Co~munity (EEC, or Cow-on Market"). Here, they are proceeding from the fact
that this integration can provide a thrust to the deepening of economic collabora-
tion. For t-i long range, the goal has been set to transform the EEC into a military-
political bloc-the luropean Union.

Back in 1976 the Prime Minister of Belgium, L. Tindemans, came forth with the propos-
al concerning the expediency of giving functions of a military nature to the EEC.
Proceeding from the outstripping developmnt of military-economic collaboration, the
creation of a "European agency on armaments" at the first stages was recomended.
According to an evaluation by the foreign press, the Independent European ?rogramming
Group, which is beginning to play the role of connecting link between the EEC and
Eurogroup, has becoue the prototype of this agency.

Noft the adherents of the European Union are more and more actively demanding the co-
ordination of its member countries' military policy within the framework of the
"Common Market." Thus, in May 1981 the deputy chairman of the EEC Commission,
(K. Tagendkhet) declared that "it is necessary to consider the tie which exists be-
tween an industrial upsurge and requirements in the field of defense. The foreign
ministers should discuss military problems." The foreign minister of the FRG,
Genscher, prepared proposals on the intensification of political collaboration in
the "Common Market," considering that one of the results will be more systematic co-
operation in the military-political sphere. Foreign specialists do not exclude the
formation of a special organ at the level of defense ministers in the EEC. It is
believed that the next stages in the formation of the European Union could be the
creation of European nuclear forces as part of the strategic forces of Trance and
Great Britain with the financial and technical participation of the FRC, the adop-
tion of a single military budget, and the creation of a combined European commsnd
sod combined armed forces.

The activity of tle West European groups and the plans of the supporters of the new
military-political alliance reflect the striving of certain circles in Western
Europe to raise the level of military confrontation in the region and to deepen its
division into opposing blocs. These schemes are acquiring an especially dangerous
nature under conditions of the aggravation of tension in the wrld as a result of
the adventuristic course of the United States and X= for the attainment of mili-
tary superiority over the states of the socialist com•wecalth. The interests of
European security are met not by puttins together new pacts, but by the concrete
steps vhich the Soviet Union has repeatedly proposed and which are directed toward
overcoming the splitting of Europe into blocs.

COPIRIGHT: "Zarub;zhnoye voyennoye obozreniye". 1982
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, CON M TS

COR94ITS ON U.S. MILITARY MATHEMTICAL PROGRAMNC

Moscow ZARIUBEZH1NOE VOYENNOYE OBOZREMIYE in Russian No 3, Mar 82 (signed to press
10 Mar 82) pp 18-19

[Article by Engr-Col D. Sokolov., candidate of military sciences: "Financing
Mathematical Modeling in the U.S. Department of Defense"]

[Text] The militaristic course of the Washington administration determined a sharp
increase in the budgetary appropriations for the Pentagon. Big sums are being aI-
located for the development of mathematical models and the conduct of military
studies with their use.* In fiscal year 1980 alone. 164 million dollars were re-
leased to the Department of Defense for these goals, but actually about 250 million
were expended, which exceeded the level of such expenditures In the middle of the
1970's almost 1.5-fold and in the middle of the 1960's--more. than 3-fold.

The indicated funds are being directed to the development of models, their technical
exploitation and umodernization, and studies in the interests of the Department of
Defense and the services of the armed forces. American specialists divide all these
expenditures into direct, indirect, and total. By direct expenditures are meant
those which go for the development of the model itself (methods, algorithms, progras
for the computers) and its subsequent updating, and by indirect--for the purchase
(leasing) and servicing the computers, information service for the modal, leasing
corsunication channels, control, and so forth. Total expenditures are the sus of
direct and Indirect expenditures as well as those for the conduct of studies using the
given model, including amortisation of the technical base.

The share of the direct expenditures in the total expenditures for modeling is con-
stantly being reduced durin- the last 15 years. If In the middle of the 1960's it
comprised 39 percent, by the end of the 1970's It had dropped to 26-27 percent.
Bowever, as the foreign press stresses, total expenditures on the development of
models gradually increased due to the complication of the latter. The structure of
expenditures also changed due to a reduction in the number of Inexpensive models and
an increase in the number of expensive ones. According to reports in the foreign
press, the updating of 36 percent of the models in the middle of the 1960'9 required
no more than 10,000 dollars for each of then, but already at the beginning of the
1970'.a the nuber o.f such models had dropped to 16 percent. At the sme time, the

* For greater detail on the development of mathematical modeling in the United
States see ZARLS9E214NYE VOYZlOYR OBOZRZNIYI No 8. 1980, pp 27-34 and 1981, No 8,
pp 43-W8.--d.
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share of the models whose updating cost lay within limits of 25,000-50,000 dollars
increased from 9 percent to 23 percent.

The level of indirect expenditures during the 1970's was relatively stable and, in
relation to total expenditures, was within limits of 28-31 percent. Their amount Is
influenced by two opposing trends: on the one hand a growth in the cost of the tech-
nical base is occurring, and on the other the improvement of the models and their
information service, which leads to a reduction in the volume of the base indicated
above or to a reduction in the tim for its use.

A rapid grovth in expenditures for the conduct of studies and var games with the use
of models as well as their employment in military planzing has been observed in the
last 10 years. At the beginning of the 1970's, the share of these expenditures vwa
no more than 30 percent, but now it has increased to 55 percent. This vas caused by
a rise in the volzme of use as well as by an increase in the number of operating
models.

The structure of total expenditures on modeling and the dynamics of its chan~e are
also of interest. At the beSinning of the 1970's models with total expenditures
of no more than 50.000 dollars comprised 29 percent of the total number, with ex-
pmeditures of 50,000 to 250,000 dollars-39 percent, and above 250,000--32 percent.
At the end of the last decade these indicators comprised respectively 20, 31, and 49
percent. Individual models appeared with the level of total expenditures from 2.5 to
5 million dollars. American specialists expect that this trend will be maintained
in the iediate future.

Despite the sharp increase in the cost of mathematical modeling, the military leader-
ship of the United States believes that the expansion of the number of models and
their use for military planning purposes will create a certain savings in material
and financial resources through a considerable Improvement in the quality of plmming.

COPYRIGH'T: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obozreniye". 1982
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, COMMENTS

COMMENTS ON NATO PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT

Moscow ZARUBEZHNOYE VOYENNOYE OQOZRENIYE in Russian No 3, Mar 82 (signed to press
10 Mar 82) pp 33-38

[Article by Engr-Col (Res) Y,, -vanov, candidate of technical sciences, and
I. Mikhaylenko: "Field and Protective Clothing in the Armies of the NATO Countries"]

[Excerpts] Constantly intensifying the arse race, the KATO command believes that
the effective use of weapons and combat equipment is possible only with the presence
of veil-trained, combat-effective personnel. In the middle of the 1950's, American
specialists formulated se•eral propositions, the accomplishment of which, in their
opinion, in the course of battle wuould preserve the combat effectiveness of the per-
sonnel at the aximunm possible level. Judging by reports Ln the foreign press, main
stress was placed on ensuring their survivability, ability to function, and control-
lability. ?or this, it was necessary to create the appropriate system, the material
basis of which would be primarily technieal, medical, and engineer equipment. In their
selection =An the establishment of the optimum combiation between them, the specific
character of the condttions under which the parsonmel of the different combat arms
find themselves was considered.

In giving their due to all components of the indicated system, foreign specialists
have especially singled out technical equipment as the most iml.ortant and numerous,
allotting the main role to individual equipment. Views on it vere completely reviewed
soon after the creation of NATO. The initiator was the United States which proposed
the model of the "soldier of the future" which subsequently became the basis for a
long-term long-range progran for the development of Individual equipment for the
amiss of the bloc's countries.. The model included: the personal weapon (automatic
rifle), acomfortableand sufficiently practical field uniform, means for protection
against conventional weapons and weapons of mass destruction (CM"), a radio receiver
for the reception of commands in a deployed combat formation (officers bad a trans-
ceiver), a night vision device, explosive-type entrenching tool, and a back-pack jet
engine which permits accomplishing jumps for height and length to a relatively large
distance. Subsequently, with the exception of the two latter all these elements of
the "soldier of the future~were constantly developed. In the period of the a8tres-
sive war which the American nilitarists waged in Vietnam, this process became con-
siderably more active and more purposeful. Specialists of the NATO blot attach no
little significance to the improavement of combat clothing which includes the field
uniform, means to protect the skin against several damage-causing factors of OGW,
and equipment for individual armor protection.
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On the whole, according to reports in the foreign press, the further improvement of
the field uniform and protective clothing is planned in the NATO countries, first
of all in the direction of giving then gond physiologicaland hygienic indices and
also by raising heat-protective and other properties. The bloc's specialists link
this primarily with the appearance of new types of clothing materials which possess
the necessary complet of properties, that is, with further scientific and technical
achievements In the field of creating polymers, synthetic fibers, adsorbing materials,
and special coatings.

COPYRIGHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoy2 obozreniye", 1982
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, COMM!ENTS

CO*XENTS ON SKYCUARD-SPARROO SAM SYSTEM

Moscow ZARUBEZENOYE VOYENVOYE OBOZREITYE in Russian No 3, Mar 82 (s4gned to press

10 Mar 82) pp 3840

[Article by Engr-Col V. Viktorov: "Skyguard-Sparrow Surface-to-Air Missile Complex"]

PTexti To increase the effectiveness of troop air defense weapons, the surface-to-
air missile [SAM] complexes of the foreign armies are continuously being improved
by modernizing existing and creating nmo, nore contemporary models.

In the 1960'& in connection with the increasing significance of missioss for the
detection of and combating low-flying aerial targets, in a number of capitalist coun-
tries the development of new radar equipment which permits the effective aid timely
detection of such targets in the interests of SAM's and tube antiaircraft artillery
(AA) was begun. In particular, the Swiss company "Contraves" created an all-weather
fire control system . "Skyguard." which initially was intended for use together with
antiaircraft mounts (the Oerlikon 35-in coupled guns). According to reports in the
Western prss, About 20 such systems have already been delivered to the Swiss ground
forces.

At the same time, Swiss specialists considered the question of employing this system
"as part of a surface-to-air missile complex. Here, its ability to control the fire
of antiaircraft guided missiles (AAC) was noted. In 1980, demonstration launchings
of Sparrow missiles (Figure 1) [not reproduced] were conducted Jointly with the
American Raytheon Corporation at the China Lake Range in California to determine the
characteristics and combat capabilities of the Skyguard-Sparrow SAM complex.

Altogether, three launches were conducted with SAM's on board which telemetry equip-
meat was installed instead of warheads. The target aircraft fleow in the direction
of the SAM complex at an altitude of about 1,000 meters at a speed of 220-250 meters
per second. In the foreign press it was reported that in the first case the ADI-71
Sparrow SAM, in intercepting a QT-38 target aircraft at a range of 4.7 kilometers,
fl•w past it at a distance of three meters. This was evaluated as the destruction
of the target since it vas in the zone of destruction of the missile warhead.
AIM-7F Sparrows (improved version) were employed in two subsequent launchings against
QF-86 target airplanes. One of then (at a distance of 5.5 kilometers) landed is a
wing tank, and the second (6.8 kilometers)-in the nose of the target airplane.
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In conductimng these tests, the coemplex included the Skyguard fire control system
and a launcher containing four Sparrow SAM transport-launcher containers. It is
noted that the Skyguard system can control the fire of three such launchers or one
launcher and two 35--m 0erlaon guns (see color insert) Inot reproduced]. The
latter version is considered by foreign specialists as the most optimum In the plan
to combat low-flying targets.

The Skyguard fire control system is contained in a standardized van mounted on a
two-exle trailer (ligure 2 [not reproduced], total weight 5 tons) or on an R548 track-
ed transporter, Its basic elements are: an acquisition radar with IFF [identif(ca-
tion friend or foe] equipment, a tracking radar, television set, digital computer,
control console, and source of power. Both radars are pulse-Doppler sad uaGe ona
common transmitter.

The acquisition radar, vhich operates in the 3-centimeter band, has an operating
range of up to 20 kilometers. The width of the radiation pattern of the Cassegrain-
type antenna is 1.7' for azimuth and 55' for angle of elevation. The antenna'sa rate
of rotation Is 60 revolutions per minute. Rapid retuning of eaission frequencies
and pulse repetition is employed to increase resistance to Jamming. The transmitter
(mean pover 200 W) e?Its pulses with a duration of 1 or 0.3 Is on one of five previ-
ously set frequencies in the 900 M0z band. The station can detect targets flying
at a speed of up to 1,350 meters per second and possesses range resolution of 160
meters. Data "n the aerial situation is displayed on a PPI [plan-position indicator]
scope (diameter 24 centimeters) which has a variable sweep in range from 0.3 to
20 kilometers.

The monopulse method of processing signals is employed in the tracking antenna
(operating range about 15 kilometers, width of antenna radiation pattern 2.2"). A
special feature of the station is that it can track simultaneously both an enemy
aircraft and the air-to-surface-class missile launched from It. In this
case, a sound signal is fed to the operator. He determines the degree of danger of
each of the targets and launches the SAM against the most dangerous one. 'dith good
visibility and under conditions of strong electvonic countermeasures •E041. tele-
vision equipment consisting of a television camera (mounted on the left on the
tracking radar antenna) and a television screen (in the operator's van) can be used
to track the aerial target in the automatic or manual mode. In case of necessity.
the operator can again switch rapidly to tracking targets using the radar.

The Skyguard system includes a Cora-17 computer which is intended for accomplishment
of the following tasks: deteraining the degree of danger of the targets, calculat-
ing the coordinate of the predicted point for AA fire. generating comoands for
missile launching, issuing commando to control both radars and the television camera,
and checking the fitnes of all el40nts of the system for operation. Command* to
control the aintiaircraft artillery guns and the missile launchers are transmitted
over cable comeunication lines. The computer can also be used to simulate a combat
situation when training the crew of the complex.

The ?PI scope, television screen, device for the input of data into the computer,
handles to control the operation of the radars and television equipment (in the
manual mode), a matrix which displays input and output data, and a control panel are

arranged on the control console. Two people sit at the co-sole (the comnander and the

operator).
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Power supply for the Skyguard system is accomplished from a generator with an output
of 20 kW (frequency 400 Hz) which is put into operation by an air-cooled gasoline
engine. There is a voltage regulator. The electric power plant is contained in the
standardized van of the fire control system.

The SAM launcher (Figure 3) [not reproduced) was developed Jointly with the Raytheon
Corporation and is mounted on the ame wheeled carriage as the antiaircraft artillery
mount with the Oerlikon 35-mm guns. The operator's cab with the target illumination
radar and the optical sight are located in its middle portion on a rotating platform.
Fastened in pairs *on the sides of the cab, the transport-launcher containers with
the missiles are replaced in five to six minutes using a truck-mounted crane. The
launcher is controlled by the Skyguard system (connected with it by cable) or
manually by the operator who occupies the place in the cab.

To destroy aerial targets, Sparrow SAM's of various modifications can be used in this
complex (AIM-7E, AIM-7P), and RLM-7). They are all equipped with a semiective radar
homing head.

The Sparrow AIM-7E missile (Figure 4) [not reproducedi has the following characteris-
tics: length of body 3.65 meters, diameter 0.2 maters, wing span I meter, launch
weight 205 kilogrSms, weight of high-explosive fragmentation warhead 30 kilograms.
A single-stage solid-fuel motor generates the SAM velocity of up to Mach 3.5. The
maximum aircraft intercept range of this missile is 10 kilometers, and miniiUVm--1.5
kilometers. Maxinum intercept altitude reaches 6 kilometers, and ainimum-15 meters.

Specialists of the Contraves Company believe that after insignificant refinement of
the Skyguard fire control system the Skyflash (Creat Britain) and Aspid (Italy)
missiles c:eated on the base of the Sparrow SAM can also be employed in the SAM com-
plex as a means for destroying aerial targets. The comuend of the Spanish ground

forces plans to employ the Aspid in case of the purchase of the Swiss complex.

COPyRIGHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obozreniye", 1982
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, COMýM•TS

COXBENTS ON NATO'S USE OF AIR TACTICS BASED ON LOCAL WARS

Moscow ZARUBEZHhIOYE VOYENNOYE OBOZRENIYE in Russian No 3. Mae 82 (signed to press
10 Mar 82) pp 43-48

[Article by Col V. Kirillov, candidate of miltary sciences: "Utilizing the Experi-
ence of Local Wars in the Tactics of NATO Air Forces"; passages enclosed in slant-
lines printed in boldface]

(Text] As mentioned in the first part of the article (for the beginning, see
ZARUBEZMNOYE VOYENNOYE OBOZRENIYE No 2. 1982, pp 43-50.-Ed). In the local wars un-
leashed by the United States in Southeast Asia and by Israel in the Near East, the
aggressors' air forces widely employed electronic warfare (EW), in which regard.
primarily to ensure surmounting the air defense JAD] system of the opposing side by
the combat aircrift of their aviation.

In the opinion of American military specialists, although the use of El means also
helped to reduce significantly losses in combat aviation, nevertheless they still
remained high. Therefore, in the course of the war the cotmend of the U.S. Air
Force was forced to undertake a number of additional measures. First of all, they
began to allocate a large number of aircraft to combat the air defense (sometimes
up to 50 percent of all those participating in a raid), thereby weakening the strik-
ing power of their aviation. In addition, special subunits were formed for the fire
suppression of ground antiaircraft weapons, and electronic warfare means and
methods for their employsmnt were improved intensively.

Nov the militarist circles of the NATO aggressive imperialist bloc, continuing ac-
tive preparations for a war against the USSR and other countries of the socialist
commonwealth, are attaching great significance to further development of the means
and methods for electronic warfare, including those intended to support the
combat operations of tactical air.

Presented below froz Information published in the foreign press are some conclusions
of foreign military specialists which they have drawn as a result of the study of
local war eZperieUce and views on the conduct of electronic warfare [EW) under
contemporary conditions. The Western press comes forth with one voice for the con-
duct of such warfare. For example, the British journal FLIGHT wrote that after the
study of the experience of local wars the firm conviction of the necessity to am-
ploy SW means in all types of arried conflicts appeared. In the opinion of foreign
specialists, the skillful use of suppressive signals (Jamming) in a broad range of



frequencies as well as deception of the nemy by the creation of a false aerial
situation can reduce the effectiveness of his air defense system, in which regard
sometimes more significantly than by suppressing his AD forces and weapons using
conventional weapons. Experience shows, as reported in the same journal, that even
the disruption of radio traffic between fighters accomplishing an intercept mission
by noise Jamaing leads to confusion in their combat formations, and the dropping
of regular radar chaff complicates significantly the discrimination and lock-on on
aerial targetson the radar scopes of enemy antiaircraft complexes.

According to American concepts of electronic warfare, two types of aircraft pro-
tection are envisaged: group and individual. For the accomplishment of the former,
special aircraft have been developed which are equipped with a large quantity of
various EW equipment including equipment for electronic reconnaissance (ER)
and equipment for active and passive Jamung, that is, radicelectronic suppression
(RES). In the U.S. Air Force, the EB-57 was the first such aircraft employed during
the war in Vietnam. Then a more improved aircraft was developed for the country's
naval aviation--the EA-6B Prowler. It was assigned two missions: from safo zones,
Jauming the radioelectronic mans (RED) and, first of all the AD system's radars
of North Vietnam, to ensure its breakthrough by the strike groups of its aviation;
and the suppression of RE4 along the flight route of strike groups (in this case EW
aircraft were included in their combat formation).

Sets of equipment for Individual protection vith which tactical fighters and other
aircraft as well as helicopters are equipped include detection receivers (Figure 1)
[not reproduced], various devices for dropping radar chaff and infrared (IR) traps,.
and radioelectronic suppression sets which, in the majority of cases are installed
in suspended containers.

As foreign experts believe, the skillful use of LW equipwnt will permit the strike
aircraft to fly at the desired altitudes, increase their capabilities for destroying
assigned objectives, and reduce their own vulnerability. In their opinion, a uanda-
tory condition in combating AD is jamming of the following types:

-/barrage/ jamming on fixed frequencies to mask the radar blips of attacking air-
craft on the scopes of the enemy radar;

-/responsive-discontinuous/ Jamming (in particular, in the form of decoy targets)
in order to deceive the radar crews and coutand poets concerning the number of air-
craft and their actual positions

-/passive/ jamming (including traps) for the possible disorientation of guided mis-
siles with radar or infrared guidance systems;

-/radioelectronic suppression/ of nets for the control of fighter-interceptors and
other AD means.

All these types of jaminglwereused and checked in local wars, and KATO military
specialists believe that there are no grounds to doubt their suitability due to a
change in geographic or Weather conditions. The special attention of Western ez-
ports is attracted by the seemingly newly discovered effectiveness of passive Jamuing
using metallized strips which possess the ability to reflect radio emissions in a
broad range of wavelengths.



The West German journal TRUPPEN PRAXIS arbitrarily divides 411 contemporary AD means
into the following four types: ER stations which ensure the detection of targets
by direction-finding on their electronagnetic emissions; radars for the detection
of aerial targets and their tracking; radars for the control of fire and the weapons
themselves (fighters-interceptors, missile and artillery antiaircraft complexes).
Rere, it is noted that their own weapons and methods of combat should be worked out
against each of them.

For the successful conduct of EW, first of all it is necessary to know the exact lo-
cation and operating nature of the radars, radios, and other PE4 which sake up the
enemy's AD System, which is the Mission of electronic reconnaissance. In the opinion
of foreign specialists, only by heaing sufficiently coiplete information on the
enemy's means can we successfully organize their electronic and fire suppression.
The latter is the task of combat aircraft and, under certain conditions, surface-to-
surface missiles and ground forces artillery and helicopter gunships can be involved
in its accomplishment.

As regards ER, the foreign press stresses that the lessons of past wars require having
information on the enemy AD in real time, end this is necessary for planning any air
operation. This proposition is confirmed by several examples froe the experience of
local wars when reconnaissance data obsolete only by an hour destroyed the concept
of a thoroughly calculated tactical procedure. For example, a diversionary action
whose accoaplishment was planned for execution prior to entry into the zone of de-
struction of an antiaircraft couplex was frequently accomplished already within its
limits since the crew of the SAN complex succeeded in occupying a new position during
the time after reconnaissance was conducted and the aircraft which participated in the
raid were convenient targets to be fired on.

The journal NATO'S FIFTE IATION$S wrote that NATO strike forces cannot get by with-
out timely reconnaissance information, and obtaining it is considered a task of pri-
mary importance. Therefore, the air forces of the bloc's countries now have recon-
naissance aircraft equipped with photographic, Infrared, and radar equipment. They
include the RF-AE Phantom-2, the first versions of which (RI-4C) were used under
combat conditions in Vietnam. In addition, aircraft specially intended for the con-
duct of ER were created on the base of combat and transport aircraft. HMovevr, under
conditions of a high density of radars and other electronic equipment, which is typ-
ical of Europe and especially of the Central Europe theater of operations, the
equipment available in the NATO air forces is obsolete and no longer seres contem-
poraryrequirements. Therefore. the necessity for new systems arose. And such work
is already being conducted in the United States and West European countries.*

According to the views of the coemand of the NATO combined air forces, ER should
conduct the constant registration and analysis of the signals from enemy electronic
equipment, and the intercept points should be located as close as possible to the
enemy. The best version is considered to be duty of aircraft specially intended for
this in the air (as ase the case during the war in Vietnam), and also the use of
artificial Earth reconnaissance satellites. For the rapid processing of data which
are obtained, the system of electronic reconnaissance should include high-speed

* For greater detail on the development of EW equipnent for U.S. tactical aviation,
see ZARUBEZMOYI VOTE2?¶OYX OBOZRMIYE No 7, 1980, pp 50-54.--Ed.



electronic computers which can process with great speed, store for a long tine, and
rapidly put out information on the enemy to interested, echelons.

However, the foreign press notes, the experience of local wars shoved that to satisfy
the requirements of air strike forces it is insufficient to conduct reconnaissance
by placing radioelectronic means on friendly territory or above it. Then, for the
imnediate reaction to procedures for protection apginst'EW undertaken by the opposing
side, it was necessary to. reequip a portion of the combat aircraft and assign their
crews the mission to conduct electronic warfare. In this case, the maneuverability
of these aircraft -so necessary to accomplish procedures for the avoidance of active
AD neans was worsened since the suspended containers with reconnaissance equipment
increased the drag and made the aircraft heavier. Aircraft with ER equipment were
included In the overall combat formation with the fiShter-bombers.

During the war in Vietnam, in the American Air Force in accordance with the "Wild
Weasel" program special submit& were created which were equipped with P-10G air-
craft and received the name "Iron Hand." They were manned with crack crews. Their
mission was the detection of SAM complex launch positions, marking their location,
and fire effect against the radars. The aircraft of the group tried to force the
radars of the AD system to join in the work by demonstration maneuvers or the
launching of decoy targets. If this was successful, the crew of such an aircraft.
having determined the direction to the radar which began to function using an on-
board direction finder, employed the Shrike antiradar missiles with a passive hosing
system for homing on the emission source. An AD suppression group coordinated with
the aircraft carrying the Shrike guided missile. Receiving target Indication, it
built up the strength of the strike with the employment of aerial bombs (most often
antipersonnel bombs). Then the fighter-bombers launched the strike agast the
assigned objectives. But frequently, the enemy radar went off the air in time, the
guided missile went off the trajectory, and it deviated from the target. The attack
failed.

Another version of joint operations of 3W aircraft with fighter-bombers which wes
employed in Vietnam by American aviation was the attack of the target under the
cover of directional jassing. The former, equipped with containers with jasming
transmitters, were on duty In a zone which was located, as a rule, at a safe distance
from the, antiaircraft complexes. The latter moved toward the target without de-
viatinS from the assigned route, and the EI airplanes jammed the radars of the SAM
complex. However, it is noted in the foreign press, if the radar crews succeeded in
tuning out from the spot jaming they learned the direction of the attack ahead of
time. The attention of the AD weapons was concentrated namly on this.

As evidenced in the foreign press, both methods for active electronic warfare continue
to be employed on exercises of the air forces of the NATO member countrieso and the
shortcomings previously inherent in them are being considered and eliminated through
the improvement of 'uided weapons. The power of the spot-jamming transmitters,
with which the 1W aircraft which support the operations of the strike troups are
equipped is also being Increased.

At the same time, the missions of electronic reconnaissance continue to expand. In
the West, it is already considered insufficient to provide information on the
coordinates of the AD means and the nature of their operation. Their strike forces



require information on the degree of the actual threat and, first of all, its source.
Also becoming inportant in flight In addition to Information were recommendations on
the selection of the most expedient measures for protection or evasion, in which re-
gard, not by commands transmitted by radio but by the use of automated systems for
the control of EW means which operate on the basis of the rapid computer processing
of ER data and put out signals to turn on the appropriate means for electronic sup-
pression.

In analyzing the employment of EW to support the breakthrough of the enemy AD, West-
ern specialists came to the conclusion that frequently the turning on of the noise
Jamming transmitter on the aircraft did not lead to its concealment but, on the con-
trary, to its disclosure. The method of the "diverting" the target blip using on-
board repeaters of radar signals also proved to have shortcomings. For example, dur-
ing the var in Vietnam, when responsive-discontinuous Jaming vas used to suppress
first-generation radars (target tracking on thea was accomplished manually), It was
learned that it is difficult to mislead an experienced operator. Noise-jaming
transmitters were a more effective means against such radars.

NATO specialists consider one of the main lessons of local wars to be confirmation
of the correctness of EW tactics based on electronic suppression and the protection
of friendly meant against such suppression on the part of the enemy. In this regard,
the American journal AIR FORCE wrotae thatin aviation'I accomplishment of almost all com-
bat missions EW tactics encompass diverse methods for the employment of new and old
technical means which binder the employment of the same means by the enemy. In this
regard, the power of the jamming transmitters or other emitters can in no way replace
flexibility in their employment in conformance with the situation.

According to the views of the specialists, one of the mst iuportar,4 requirements im-
posed on equipment in the conduct of 1W is the cosbininc of the c€•abillitis of
electronic reconnaissance and electronic suppression in a single continuous process.
This Is realistic with the possibility of accomplishment of the fo'loving missions
by one crew (section):

-interception of signals from enemy radioelectronic equipment, dixection-finding on
them, selection, identifying the types of REM, end determining the sequence for Jam-
ming;

-measurement of the radar operating frequencies and putting out initial data for
tuning the Jasming transmitters on them;

-- deteraination of pulse-repetition frequencies for timely responsive jamming;

-measurement of the radar scanning frequeny to organize Jamming on this frequency.

With consideration of the requirements which have been listed, the United States has
recently developed an LW aircraft, the EF-1I1A Electronic Fox (Figure 2) [not repro-
duced) which is equipped with an automated 9W system. It is reported that it con-
taise 10 active Jsmming transmitters.

The foreign press notes that American aviation suffered large losses in Vietnam from
those AD means on vhich electronic Jaming exerted no lnfluence-antiaircraft



artillery with optical sights and short-range SAM complexes with electron-optical
guidance systems. Therefore, back at the end of the war the United States began to
develop equipment to reduce the effectiveness of such weapons. As a result, created
and tested under combat conditions were infrared traps which are dropped from an air-
plane in the zone of action of short-range antiaircraft complexes which employed
missiles with an infrared homing head (this method was completely adopted by the air
forces of the other HATO member countries and now it is being worked out on various
air exercises). In the majority of cases the pilot shot the traps out on the sost
vulnerable sectors of the flight in the target area (going Into a dive, on the bomb-
ing run, coming out of an attack) regardless of whether or not his airplane had been
locked on by the 12 homing bead of the antiaircraft m'Lssile. On the 7-4 Phantom-2,
IR suppression stations were tested which generate signals with a spectrum which cor-
responds to the maximum emission of the aircraft engine's exhaust gases. Air-to-air
guided missiles with an IR homing head launched from a fighter-interceptor of the
opposing side sometimes were resined at this signal. Such devices, Just as much other
equipment, were placed in suspended containers which increased the drag of the air-
craft and worsened its maneuver characteristics.

As Western specialists believe, certain success has been attained in the developuent
of IR traps, but the development of suppression stations in the IR band is lagging
behind significantly. Pulsed xenon lamps, pulsed lamps filled with vapors of alkali
metals, and others were tested to develop the latter. Their flashes were to blind
the gunners on the guns (so-called active methods for protection against visual de-
taction and aiming) , but they did not demonstrate the required effectiveness, espe-
cially in the daytime, Therefore, some return is noted to the old tactic of counter-
acting firing weapons with electronic guidance-to camouflage, that is, to passive
methods. In particular. specialists of the L'hited States and its NATO allies are
searching for coatings (paints) for airplanes which have a reflection factor ensuring
the scattering of rays of the infrared and visible bands. For example, as the
Western press notes. according to test data the spay-blue coloring of the F-15 and
P-16 fighters decreases the ranga of their visual detection in the air by one-third
in comparison with other colors.

According to reports in the foreign press, regular mokes were employed to camouflage
the operations of ground forces and aviation in the wars In the Near last. There,
posts for the visual detection of low-flying aircraft which transmitted information
on the appearance of aerial targets to antiaircraft artillery batteries again oc-
cupied a firm place in the AD system. Binoculars and battery commanders' telescopes
proved necessary to the same degree as complex electronic mans. Proceeding from
this, XATO air force specialists are now developing the idea of employing sproyeble
aerosols which possess the capability to scatter and absorb light.

No less attention Is being devoted abroad to the development of means intended for
the direct destruction of AD =easn. In particular, in the United States and other
countries old antiradar missiles are being improved and nay ones are being developed.
For exam•pl, in France the AS-37 Martel guided missile is in series production. It
is pert of the armament get of the Jaguar tactical fighters of the French and
British Air Forces. The missile is intended for launching with the supersonic speed
of flight of the carrier aircraft from altitudes of from 15 moeors or more (up to the
service ceiling of the aircraft).

VAS



Thus, the foreign press reports, the experience of the vars in Vietnam and the Near
East forced the XATO countries to undertake significant efforts to equip their air
forces with means for the conduct of electronic warfare. Western military experts
consider the following to be the most important conclusions from the lessons obtained

by both sides:

-The reduction in losses of aircraft and crews depends on organized electronic recon-
naissance and effective counteraction against the enemy's electronic system (accord-
Ing to the statements of official representatives of the U.S. Department of Defense,
losses to American aviation in Southeast Asia would have increased five-fold without
the employment of EW means).

-A reduction In the detail of forces for dangerous fire suppression of AD means is
possible through their neutralization by jamming, and the creation of decoy targets
frees genuine airplanes from taking off for demonstration or distracting operations.

-Radioelectronic suppression of AD means, deception, and complication of the &erial
situation contribute to the more successful penetration of strike groups to the
target.

-Fire suppression of enemy radars, SAX complexes, and antiaircraft artillery by
special or conventional weapons rot only neutralizes his AD system, but also knocks
out its equipment and personnel.

in touching on the tactics of electronic warfare, that is, on the ways and usthods
for using EV *tans, military specialists of the United States and its allies believe

that they should be employed acccrding to a thoroughly worked out plan, in combina-

tion, and with consideration of the tactical situation which has developed and the

capabilities of the enemy and friendly forces. All these problems are worked out

regularly in the course of the combat training of sir units and subunits of the

air forces of the bloc's member coun'riss*.

As noted above, probLems in the conduct of electronic warfare are Illuminated regu-

larly on the pages of the Western press. But typically, in the majority of cases

the NAT muilitary experts stress attention to the employment of sW means to support

the breakthrough of the enemy AD by the strike aircraft of their aviation, that Is,
in the interests of offensive coubat operations. This confirms convincingly once

asain the offensive, asgressive direction of the North Atlantic bloc's ailitary

preparations.

For greater detail on questions of employing on-board 1W means in the U.S. Air

Force, see ZAWU5ZgNMOYE VOyENOYE OZUNmIYE wo 7, 1981, pp 43-47.--Ed.

COPYRIGHT: "ZUrubtzhnoye voy~nnoys oboxreniye". 1982
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, COKEN-TS

CO)IOM4S ON NATO PERY.A1nD- NAVAL FOPRC!PS

Moscow ZARUZEZHOY VOYVMZYE OBOZRINITE in Russian No 3, Mar 82 (signed to press

10 Mar 82) pp 59-62

(Article by Capt 2d Rank A. Y.olov: "NATO's Permanent Naval Forces"]

iTeaxt The military-political leadership of the North Atlantic Alliance considers
the navy as one of the most important tools for the realization of its aggressive
plans and is devoting constant attention to raising its combat capabilities by put-
ting new, contemporary ships into formation, improving the organizational structure,
and conducting intensive combat training.

Under daily conditions the ships, aircraft, and units of the navies of the bloc's
member countries are suboTdinate to their national commands. It is envisioned that
they will be transferred to NATO's disposal in periods of the abrupt aggravation of
the international situation or for the time of exercises. An exception are the NATO
permanent forces (in the Atlantic and the mine-sweeping forces in the zone of the
English Channel) which, alread7 in peacetime, have their combat personnel available
and, in essence, are the bloc's mobile naval forces.

The NATO permanent naval fores was organized in 1968. Its formation was preceded by
prolonged preparation.

Judging from saterials in the foreign press, prior to 1965 combat training of the
VATO countries' navies was conducted primarily in accordance with national plans.
Joint operations of the ships of different countries were not sufficiently worked
out. As a result, there were substantial differences in the levels of combat
readiness of the ships and the training of the personnel. Such a situation did not
satisfy the bloc's commnd and a special examination of this problem at a session
of the NATO military comittee which took place at the end of 1964 was required.
At it, the decision was adopted to organise a number of experimental exercises (the
duration of each six or seven months) under the code nme "Match Maker" in which
the largest possible number of ships of various classes from the navies of the NATO
European countries, the United States, and Canada were to participate.

Throe such exercises were conducted in 1965-1967. Wborked out on them were tasks in

joint cruising, combating submarines and all types of defense on the force's sea

passaog, and common tactical procedures for using various armaments. In the opinion

of the bloc's naval specialists, as a result the overall level of combat readiness

of the ships engaged in the exercises was raised noticeably.



The American Admiral Noorer vho at that tine was the Supreme Commander of the NATO
Combined Armed Forces in the Atlantic, in considering the results of the experiment
which had been concxucted, proposed creating a permanent naval force in the Atlantic
on a multinational basis. In December 1967, the bloc's military planning committee
considered this proposal and adopted a positive decision.

The force wee formed on 13 January 1968 at Portland Naval Base (Great Britain).
Initially, it included an Armerican destroyer and British, Norwegian, and Dutch
frigates. An officer of the British Navy was appointed ccumander. It was soon
joined by a Canadian, Danish, Vest Cerman, and ?ortuguese ships and, from 1980-
Belgian. The ceremony of the force's formation is conducted annually in January in
one of the naval bases of the bember countries. Five to 10 escort ships which are
replaced by the corresponding ships of the Indicated countries every 3-4 months are
permanently in it. Thus, in April 1980 eight ships operated aspart of the force: the
guided missile frigate F806 'Ue Ruyter" (Netherlands)-the flagship, guided missile
destroyer DDGS "Claude V. Ricketts" (United States), guided missile frigates 7173
"Arrow" (Great Britain), 7352 "Peder Skram" (•enmark), 1303 "Stavanger" (Norway).
and 7913 "Westhinder" (Belgium), and the frigates F234"Assiniboine" (Canada) and
"Braunschweig" (MIrC).

Submarines and auxiliary ships as w•ell as land-based patrol aviation and antisub-
marine warfare !ASW] helicopters are attached to the force for the time of the exer-
cises or working out individual tasks.

According to data in the foreign press, ships allocated to the force are, as a rule,
the most modern and combat ready. Their personnel have a sufficiently high level
of sea training and master weapons and equipment well.

At the end of the year, the force is Uisbanded end the ships which comprise it are
transferred to national subordination.

A representative of the navies of the United States, Crest Britain* Norway. and
the Netherlands, that Is, an officer of one of the countries which initially allotted
a ship to its composition, is appointed in turn as the comander of the force with
its next formation. In 1981, a Dutch officer was appointed commnder.

Overall leadership of the force is accoMplished by the Suprme Commander of NATO
Combined Armed Forces in the Atlantic (headquarters in Norfolk, the UnLted States).
It is operationally subordinate to the Commander, NATO Combined Armed Forces in the
Western Atlantic (Norfolk) or the Bastern Atlantic (Uorthmcod, Great Iritain)-this
depends on the ares of its activity.

The foreign press reports that the staff of the force, consisting of 16 officers,
noncommissioned offieers, and seamen of various nationalitises is headed by an of-
ficer in the rank of captain. Subordinate to him are officers who are specialists
on problems of operational planning nd combat training, intelligence, communics-
tions, antisubmarine defense, armaments and air defense, and material and technical
support as well as a group of translators and press representatives. The staff is
located on the flagship which is allocated by the country from which the co dstaer
is appointed.



As was stressed in the foreign press, the creation of such a force was determined
first of all by military-political goals-to demonstrate the readiness and resolve
of the bloc's countries "to defend their collective interests" at sea by force of
arms. Actually, this is nothing but a NATO "fire brigade" whose ships are In con-
stant readiness to depart isediately for a region of a strained international situa-
tion to exert political pressure on individual countries, including those which are
in thi bloc. Thus, with the complication of the domestic political situation in
Poland at the end of 1980, on the decision of the NATO Council the force was brought
to a state of increased combat readiness. Despite the tradition which had evolved,
it was not disbanded at the end of the year. Moreover the ships replenished sup-
plies in accordance with wartime tables of equipment and were located at one of the
British bases in constant readiness to depart for the se*.

Each year, the ships of the foceC visit up to 30 ports and naval bases of the 10
NATO countries to replenish necessary supplies and accomplish propaganda measures in
the bloc's interests.

It is noted in the Western press that a daily task of the permanent force Is raising
the level of combat readiness of ships of various national affiliation which are in
the NATO naval forces on the basis of many years' accumulated experience. This is
attained through the conduct of Independent combat training and participation in
national exercises and in big aneowers of the bloc's Combined Armed Forces. The
whips spend more than 60 percent of the time at sea. On the exercises, the personnel
drill systematically in the use of various types of vespous, wnster cruising areas
within the limits of the entire NATO zone, and improve sea ability (7igure 1) (not
reproduced]. In the opinion of foreign military specialists, the exchange of com-
bat sections for familiarity with equipment, armaments, and organization of service
as well as participation in practical firings on ships of another national affilia-
tion is useful.

In the course of combat training new tactical procedures are worked out and studied
in the search for submarines (with the use of sonar couplexs which are arriving In
the Inventory) and combating enemy surface ships and aviation (Independently or in
cooperation with oviation). As was reported in the foreign press, the experience
of co•bet training showed, in particular, that the force must Include one or two
ships with surface-to-air missiles. According to the estimate of Western military
specialists, this substantially expands the capabilities of afr defense. It is be-
lieved also that the permanent presence of a high-speed supply transport (tanker) In

the force increases the cruising capacity significantly (Figure 2) [not reproduced).

On the basis of experience of daily activity and exercises which have been conducted,
requirements are put forth concerning the expansion of standardisation and unitis-
tion of the amaments of the ships allocated. The following fact is presented as an

examples in March 1980 the force numbered six ships whose main artillery armament
.es of four calibers (127, 114, 100, and 76mil Limters), surface-to-air missiles-
of three types (Seacat, Terrier, and Sea Sparrow), ASW-five (Limbo, TerMu, ASROC,

torpedo apparatuses, and the Bofors depth-charge Launchers), and one ship was
equipped with mine-laying equipment. Such a diversity of armaments, In the opinion

of the NATO naval coma-d, reduces its effectiveness and hampers its control. These
requiremets are now being studied by NATO working groups on standardization of

naval armaments and proposals for their realization are being worked out.



Judging from materials In the foreign press, about 20 ships and up to 3,000 per-
sonel of the navies of the bloc's 10 countries undergo combat training as part of
the force each year. Altogether, during the 13-year period more than 40,000 men
have undergone training in it. In 1981 alone the permanent KATO naval force in the
Atlantic participated in more than 10 large measures on operational and combat train-
ing of the NATO combined naval forces, including the standard exercises 'Lock Gate,"
"Joint Maritime Cause," and ý'Ocean Safari." In addition, it wu involved in joint
exercises with the navies of Great Britain. the United States, Canada, the FRG,
Portugal, Norway, and Franc*.

In the course of the exercises the permanent force, together •ith other forces, ac-
complished &lisions in combating "enamy" submarines, the defense of sea lines of con-
munications, and the conduct of blockede operations in the straits. Common tactics
in ASW operations and the organization of all types of ships' defense on a sea cross-
ing were worked out as part of one or tvo bunter-killer groups.

As Indicated in the foreign press, the military-political leadership of the North
Atlantic Alliance plan3 to form a bigger multinational force of the bloc's navies on
tho basis of the permanent force in periods of intensified international tension.
It can be assigned independent missions to combat enemy submarines, protect NATO
transatlantic coum-xications and, when necessary, to reinforce the flank groups of
the bloc's combined armed forces in the European theater of operations. Its couposi-
tion possibly will additionally include guided missile ships, nuclear and diesel tor-
pedo submarines, missile boats, and auxiliary vessels. Tha working out of all these
problems has been accomplished on KATO exercises since the and of the 1970's.

The permanent AT mine-sweeping force in the zone of the English Channel is the
second permarntly operating multinational formation of the bloc's naval forces. It
was created in accordance with the decision of the NATO military planning cotmittee
in May 1973. Since then. the exchange of cmmand and the ceremny of the force's
formation Is conducted annually in the suer months in one of the zone's naval
bases. An officer in the rank of captain is appointed commandsr In turn from the
navies of Belgium, Great Britain, and the Netherlands. In the first half of 1981,
he was a British officer.

Belgian, British, Dutch, and West German and Danish mineeeepers are allocated to be
part of the force. They are the most combat-ready ships whose crve. Judging from
reports in the foreign press, have a rather higih level of naval ability and master
well mine and antilne w"pon, and equipment. In addition, the periodic inclusion
of American minesweepers in it is also envisioned. Each ship is replaced by another

after 6-12 months, in which regard, by one of the se national affiliation.

The daily mission of the force is raising the level of combat readiness of the mine-
sweeping forces This is attained by the systematic combat training of the ships
and by participation in exercises jointly with national navies as well as in big
maneuvers of the bloc's combined armed forces such as "Tam Work," "Ocean Safari,"
"Joint Maritime Cause," "Norminsx," and others. In the course of them the per-
soumel drill in the use of mine-sweping equipomet, master cruising areas in the
coastal waters of Western Europe and the zone of the Baltic Straits, and improve

their naval ability. Useful, in the opinion of XATO military specialists, i& the
exchange of combat sections for failisarisatlon with aine-seeping weapons and



equipment and the organization of service, and also participation in the practical,
laying and sweeping of mites on ships of another national affiliation. The force
travels approximately 15,000-20,000 miles durinS the year. Up to 15 ships and sore
than 1,200 personnel are involved in training as part of it.

Overall leadership of the permanent mine-sweeping force is accomplished by the Comr-
mender. NATO Combined Armed Forces, in the zone of the English Channel (headquarters,
in Northwood, a suburb of London). When conducting combat training and exercises,
the force commander is also operationally subordinate to the Cammander, Combined
Ntaval Forces. in the corresponding area of the zone (NOR, Plymouth, or Benelux).

As reported in the foreign press, in the period of sharp aggravation of the inter-
national situation, a bigger maltinational mins-sweeping force may be formed-on the
basis of the force which has been considerably reinforced by mineaetepers and other
ships of the navies of the bloc ts umber countries in the zone of the English
Channel.

In building up the pressure of the international situation in various regions. of
the world, the coamand of the aggressive MMTO bloc continues to come forth for saking
military preparations more active. Judging from materials in the foreign presS, it
is nurturing plans for the creation of other permanent NATO naval forces in the
Atlantic and the Baltic Sea and for the conversion of the NATO naval forcewvhich
exists in the Mediterranean Sea for "on call" operations, to a permanently operating
force in order to ensure its "control and presence" various region* of the world
ocean.

COPUlIGHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyemnoye obotreulye", 1982
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PERCEP•I1ONS, VIEWS, COMMENTS

COMMENTS ON U.S. PLANNED USE OF AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

Moscow ZARUBEMZMY VOYENNOYE OBOZRENME in Russian No 3, Mar 82 (signed to press

10 Mar 82) pp 63-68

[Article by N. Naskanov: "Aircraft Carriers in the Pentagon's Plans"]

(Text] General-purpose naval forces whose nucleus consists of carrier forces are an
important means for accomplishing the expansionist plans of United States ruling
circles. The role and significance of aircraft carriers are determined first of all
by their mobility, broad range of fire capabilities, rather high combat stability.
and considerable endurance. In the opinion of Western military specialists, they
are the only universal weapons system at sea which is capable of operating effective-
ly at any point of the world ocean and, employing conventional or nuclear weapons,
destroying aerial, surface, or underwater targets and launching strikes against shore
obj ectives.

Aircraft carriers are the main strike force at sea in conventional wars and a well-
prepared reserve of strategic forces in nuclear war. The military-political leader-
ship of the United States considers them as the primary tool for carrying out the
concept of a "naval presence" and for the attainment of political goals in peacatime
through a show of force, and it directs these ships wherever end whenever
the Anmerican Imperialist circles plan the accompliasment of aggressive actions.

The United States of America began the construction of aircraft carriers after the
conclusion of World War I, being pulded here by a progran adopted by the Congress
back in 1915 which envisioned the creation of a national fleet not inferior to the
naval forces of any other power.

At the start of World War II, the American Navy contained five aircraft carriers
('Leuinston," "Saratoga," "Ranger," '"orktovn," and "Enterprise") and two ("'Wasp"
and "lornet") were under construction. As evidenced by the foreign press, the U.S.
shipbuilding industry had already accimulated a certain experience in creating

carriers in accordance with special plans and converting combat ships and transport
vessels to theo, and the capabilities of the aviation industry permitted providing

them with carrier-baed airplanes which were ideal for that time. It was also noted

that conditions were prepared in the country for Initiation of large-series

construction of selps of this class.



Entering the war, the United States quickly began to build up its carrier forces.
In the foreign press, it is stressed that priority in shipbuilding belonged namely
to carriers whose share exceeded one-third the total displacement of combat ships of
all classes constructed by the Americans in the war years.

Altogether. in the years 1939-1945 the United States completed the construction of
143 aircraft carriers: 28 heavy and light, and 115 escort (convoy) carriers. Of the
number indicated. 38 escort carriers were transferred to Great Britain under lend-
lease, and the remainder entered the U.S. Navy. Of the 99 American carriers which
took part in combat operations, 11 were lost (5 heavy and light and 6 escort
carriers).

By the end of World War II the American fleet numbered 99 carriers-28 heavy and
light and 71 escort (convoy). In addition, 10 heavy, 2 light, and 9 escort car-
riers. whose construction was completed in the first postwar years, were in various
stages of construction.,

As was stressed in the Vestern press, the decision to establish three subclasses of
carriers (heavy, light, and escort) was adopted by the command of the U.S. Navy in
July 1943 on the basis of a study of practice in the use of British and Japanese
carriers in combat operations at sea, its own experience acquired during the first
mouths of the war, and in connection with the expected arrival, from industry, of a
considerable number of different types of ships of this class which differed sub-
stantially in their combat characteristics and combat capabilities.

The heavy carriers began to include ships of the "Yorktown." "Essex," "Lexington,"
and "Midway" types with a standard displacement respectively of 19.800 tons,
27,100 tons, 33,000 tons, and 45,000 tons, with a speed of more than 30 knots, and
with more than 80 airplanes on board.

Light aircraft carriers are ships of the "lndependence" and "Saipan" types with a
standard displacement of 11.000 tons and 14,500 tons with 45-50 airplanes on board.
They had a maximum speed of about 32 knots and were intended primarily for accomp-

isabment of air and antisubmarine defense of forces of ships at sea as wall as for
the conduct of reconnaissance and launching strikes against sea and land objectives.

Among the escort (convoy) carriers whose basic mission was antisubmarine and air
defense of convoys, amphibious detachments, and the conduct of reconnaissance were
ships with a standard displacement of 7,800-11,400 tons with a speed of 16-19 knots
and capable of carrying 20-30 airplanes which had been converted from various trans-
port vessels. In the Pacific Ocean, they were used primarily in the strike version
to cover amphibious detachments and provide close air support to the assault land-
ing forces.

This ordering of the carrier classification, in the opinion of American military
specialists, furthered the clearer definition of the tasks facing them and a rise in
the effectiveness of their combat employment, and it also simplified the buildup of
operational carrier forces on subsequent stages of World War II.

In the postwar period, at the height of the escalation of the "cold war" and the
unbridled anti-Soviet campaign, considering the advent of nuclear weapons, the swift



development of aviation equipment, and the arri•al in the Navy's inventory of jet
aircraft which put forth additional requirements of their compatibility with air-
craft carriers,' the Pentagon worked out a broad program for modernization of ships
of this class.

In connection with the possibility which appeared to employ carrier aircraft as
nuclear-weapons carriers and the assignment of a basically new mission to carriers-
the launching of nuclear strikes-in 1952 all heavy carriers were reclassified as
attack carriers. Hovever, the increase in the role of submarines in combat opera-
tions at sea forced the corm~and of the U.S. Navy to begin the reclassification of
some of them as antisubmarine warfare (PsV) carriers already froe the middle of 1953.

In this period, light or escort ships of this class were either sold to other coun-

tries or were converted to helicopter carriers for various purposes, auxiliary car-
riers, transport* of airplanes and other aviation equipment, or else dropped from
the fleet.

In the course of the United States' aggressive var against the Korean People's 1emo-
cratic Republic, judging from the statements of Western military specialists, the

high combat qualities of carriers were confirmed. This gave the Pentagon a basis for
attaining a decision to renew the construction of strike carriers, the first of which
(CV59 "Forrestal") was laid in 1952 and joined the fleet in 1955.

An important direction in the developnment of U.S. carrier forces in the postwar peri-
od was the creation and construction of nuclear carriers and nuclear escort ships.
The introduct!...n of nuclear power in the fleet, according to riports in the foreign
press, substantially increases the combat capabilities. of carrier forces and reduces
expenditures on their maintenance and use.

As evidenced in the foreign press, on nuclear carriers one refuelling of the reactor
cores is now intended for 13 years and permits travelling up to I million miles,
and supplies of aviation fuel support intensive flight of airplanes (with two daily

sorties of each aircraft) for 16 days. Under similar conditions, carriers with a
conventional power plant can support the flights of airplanes for only eight days.
In addition, there is 50 percent more ammunition for airplanes on nuclear carriers
than on conventional carriers.

In 1958, the first nuclear carrier CVN65 "Interprise" was laid (Tigure 1) Inot re-

producedi, and in 1961 it was turned over to the Navy. The experience of its opera-
tion and combat employment (it participated in the United States' aggressive war in
Vietnam) demonstrated the advantages of equipping ships of this class with nuclear

power plants, which permitted the Pentagon subsequently to obtain funds for the con-
struction of nuclear carriers of the "Chester W. Himitz" type.

The active participation of carriers in the U.S. war in Southeast Asia. as is noted

in the foreign press, again showed their high combat capabilities. However, since

they operated here (just as in the war in Korea) virtually without any opposition

on the part of the victims of aggression their employment, exerting a certain in-

fluence on the developuent of the tactics and methods for the conduct of combat

operations by carrier aircraft, did not introduce any new, substantial elaments in

the development of naval art.



Since 1972, strike carriers have begun gradually to be converted to multipurpose
carriers which, depending on the assigned eissions and the situation, can be employed
in a strike, strike-ASW, and ASW versions. In the opinion of the fleet conmand, ASW
carriers which do not correspond to contemporary requirements have begun to be with-
drawn to the reserve.

Now, as stressed in the foreign press, the regular forces of the U.S. Navy numbers
13 multipurpose carriers: three nuclear (CVN65 "Enterprise," CVN68 "Chester W.
Nimits," and CVN69 "Dwight D. 1isenhower," Figure 2 [not reproduced]) and 10 with
conventional power plants (4 of the "Kitty Hawk" type, 4 of the "Forrestal" type,
and 2 of the "Midway" type. In addition, five ships are in the reserve: the multi-
purpose CV34 "Oriskany," strike CVA 31 "'on Homme Richard," and the ASH carriers
CVS38 "Shangri-La," CVS12 "Hornet," and CVS20 "Bennington." AVTI6 "Lexington" (ob-
solete) Is used as a training ship to train carrier-air pilots.

Construction of a fourth nuclear carrier--CV70 "Carl Vion"-is being completed
and it khould be turned over to the fleet this year. More than 2 billion dollars
have been allocated for construction of the fifth (CV?71) which it has been decided
to name "Theodore Roosevelt." It is expected that total expenditures for the crea-
tion of this ship, including equipment and armaments, will be 3 billion dollars by
the time that it gese into service (approximately in 1988). The Pentagon leadership
also plans to begin and in eight years complete the construction of the sixth
nuclear carrier (CVN72). Its approximate cost, according to estimates of American
experts, is 3.7 billion dollars.

Within the framework of the unprecedented buildup of the Navy's power the Reagan
administration, in planning to bring the number of combat ships to 600 (of them 15
aircraft carriers), is speeding up not only the construction of new ships. but also
the modernization of old ones. In particular, the question of allocating funds
for the de-wothballing, reequipping and putting carrier CV34 "Oriskany" into fleet
service is being studied.

In addition, the United States has worked out a program for the modernization and
expanded major overhaul of all carriers In order to prolong their period of service
from 30 to 45-50 years. In accordance with this program, in October 1980 the carrier
CV60 "Saratoga" was tied up for overhaul. Then CV59 "Torrestal," CV62 "Indepeadence,"
and CV61 "Ranger" will be modernized. The question of reequipping CY 63 "Kitty Hawk,"
CV64 "Constellation" (Figure 3) [not reproduced], CVN65 "Enterprise," CV66 "America,"
and CV67 "John F. Kennedy" prior to the year 2000 and, after year 2005, nuclear car-
riers of, the "Chester W. Niaitz" type is being considered.

All this Is graphic evidence that the Pentagon leadership intends to rains system-
atically the power of the carrier forces and to maintain it at a level which would
ensure the United States' attainment a correlation of forces advantageous for it in
the corresponding regions of the World ocean and also the prolonged presence of
carrier .orces and other specially created naval forces. In its opinion carrier.,
which are mobile air bases and are sovereign territory of the country, should be in-
volved more broadly in the accomplisament of missions which are traditional for the
American fleet-support of the foreign-policy actions of U.S. expansionist circles
in various regions of the world by a show of force, direct threats of its employment,
and open armed intervention.
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Figure 4. Cruising Formation of Task Force 58 of the Period of
of World War II (on the left) and a Contemporary Carrier
Group (on the right)

Key:
1. 20 mile. 7'. Guided missile cruitser
2. Inituer illegible ] miles 8. Detroyer
3. Arcraft carrier 9. Guided missile destroyer
4.tatleship 10. Guided missile frigate

5. Legend 11. Radar picket destroyer
6. Cruiser

Ittis for this rery reason that the present United States administration does not
intend to be satisfied writh the presence of 13 multipurpose carri~ers as part of the
regular Wavy and is seeing thatc there are 15. Represenetatves of the Pentagon stress
that even such a number La only a peacetime level which permits, as they declare,
a certain degree of risk. In planning the distribution of catrler forces betwoen
the Atlantc 9c Pacific, and Indian Oceans and other raglani of the world which
are abitrarily declared by the Utnited States tobe the sphere of ies vitaItinerests,"the
country's militaristic circl'es aer conduct-ing a couprehealsve study of probable ways
for a repid buildup of carrier forces as well as a search for alternate weapons sys-
teas which are superior to contemporary aircraft carriers or comparable with thee.

In comparing the firepower of the present-day carrier group consisting of one car-
rier and eight escort ships (withoutc onsidering the employment of nuclear weapons)
and the 58th Carrier Task Force (112 ships including 7 hea-vy and 8 light carriers)
which took part in the naval battle on the Philippine Sea on 19-20 June 1944, Ameri-
can specialists note that the combat capabilities of today'a group are considerably



higher than those of Task Force 58. Here, it is stressed that the contemporary
carrier group, disposed on approximately the same area of water surface can, with its
means of observation of the air, surface, and underwater medium, ensure more effec-
tive control over a greater ocean water area and its airplanes can take off with

almost the same bomb load as the airplanes of Task Force 58. The cruising for-
mations of the forces mentioned above are presented in Figure 4.

Nov, judging from materials in the Western press, the following basic missions will
be assigned to multipurpose carriers: winning and maintaining sea and air supremacy
in the area of combat operations; air. cover of forces of combat ships, landing forces,

and convoys during sea passage and giving close air support to amphibious forces and
ground forces which are operating on maritime directions; launching Mass air strikes
with conventional or nuclear weapons against land and sea objectives; destruction of
enemy comumications and protection of friendly routes of cmmunication; blockading
straits and narrows to prevent snemy ships from reaching the open sea; conduct of
reconnaissance.

The U.S. Naval Command .believes that carriers, having on board mixed air wings , can

conduct combat operations of various scales and types without additional retrain-
ing and additional armament. They are capable of moving a distance of 600 miles in
a 24-hour day (about 1,100 kilometers) and of launching strikes against sea and shore
targets within a radius of 1,300-1,800 kilometers. In noting their high combat of-
fectivenessat the same time foreign military specialists point to the vulnerability
of ships of this class to various types of weapons (due to big dimensions) and to the
high cost of their construction, maintenance, and operation.

In this connection, for the last 10 years in the United States they have been making
a comprehensive study of the problems in creating more economical, smeller medium
carriers and aircraft-carrying ships which could be not only a useful supplement to
the carriers already in service and raise substantially the combat stability and
operational-combat qualities of carrier forces, but also replace then in individual
cases.

Up to the present, the United States has plans for a medium carrier CVV2 and aircraft-
carrying ships of the SCS 3 and VSS4 types which are also called sea-control ships or
sini-carriers and are intended for the basing of vertical [VTOL] or short take-off
and landing [STOL] aircraft as well as helicopters. American experts note that the
necessity and expediency for their construction were proven in the course of two-

year tests (1972-1974) of the assault helicopter carrier 'Guam" as an aircraft--ar-
rying ship. As a result the conclusion was drawn concerning the possibility of the
simultaneous of use of V7OL and STOL aircraft and helicopters from aircraft-carrying ships.

Judging from materials in the foreign press, it should be expected that the militar-

istic circles of the United States will attain the allocation of funds for the con-

struction of such ships and will stimulate their allies in uilitary-political blocs

toward this.

In the opinion of foreign specialists, the multipurpose carrier group of the 90's,

which may include the contamporary carrier or else the future medium carrier of the

CVv type. 2 aercraft-carrying ships of the VSS type (including some from the navies

of the United States' allies), and 13 escort ships,will have a depth of formation
which is several times deeper (Figure 5), increased coubat stability, and improved



operational and combat capabilities in comparison with carrier group of our time. In
substantiating the necessity to allocate funds for the construction of aircraft-
carrying ships and justifying the arms race, they assert that in a future war (in
contrast with the ware in Korea and Vietnam where the United States had no losses in
combat ships of the basic classes) in the case of enemy counteraction the American
fleet will suffer losses. Here, the main strike will be launched against the air-
craft carrier, by the sinking of which the enemy will also destroy the aircraft
located on it, as a result of which the carrier group will not be able to accomplish
or vill only partially accomplish its assigned aission. In a similar situation,
the knocking-out of a carrier in a carrier group which also includes aircraft-carry-
Ing ships will not deprive it of the capability to continue accomplishment of the
standing mission and some of the VTOL and STOL aircraft from the destroyed aircraft
carrier will be able to fly to the aircraft-carrying ships and operate from then.

Fibure 5. Presumed cruising formation of a carrier group of the
90's (aircraft-carrying ships have the same conventional
symbol as aircraft carriers, but smaller)

In additian, the presence of sodium carriers and aircraft-carrying ships in the U.S.
Navy will permit accomplishing the Interthester maneuver of carrier forces through
the Panama Canal in shorter times while, because of their sizes, contemporary car-
riTers cannot utilize it and the voyage around South America takes much time.

At the same time, in noting the positive qualities of medium carriers and aircraft-
carrying ships, advocates of the construction of big nuclear carriers assert that a
reduction in the displacement of the carrier, which provides a relatively *sell re-
duction in cost, leads to a substantial reduction in its operational and combat
capabilities as well as in its ability to conduct prolonged combat operations without
the replenishment of supplies. It is namely for this reason that the coamand of the
U.S. Navy presently Sives preference to the building of nuclear carriers which have



large supplies of aircraft fuel and aunmition on board and can operate in regions

of the world ocean which are distant from the American continent without the re-
plenihbbent of supplies for a long time. At the same time, as evidenced in the
foreign press, the Pentagon is counting on the possibility of using in its own in-
terests aircraft-carrying ships being built in other NATO countries.

As the foreign press reports, the United States also has a program for converting
("in case of extreme circumstances") various transport vessels, in particular con-
tainer carriers, to carriers of VTOL's or STOL's and helicopters.

In the long term, the creation of air-cushion carriers Is possible. As the Western
press reports, studies and critical planning analyses conducted by the American Navy
showed that wost expedient is the plan for a surface-effects (KVPI carrier with a
weight of 8,000-10,000 tons carrying 12-17 VTOL or STOL aircraft and helicopters.
It will be equipped with four aircraft elevators which will permit ensuring the
takeoff of 12 aircraft in 21 minutes and their return reception in 15-16 minutes.

All this, in the opinion of the U.S. Naval Command, shows that under contemporary
conditions when aircraft carriers are acquiring qualitatively new properties under
the influence of the scientific and technical revolution, their significance and
capabilities in combat at sea are increasing Imesasurably.

FOOTNOTES

1. Concerning the typical composition of an air wing. see ZARUIEZUNOYE VOYENNOYE
OBOZR•EIY2 No 5, 1980, p 61.-Ed.

2. Total displacement 59,000 tons, length 237 meters, speed 30 knots, armament-
55airplanes (VTOL or STOL) and helicopters. -Ed.

3. Total displacement 14,300 tons, length 195 meters, speed 26 knots, armamnt-
3airplanes (VTOL or STOL) and 16 hellcapters.-Ed.

4. Total displacement 33,000 tons, length 237 meters, speed 26 knots, armament-up

to 50 airplanes (VTOL or STOL) and belicopters.--Ed.

5. Nov the construction of aircraft-carrying ships is already being conducted in

Great Britain ("Invincible" already in service, "Illustrious" and "Ark Royal"
under construction), Italy ("Giuseppe Garibaldi" under construction), and in
Spain ("Canaris" under construction).-Ed.

COPYRIGHT: '"Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obozreniye", 1982
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, COIQ'NTS

COHMMNS ON U.S. NAVY'S USE OF SPACE EQUIPMENT

Moscov ZAR•B•ZNOYE VOTEMNOTE OBOZRD•"ME in Russian No 3, Mar 82 (signed to press
10 MaT 82) pp 69-73

[Article by Capt lot Rank B. Tyul'pakov: "The Use of Space Equipment in the U.S.
Navy Sol

[Text] Inpursuing obviously aggressive goals, the mllitary-political leadership of
the United States Is initiating military preparations on unprecedented scales, also
transferring them to space. Thus, from the and of the 1950's the United States has
been Intensively Implementing plans for the militarization of outer space. Yor
these purposes, the Navy is using satellites which have been developed in accordance
with Its own programs "a vell as in accordance with goal-oriented programs of the
Department of Defense and governwent organizations angaged in space studies. Frantic
militarization of space is being-conducted by the Pentagon despite numerous proposals
of the Soviet Union concerning the peaceful use of outer space.

On the basis of communication, navigation, and e•ironmenta.l observation satellites
as well as of reconnaissance satellites the American naval command is trying to
create create a global system for observation of the situation on sea and ocean
thaters and to increase sharply the effectiveness of employment of sea-based nuclear
missile weapons, antisubmarine warfare IASW] operations, and efficiency of the control
and information support of forces at sea.

Communicatio.i satellites. Until the middle of the 1970's, the development of satel-
lite meams of coummunication in the Navy proceeded comparatively slowly. The coo-
sand controlled forces at sea using UVH, HF, and VLP [very low frequency] wave-band
means of coumunicntion of shore-based centers located on the continent and terri-
tories of its allies in the aggressive NATO bloc.

In recent years, in the course of the reorganization of the structure for control of

the armed forces, the Department of Defense adopted a number of programs for the

modernization of the Navy's cmmunication system which were accomplished simultane-

ously and in coordination with measures to improve control of nuclear missile forces

and by the creation of an automated system for control of general-purpose naval
forcesNCCS. These programs envisage the broad use of communication satellites.
Nov the naval forces are employing means of the satellite communication systems

AFSATCOH, DSCS (Defense Satellite Communications System)., MARISAT, end YLTSATCOH.



The AFSATCO( system, vhich is intended for the control of nuclear forces, vas de-
veloped by Air Force specialists and put into operation in 1979. It uses repeaters
of the decimeter band which are installed on satellites for various purposes includ-
ing FLTSATCOM and SDS (Satellite Data System). The terminal equipment is used to
equip various carriers of nuclear weapons as veil as airborne conmand posts, SAC
aircraft, including the RC-135. and repeater-aircraft of the TACAMD system for cou-
uxdcation vith SSBN's (nuclear ballistic missile submarinesa.

By the middle of the 1980's it is intended to create a second type of AFSATCOM. It'
is planned to inje'.t the satellite into a fixed orbit and to use millimeter waves
for counuication. Its operation in the decimeter band is also envisioned in order
to employ already existing satellite comumication terminal equipment (frequency
range 55-65 Glz) without ground-based repeaters. Using it, it Vill be possible to
receive comumications directly and not through the TACAMO repeater-aircraft as is
done nov. The Launching of the first satellite is expected in 1986.

The naval command attaches primary significance to communications with submerged
SSBI'& using satellites. Comunication equipment is now being developed which would
permit submarines to accomplish reception located at a depth beyond 100 meters. In
particular, a laser comounication satellite system is being created. According to
data in the foreign press, in 1980-1981 it is intended to expend about 25 million
dollars for these purposes, and of them to allocate sore than 30 percent to the Navy.
Tests of the system's basic elements are planed for 1986. With favorable results,
its further development will be assigned completely to the Navy which will conduct
full-scale demonstration tests in 1990. It is reported that two tothnical solu-
tions are being considered for laser coimmications: ground-based laser in combina-
tion with a passive satellite-repeater and space-based laser.

The DSCS system is used by the military-political leadership for ccmuunications with
the naval command and headquarters in a theater of operations and with strike forces
at sea. XARISAT and FLTSATCtM Comprise the basis of naval radio tommunicatitss and
the automated Naval Comtend and Control System XCCS.

MARISAT wes put into service in 1976. Three satellites which are in geostetionary
orbits above the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans are used in it simultaneously.
Its basic user is the Navy which leases the major portion of the commnication chan-
nels in the decimeter wavebmnd. According to reports in the foreign press, by the
beginnin8 of 1980 the Navy had reduced their number by 40 percent as a result of the
orbiting of three FLTSATCOC satellites.

Devoting considerable attention to the creation of the FLTSATCOK system, the Navy
command notes that its going into serVics virtually excludes the Navy's dependence on
shortwave radio c€-nications and sharply reduces the use of shore-based centers
located on the territory of other countries.

By the end of 1980, four FLTSATCoK satellites had been Injected Into a geostationary
orbit along the equator. The launching of the fifth (and last) was accomplished
at the end of 1981; it was given the role, of back-up in orbit. Subsequently, it is
intended to use LISAT satellites which have hish resistance to jesnWIA.



The on-board equipment of the FLTSATCOM satellites in the UHF band of 240-400 MHz
provides communications over 10 channels (bands of 25 kiz each) with naval installa-
tions, over 12 narrov-band channels (5 kHz) rith SAC aviation, and over 1 broadband
channel which in used by the tlr Force and the Department of Defense In the AFSATCOM
system.

In accordance with their functional purpose, the comunication channels of the naval

FLTSATCOM satellite permit the accomplishment of group telegraph transaissions to
forces at sea, two-way telegraph comunications of fleet command centers with com-
manders of forces of ships, and two-way classified telephone communication. In ad-
dition. individual channels are allocated for land-based patrol aviation, tactical
reconnaissance forces, and submarines, and also for the Information support of
forces at sea. Using equipuent of the FLTSATCON system, two-way traffic is conducted

with alpha-numeric Information with the use of punched- and magnetic tape as are the
transmission of text without conversion to the taletype format and takeoff of data
addressed only to a correspondent during reception. The rate of transmission of
telegraph and classified speech information is 2,400 bits per second.

By means of programs for the development and improvement of naval satellite communi-
cations systems it is envisaged that t'eir reliability, survivability, flexibility,
resistance to jamIng, and secrecy will be Increased. Military specialists expect
to accomplish these tasks by using satellites In orbits with an altitude of
200,000 kilometers or more, the creation of large antennas which art deployed in
space and effective means for the modulation anm encoding of signals, and the pro-
cessing of information, high-power transformers, low-noise amplifiers using solid-
state elements and travelling-wave tubes, and by mastering higher-frequency bands:
20-30 and 50-60 CRz.

To increase the survivability of c! nications the possibility is being envisaged
to allot one launch tube on each SSBN of the "Ohio" type for the placement of a
carrier rocket with a soll comemication satellite which should be injected into

orbit under emergency conditions in case of damsge to the primary satellite.

Navigation satellites. A special role is allotted to them in the resalsation of the

concept of creating precision guidance weapons vhich was adopted several years ago.

These satellites, in the opinion of foreign military specialists, are creating a

real possibility to raise the effectiveness of employing strategic as well as tac-

tical missiles.

The naval coeiand, counting on a sea-based nuclear missile "sytem, 'has Initiated

work on the creation of various uavigation systems for SSBN's which permit employing
nuclear missiles regardless of the submarinss' patrol area. In additiou to tke ex-

istinr systems (LOA-C radio navigation system, inertll SINC, radio sextants, and

system for sonar navigation according to the relief of the bottom), the TAINSIT

satellite navigation system was created (put into service in 1964) and received the

name IfNSS. It is under the autbority of the Navy and recently, by special permission,

it can be used by vessels of the U.S. merchant marine as as well as a number of

foreign countries.

Over the entire period of operation, the system was improved primarily in the direc-

tion of increasing the accuracy characteristics which depend on the stability of



the orbit parameters. The characteristics of the refractionof radio waves in the
atmosphere and. troposphere which have a noticeable influence on the accuracy of
the Doppler method of navigational measurements were also defined more accurately.
To reduce errors -in determining the Doppler frequency shift, more accurate means for
determining. the intrinsic speed of moveent vwere installed on ships. Special at-
tention was devoted to the protection of satellites from radiation, to increasing
the pover of the transmitter, and to redundancy of equipment.

In May 1981, anI iproved TRANSIT satellite was launched which received the nme NOVA
and which, according to a report in the Western press, is equipped with an autonomous
system to compeniate for perturbations in the orbit. As a result of improvenents
which were conducted, the error in determining the location of the SSBN's was re-
duced from 200 to 100 meters, and of objects which do not move much with repeated
observations--from 30 to 10 moters.

As the leadership of the U.S. Department of Defense declares, for some characteristics
the TRANSI7 system does not met contemporary requirements of the Navy itself.as

wal• as of other users. The low rate of navigation determinations end their discreet-
ness of 90 minutes or more as wall as the incomplete composition of the information
obtained (the altitude and speed of movewent of the object are not determined) do not

ensure the rAvigation of ground (mobile). aerial, and space means and the accuracy of
weapons delivery to the target.

In 1973, after se"verl years of studies conducted. in parallel by the Navy and the
Air Force in the field of creating a promising navigation system, the Department of
Defense adopted the decision to develop a single satellite navigation system for the
armed forces, XAVSTAR. Also participating in the 1100i [scientific research and
experimental development work] which is being conducted, under the direction of the
Air Force are representatives of the U.S. Army, Navy, 1arinas, Coast Guard, and
Mappi•g Agency.

In the opinion of foreign specialists, prospects for the further use of the TRANSIT
yestem are connected with the creation of RAVSTAR. It is reported that after the

complete putting of the latter into service, the former will fumction until the
199"'s primarily in the interests of commercial vessels.

NAVSTAR is being developed in three stages. In 1987, it is expected that it will be

turned over to -various military and comercial users for operation. The range-finding
a3thod of navigational measurements with 18-24 satellites in spaced orbits permits

determining the coordinates of a place and altitude and speed of movement on a time
"scale close to real time. According to reports in the foreign press, several ver-
sions of the equipment are being created: for ships, airplanes (helicopters), and
grouid users. On-board navigational sets are also being developed for SSIU's, air-

craft carriers, and carrier-based aircraft as well a foa the P-3C Orion land-based

patrol aircraft. Delivery of the sets and their tests are planned for the years
1982-1983.

In 1978-1980, in accordance with the tasks of the first stages, the deployment of an

experimental -system consisting of six prototype-deril satellites was completed.

Modified navigational equIpsent and an additional payload-detectors for the dis-

covery of nuclear explosions-tere installed on the last two satellites. It is



expected that the creation of an operational XAVSTAR system will be begTn from 1984.
It is indicated that the root-mean-square error of navigational determinations of
the system's military users will not exceed 10 meters, and of the true speed--O.03
meters per second.

Preliminary tests of the system using two navigation satellites and several ground
radio navigation stations (for monitoring) confirmed the high accuracy of NAVSTAR.
The error in determining the three coordinates of airplanes in the solution of vari-
ous problems did not exceed 3-5 meters.

The naval leadership notes that nov, for the duration of a large part of the time of
their combat patrolling, submarines can determine their location with an accuracy of
15 meters using an improved inertial navigation system and using the TRANSIT satel-
lite navigation system and the LORA.-C radio navigation system for its correction.
NAVSTAR can ensure approximately the same navigation accuracy for the duration of
the entire patrolling time and can also increase the accuracy of firing the Poseidon
end Trident missiles by 30 percent in regions of the world ocean which are not navi-
gationally Improved. Some specialists believe that accuracy can be increased some-
what with the installation of )IAVSTAR navigation equipment on ballistic and cruise
missiles and even more if the navigation complexes are placed on maneuverable war-
heads. These problems are being investigated within the framevork of the XAVSTAR and
Minuteman programs. In accordance with the MAE (Missile Accuracy Evaluator) program.
the accuracy characteristics of ballistic nisailes, including Trident, are evaluated,
for which special sets of YAVSTAR navigation equipment have been developed.

The Department of Defense is studying the problem of improving satellite navigation
systems. The creation of a third-generation navigation system os the basis of
satellites which are in geostatiocary orbits is envisaged. It is proposed using
satellites for the transmission of exact time, the control of se and air traffic,
and monitoring it.

Environment observation satellites. Space equipment for the observation and collec-
tion of information on natural phenomena which occur in space and the larth's atmos-phere and hydrosphere have been used for military purposes for more than 20 years
already.

It is noted in the foreign press that in contemporary combat operations the hydro-
meteorological situation, which is determined by the physical state and the inter-
action of the atmosphere and hydrosphere, is an important factor which exerts a -
noticeable influence on the form and methods of combat operations of the troops and
the fleet at sea and on the employment of weapons. It is also reflected in the ef-
fectiveness of operation of radar, electron-optic, sonar, and other meane for the
detection of surface and undervater targets, cosumieation, intelligence, eNd navi-
gation. It Is believed that in time of vwr space equipment will prove to be vir-
tually the only means for obtaining hydrometeorological information from territories
not controlled by U.S. armed forces and from the area of the world ocean.

Work on the development of weather satellites was begun at the end of the 1950's
and was completed vith the putting into operation of a comercial (1960) and mili-
tary (1966) satollite veather systems (SMS). Nov, 10AA satellites are being in-
jected into polar sun-synchronous orbits with an altitude of 1,400 kilometers. and



the GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite) is being injected into
geostationar? orbits.

In the middle of the 1970's, the capabilities of the couercial system for the col-
lection of weather information was improved qualitatively thanks to the use of two
types of satellites. Three GOES satellites spread in orbit (Figure 1) [not repro-
duced) accomplish constant observation of 90 percent of the Earth's surface. Their
employment simplified the method of geographic tie-in of information. NOM collects
weather information from the entire surface of the Earth which is transaitted in the
form of photos to land-based data processing centers over video channels at 30-minute
Intervals. Also installed on the satellites is equipment for the collection of
hydrometeorological Information from 1,500 sea, air, and ground autonomous observa-
tion platforms (sea radio buoys. balloon sondes, automatic weather stations* and
others) and its relaying to weather centers.

During the time of the operation of the military SMS about 30 satellites of the
"Block" series beve been injected into a polar sun-synchronous orbit with an altitude
of 750 kilometers ("31ock-5, -C, -5D-1, -5D-2"). It was developed in the interests
of all the armed forces, but primarily for weather support of satellite photographic
reconnai ssance.

Weather information from the satellites is transmitted in real time as wael as after
preliminary recording. In the former case it is received by ground stations and
ships during the period when the satellite is in the zone of their visibility. Air-
craft carriers, including the "Constellation," "John F. tansdY." "Torrestal."
"Kitty Hawk," and headquarters ships are equipped with receiving equipment. The Navy
has centers for the rception of weather information wbich are located in naval bases
in lots (Spain),' Monterey (California, United States), and on the island of Cums
and the Rawaiian I•lands.

The latest complex for the reception of photos from the i rcial and military
satellite systems has beea developed for the weather centers. It receives and
automatically corrects image*, ties them to the coordinate grid, and saotates and

relays the Information over special channels to the users. Ships' stations for the
receipt of weather iformation permit obtaining initial data in the form of trims-
parencies suitable for immediate use no later than two minutes after the satellits's
departure.

Space equipmet intended for oceanographic observations continued to develop in the
middle of the 1970's. The foreign ailitary press notes that-in the long ters
oceanographic satellites will permit scanning 95 percent of the area of the oceans
every 36 hours and accomplishing more measurements in one day than all the Instruments
on their, surfaces taken together do in 10 days.

In 1978, the experimental oceanological satellite SEASAT-A (Figure 2) [not repro-

dueos) created according to the USA program was Ia&Uched. On its it is intended
to work out, using the principles of radar location, radio-oceanolo8ical methods for

remote measurements which permit obtaining data on the condition of the layer at the
surface and the sea surface under any weather conditions. Host universal of the five
instruments installed on the satellite was a side-looking radar with an antenna do-

ployed in space which ensured obtaining surveillance information on the condition of

the sea surface in any weather. This radar was supplemented by a radar altimeter



which served for determination of the characteristics of the ocean's surface layer.
Information which is transmitted from the side-looking radar in real time, and from
all the other instruments after preliminary recording,was received and processed in
weather centers of WASA and the U.S. Navy.

With consideration of the use of SEASAT-A. a plan for a promising oceanological
satellite system, NOSS (National Oceanic Satellite System) has been worked out. The
U.S. military-political leadership compares the latter for importance with the weather
systems in operation and believes that it will be able to supply commercial and
military users with oceanological information effectively. It is planned to install
more improved instruvents on the NOSS satellites (Tigsre 3) [not reproduced], includ-
ing a multichannel microwave radiometer with an antenna with a diameter of 15 meters
which deploys in space and which permits measuring water temperature with a resolu-
tion of 10-20 kilometers, equipent to obtain color images of the ocean's surface,
and a navigation complex to tie the information to a coordinate grid using the
NAVSTAR system.

Reconnaissance satellites and spoce weapons. Space reconnaissance equipment has
existed in the United States for about 20 years already. During this period. up to
five generations of satellites have been placed in orbit. Low-orbit detailed-
reconnaissance satellites (SMOS). for surveillance and detailed photo recounaissance
(LASP), and for television (XN-li) and radio-technical reconnaissance (Ferret-type)
are now being used.

Since 1971, the Niavy has been using photographic reconnaissance satellites to observe
the areas of the world ocean. Photos of surveillance photo reconnaissance are re-
ceived directly on the ships over a television channel during the satellites' 10-
minute stay in the zone of their visibility

The foreign press reports on the necessity to work out effective space reconnaissance
systems which should support the planning of operations end the conduct of combat
operations on sea and continental theaters of operations. It is pointed out that
satellites intended for the eccomplishaent of strategic missions in principle can
transmit such reconnaissance information; however, a umaber of organizational and
operational problems arise here. Specialists include awngs the former the complexity
of planning and the sequence of accomplishing strategic and tactical missions, regu-
lating the operation of the satellites, and distribution of responsibility for their
use among the comanda. and among the latter--the dependence of photo reconnaissance
Satellites on the weather situation, cloud cover, and haziness of the atmosphere over
the areas of combat operations. MSore effective under such conditions are reconnais-
sance means which operate in the It [infrared) region of the spectrum. 1oVever$
existing equipment, is still not capable of functioning in real tims. Foreign mili-
tary specialists consider satellites with a radar on board to be promising means.

Since 1971. the Navy has been operating a satellite system for radio- and radio-
technical reconnaissance, the NOSS-1 (Na Oceanic Surveillance Satellite). Four
series of satellites were placed in orbit, each of which includes a primary and three
auxiliary satellites. They are injected into orbits close to a circle with an alti-
tude of 1,100 kilometers, forming a hbgh-prcilsion direction-finding base. The
InterfarometrIc method of direction finding used in the system permits determining
the coordinates of ships and aircraft from the emissions of their electronic



equipment. As reported in the foreign press, radiometers have been installed on the
satellites which operate in the IR or millimeter wavebands, as a result of which the
capabilities of the system for the detection and identification'of sea objects, in-
eluding submarines, are supplemented.

From 1977, a satellite reconnaissance system with an active radar was created in ac-
cordance with the "Clipper Bow" programs thanks to which its operation did not have
to depend on the emissions of the electronic equipment of the objects being scouted.
The use of this system in the conventional and bistatic versions to illuminate sea
targets in the interests of NOSS-1 was envisaged.

In 1980, the Navy announced a competition of companies to obtain a contract of
4 million dollars which envisions scientific research and experimental development
work for the NTSS (Navy Tactical Surveillance System) for naval tactical radar recon-
naissance. The decision to create its operational version, in the opinion of foreign
military specialists, will be sad* sometime in the middle of the 1980's.

In working out fundamentally new types of armaments, political and Military figures
of the United States are trying to justify their militaristic preparations by state-
ments that space weapons allegedly are necessary "to protect space objects which are
important for the country's defense." However, actually even before the appearance
of numerous statements in the press concerning the necessity to create such weapons
space equipment already played a large role in the Pentagon's plane which are directed
toward the attainment of military superiority over the USSR and the accomplishment of
the aggressive intentions of the U.S. imperialists.

COPYRIGHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obozreniye", 1982
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COIMMNTS ON ORGANIZATION AND MISSION OF NATO MBILE PORCXS
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EArticle by Maj Gen N. Ivlev. *NATO Mobile Forces"]

(Text] The international situation in the world has been sharply aggravated
by the growing aggressiveness of the USA's and NATO's policy. The main efforts
of militant circles in Western countries are now being concentrated on vast
all-out military preparations under the cover of a fabricated "threat from the
Soviet Union."

it should be recalled that from the very beginning of the creation of the
aggressive North Atlantic Alliance (1949) the United States has actively pur-
sued a course toward involving its European partners more closely in its plans
for war preparations. By as early as 1950 it managed to railroad a decision
through a NATO session creating the combined armed forces of Europe with a
supres conand constantly headed by an American general, and somewhat later
the combined nuclear forces, establishing the position of deputy supreme
commamnder in chief of the HATO combined armed forces in Europe for nuclear
weapons (also an American general).

The next step the USA took in the direction of increasing tension in Europe
was in 1961, when it created the NATO mobile forces (often referred to in the
Western press as the "fire brigade"), making it possible to immediately, and
essentially automatically, involve moat of the membar countries in any possible
military conflict. This was done under the noble excuse of "protecting the
allies,* especially on the flanks of the North Atlantic bloc.

The NATO mobile forces include units and subunits of the ground troops and
air force. These troop contingents have been allocated by eight countries:
USA, Great Britain, FRG, Canada, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxcm-
bourg (Figure I (figure not reproducedi). Although there are no naval forces
within the composition of the mobile forces, the bloc command foresees the
use of warships to support their actions in maritime sectors. Typically the
airplane fleet of the forces is outfitted with both conventional and nuclear
weapons.

The comeander of the mobile forces (he is also the coimander of the mobile
ground troops) is subordinated directly to the svprem* commander in chief of



the NATO combined armed forces in Europe. The bloc'a Military Planning
Coummttee approves the decision to use the *fire brigade."

The mobile ground troops, notes the foreign press, are nov headed by an
American, Major General (Veyand). A coabined staff (located in (Zekkengeym),
5 km southeast of Mannheim) deals with the planning, preparation and conduct
of operations. It has a permanent planning group as its main working organ.
The composition of the mobile ground troops includes seven battalions: one
paratrooper battalion each from the USA, FM and Belgium, one motorized infan-
try battalion each from Great Britain and Canada, an infantry battalion from
Luxembourg and an Italian mountain battalion. The total strength of these
troops is about 8,000 men. It should be emphasized that these are not simply
conventional motorized infantry (infantry) battalions. Each of them is re-
inforced with artillery (a battery as a rule), army aviation and combat
engineer, reconnaissance and rear subunits. The mobile ground troops are
armed with modern tanks, armored personnel carriers, combat and transport
helicopters, guns and mortars, antitank and antiaircraft resources and various
comuni cation apparatus.

These battalions and the reinforcing subunits are stationed together with their
own formations (units) in peacetime, and they are kept constantly ready for
transfer to regions of forthcoming activities. It was established in this
case that they must arrive at their airfield of embarkation within 24 hours,
the first echelon must be transferred within 48 hours, and the rest must be
transferred within 5-6 days. Transfers are to be made by air, rail and motor
transport and, when necessary, by sea.

it has been reported that the material reserves of the units can support com-
bat activities for 7 days and, in an isolated region, for up to 30 days.

The composition of the mobile air forces includes one tactical air squadron
each from the USA, Great Britain, Canada, the FiG, BelgiUm, the Netherlands
and 7taly (a total of more than 130 warplanes). In peacetime the air subunits
are subordinated to the national air force co•mands, since they do not possess
their own comand and staff. In a crisis situation the squadrons are trans-
ferred to the region of operations, and when combat activities begin they are
led by the commander of the mobile ground troops.

The requirements imposed on units and subunits of the NATO mobile forces in
terms of combat readiness and combat training are higher than those imposed
on other formations of the combined armed forces. The plans and subject matter
of the training are invariably coordinated upon with the bloc's military-
political leadership. They are implemented in such a way that the mobile
forces would be capable of engaging in combat activities in any climatic condi-
tions, using conventional, chemical, nuclear and even biological weapons.
Special attention is turned to coordination with the national troops in the
oountries to which they are transferred, and with reinforcing formations pro-
vided by the armed forces of the meumer states. With this purpose special
exercises are conducted each year (not less than two times), in which a *fire
brigade" is actually transferred to Norway, and mainly into the northern part
of this country, to the Baltic straits, northern Italy, Greece and regions of
Turkey bordering on the USSR and Bulgaria. During these exercises the use of
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modern weapons is practiced in its full volume. The NATO leadership tries to
see that the maneuvers of the mobile forces would proceed on the background and
with a consideration of the "growing Soviet military threat" and that they
would maintain a clearly pronounced political character. For propaganda pur-
poses the activities of the troops are advertised by radio and television and
in newspapers and journals. Meetings of the unit personnel with the population
of the hoot countries are also organized.

As is noted in the foreign press, mobile forces can be used in their full
composition on one of the flanks of the bloc, or on the northern and southern
flanks simultaneously. At the same tim the possibility of their use in other
regions of Europe is not excluded either. And considering that the USA is
getting its allies to expand NATO's zone of operations in the Near East,
Africa and the Persian Gulf, they may appear in these regions as well.

Demonstration of forces on the bloc's southern flank has become more active
in recent years in response to pressure from the USA. As the foreign press
reports, in 1981 the mobile forces conducted exercises twice in the South

European theater of war. At the end of April and in the first half of May of
last year an exercise code-named "Andante Exchange-Ole was conducted in north-
eastern Italy. Its main goal was to refine and elaborate upon the plans for
using the "fire brigade" on tle bloc's southern flank in response to arisal
of an armed conflict, and to test its capability for conducting corbat opera-
tions in northeastern Italy in coordination with battalion ground troops and
tactical aviation.

Five reinforced battalions of ground troops and five air squadrons of the UGA,
FRG, Great Britain, Belgdum and Italy (more than 3,000 men) representing the
mobile forces took part in this exercise. The personnel were ferried together
with their weapons and combat equipment by military transport aircraft of these

countries (except Italy), which flew up to 300 sorties. Heavy equipment was
transferred by sea.

The main attention was devoted in the exercise to troop transfers in a crisis
situation and to organization and maintenance of coordination between units

from different countries and different arms and services, rear support and

stable control in the course of combat activities.

Judging from reports in the Western press, this time the NATO leadership based
the military-political situation and plan of the exercise on a stereotypic,

provocative political situation pursuing the goal of reinforcing the noisy

campaign of a *Soviet military threat" launched in the West.

As in the course of other exercises, the part of the aggressor" was given to
the armed forces of the Warsaw Pact countries which, according to the scenario,

had created a large strike grouping in regions of Yugoslavia bordering on Italy.

Then they "violatedO the Italian state border and went over to the offensive.

Under these conditions the bloc's armed forces conducted delaying actions and

simultaneously transferred mobile forces to reinforce the Italian troops in

short order, making it possible to repel the enemy's" advance. Tactical air-

borne landings coordinated with tactical aviation were broadly employed in the

course of the exercise.



Many highly placed officials of the bloc, including the supreme comuander
in chief of the NATO combined armed forces in Europe, the American General
Rogers, attended the maneuvers.

Nor does the bloc's leadership neglect its northern flank , viewing it as
a convenient springboard for implementing aggressive plans prinarily against
the Soviet Union. A partial NATO combined armed forces exercise code-named
"Ember Express-81" was conducted with this purpose in September-October of
last year within the framework of the "Autumn Forge" maneuvers in Demuark.
The main role was given in this exercise to mobile forces operating together
with English and Danish troops.

The following units of the mobile forces participated in the exercise: a
British reinforced motorized infantry battalion, a Belgian "comnando" parachute
battalion reinforced by a battery of 105-mr howitzers, the Italian OSousa"
mountain battalion reinforced with a battery of 105-m howitzers,, an infantry
battalion from Luxembourg, signal, combat engineer and medical subunits from
the Bundeswehr and the American forces deployed in the FRG, and four air squad-
rons (from the USA, Great Britain, Belgium and the Netherlands) for a total
strength of more than 5,000 men.

As was noted in the Western press, the bloc ccurand foresaw participation of
British mobile forces (the reinforced Sixth Field Group, an air squadron and
a marine battalion for a total of about 12,000 men) and Danish troops (the
2d Sjaelland Yotorized Infantry Brigade, a battalion from the lt Sjaelland
Motorized Infantry Brigade, service subunits and tactical air force units,
for a total of more than 5,000 men).

A total of up to 22,000 personnel were involved in exercise *Ember Express".
More than 6,000 units of combat equipment, over 160 airplanes and helicopters
and up to 40 warships were used. Overall leadership was provided by the
NATO combined armed forces commander for the Baltic straits, Lieutenant
General 0. K. Lind of Denmark.

As was euphasized in the foreign press, the goal of the exercise was to work
out the probllms of troop transfers on the bloc's northern flank and of con-
ducting combat operations jointly with txro of Denmark and Great Britain.
Special attention was devoted to reinforcing the groupings of the NATO combined
armed forces in the Baltic straits, to organiing and conducting assault land-
ing and antiassault landing operations, to mobilizing reservists, to command
and control, and to troop logistical support.

Here as well the xATO comend could not do without its perpetual slanderous
stereotypes The armed forces of the Warsaw Pact countries ("Orange") were
represented as the "aggressor," and NATO troops ("Blue") were forced to defend.
The initial military-political situation foresaw sharp aggravation of the
relations between Denmark and neighboring socialist countries. The Warsaw
Pact armed forces supposedly activated their operation. near the Danish borders,
violating Denmark's tarritorial waters and airspace. In the evolved situation
the Danish goverment turned to the NATO Council for assistance, and the bloc's
leadership made a decision to transfer mobile forces there.



According to the sctinario, "Oranqe" forces conducted an assault landing opera-
tion on the Danish islands in order to establish control over the Baltic
straits, while "Blue" forces maintained antiassault landing defenses.

The *Oranges side was represented by a marine assault landing force--the
British 42d Marine Battalion and and a motorized infantry battalion of the
Danish lot Sjaelland btorizud Infantry Brigade, and an airborne assault
fbrce--a Danish airborne covVany (represented by a paratrooper battalion).
"Blue" was comoeed of the 2d Siatlland Motorized Infantry Brigade, by NATO
mobile ground troops and by zngliah mobile forces (Figure 2).

Before the active phase of the exercise the units and subunits underwent
tactical and special exercises. Staff training sessions were organized for
officers, Much attention was devoted to preparing the uspire staff. Nor did
the NATO comand neglect organization of extensive propaganda masures among
the public. It was slanderously asbasizod in lectures and special films
that the Warsaw Pact, and primarily the Soviet Union, was threatening Denmark.

The exercise proceeded in three pases. rn the first (5-20 September) the
problems of transferring and operationally deploying NATO mobile forces and
Znglish mobile troops in the Baltic straits were resolved. Mreover partial
mobilization measures were implaanted in Great Britain and Donmarki marine
and airborne landing forces practiced landing operatlons as well. Lbits and
subunits of the moile ground troope were transferred to Denmark by air (free
Great Britain, the USA and Laxmbourg) and by rail (from the M11, 'taly and
Belgium). A total of up to 500 sorties were flown and 15 Special trains
were run. Cargo ferry crossings wer broadly employed as well. NATS mobile
air forces (four squadrcnsc were transferred to three air bases ((VaeVl'),
Karup and (Ol'bor):). Inglish mobile forces were conv d mainly by marine
transportation to the ports of Rabjerg and Koreor.

The active phase of the exercise occurred in the period from 21 to 25 Septem-
ber (the seoond phase). ProblaM associated with completing operational
daployment of the troops and the conduct of corbat activities in the coastal
aone and deep in the island of Ujasl1and in the presence of conventional and
chemical weapons were worked out during this tim.

lullowing fire preparation, on the morning of 22 September "Orange= landed a
marine assault landing force in the vicinities of (B'yerge) (Tamirlann Bay)
and Nullerup (guakhol'm Bay) using *est German assault, landing boats and an
jiqlish helicopter landing ship, the "intrepid." Heavy aruemant and comat
equipmant was delivered aboard zaglish tank landing ships. $- e marine landing
wa actively supported by tactical aviation and a ship detachxant. "Orangem
dropped a tactical airborne force in a region north of rAlinborg with the
purpose of assisting the marine assault landing. By the end of the first
day the marine asoault force expanded its beachhead to a depth of up to 10 km.

",Bluem conducted active delaying actions on the shore and made several counter-
attacks in order to push the landing force back into the sea, but in view, of
insufficient fire support, it was unsuccessful.
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16. NATO mobile armed force units 25. Dump area
17. Slagelse 26. British 6th Field Group, rear
18. Exercise headquarters services control point
19. Soro 27. Holbaek
20. Ringsted 28. Roskilde
21. Danish 2d )Mtorized Infantry Brigade 29. North

(Sjaelland) 30. "Blue*, up to * reinforced
22. Field hospital corps, represented by units
23. Headquarters, NATO robile forces, of the NATO mobile forces,

rear units and subunits british 6th Field Group,
24. 2d iktorized Infantry Brigade Danish 2d Motorized Infantry

(Sjaelland) and NATO armed force Brigade (Sjaelland)
mobile units 31. Koge

32. Positions of sides, symbols
33. Initial

34. As of 23 Septemer 1981
35. As of 24 September 1981
36. Up to a motorized infantry

copany

"Orange" continued its combat activities aimed at widening the beachhead
during 23 September, concentrating its main efforts in the directions of
Roskilde ana Ringsted. It used chemical weapons to exploit the offensive.
By the end of the secand day it managed to advance 20-25 km.

Conducting stubborn delaying actions and making broad use of army aviation
(*Lynx' combat helicopter* arned with antitank guided missiles) and mintfields,
"hJlue= tried to hold back the advance of "Orange," and it simultaneously voved
the 2d Sjaelland Motorized Infantry Brigade forvard for a counterattack.

On 24 September "Orange* troops attempted to resume the offensive, but they
were unsuccessful because they were forced to engage in combat with the
countsrattacking 2d Motorized Infantry Brigade and "Blue* tactical airborne
forces.

"glue" troops operated actively during 25 September. They made a nuber of
counterattacks, landed two tactical assault landing forces with *Puma" and
"bOdook" helicopters, and in the end they vent over to a general counter-
offensive, pushing lozange back to the coast. At this point the vat gams came
to an end.

xuch attention was devoted during the exercise to organization, reconnaissance,

interaction between units and subunits of different nationalities and to troop
logistics. MNedical support was also exercised according to an extensive plan.

Thus a main military hospital with a capacity of 300 beds was deployed in the
vicinity of Frederiksberg. It was intended to process 400-500 casualties and
perforn 60 operations per day. The parts of casualties were played by 300
servicemen. Wounds were simulated by special plastic overlays. The
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"casualties* vent through three stages: evacuation from the battlefield,
the field hospital and the main hospital.

The NATO cowtand, it was noted in the Western press, attached great significance
to demonstrating the greater potentials of troop landing operations and of
fire strikes made with combat belicopters interacting closely, with tactical
aviation.

Me NATO mobile forces and reinforcements were returned to their permanent
deploynent stations in the third phase (from 26 September to .3 October). Trans-
portation used in the first phase of the exercise was used at this time as veil.

Presence of mobile forces in the composition of the NATO combined armed forces
in Europe is one more indication of the aggressive aspirations of inperialism,
and the demonstrations conducted according to the plans of the bloc'a military-
political leadership, near the borders of countries of the socialist fraterý-
aity, are clearly provocative in nature.

COPYRIGHT: *Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obczreniyeo, 1982.
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PERCrPIONS, VIEWS, COMMENTS

ODMMNTS ON MISSIONS OF NATO SPECIAL FORCES

Voscow ZART EZHIE VOYENOYE OBOZRENIYE in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to
press 8 Jun 82) pp 9-14

(Article by Col A. Tsvetkov, doctor of military sciences, "Special Purpose'
Troops"]

(Text] Under the cover of the notorious myth of a "Soviet military threat"
iqerialist states are continuing to follow a dangerous course toward aggra-
vation of international tension and confrontation with the Soviet Union and
other countries of the socialist fraternity. To implement their aggressive
designs, they have included in their arsenal for the struggle against commun-
isnt-in addition to political campaigns and ideological sabotage--active sub-
versive operations conducted by agents and by special reconnaissance and
sabotage foxmations.

Imperialists are making a broad pxactice of such actions, called special
"operations in the West, in my regions of the world. Sending off cut-throats
from "special purpoes" units to suppress the liberation ovement in El Salvador,
U.S. President Reagan impudently declared that their mission had exceptionally
important significance to "efnsuring the security of the USA and other NATO
countries."

Special operations, in the views of foreign specialists, involve reconnaissance
and subversive actions, suppression of the partisan movent and so on. They
may be conducted at an operational-tactical or a strategic scale. Combining
these actions with "psychological warfare" operations is recomenýd as a
mans for raising their effectiveness.

So-called "special purpose" troops have been formed in capitalist states for
the conduct of subversive actions. As is emphasized in the Western press, they
are select, maticulously trained units of scouts and saboteurs. such forma-
tions have now been created in the USA, M'G, Great Britain, Prance, Italy and
some other Western countries.

The following basic missions are assigned to "special purpose" troops: acqui-
sition of information on the enemy's moat important objectives, and their
annihilationi organization of sabotage and terrors creation of insurrectional
detachzmnts out of groups of the population dissatisfied with the existing
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regime to cne extent or anotherl conduct of ideological sabotage; participation
in the suppression of national liberation and partisan movements in their rear
and in dependent countries.

'The United States of America, which has scouting and sabotage units in all
branches of the armed forces, plays the leading role in organizing and training
such troops. ?or example the ground troops have seven "special purpose" groups
with a total strength of about 10,000 personas: three in the regular army
(Oth, 7th and 10th), two in the National Guard (19th and 20th) and two in the
reserves (1th and 12th). They are all stationed in the continental USA,
and each is prepared for actions in a particular region (Latin America, Africa,
Near and Middle East, West Europe). The-personnel wear green berets with a
cockade bearing the image of a knife and crossed arrcos, surrounded by the
demagogical inscriptions "To liberate from oppression."

According to foreign press reports the "special purpose" group is treated as the
principal reconnaissance and sabotage unit of the American ground troops. It
consists of a headquarters, a headquarters company, three "special purpose"
battalions, a signal conany and a service company (a total of over 1,200
persons). The "special purpose" battalion (about 250 persons) includes a
headquarters. a headquarters. company and three "special purpose" companies
(each having an administrative section and five detachments of 14 men each).

The detachment is the main subnmit of the "special purpose" troops. It includes
two officers (a conmander and his assistant) and 12 specialists (in combat
and reconnaissance, in mine weapons and demolition, in radio comsnication, in
logistics and medical service). If necessary, a detachment may be broken down
into two subunits (of seven men each).

A total of up to 50 detachments of 14 son each or about 100 detachments of
7 men each may be created for scouting and sabotage activit•ies in the enemy
rear. They may be airlifted 350-3,000 km.

In addition to "special purpose" grops the U.S. Army has formed three separate
"Ranger" battalions in recent years (the let, 26 and 3d). The personnel of
these battalions wear black berets, and they carry a "Ranger" patch on their
sleeves. They are stationed in the continental USA, and they are intended for
reconnaissance and sabotage in the enemy rear in behalf of the field army
(the army co"rp).

"The battalion includes a headquarters, a headquarters coapany and three
"Ranger" companies. It contains a total of 600 men.

A "*Raner" company includes an adrinistration section, three infantry platoons
and a weapon platoon.

Up to 70 detachments may be formed out of a "Ranger" battalion and dropped
75-450 km in the enemy rear. In soge cases these detachments may operate
as raiding and assault landing detachwmnts.
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U.S. Army corps contain long-range reconnaissance coupanies (214 men) of the

following composition: corpany administrative section, signal platoon, three

long-range reconraissance platoons (each contains seven detachnents of five
amn--commander, assistant, specialist-scout and two radio operators). A company
can provide a total of 24 detachments.

Mconnaissance and sabotage groups created out of mechanized (infantry) bri-
gades are to be used, according to the foreign press, for actions at tactical
depth in enemy positions. The groups are being trained under the guidance of
"Ranger" instructors who had themselves undergone training in a special school
at Fort Banning (Georgia).

As was noted in the American journal AIR FOR= MAGAZINE, "air force Special
forces" were created in the 0SA to support the actiuns of reconnaissance and
sabotage formations in the enemý -rear (transfer, supply, evacuation, cover)
and for participation in antipartisan measures. These forces are air units
armed with reconnaissance airplar-As, ground-attack aircraft, transport air-
planes and helicopters. For exawple during the time of the USA's aggression
in Vietnaia there were 30 squadrons (more than 700 airplanes) in these forces.

Now the regular air forces contL-n three squadrons, and the reserve comand

possesses eight.

"Special purpose" subunits have also been formed in the U.S. Navy--these are
the so-called "Scarlet Helmets" (underwater saboteurs). There is one re-
connaissance and sabotage group in the Pacific fleet (based at Coronado) and
One in the Atlantic fleet (Little Creek). As was noted in the WGstern presso
each consists of a detachment of mout-saboteurs (up to 30 squads of 6 Mn

each can be provided), two detachments of diver-deolition experts (of four

men each), a detachment of support speedoats and other subunits. If necessary
the scout-saboteur subunits may be attached to any operating fleet as well as

to the Rapid Deployment Force.

Following in the footsteps of the Pentagon are its allies in the aggressive

North Atlantic Bloc. Thus three separate reconnaissance-sabotage regiments
have been forved in Great Britain for diversionary actions in the onemy rear:

the 22d (full composition), 21st and 23d (both regular). Each consists of
four to six reconnaissance-sabotage companies of four platoons (parachute,

assault, amhibious and mountain), a signal o€ any (four to six platoons)}
a rear support copany and a personnel training center. The regiment contains
gore than 700 men. The personnel wear black berets and a wing patch above the
right chest pocket.

rom 48 to 72 groups of 10-12 men (100-150 groups of five men) can be formed

out of the regiment. They can be dropped up to 150-300 ko behind enemy lines.

The marine infantry of Great Britain, the foreign press indicates, is repre-

sented by four rsconnuisaaance-*abotagQ platoons with the strength of 22 men

each (one in each marine battalion), by a com•any of scouts-saboteurs (about

100 men) and a battalion of ospecial purpose" assault landing boats. The

reconneissance-sabota95 coopany contains three groups, each of which includes

an officer, 10-12 NCOs and 8-10 privates. A group contains seven to nine teams

of two men each (an moo and a private).
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Moreover there are eight frogman detachments in the British navy intended for
reconnaissance and sabotage at sea: three fleet detachments (two at home and
one in Hong Kong), four base detachments (at the naval bases of Portsmouth,
Davenport, (Fasleyn) and Port Edgar) and a training detachment (Portland).
As was reported in the journal NAVY INTERNATIONAL, the total strength of
fxogman detachments is 36 officers and about 200 NCOs and privates.

Development of reconnaissance-sabotage fonrations is being encouraged by all
available means in the FRG, where in keeping with the practice of other NATO
countries they are included in the composition of the ground troops and the
navy.

As is noted in the West German journal KAMPFTRUPPEN, "modern reconnaissance
subunits must have the capability not only for revealing but also for annihi-
lating discovered enemy objectives." On this basis every army corps in the
FRG contains a deep reconnaissance company. The Bundeswehr contains a total
of three (the 100th, 200th and 300th), deployed correspondingly in Braunschweig,
Woir~arten and (Pritalar). A company includes an adminiStrative section, two

reconnaissance platoons (of 48 men each), a signal platoon and a supply detach-
ment (both containing 198 men). Twenty-four reconnaissance-sabotage groups
(of four-five men each) may be formed out of their couosition. These groups
are capable of performing missions up to 150 km behind enemy lines. In addi-
tion formation of a separate deep reconnaissance platoon with a strengtUh of
42 men (12 teams) is foreseen in each division in wartime.

The amphibious-transport group of the West German Biavy contains a company of
combat frogmen (Eckernforde). It includes three combat platoons and one
training platoon, as well as support subunits. It contains a total of 70
men. The scout-saboteurs operate in small teams (four to six men) headed by
an officer or an NCO, and more rarely in pairs or singly.

As is evident from the foreign press, "special-purpose" subunits of NATO
ground troops are outfitted with personal infantry weapons (automatic rifles
and pistols) and crew-operated weapons (machineguns, light mortars, recoilless
guns) as well as knives, orientation resources, demolition devices (including
nuclear and incendiary charges), chemical and biological sabotage resources,
reconnaissance apparatus, shortwave and ultrashort-wave radio sets and trans-
portation. They are dropped in the enemy rear by airplanes and helicopters,
and they may move in an foot.

The gear and resources used to deliver combat frogmen are extremely diverse.
Depending on the missions, they can include breathing apparatus, a diving
suit, knife, mask, fins, an inflatable life vest, depth gage, underwater
compass and watch, flashlight, hydroacoustic and underwater couunication
resources, special sabotage mines and blasting charges, and infantry weapons

for action on shore. Combat frogen are delivered to their areas of
reconnaissance and sabotage by special speedboats (including air-cushion

boats), helicopters, airplanes, submarines (including supersmall) and assault
landing ships.



As a rule commanders are selected for "special purpose" troops from among
regular officer in reconnaissance units, while privates and NCOs are basically
volunteers up to 35 years old (up to 25 in conbat frogman eubunitA), contracted
to serve for not less than 3 years.

The reconnaissance-sabotage subunits contain many declasse elements who had
fled their countries after ccmnitting political or criminal offenses. "In the
operations which we are now waging against International comnunism," declared
the American-General W. Jackson, "we do not display any special scruples, and
we are prepared to use any gangsters and cut-throats that we can find to achieve
our end goal."

The saboteur tralning program i, extrerely intensive according to the foreign
press. It includes brainwashing and generalized special training. The idea
that the capitalist system is superior to the socialist system is constantly
suggested to the personnel, and a savage hatred of communism, of the laborers
of socialist countries and of peoples fighting for their national liberation is
instilled. Creation of an atmosphere of suspiciousness, mutual shadowing,
coarseness and brutality, advertisement of the horrors of the "conmunist
prison" and simultaneous advancement of the myth that the "special purpose"
troops are an elite make the overwhelming majority of the trainees capable of
all crimes, even going as far as murder.

The whole training process is broken down into three phases lasting a total
of 5-7 months.

In the first phase (which lasts 8 weeks) the main attention is turned to indi-
vidual training of the saboteurs, which includes perfecting the habits of
handling fire and silent weapons (Figure 1 (figures not reproduced)), studying
demolition technique, working with radio sets, orientation and physical
training (mainly mastering the techniques of boxing, judo and karate).

The second phase (up to 2 months) includes parachute landing training, assimi-
lation of the techniques of scouting and diversionary actions, sabotage, sub-

versive propaganda and so on.

In the third phase (up to 4 months) the "special purpose" subunits are trained

towork together in conditions as close to real combat as possible. All lessons
of this period are usually conducted away from the permanent training centers,

and as a rule in regions similar to those in which the saboteurs art to be
landed. For example according to the American newspaper ARMY TIMES, the

"Green Berets" of the USA's loth Special Forces Group use one of the training

centers of the Norwegian army to provide training in actions in the Arctic
(Figure 2). Here they take a course on survival in the Arctic, they learn to

orient themselves in highly rough terrain and to build shelters from snow and
ice, and they master the art of winter camouflage, concealment and deception.

It was emphasized in the newspaper THE WASUINGTON POST that in April 1980
American saboteurs headed by a general added the African continent to their

repertoire as well, having landed paratroopers in Liberia.

one unique feature in the training of underwater saboteurs, the foreign press
indicates,is developoent of their physical endurance and acquisition of the



habits of remaining on water and beneath water for long periods of time,
without sleep and food. Naval combat frogmen in some NATO countries are
trained to swim with full gear for 10 km using fins, for I km with a $CUBA
outfit and 40 km in power-driven vehicles, and to march up to 30 km carrying
a load.

"Special purpose" troops are capable of creating an operational base on their

territory for the purposes of planning, management and control, as well as
for logistical support. When *special purpose" detachments are used within
the sector of an army corps, their actions are accounted for in the plan of
operations. Sometimes such detachments may be operationally subordinated
to the staffs of these formations. In this case they are reinforced by military
reconnaissance subunits, an army security service and a "psychological warfare"
service.

Personnel of the "special purpose" troops regularly participate in various
exercises of the ground troops and naval forces, and in so-called punitive
actions in "hot spots" of the globe: For example they were involved in the
attempt to liberate Wmerican hostages in Iran in April 1980, in the bloody
raid of a group of *Green Berets" in Laos in early 1981, in the reprisals
conducted by Pentagon cut-throats against the peaceful population of Zl Sal-
vador and so on.

As was reported in the foreign press, "special purpose' troops operate
according to a particular system: attainment of the enemy rear ton land or

by air drop), travel to the region of operations, conduct of reconnaissance
(neutralization of assigned targets), transmission of acquired information
back to the center, and transfer to a new region of operations.

As far as performance of combat and special missions is concerned, the
principal reccemended tactics include diversion, raids, ambushes, sabotage,
organization of *insurrectional" (bandit) formations and antiguerilla warfare,
and conduct of subversive propaganda.

It is believed that diversion may be achieved by infiltration of agents to
an objective, oo-o'rt delivery of explosives and incendiary devices by various

transportation resources (Figure 3) and demolition (mining) of unprotected and
protected objectives.

Raids are recomended as a means for knocking out missile bases, headquarters,

ccumnication centers, supply dumps, power facilities and radar stations, and
for capturing prisoners and important documents at such facilities. It is

believed that a raid must be conducted (following careful reconnaissance of

the objective) by several groups under the cover of fire from supporting

subunits.

Anbushes are suggested as the main mode of action on lines of coamunication.

The places for ambushes should be selected in such a way that combat equipftnt
and transportation resources would be forced to reduce their speed or to stop

(steep ascents, turns, sections of bad road and so on).



in the opinion of foreign military specialists organization of insurrectional
formations in the enemy rear out of bandit and other criminal elements must
occupy an important place in the activities of "special purpose" troops. This
requires constant study of the mood of the population, careful selection of
formation leaders and timely provision of weapons and materiel to them.

Organization of sabotage--that is, deliberate interruption of the work of
important enterprises--is an effective method of influencing the enemy rear.
Sabotage may be achieved by specially trained agents who cause workers to openly
refuse to perform their responsibilities or deliberately keep the workers from
doing so.

one of the main aspects of the subversive activities conducted by "special
purpose" troops is ideological sabotage against the armed forces and population
of the enemy. "Our 'partisans'--'apecial purpose' troops--will undermine the
enemy's morale from the rear," teach the bosses of the Pentagon, "while the
troop apparatus of subversive propaganda-- 'psychological warfare' organs and
subunits of the theater of war--will actively influence the minds of enemy
soldiers on the front."

Having lost all sense of reality, the ruling circles of the imperialist states,
headed by the USA, are making increasingly more overt preparations for aggres-
sive war against the Soviet Union and other countries of the socialist frater-
nity, in which they devote an important role to their "Black Guard"--the
"special purpose" troops. Soviet soldiers must oppose the intrigues of NATO
saboteurs by high revolutionary alertness, honed military proficiency and

constant oombat readiness.

COPYRIGHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obozreniye", 1982.
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, COMMENTS

COMMENTS ON COMBAT COOPERATION OF U.S. HELICOPTERS AND A-10 AIRCRAFT

MosCOW ZARUBEZHNOYE VOYEI)OYE OSOZFENIYE in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to
press 8 Jun 82) pp 30-33

[Article by Col (Res) G. Osipov, candidate of military sciences, assistant
professor: "Interaction of Army Helicopters and A-10 Aircraft"3

(Text] Preparing for an aggressive war against the Soviet Union and other
countries of the socialist fraternity, the command of the U.S. Army and Navy
is continuing to devote great attention to improving the effectiveness of the
ccwbat use of &=.y helicopters and A-10 airplanes intended for close air
support to ground troops. As was cemwmnicated in the Western press, the
eqierience of exercises and cou at training with such helicopters and A-10
attack aircraft showed that both have certain shortcominqs restricting their
use and reducing their combat effectiveness. It was found out for example that
helicopters are highly vulnerable to enemy antiaircraft fire, they are limited
in antiaircraft maneuvers when sighting, launching and guided a missile to a
target and when in terrain-following and hovering flight at low altitude, and
they reveal their presence by the Doppler effect of the main rotor, the noise
they produce and the dust they raise from the ground.

The main shortcomings of the A-1O are, in the opinion of foreign military
specialists: some difficulties in piloting at low and minimum altitude and
in the accuracy of reaching a target; inability to operate in adverse weather
and at night; overburdening of the pilot with piloting operations, which hinders
target search and destruction.

Considering the above, American specialists took a number of steps in the
last few years to raise the effectiveness of the combat use of helicopters and
airplanes operating in behalf of the ground troops. in particular they
developed the principles of their joint application on the battlefield,
creating so-called mixed air strike, groups. Judging from communications in
the foreign press, practice in joint flying began at the end of 1977 and is
continuing today. The reasoning behind the idea forming theme groups was that
as a result of suuh interaction, A-10 aircraft enjoy greater rossibilities
for striking enemy troops (especially armored units and subunits) on the March

and in the regions of their concentration or deployment.

xperience accumulated in various exercises and test flights allowed American
aviation specialists to determine the optimum composition of the group, its



purpose and missions, the tactics of joint actions by helicopters and
airplanes, organization of their interaction, problems of command and control
over them and so on.

As is reported in the foreign military press, mixed air strike groups are in-
tended for fire support to ground units and subunits during their combat opera-
tions, for the annihilation of tanks, armored targets and other objectives, for
observation of the battlefield and reconnaissance, for flank cover and so on.
Such a group may contain, as required by the plan of the cceuander of the
supported formation, five AH-IS "Hugh-Cobra" antitank helicopters, three or
four CO-58A "Kiowa" reconnaissance helicopters (Figure I (figures not repro-
duced)) and four or five A-10 attack airplanes.

The command of the ground troops believes that missions in behalf of supported
units and subunits may be completed with greater effectiveness using such a
composition. In the course of combat, the reconnaissance helicopters must detect
the positions of antiaircraft resources and the quantity and direction of move-
ment of enemy tanks and other objectives. The intelligence is transmitted to
the crews of antitank helicopters and attack aircraft as well as to artillery
fire control points. These helicopters subsequently correct artillery fire,
conduct final reconnaissance of individual targets, continue to observe the
enemy in the direction of his advance and so on.

The main mission of antitank helicopters is to annihilate antiaircraft resources,
tanks, infantry combat vehicles, armored personnel carriers and other targets.
Attack aircraft have the mission of annihilating antiaircraft resources, tanks,
armored transporters and infantry combat vehicles on the march or in concentra-
tion areas.

American specialists announced that a mixed air strike group made sufficiently
effective strikes on a tank concentration area (containing 28 vehicles, two
antiaircraft guns and two antiaircraft missile, ccmplexes) and against a marching

column of a similar subunit 2-3 km long in experimental exercises (1978-1981).
Much attention was also devoted to practicing the tactics of helicopters and
airplanes.

During exercises and in the course of test flights, the mixed air group used

various tactics depending on the evolving situation and the missions to be

coqleted. Three basic methods of action were practiceda successive strikes
against tanks and antiaircraft resources in lengthy raids on the "enemy,"
simultaneous strikes by helicopters, artillery and airplanes against the same
target, or simultaneous strikes by them against different targets. Helicopters

and airplane' usually flew at mininm altitude. To surmount air defenses they

ewployed maneuver and onboard electronic warfare resources.

For successive strikes against targets, the grouP assvaod a cochat formation of

three echelons. Reconnaissance helicopters usually operated in the first,
scouting the "enemy" objectives and peforning target indication functions. In a

number of cases one or two antitank helicopters vere included with them in

order to annihilate discovered targets with the *Tow* missiles they carried.



The second echelon included antitank helicopters which approached their targets
taking advantage of the concealment provided by the terrain. They made their
first strike against detected objectives from a range of 3,300 maters and an
altitude of 8-20 meters. To surmount enemy air defense resources, combat heli-
copters employed diversionary actions for a short time in order to mislead the
crows of the "enemy* air defense resources.

A-10 airplanes operated inthe third echelon. Their combat formation consisted of
two or three pairs (Figure 2) which attacked "enemy" tanks, combat vehicles and
armored personnel carriers from an altitude of 90-200 meters. In this case
each pair made several passes, and the airplanes approached the target at
bearings 20-301 relative to each other.

Antitank helicopter and airplane subunits making a simultaneous strike against
one target attacked the rear and flanks of the air defense resources as they
approached the target. By their diversionary actions, helicopters attracted
the attention of antiaircraft gun crews while the attack aircraft struck them
with missiles and cannon fire. After suppressing air defense resources the
helicopters and airplanes struck "enemy* tanks, arrored personnel carriers,
infantry combat vehicles and artillery jointly with artillery. In this case
the helicopters maneuvered continually, varying the combat formations and the
bearings of their approaches to the target. As A-10 airplanes left the target
on expending their avmunition, the helicopters and artillery continued to
strike the "enemy" until such time that a cease-fire order was transmitted.

As a rule when strikes were made simultaneously against different targets, the
helicopters operated primarily against air defense resources while 8-10 air-
planes attacked tanks. The attack was started by attack helicopters contained
within the composition of the reconnaissance subunit. Then artillery and the
rest of the helicopters joined in, followed by the A-lOs (Figure 3). After the
attack aircraft finished their attack, the helicopters continued to make their
strikes in an attempt to annihilate remaining targets. During exercises the
helicopters operated against the "enemy" for 44 minutes while attack aircraft
operated for 27 minutes.

American military specialists believe that well organized interaction between
helicopters and airplanes as well as with supported troops is a guarantee of
successful actions by a mixed air strike group. As is reported in the foreign
military press, interaction is organized by the cosmander of the formation in
behalf of which the group is to operate with the purpose of providing fire
support to him in his action against the opposing troop grouping.

uelicopters and airplanes communicated by radio with the conmand posts of the
supported formations and units in the course of these exercises. Command
poets provided the appropriate instructions on the order of striking the targets,
reported additional information on the "enemy," elaborated upon the objectives
and taxgets to be struck and so on. In order to raise the effectiveness of

the group, especially of its suppression of "enemy" air defense resources,
extensive use was made of artillery, which fired shells at the targets in order

to mark their locations for the attacking helicopters and airplanes. In turn,
reconnaissance helicopters transmitted target information to artillery and

corrected its fire.



Direct interaction between helicopters and airplanes was organized in such a way
that dependable communication would be ensured between all flight crews and
between the latter and the control organs. Following are examples of some
problems worked out in the exercises: target reconnaissance and transmission
of the corresponding information to command posts of the formation or unit or
to the helicopter and attack airplane flight control postsj elaboration upon
the mission of crews (on the basis of the received data) on the ground or in
the air; guidance of airplanes to the target, and others. In the last case
helicopters assumed a position 3,300 meters away from the target, and by their
actions ('frog-leapIng") they indicated to the A-10 pilots the moment at which
they were to begin their maneuver preparatory to missile launch or cannon fire
(Figure 4).

Foreign experts note that coorqination of helicopters and airplanes on the
battlefield also depends on how clearly control is maintained over them in
the course of combat activities.

As is reported by the foreign military press, coordination is organized by
the conmander of the supported formation, and it is maintained directly through
an air force liaison officer who manages the actions of the mixed air strike
group depending on the evolving situation and the orders he receives. Communi-
cation between him, the formation commander, the helicopters and the airplanes
is maintained by radio.

The experience of the exercises shows that organization of closer interaction
between helicopters and airplanes in the region of their combat use requires
commanders of army air reconnaissance subanits to fly aboard OH-58 helicopters
"as forward air controllers. Their mission, Amo=ican military specialists note,
included coordinating the fire of attack airplanes with the actions of the
reconnaissance and antitank helicopters. This raised the combat effectiveness
of the group as a whole.

tvaluating the results of the exercises and the test flights, the ccemmnd of
the ground troops came to the conclusion that the mixed air strike group pro-
vides a positive advantage, raising the effectiveness of its ak tions by two to
four times and reducing losses by 50 percent in compauison with separate use
of helicopters and airplanes. Some negative factors were revealed as well.
to includei insufficient training of both forward air controllers in the
control of the group's actions and of the crews of helicopter subunits in the

provision of close air support and organization of interaction with A-l0
airplanes) unstable coir'unication of helicopters and airplanes with ground
cenmand posts in actions at low altitude. Moreover the crews of the helicopters

did not always have a full understanding of the tactics of the A-l0 airplanes,

making it difficult for them to perform their missions and causing great losses

of. time in coordinating interaction with attack aircraft in joint strikes.

Judging from the latest commications 40 the foreign press, much work is

being done today in the ground troops ancl air force with -regard for these find-

ings in order to raise the ocobat effectiveness of groups created for the time

of combat. In particular, a manual has been written on the tactics of joint

actions of army aviation helicopters and A-l0 airplanes (similar instructions



have been published for airplane pilots), a program for training the crews of
..helicopter subunits to strike targets on the battlefield has been drawn up,
and preparations are being made to work out the tactics of joint actions by
such a group at night.

COPYRIGHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obozreniye", 1982.
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PEREPTIONS, VIEWS, COMNTS

CO*22T ON U.S. ARMY AVIATION RALIOELECTRONIC WAflFAR! EU7PIMT

MOSCOW ZARUBEZHNOYE VOYENMOYE OBOZMIYE in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to
press 8 Jun 82) pp 36-41

(Article by Engr-ol V. Afinov: "Radioelectronic Warfare Equipment of Army
Aviation")

(Excerpts] In order to support the actions of army aviation in the face of
strong enemy air dtefenses, the aerican comuand has assumed the course of
furnishing all of its airplanes and helicopters with resources intended
for their individual protection from weapons using radar and infrared homing

systems." In the opinion of American ailitary specialists this measure should
significantly raise the viability of this relatively vulnerable form of avia-
tion.

The solution to this problem is found in onboard radioelectronic warfare
resources, which include, according to foreign specialists, all equipment used
for individual protection of aircraft. Electronic warfare resources offering
group protection are installed aboard special airplanes in the American air
force and navy. By jamming enemy oomunication and radar, they provide cover
to attacking airplanes. But the USA's army aviation does not possess such

resources. Figure 1 [figure not reproduced) provides data on individual pro-
tective resources which, according to information in the foreign press, are
to be supplied to army aviation in the 1980s. They are distinguished by
greater size and veight, they cover the radio and optical wave bands, they
work in active and passive mode, and as a rule they repr-esent simplified
variants of the radioelectronic warfare equipment =seated for tactical and
naval aviation.

Detection systems are a mandatory element of every onboard outfit of radio-
electronic warfare resources providing individual protection to army aviation.
They warn the crew that the helicopter (airplane) is being irradiated by radar
stations supporting enemy surface-to-air missile complexes or antiaircraft

artillery. This makes it possible for the pilot to perform an antiaircraft
evasion maneuver or avoid a dangerous rone. Moreover these resources can be

*This article is a continuation of the article "U.-. Army Aviation Radio-

electronic Resources"; sea ZARUEzNOYE VOYEMNOY OBO2MIYE, No 5, 1982,

pp 31-36.-EdVltor.



used to control the jamming of enemy troop air defenses when the necessity for
surmounting them arises.

There are plans for supplying American army aviation with four types of radar
emission detecting receivers. The table Inot reproduced], compiled on the basis
of material in the American press, shows the types of helicopters and airplanes
aboard which they are installed, and the number of receivers now available or
on order.

A limited number of types of radloelectronic suppression reqources are contained
in outfits of individual protection resources provided to •Mrican army aviation.
They include stations that Jam the infrared homing warheads of surface-to-air
guided missiles and the fire control radar of surface-to-air missile complexes
and antiaircraft artillery. They also include systems that autcmatically eject
radar, reflectors and infxared decoys.

To raise the viability of American aviation, its airplanes and helicopters are
outfitt.d with special devices (two types) for suppressing thermal emissions
from their aircraft engines, in addition to the radioalectronic warfare resources.

mbreover American specialists are conducting an intensive search for ways to
reduce the reflecting surface of army aviation resources in the radar and
optical wave bands. Thus according to reports in the Western press all aircraft
deployed outside the continental USA are supposedly painted with a comqound that
reflects only 7 percent of the incident light rays, while conventional paints
reflect 60 percent of all solar radiation. Xt has also been reported that in
accordance with the "Stealth" program for creating an minvisible" airplanes,
*a laboratory of 'Applied Technology is studying the possibility of reducing
the effective reflecting surface area of UN-lS helicopters by eliminating their.*bright* points, the main one of which is the main rotor.

The command of the U.S. Army is exerting pressure to find a swift solution to the
problem of providing individual protection to army airplanes and helicopters
through radioelectronic warfare resources. Just in fiscal year 1981 more than
$50 million were to be spent on acquisition of infrared jaiming units, devices
suppressing thermal radiation from aircraft engines, automatic passive inter-
ference systems and onboard rocket detectors.

Thus it follows from the above that Pmerican army aviation must perform a
siseable volu of mission* associated with radioelectronic warfare in the
theater of war. For these purposes the American troops are being outfitted with
special radioelectronic warfare airplanes and helicopters. To raise their
viability, they are being outfitted with onboard radioslectronic warfare re-
sources providing individual protection against ew'sy guided antiaircraft
weapons. The main technical and organizational measures associated with ex-
panding the possibilities of American army aviation's radicelectronic warfare
are expected to be cospleted by the mid-1980s.

COPYRIGMT: OZarubeshnoye voyennoye obozreniye", 1982#
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, CO)V0T2

COWJ•1TS 0)1 AIR RECCXaAISACE OF CAMOUYLVMD TARGETS

MOscoW ZARUSEZHNOYE VOYEOYE OBOZIENIYE in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to
press 8 Jun 82) pp 43-49

IArticle by Col A. Krasnov, doctor of military sciencas, professort "Air
?-connaissance of Camouflaged Objectivis*1

[Text) Viewing reconnaissance and camouflage, concealment and deception
fmaskirovkal as two opposites perpetually in conflict with one another, and
analyzing their interrelationship, military theorists abroAd note that this
duel began immediately after the birth of air reconnaissance. As a confirma-
tion of this they cite the experience of past wars in which--following the
advent of captive balloons--the troops of the opposing sides began deploying in
dense forests, formations moved mainly at night, dummy artillery positions were
built, and real artillery positions were camouflaged and concealed in order to
mislead the enemy concerning the composition and disposition of friendly
gzoupings.

As the resources and methods of air reconnaissance developed, the concept it-
self of camouflaged and concealed cbjectives experienced continuous changes,

becoming increasingly more complex. Initially the techniques of camouflage,
concealment and deception were limited only to concoalment of objectives from
visual observation and air photography.

Foreign military experts still believ, visual observation to be the most univer-
u2. and reliable method of air reconnaissance, one within the means of all
crews. It pormits inspection of large areas in a short time, and it is ir-

replaceable in searching for and reconnoitering small and mobile objectives.

Data may be transmitted by radio iwsediately after target detection. The weak

sides of this method include the decrease in possibilities of visual observation
as the altitude and speed of reconnaissance airplanes rise and as the complexity

of the *bJectives increases, and the subjective nature of the information. Con-
cerning the latter, the foreign press notes that different crew* often disagree

considerably in their evaluation of the same objective.

Mrlal photography is always objective and conclusive in the opinion of Western

specialists. It permits the recording of the 0ost complex objectives on film,

acquisition of rather cauiplath data on the nature of enemy defenses and combat

formations, large railroad junctions, airfields and troop groupings, and detection



of even the most insignificant changes in such large objectives. H owever, as
is equally true of visual observation, the results of aerial photography depend
on weather and time of day.

The strong and weak sides of these methods of air reconnaissance have long
been accounted for in the enactment of camouflage, concealment and deception
measures. To conceal the composition and disposition of forces from reconnais-
sance and to create a false idea of forthcoming actions, an entire complex of
camouflage, concealment and deception resources have been employed (cawmuflage
paint and nets, smoke and aerosols, mock-ups and dummy equipment). Darkness,
cloud cover, terrain features, forests and brush continued to be 'used often,
to conceal shipments and troop concentrations, false movements were conducted
and eo on.

Great significance is still attached today to concealment of objectives from
visual observation and aerial photography abroad. For exanple in order to make
airfields less noticeable, roads and fields are simulated on them, and the lanJ-
ing strip, taxiways and various airfield structures are painted to match the
background. In particular, the Western press reports, about 400,000 square
maters of surface are covered with camouflage paint at the American Air Force,
base at Rahn (FRG). Airplanes at airfields and landing sites are dispersed.
They are camouflaged to match the terrain, they are hidden beneath tree crowns,
and they are covered with special camouflage netting (figures I and 2 (figures
not reproduced)). Very serious attention is devoted to this issue in the ground
troops of the NATO bloc countries. 7hus cormand posts, conbat equipment and
personnel are located in camouflaged shelters, and other measures are imple-
mented as well.

Foreign military specialists note that as camouflage, concealment and deception
became mre and more •eticulous in the troops, it became Inpossible to see
zeal objects with the hunan eye and identify them on photographs, and it became
difficult to distinguish dummy structures and mock-ups from real ones. In
other words when the resources of camouflage, concealment and deception were
used correctly, the possibilities of air reconnaissance methods such as visual
observation and aerial photogralphy were sharply reduced. In this connection
many capitalist countries began an effort to create fundamentally now forms of
reconnaissance apparatus, to include infrared (IR), radar and radiotechnical.

Infrared apparatus attracted the attention of Western specialists by its great
potentials for revealing objectives on the basis of their thermal contrast with
the surrounding terrain. Images obtained by IR reconnaissance apparatus look
like conventional aerial photographs, but they are essentially graphical repre-
sentations of the thermal radiation produced by the observed object. They can
reveal manmade structures and various targets concealed from optical observa-
tion, and even targets sheltered beneath the ground.

In the opinion of NATO military experts use of IR apparatus has nmde it possible
to detect objectives meticulously camouflaged or concealed by camouflage netting
(including tanks# artillery weapons, motor vehicles, airplanes and other small
objects) and to distinguish damw targets from real ones on the basis of differ-
ences in the intensity of their emissions. This equipment can be used to



conduct reconnaissance at night without artificial illumination of targets, and

covertly, inasmuch as objectives are detected and recognized on the basis of
their own emissions, and this significantly raises th e effectiveness of

reconnaissance. Moreover it is believed that clues such as the heat produced
by engines and exhausts escaping from working engines can be used not only to
identify but also determine the readiness of combat equipment for action, which
can be done with neither aerial photography or visual observation.

At the same time it is noted in the foreign press that gome shortcomings are
inherent to IR apparatus as well. In particular the possibilities for detecting
objectives depends to a significant extent on the background radiation of the
terrain and the weather conlitions. but even in the presence of precipitation,
fog and dense smoke, in the estizmation of foreign specialists the range of in-
frared apparatus exceeds by several tines the range of visual observation under
the same conditions.

Radar apparatus: According to reports in the Western press onboard radar sets
began to be used from the very beginning for the purposes of air reccnnaissance,
in addition to navigation and sighting. •owever, in view of low resolution they
could not be used to detect saall targets-that is, radar screens were photo-
graphed mainly to acquire radar images of the terrain and of large objects
located on it. These data were then used mainly for navigation.

Further develolment of science and technology made it possible to create
special reconnaissance radar sets in the late 1950s, particularly side-looking
radar, which had a rather high resolution for the relatively small geometric
dimensions of the antennas. Using them, reconnaissance airplanes could seek
objectives concealed from optical end 1R observation without entering a region
occupied by the eneony, and reveal the radar characteristics of reference points
near them and on the flight routes of friendly aviation.

In the opinion of Western military specialists these radar sets have a number
of shortccemi.gs (presence of interference from objects on the terrain, the

large amount of time required to transmit and process the inforsation and so on).

nut at the same time they make cbservation of the enemy possible at any tire

of the day, and they have a practically all-weather capability. The latter

somewhat compensates for the shortcoaings inherent to the methods of reconnais-

sance discussed above (visual, aerial photo~aphy, IR).

Padiotechnical reconnaissance apparatus hati enjoyed extensive application in

connection with the large quantity of variois electronic equipment f=rnished

to the troops. As is noted in the foreign press, the idea of using such
apparatus for the purpoces of air reconmaissance is not new. Primitive re-

connaissance receivers intended to detect the operation of enem radar were
mounted aboard airplanes during World War II. However, as the possibilities

of camouflage, concealment and deception increased and as electronic resources

for control of troops and weapon system were introduced into the armed forces,

radiotechnical reconnaissance apparatus enjoyed swift development.

The omissions from every different type of electronic device are unique, states
the Western military press. Therefore after electrom etic •,issions from



radio and radar stations are recorded by the onboard radiotechnical reconnais-
sance apparatus of reconnaissance airplanes, the intercepted signals can be
analyzed: Their frequency, form of =daulation,. antenna characteristics and
the bearing to the signal source can I. established, and acw other data may
be obtained.

tvaluating r-diotechnical reconnaissance pparatus, foreign specialists note
that it makes it possible to acquire a great deal of imortant infornation about
the enemy, including about obiectives concealed from optical, IR and radar ob-
servation by carcuflage, concealment and 6eception resources. What sort of
information are they talking about?

Usinq data on electromagnetic eisdsions obtained by mano of radiotechnical

aizr reconaissar.ce, we can constantly monitor the work of enemy electronic
resources, determine the streaqth, composition and disposition of his men and
equipment, and reveal radar stations, radio conmication resources, fire con-
trol systems and other ;bjectives. Analysis of imformation obtained by radio-
technical reconnaissance apparatus makes it possible to reveal the location

of command posts, antiaircraft resources and enemy troop groupings (both day
and night) deep within their combat formations. This last advantage has ex-

tremly iqportant significance in the opinion of foreign experts, since it makes
it possible for recornaissmace airplanes to conduct reconnaissance without
getting in range of antiaircraft resources in vartime and without crossirn
state borders when conducting reconnaissance of countries in peacetime.

mreover it is believed that if radiotrchnical reconnaissance is conducted

constantly over a long period of time, carefully concealed Objectives can not
only be re aled, but also the general nature of the activities of troops of
the opposing side can be established. In particular it in aoted that growth
in the vol•me and intensity of operation of enemy electronic devices could be

evidence of exercises or other nor Othreatening measu*re of the eSne, while
changes in the location of radiotechnicol resources may be an indication of
& regrouping of the enamy s troops. ' In this case if signals cFM frcm a new

region, one from which they had not corn before, this is believed to be an in-
dication of the location of a new bess or oblective.

As developlent occurred in diverse reconnaissance 0094ratus operating on the

basis of diEffe-ent principles of target detection, engineering facilities,

tanks, veapons, radar stations, airplanes and other combat *quiPnt protectSd
by resources offering concealment traom visual and optical observation ere once

again found to be "visibleo to air reconnaissance, and the traditional and once
the sole mans of instrumental reconnaissance-saerial photoqraphy--Wiftly lost
its former monopoly, in the opinion of many foreign specialists. feithor the

darkness of night nor a continuous cloud cover could hinder observation Sny

longer. Phoytographs taken with IR and radar apparatus could almoet not be

distinguished from tolventional smell-scale photographs, and in scm aspects

they were superior to them. This is why, the foreign press reported, it became

significantly more difficult to conceal from &ir reconnaissanCe all of the

various objectives and especially the troop formations which poesess humdreds
of units of combat and special equipment emitting and reflecting different form

of energy.



Discussinq this problem, the journal W!AVIA wrote that the relationship
between the possibilities of camouflage, ooncealment and deception on the one

hand and the methods of air reconnaissance on the other seemed to be leaning
in favor of the latter. Some NATO military theorists felt that the time was

coming when concealment of terrestrial objects from air reconnaissance would
becme generally impossible. But this opinion did not hold for long. Provi-
sion of diverse apparatus to reconnaissance airplanes in turn accelerated .

creation of new resources of camouflage, concealment and deception, to includet
Scamouflge netting that changes not only the shape of coebat equipmnt but also
the characteristics of reflected radar rays, and caouflage paints containing
special additives that reduce the level of iX emissions produced by objects
coated by them. According to a report in the journal NATIONAL DU2S, such
paints have been used on sor than 200 types of different military equiPment
in the MA7O armed forces. Aerosols that protect objectives not only from

visual observation but also from dtection by IX apparatus are also inoluded
in the nw generation of camouflage, concealment and deception resources

abroad. Special resources that distort the characteristics of real objects
are being created, and duuy targets poseessing almoet all of the character-
istics of real ones are being built.

According to reports in the Western press co•cealment from radiotechnical
reconimaisance resources is also enjoying further developent: Improved
electronic devices with antennas having a variable polar diagam, bigh-speed
Coding devices mad other articles are being develoSmd. 2he techniques of
deception are becowing increasingly more sorb'sticated, Their application,
in the opinion of me foreign specialists, would significantly encmber or
generally masM it impossible for reconnaimance to reveal the strength, re-
sources and intntiaos of the opposiag Sides.

Conaoidering the growth in the possibilities of canouflage, concealment and

dsception, MTO military experts have developed new requiremnts an the methods
"and resorces of air reconmaissafce; according to them, the latter must be
capable of revealing and determining the necessary characteristics Of the

metasticulously camoufleaed objects.

Analysing the possible ways of satisfying these reqAirmm-ts foreign
specialists cme to the concluions that one of them is to create qslitatively
aew obeervetion resoorces. ?his is %*h7 the principal capitalist states are
developing highly Sensitive reconnaissance apparatus intended for search and

det&ction of ultralowv-contrast objectives ma the basis of the different form
of gaergy they reflect or euit both during the day and at night.

tt Me bees reported is the foreiga press that the NaO countries are making an

effort to create a Ambet of "eCoaaiseaWe NYste of the nest gemratlon, to
include, sids-looking radar with active phased antenna arrays and with moving

target detection capabilities thesOe statios will hae a higher r"solution
mid greater reslstance to interferenoe); mo ntegrated multifrequSnCy rbdar

gytam operating in the owtimoter wve bAd &Md Intended for detection of

objects Concealed by veetatioa or by a thin layer of dirt; a laer sys4em,
Ad data pacessinq and transmission apparatus wnking it possible to re dWc
0mage" of eoseeeled objectves, acquired by a Cnrastsuaance airplane, at

"Voa" information collection points" a re•dotechnical renomnaiseAnCe system

its



making it possible to simultaneously monitor many sources of radiation opera-
ting for short periods of time, to determine their locations and to reveal
the most important among them with a high probability (its data acquisition and
processing is automated).

Foreign specialists believe that laser and holographic apparatus will enjoy
extensive use in air reconnaissance in the future. Zn their opinion future
laser photographic apparatus and direct observation systems will have a very
high resolution. Moreover if they are built according to the principle of fast
scanning bv a laser beam within large scanning angles, the zone of observation
would be about the save as with aerial photography using wide-angle aerial
cameras. Holography, which was born at the intersection of photography and
laser technology, provides the possibility for obtaining three-dinensional
images that are difficult to distinguish from the real objects. According to
the estimates of foreign specialists such highly effective reconnaissance
apparatus will make it possible to reveal the most diverse carefully camouflaged
objects.

At the same time despite the growinq role of new technical resources, aerial
photography is not losing its significance either. As is noted in the journal

INTERMATICIMAL ZEPNSZE MVIE, this method of reconnaissance, which has no equals
in terms of the volum and quality of information contained in aerial photo-
graphs, is also developing in the struggle against camouflage, cOnz.ealnent and
deception. Its main advantage is its high resolution. ?Or example camras
installed aboard French smirage-4V" airplanes can detect objects less than 50 cm
in size from a distance of about 18 ka.

isconnaissanco airplanes and helicopters of IATO military aviation are now out-
fitted with a lange quantity of the most diverse aerial cameras. as a rule

there may be several aerial cameras aboard a single aircraft. Their selection
depends oan the mission and the conditions under which it must be completed.
They may be permanently =o%.ted (secured to special frames and other mechanical
devices, Figure 3) and hand-operated (for Manual photography, rigure 4).

New forms of aerial photography, spectral photography in particular, have been
developed to reveal camouflaged targets. This method entails taking sizultane-

ous photographs in several zones of the visible "pctrm, resulting in infOms-
tion that is qualitatively rew in cOMaiSon with that obtained by conventional
photography.

However, although it does smigificantly increase the possibilities of

rsoonnaisoance, indopendent use of one type of new reconnaissance apparatus or

another ame* not ensure, in the opinion Of western experts, high reliability
of data and of target identification whenL different comoaflags, concealment and

deception procedures are emloyed. This is why they believe integrated use of

the existing resources to be another means of raising the effectiveness of

aerial rec&naissanCe of camouflaged targets. In this case information is

collected simultanouksly by several sensors based on different principles of

data acquisition.

on this basis ooVlexe5 of reconnaissace apparatus, resources for transmitting

data by radio chawnels and o on are installed aboard the reconatissance air-

planes of the 0ATO sir forces. lor example in addition to &erial cmre, the

American J-4C Phato-2* rcom aissan" airplm* may carry side-loo•ing radar#

I apparatus, a radiotchnical reconaissance systen, and " wpave Tack" automati

its



laser target detection and illumination system. Specialists of the U.S. Air
Force feel that such coMplexes can permit a single reconmaissance airplane to

conduct reconnaissance in all weather, at any time of the day and in all terrain
illumination conditions.

At the same time the English journal ?IUGHT notes that as the specialization and
assortment of reconnaissance apparatus expands, another tendency is revealing
itself: It is recommended that a reconnaissance airplane should carry only
that expensive equipment which would be most suited to the missions it sust per-

form in concreta conditions. This is why new specialized comlexes housed in
suspended containers or inside airplanes have been created and are continuing
in their davelopment, and why a possibility for quickly changing the ccWositiotn
of equipment carried by reconnaissance airplanes is also foreseen.

Another way of raising the effectiveness of reconnaissanoe of concealed objects
that is no loes important in the opinion of Western military experts is that

of improvinq the tactical training of flight crew participating in such
missions. It is emphasized in the foreign press that the new Doe sophisticated
reconnaissance apparatus and its sensible use create only the potentials for
acquiring diverse and reliable information on the eney. The need for raising
these potentials has poe*d a number of new probl••s before the tactics of
air reconnaissance. After all, the new apparatus can be used in different ways:
stereotypically and incra-etently, or creatively. The question as to how the
tactics of reconnaissance aLrplanes are deeloping in response to introduction
of new reconnaissance resources is often discussed in the foreign press.

aTO mAiitary theorists note that reconnaissance apparatus aboard airplanes
varying in resolution, effective range, anqle of view and methods of terrain
observation In different weather conditions and times of the day and also de-
pending on the nature of the camouflage Aed econalment of reconnoitered oblec-
tives imposes unique features upon the choice of maNeuVer, oPtimum altitude.
flight pexaaeters and measures to enore covertnes and surprise in the actions
of recoanfissance airplases.

As an ezas~le maneuver above an object of reconnalssance by manned aircraft

ca.rrying infrared, 1&aer and other apparatus characterized by a mall angle
of view sod limited in tern of the altitude at which it can be used is ao-

quirizn nmw characteristics. A typical feature of tactics e*ployed in such a
case is the conduct of air reconnaissme during horisontal flight with ex-
trmly liited manuver in altitude and course. Covertness may be achieved
by eproachinq objectives at Maxim= speed, at Kinim•i altitude and fr*o a
direction veexpected by the ene*. In the opinion of Western speCialists

the situatioa is totally different when side-looking radar and radiotechnical

reconnaissance apparatus is employed, since the reconnaissance airplanes are

evyegai doses kilometers away from their objectives. bse main advantage in
this case is believed to be freedoi of Maneuver of the crews of reconnaissance

airplane*.

tn general, the foreign press notes, selection of the wst suitable routes,

altitude$ and speeds enmuring observation of the widest area of reconnoitered

tarrain (Chat is, realization of Sal of the poesibilities of equipmeat) and

the safety of the reconnaisance airplane ae at the basis of the tactics used
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in air reconnaissance of objectives, to include camouflaged and concealed
ones. Examining the tactics of using the entire complex of apparatus, foreign
specialists come to the conclusion that the more sophisticated this apparatus
be'ecos, the more difficult it is to make full use of its potentials and the
greater the diversity of the tactics employed could be. They emphasize in
this case that as in the past, the tactics of reconnaissance airplanes are
based on swift and resourceful actions and on the preparedness to use whatever
means of reconnaissance required by the situation, including those not foreseen
in the preflight preparations.

In this connection, the foreign press emphasizes, reconnaissance by means of
visual, observation is not to be neglected. Despite saturation of reconnaissance
airplanes with *all-seeing"" apparktus, as it is called in the West, the command
of. the NATO air forces is devoting great attention to developing the skills
and forms of maneuver associated with visual search and identification of poorly
noticeable, camouflaged and concealed objectives. Airplanes and helicopters
are being outfitted with optical instruments (including binoculars) in order
to increase the possibilities of this method of air reconnaissance. Such in-
strumants expand the possibilities of the human eye in the search and detection
of cmouflaged and concealed objectives. Aircraft are also being outfitted with
more-sophisticated system for determining the aircraft's coordinates at any

oment in time, since the accuracy with which the aircraft's location can be
determined depends 'pon this.

As fol los from the above, the NATO air forces are Improving the resources
and methods of reconnaissance, they are developing new tactics, and the crew
of reconnaissance airplanes are carefully preparing to execute Missions in
different odern situations of searching for and detecting objectives (with a
consideration for development of the resources of their camouflage and conceal-
ment). In the opinion of western experts all of these measures should provide
th NATO military leadership with all of the information it needs on the enemy,
and in the final analysis they are aimed at implementing the aiggressive plans
of the war machine of the North Atlantic bloc.

0VIRGIzT ZrubezMhnoye voyennoy. oboxroniye*, 1982.
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PE ETIOm1S, VMS, CuexvS

C)O*XT ON CRUISE MISSILES OF U. S. STATEGIC AIR COMMAN

osocow ZARUMEZENM V0YW~bCY O&OZ7iyz in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to
press 0 Jun 82) pq 53-55

[Article by Zngr-Col V. tiranovs "Cruise Missiles Provided to the U.S. Air
Force Strategic Air 0and"I

(Text] Having assumed a course toward aggravation of the international
situation and having openly declared its intention of achieving military
superiority over the Soviet Union, the military-political leadership of the
USA initiated the introduction of a now form of nuclear weapon into strategic
air units-air-based cruise missiles-with the purpose of implementing its
aggressive designs.

in August 1981 a *-52G bomber landed at Griffiss Aixr Force Base (1Now York)

belonging to the U.S. Air Force's Strategic Air Command (SAC), having flown here
from the Boeing plant airfield in Wichita K•ansas), wbere it was reequipped as
a cruise missile carrier (see figure Ifigmre not reproduced] ). In the course
of its modernization the airplane was furnished with special cnboard control
and launching apparatus and two now wing pylon., from each of which six missiles
could be suspended. On 15 September 1901 this bomber copleted a 9-hour flight
with 12 AG-OM 6 cruise missiles mounted externally and eight $I= Inot further
identifLod) guided missiles on a launcher contained within the fuselage.
According to r&ports in the American press this flight demonstrated the
airplanes' readiness for performing the mission* assigned to crews of alert
etrategic air forces, after which the first bowher to carry cruise missiles,
the 0-520, was officially included in SAC's 416th Neavy oaboer Wing.

Nevertheless the SAC mmand did not intend to place this airplane into the
maooeition of the alert forces imdiately, sine it believes it to be more
suitable to use it for the training of flight crews and ground technicians.
According to AVIATION Wx1K AND SPAC WCHNO G the first r•equipped bomber
began to be used for the training of personnel and for integrated exercises
aLmost immdiately after it was transferred to the 416th eavy bomber Wing.

Judging from reports in the western press the Pentagon's plans foresee having

one air squadron of 16 3-52a airplanes reequipped as cruise missile carriers
in the 416th Heavy bomber Wing by wcember 1902. by this time the wing will
have the neces•sry quantity of trained crew , gound specialists and the appro-
priate stockpile of missiles which, according to the calculations of Amrican

• ,, . . .. . .... . . ... , , • .



military specialists, should make it possible to include the combat ready
bombers in the composition of SAC's alert forces.

Simultaneously with reequipping B-52G airplanes, the United States started
series production of AGM-86B cruise missiles. The foreign press notes that
in November 1981 the first series of the missile left the conveyer of a
specialized production complex built by Booing in the city of Kent (Washington).
Construction of this plant was started in 1980, and it was basically coepleted
a year later, after which the company began installing the equipment. A total
of $26 million were allocated to erection of the production buildings, and
about another $20 million were spent to purchase and install the production
equipmnt. About 900 laborers and white collar workers participated directly
in series production.

The plant manufactured two missiles in November 1981, five in December and
seven in January 1982. The American press reports that by fall of this year
the rate of production of cruise missiles will reach its planned level-40
missiles per month. By the end of the current decade more than 3,400 missiles
are to be produced for B-52G bombers, with the total outlays in the program

being estimated at not less than $5.8 billion. However, in October 1981 the
U.S. president decided to expand the program of outfitting strategic aviation
with cruise missiles and to include B-52H airplanes in the program, in addition
to the 9-52G bombers. In this connection the Pentagon increased its planned
purchases of cruise missiles in the 1980a to 3,800 units. According to a
statement in the American press this would require allocation of an additional
sum of more than $550 million in fiscal years 1983-1986. Boeing has already
received an order for the menufacture of 705 missiles, for which $308 million
-have been allocated.

Discussing the plans for the iundiate future, AVIATION WUEX AND SPAC2 TEC-
nOWOGy wrote that although it has 3ust barely started series production, Boeing
is making an effort to improve the AcG-16E missiles. r-us in 1982 it plans to
test a cruise missile with an improved version of the P107 turbofan engine pro-
duced by Willias Research. While possessinj the same size and weight chirac-
teristics,. it viii have greater thrust and lower fuel consivption. This, in
the estimation of American experts, will Make it possible to increase the
missile's range by about 10 percent.

It has al&o been reported that in 1983, after bombers carrying cruise missiles
begin serving bat duty, tests on the cruise missile will be continued in
the troops. in particular there are plasr for making one real launch tach
month in the course of combat training flights, for which purpoe one missile
Vill be selected at random from the total quantity stored at base dumps. In
its final phase of flight, the cruise missile will be caught while still in the
air by a special rescue helicopter, and after inspection and the necessry
repairs, it will be returned to storage. moreover some of the mi"ssles will
undergo planned inspection aboard an airborne carrier aiLcraft, without being
launched.

The air force's Strategic Air Command foresees broad use of new sPecialized
trai•ers to raise the training level of the flight crews. The first of then,
which fully simulate*s the work of all onboard systems of the 3-52 bomber and
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which permits joint integrated training of all crewDembers, wr-s turned over to
the command of the U.S. Air Force in September 1981. A total of 18 trainers
are to be manufactured, of which 10 will be used in the training of B-52G crews
and the rest will be used with B-52H crews.

Judging frz- reports in the Western press, cruise missile bombers will be de-
ployed at other air bases in addition to Griffiss, particularly at Vurtsmith
(Michigan), Grand Forks (North Dakota), Blytheville (Arkansas), Carswell (Texas)
and Fairchild (Washington). Cne air wing consisting of a bomber and a fueling
squadron is to be located at each air base. ioreover special buildings are to
be erected for the storage and technical saintenance of cruise missiles, and
separate dumps are to be built for nuclear warheads. ?hese facilities will be
completed at the air bases as cruise sissiles and modernized 9-52 bombers ar
delivered to the air force.

COPYRIGHT: OZarubezhnoys voyennoye oboareniye, 1982.
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PERCEPTIONS, VIEWS, COMMENTS

CO)4ENTS 0 NEW LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN NATO AIRCRAFT

Moscow ZARBEZHNOYE VOYENNOYE 0BOZMIYE in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to

press a 7un 82) pp 55-58

[Article by Lt-Col K. Vladimirov, candidata of medical sciencesg "Now Respira-

tion Support Systems for Aircraft Crews")

(Textj Judging frou reports in the foreign press, pilot life support systems
aboard the overwhelming majority of the warplanes of the USA and other NATO

countries use liquid oxygeA. Them systems deliver oxygen at a pressure of

2-5 kg/cm2 . Hovever, foreign specialists believe that these systems no longer

satisfy requirements imposed on the equipment of aircraft of the future. Their

opinion is based on changes in the tactical-technical characteristics of air-

craft, the conditions under which they are based and the nature of their combat

use, and on the ahortccmings of the liquid oxygen system themselves.

It is believed in particular that in the future the crew will have to wait

several hourw in the cockpit of a sheltered airplane in anticipation of take-

off, using all of the life support systems. In this case the possibilities
for replacing equipment and for refilling and replenishing all reserves would

baminimized. It is also anticipated that as a rule the altitude ceiling for

future aircraft would be not more than 17,000 meters, and that the tine during

which this ceiling is exceeded would not be more than several minutes. Consider-

ing the high maneuverability of airplanes of the 1980s, prolonged exposure

(many seconds) of the crew to high positive accelerations (8-9 g) will be typi-

cal of piloting maeuvers. Under these conditions the flight crew would have

to be provided a breathing mixture at higher pressure in order to prevent loss

of battleworthiness owing to disturbance of the body's respiratory function.

Thus foreign experts believe the following to be the principal shortcomings of

* modern onboard systems: U.igh rate of conum~ption of the oxygen reserve, dim-,

turbanco of the normal breathing of pilots when experiencing prolonged, positive

accelerations, and the need for having a special system aboard the aircraft to

support breathing in the event of the use of mass destruction weapons. )oreover

liquid oxygen itself possesses qualities that make its prodction, transportation

and use dangerous and economically disadvantageous. After being obtained in-

dustrially, it is transported to places of storage and use in large airtight

containers. up to 80 percent of all of the oxygen produced is expended to

keep the teoWerature of these tanks low during transportation. A significant
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proportion of the reaining 20 percent is lost during the filling and use of
the onboard systems.

During production and other operations with liquid oxygen, steps must be taken
to prevent its contamination by hydrocarbon and halogen-derivative chemical com-
pounds which are toxic to the human body. Finally, there is the constant danger
of fires and explosions, and the apparatus used to monitor the work of cnboard

systems using liquid oxygen has become extremely complex, requiring special
maintenance.

Most warplanes use pressurized oxygen gas system as emergency life support
"sytems. Sowever, they are also used as the main systems aboard scme types
of training airplanes and, in the air forces of Great Britain, aboard some

models of combat aircraft (oxygen is stored at a pressure of up to 125 kg/cm2 ).
Orboxrd tanks must be filled by large, heavy ground 6quipment capable of
creating a pressure of up to 250 kg/cm2 . 7he weight of an onboard oxygen gas

system is 2-2.5 times gre.ý.er than that of a liquid oxygen system, given equal
possibilities for life support.

Nevertheless English specialists have recently shown a renewed interest in

using oxygen gas in warplane life support systems. This is connected primarily
with development of steel spherical containers withstanding a pressure of up
to 400 kg/cm2 . It is believed that their use is safe, and that the operating
weight of a liquid oxygen onboard system would be the same as that of a system
furnished with such a spherical tank containing an equal Volwne of oxygen gas.
It is noted concurrently that such tanks may be replenished only at permanent
ground facilities.

The Western press notes that creation of the breathing mixture right aboard
the aizcraft is believed to be the most promising mthod today, inasmuch as
this eliminates the problem of transporting, storing and transferring the
oxygen, and all of the associated limitation this imposes upon the use of
aircraft. Thus it is reported that in the last 10-12 years the MA has developed
and tested several types of such systeMs. The main requirements imposed on their

desogn included the possibility for generating 100-pe=ent oxygen at a maxiimm
delivery rate of 26 liters per minute (at normal pressure and temperature),

creation of an cnboard oxygen reserve of not less than 300 liters at a pressure
of 60-125 kg/cm2 , and prolonged effective operation of the main working parts.

An onboard water electrolysis systam ~es the first to be developed. Rowever,

its high energy consumption and the need for periodically replenishing this
system on the ground with water exhibiting a high degree of chemical purity (so
that the effectiveness of the working parts could be kept high) led to the

rejection of its use aboard warplanes.

Another system was based on barium oxaide oxidation-reductior reactions.

Barium oxide is known to transrom into a dioxide when heated to 540*C. As

the temperature is raised further to 900*C, the dioxide is reduced back to the

oxide, liberating molecular oxygen,



540@C

2B.O + 0•. 2B&02 •

9009C

Enploying the so-called Brin process, the onboard system works with a mixture

of barium oxide and dioxide kept at a temperature of 760C., At higher tempera-
ture it absorbs origen, while at lover temperature it liberates it.

The onboard system contained two layers of the mixture, through which air taken
up by the engine was alternately passed at a pressure of abobt 5 kg/cm2 . Oxygen
was extracted successively from each layer, for which purpose they were alter-
nately rarefied (absolute pressure was reduced to 0.14 kg,/c= 2). Then the oxygen
was puiped into an accumulating tank at a pressure of about 125 kg/cm2 , created
by mans of a compressor.

In the opinion of American specialists this process could proceed cyclically
without reducing absorbency, given appropriate preparation of the working mix-
ture. Carbon dioxide and oil and water vapors must be purified from the air
entering the system in order to maintain its operating effectiveness. In this
case energy is expended mainly to create and maintain the mixture's temperature
conditions and to operate the oxygen compressor and the apparatus responsible
for maintaining the cyclic nature of the process. it is believed however that

given the present level of scientific research and experimental design work,
such a system is technically complex, its rate of electric power consumption is

high, and moreover it must frequently undergo planned preventive inspections

and repairs.

One of the experimental flight crew life support systms uses an electrochemical

concentrator operating according to the ion-exchange principle.' The main working

element of the concentrator is a cell containing electrodes and a sulfonatad

condensed polymer-an electrolyte. Oxygen is extracted from an air current

passed through the electrolyte. The oxygen molecules bind at the cathode with

hydrogen ions contained ia the electrolyte. This forms water molecules, which

migrate the anode, where they are subjected to electrolysis. Oxygen is ex-

tracted in pure form, and the hydrogen ions are returned to the electrolytes

02 4H+ 4 4'" -,2 2 o

2X20. d_+ 4 44r+ 02.

It is believed that the operating effectiveness of cells with condensed electro-

lytee can be increased if both rsides (Nair" and "oxygen") of the membranes with-

in these cells are profusely wetted with water. A typical electrochemical plate

contains 100 cells. The air current passed through such a plate is first waxmed
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in the engine, and water vapor is extracted from the oxygen gas as it is cooled
in a heat exchanger. 2he oxygen working pressure created by the concentrator
may be 28 kg/km2 . The rate of the process is regulated by varying the amount
of electric power supplied to the working element. Judging from reports in
the foreign press, experimental models of this system operated satisfactorily
during tests.

Another system presently under development is based on reactions between
molecular oxygen and a chelated cobalt cipound-fluomine. When air passes
through a layer of fluomine, oxygen is absorbed by the latter. Whent the
fluomine layer is subsequently heated to about 110*C and pressure is reduced
to 0.5 kg/cm2 , first it releases residual air, and then it begins to liberate
oxygen, the pressure of which is raised to 8.5 kg/cm2 by a comressor. Two
layers of fluomine are used in an onboard system: one absorbs oxygen while the
other desorbo it. In this case the operating conditions of the layers are
switched automatically. Hovever, tests led specialists to the conclusion that
this system would not fully satisfy the reqirements. They believe that the
main difficulty lies in production of flumine capable of absorbing oxygen
for a long period of time.

At the present level of scientific research and experimental design work,
foreign experts believe, that "molecular sieve* system satisfies the require-
ments most fully. Such a "sieve" has already been used for many years on the
ground as a means for raising the concentration of atmospheric oxygen through
selective absorption of nitrogen. 7he main factor delaying the use of such
sieves aboard aircraft vas the inability of the first models of the system to
produce a breathing mixture having a high oxygen concentration (close to 100
percent). According to the Western press systeas that can produce a gas mixture
containing up to 95 percent oxygen have been developed on the basis of this
principle. These systems use a *molecular steve* manufactured from crystalline
aiuMinosilicate (zeolite). it has a porous structure with insignificant varia-
tion in pore diameter. Zeolite selectively absorbs nitrogen from air, leaving
behind an enriched mixture of oxygen and argon. Nitrogen molecules are held
in the Nsieveu by van der WVals forces, and they are liberated from it when
the pressure is lowered or the temperature is raised.

Tho onboard system includes two working layers of zeolite* throuh which air
i. alternately sucked from the engine at a pressure of 4.5 kg/c• . A breathing
mixture consisting of 95 percent oxygen and 5 percent argon is obtained at the
outlet. After a certain aunt of time the air current is switched to the other
layer, pressure in the first layer drops, and oxygen is desorbed by being
vented into the atmosphere. To raise the effectiveness of desorption, part of
the oxygen-argon mixture generated in one layer is passed through the other layer
at this time. It has been reported in particular that the system operates nor-
mally wben consumption of the oxygen mixture does not exceed 20-26 liters of
oxygen per minute and when the air pressure at the inlet is not less than 2.8
kg/cm2 . When air pressure is very low or when oxygen consmiption is too high,
a nitrogen 'breakthro•gh" may occur--that is, Aitrogen my not be comuletely

9One layer of E'e molecular sie"" in& system intended to support the breathing
of a crew of two persons must contain 5 kg of esolito, according to the estimates
of foreign specialists.
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extracted from the air sucked through the layer. In this case the breathing
mixture would contain oxygen, argon and nitrogen. Presence of even 5 percent
argon (sic] in the mixture is believed to be undosirable, isince this increases
the risk of decompression sickness in the pilot in response to abrupt pressure
changes.

Chemical and biological warfare agents are removed from the system by filters
containing activated charcoal. It is believed that the chemical and biological
ingredients would not influence the operating effectiveness of zeolite, and
therefore the protective filters are located after the "molecular sieve" with the
purpose of reducing the volume of iir to be filtered.

On the whole, the foreign press notes, the results of test3 on experimental
models of this systen showed its operation to be simple and reliable, and its
power consumption to be low. However, in the opinion of foreign specialists
the question as to its adoption may be conclusively resolved only after a corm-
plete program of flight tests.

COPYRIGHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obozreniye*, 1982,

11004
CSO% 1801/317
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PECEPTIONS, VIEWS, CO2NTS

C0KENTS CO PLANNED EMPLOYMENT Or U.S. NAVY

)OSCow ZARUZJINOYE VOYENNM CSOZREN•IE in Russian No 6, Jun 82 (signed to

press 8 Jun 82) pp 59-64

(Article by Rear Adm A. Rumyantsev, candidate of military sciences: "The

Navyein the Plans of the Pentagon's '•we' Military Strategy"]

(Text The aspiration of the LMited States to establish undivided supremacy
in the world and to hinder the struggle of peoples for national liberation has

led to sharp aggravation of the situation on the Asian and African continents

and in the Pacific Ccean, Persian Gulf and Mediterranean Sea.

Making the assiption that America has the *right" to interfere in the affairs

of sovereign states, Washington has aseemed the road of using military force
in international relations, of open anti-Sovietis' and of the rtbirth of the
cold war against the Soviet Union. Reliance upon force in solving international
problems and the desire to expand American military presence in different

regions of the globe have led to a new upward spiral in the arms race aimed
at creating a militaristic machine which would supas the mLlitary possibilities
of all potential opponents of the USA, and primarily the USSR.

In order to conceal the aggressive essence of Its policy and its expansionistic
and heesmnistic orientation, the united States is spreadirn false and slander-

ous assertions of a "Soviet threat* and conducting systematic campaigns of sis-
information and falsification. Speculations on the wyth of a "threat from the
zast" have been elevated to the rank of state policy in the tXA. Now that the
Reagan administration has come to power, the aggressive and militaristic orienta-

tion of American policy has become even stronger.

In October 1981 the new boas of the White Souse announced hif "universal

strategic program." In the words of U.S. Secretary of Defense C. Weinberger,

Reagan's "new" military strategy is a strategy of "direct confrontation' between

the USA and the Soviet thion on both a global and a regional scale. It pre-

supposes forced preparation of the U.S. Armed Yorcea for war of varying nature,
scale and intensity in any region of the globe, and primarily against the USSR
and other countries of the socialist fraternity. The enew' military strategy

has the goal of achieving U.S. superiority over the Soviet Union primarily in

strategic nuclear force*, which are to be used to make both unlimited massed

and "ltmited" nuclear strikes (against certain "select" objectives). The main
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reliance is Rade in this case on nuclear war involving limited use of nuclear
weapons against military objectives, key sectors of industry, transportation
and czunications, organs of political, state and military control and large
administrative centers of the Soviet Union. The plans for '1imited" use of
strategic nuclear forces call for different versions of nuclear strikes. It
is emphasized that this will depend on the number and nature of objectives
located on the territory of the USSR and other countries of the socialist
fraternity and in regions of the USA's so-called *vital interests.'

As wax confirmed in October 1981 by President Reagan, the military political
leadership of the USA intends to condct *limited nuclear war" in regions
rezote frco the USA, primarily in Europe, using medium-range nissiles located
in European countries belonging to the NATO bloc, so as to avoid the destructive
consequences of a retaliatory nuclear strike. The strategy of "direct confron-
totion" additionally preanuposes initiation and conduct of war with conventional
weapons in a limited arva, 0geographic escalation" of the conflict into other
theaters of war and, in the end, conduct of a universal var simultaneously in
several theaters. Such a war, in the Pentagon'i plans, may embrace not only
Europe but also the Near, Middle and Far East ond all virine and oceanic
theaters.

In li-ht of Fa&L)n's "new* military strategy, tne aggressive plans of the White
House are giving a significant role to the navy, which is believed to be the
most universal and mobile armed force, one possessing great striking power and
capable of executing a broad range of missions both in a universal noclear wtr
and in a war involving onventional weapons.

Throughout all of the history of the navy's de, ilopnent its eomiand constantly
defended its positions in the struggle for a lUding place among the other
armed forces. In accordance with the system of viewpoints on the role of
the navy in war, it has invariably represented a powerful and effective means
of excuting the missions declared in the USA'* military strategy.

The 'Ow' military straimy imposes the following missions upon the navy,
nuclear missile strikes against important objective* on enosy territoryl anni-
hilation of th.e enewas navy at sea and at basess suport to ground troops
operating o varitims territorys marine assault landing operations) transfer
of troops*, ,rament and logistical supplies# protection of oceanic lines of
commnica%.A-ng defense of the north American continent from the se&.

Atomic nuclear msesile submarines oapable of annihilating the enemy's strategic
forces, destroying industzial and administzative centers, discrWanluin the
vat ecoaS•y and oontrol, ndermining the morale of te population and thus
ensuzinq attainment of the goals of war in coordiation with other amed forces
are given the main role iU practical Implementation of the basic provisions of
Jsagan's "new" military strategy.

it is noted in the foreiqn proes that nuclear mdssile s•marines are character-
Used by the greatest covertness and invulnerability among all nuclear weapon
carriers. Nmonuvering in remot regions of the World Ocean, they ara consteat-
ly in full reediness to use their missiles, and in the see of a conflict
they may opecate Independently for a long period of time.



in the little nore than two decades that submarine nuclear missile systems
have been in existence, the USA has created five generations of missiles
(Polaris-Al, Polaris-A2, Polaris-A3, Poseidon-C3, Trident-i) and four missile
carriers ('george Washington', "Ethan Allen* and "Laffayette* (Figure 1
[figures not reproduced)) and *Ohio" class nuclear missile subkarines).
It is eqphasized in the Western press that the American navy now possesses
40 nucleax missile subsmarines, of which eight (five "Ethan Allen* class and
"tlhree "George Uashington" class6) are cwtfitted with Polaris-A3 missiles,
19 ('Laffayette" class) are aruid with Poseidcn-C3 missiles, and 13 (the
pilot subarine of 9 ohiAo' class submarines now unar construction and
12 Laffayotte class sukarinas, the reuatfittinq of which should be coi-
plated this year) carry the Trident-1. When the next 'Ohio' class nuclear
missile submarines are placed into operati•n, the Pentagon intends to remove
"02then Allon" and "George Washington' class submarines from the strategic
offensive forces and strip them of their missiles1 however, the submarines
themselves (at least esot of theu) will retain in the navy, to be used for
sc time as mltiptrpose submarines.

The Trident-1 ballistic missile (range, 7,400 kin) is the maix element of the
nw sea-based Trident nuclear missile system being developed in the USA.
According to testimery in the foreign press this system permits nuclear missile

ubmarines outfitted with it to conduct combat patrols in the yest Atlantic
(in 1981 sbmzrioes carrying the Po.eidon-C3 patrolled the Worth Atlantic and
the Nozrwgian and Moditerrmean seas, while sukxmrinee equipped with the
Polaris-A3 patrolled in the West Pacific). This will ralse the viability of
the system in general (in view of the difficulties involved in the *nemy's
use of antisubmarine forces in this area), and it will simplify control of
nuclear missile sumarines. in the late 1990e 'Ohio' class naclear missile
sumarines arn to be outfitted with the Trident-2 mssile, which as a range
of 12,000 kn..

tn additio to ineraasing the peer of sea-based strategic nuclear missile
forces, the 'new" strately also floesee swift davoelopent o! the geeral-
purpoa navy, which is an imortant means of reaching the hegemnslatic goals
of American Imperialism. The growing significance of the navy in local con-
flicts was confirm4d by the war in Vietnam and later an by the events of
recent years in the "eat "ad lfdle tast.

rum American agressiton agaia•t %be Vietnamese people demnsetrated the
iapertint role of gaenral-purpoee naval force in vrs involving conventional
weapons, and it forced the Mim adianistration to return to the Idea of
building a sae~rpowerful fleet. Pormer President x declared masy times
in relatian to its 6evelopmsat, 've are a geat sea power, and we must main-
tim o n ovel might. ... I beLiee in a strong %o*nulear fleet, I believe
that it will help us play the rle of •otecto of the peace. ' In fact,
bowever, such demagogloal statements by the cbiwt of the Wkite s SO are Only
an attaqt to Austify forced growth Of the navy*s power WA play down the

*60" foreign military specialiets do not include, "Geore Wge, ston'" class
pdaninas saing the nuclear missile Sbsurinee. c0n14serin that the Comm"
et the 0.3. ewvy hae declared tMeLr reclassification as torpedo submfriJes.--
5d tot.



real pqrpose--that of inplementing the aggressive plans of the country's
ruling circles. In the opinion of Aerican military specialists the main
mission of the general-purpose forces will remin *control of the seas" in
the ineediate future. 3ones, the chairman of the U.S. Armed Forces Committee

of the Joint Ciefs of Staffs, said the following in January 1981 in this

regard: OThe situation that is evolving in the world requires that the
Ehited States not only possess everything it needs for strategic nuclear

deterrence, but also that it maintain general-purpose forces which would en-

sure protection of Anerican interests in any conflict (one of a scale less
than glokal)."

A nuer of programs for the construction and modernization of the navy's

ships ere adopted in the USA with the purpose of bringing the general-purpose

navy into correspondence with the requirements of the "realistic deterrent

strategy and later on with the "direct confrontation* strategy. tese pro-

grams fore*se: enlargement of the number of ships with nuclear propulsion

units, growth in the striking power of carrier formations and other groupings

of surface ships operating independently in remote regions of the World Ocean

by arming them with new types of airplanes, helicopters and missile, torpedo

and artillery armamnt; reinforcemnt of ship defenses against "ship-shipO

and "air-ship' class cruise missilss; imrovement of the effectiveness of

subnarin* detection and destruction resourcesi growth in the efficiency of

military shipments and in the delivery of troops and cbat equipment to un-

prepared coasts in overseas theaters of war.

Zn the opinion of American military experts implementation of these programs

will make it possible to raise the nuber of ships in the navy to 600 units
in the near future.

Surface ships occupy a significant place in the general-purpose navy. There

are different viewpoints outbeir future, but most foreign military specialists
give the surfce fleet a serious role in executing offensive missioi both
indepeadently and in coordination with major formations and formations of

other arned forces. Its main striking power Is aircraft carriers, which can

execute a broad range of pissions because they cay nuclear and conventional

weapons and airplanes and helicopters of different purposes, because they are

highly m*aneverable and beauses they possess strong antisubarine and anti-

aircraft defenses.

As is emP•hsized LA the fore;ign press, they my anmihilate enemy naval fores

at sea aPd at bases, they can provide support to gromnd troope, they can cover

the met ipportant transoceanic lines of coumnication used for the transfer of

troWe and cargo, they can support the landing of marine asesault forces and

their operations a shoZe, sAd they can lay mines in port, straiti. and nasrrO

passages. Dock-laadilng attack and antisubmarine aircraft and escort ships

are armed with KarpooA mntiship missiles in order to raise the combat poten-

tiale of aircraft carriers in relation to enemy grouings of surface ships.
More than 100 surface ships, 30 nuclear submarimes and 40 Orion patrol aircraft

have noM been outfitted with the missiles. by modernizing and overhauling

ezistLA9 aircraft carriers and building new ones, the military-political

leadership of the MA intends to raise their au.er in the regular fleet to

IS units, and to keep them at this level.
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The Pentagon believes that in today's conditions it would be suitable to use

maltipur;ose nuclear aircraft carrier groups containing ships with nuclear

propulsion units (Figure 2) for the purposes of efficiently increasing the

power of forward groupings and deronstrating naval strength in certain regions

of the aorid Ocean. Each group will consist of a nuclear aircraft carrier,

four to six nuclear guided missile cruisers and mne or two nuclear submarines.
It is noted in the western press that after the fourth nuclear aircraft

carrier "arl VinsonO is placed into operation, four such gours will be

created, two on the Atlantic and two on the Pacific.

One of the main missions posed to the navy by the country's military-political

leadership is to attain superiority in certain regions. For this purpose a

NATO strike fleet is to be formed in the Northeast Atlantic, based on four or

five American aircraft carriers organized either into carrier groups or carrier

formations (with two or tCree groups in a formation).

As is evident from the experience of numerous xaercises conducted by the com-

bined NTO naval forces ("Northern Wedding-78,0 OTom Work-80,0 *Ocean Venture-

41.0 "Magic Sword-81," Ooocn Safari-81" and others), aircraft group. are

conducting combat maneuvers in the Norwegian and Mediterranean sass, in the
northern part of the North Sea and in Biscay and Bristol bays. It has been

reported that from these carriers, deck-landing aviation can strike ship• and

coastal objectives of the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact countries and

support friendly troops in the Buropean theater of mrt.

in addition to using aircraft carriers in their strike variant, they can also

be used to protect large ocean convoys, provide cover to assault landing

foroes crossing the sea, and search and destroy eneny submarines in especially

lIportant regions of the ocean or along oonvoy routes.

According to statements in the Western press ae of aircraft carriers in

auropean voters onst support attainment of superiority in the boditerranean

Sea, blockaies on & line extamdinq between Crenland, Iceland and Geat Britain

and annihilation of ememy nsava grouingo is the Atlantic and beyond it.

considering the rmeteneee of the tA from regions of inexpensive sources of

strategic raw materials and the ec onmy's demand for them, which is growing

with every year, the Pentagon is devoting significant attention to protecting

oceanic lines of ommnication amd, in this cection, to developing .

escort shidp (cruisers, destroyers, frigates). Foreign military specialists

beliee that because of the artMAnthey cary, they can effectively fight

the sur face, solmarine and airboree enemy both ildependently and within the

om~oeitign of escort forcee, warship dotac~monts and hwn~tr-killer groupe.

According to maerials in the foreign irees the Aricaa navy poeseesse 27

goided missile cruisers (9 of them belt.; a004ic), 41 guided missile destroy-

ets, 52 destroyers (includin 9 ship• in the mryency re'serve), 31 guided

missile frigates and 59 frigatee (4 In the "mO-anCy res*rV). It is noted

that 3 guided missile cruisers (of the ?icond•rg0a class) a destroyer

((Spruyens)0) and 27 guided missile frigates ('Oliver H. Perry") are in

different stages of oonstruction. ontiOs is also mEds #0 the intention of
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the naval comand to have 55 'Oliver R. Perry" class guided missile frigates"operational by the late 1980s, and 28 "Ticonderoga* class guided missile'
cruisers operational by the mid-1990s. In addition there are plans for
building four nuclear guided missile cruisers and a new clasa of guided missile
destroyers--DDGX.

It is believed that achieving superiority at sea would be unimaginable without
developing the forces and resources of lsubmarine warfare," the foundation of
which is represented by nuclear ualtipurpose submazines. They are character-
ized by high speed, significant Independence, low noise level and a capability
for merging to depths of more than 400 meters, and they possess sophisticated
sonar observation system and powerful strike resources (the Harpoon antiship
missile, the SABROC antisubmarine guided missile, torpedoes, mines and, as Of.
1984, Tomahawk cruise missiles). All of this significantly hinders their do-
tection by antisubmarine forces and makes tket a, menacing weapon in the war
at sea. The U.S. Navy now has a fighting strength of 80 nuclear multipurpose
submarines, by 1985 their namber will reach 90 units, and by .1990 there will
be 100 of them.

in the opinion of foreign military specialists these submares will have
the following missione• combatting enamy submarines, primrily, issilo sub-
marine*s, in combat patrol azeas and during sea crossingso annihilation of enemy
surface ships and vessals at sea and on their emargence from bases, straits
and narrow passages; antisua•arin, defense of carrier groups and. formations
and of assault landing detachments and convoyss laying minefieldaj conducting
reconnaissance. American nuclear aultipurpose submarines ae Wo being intro-
duced into Arctic regions, including the larents, Greenland and torweqian
sees, with the purpose of fighting missile and torpedo submarines. Special
attention is being devoted to working out the problem of fighting enemy sub-
marines on the antiaubmarine line extending fron Greenland to Iceland and tie
coast of Worway, where antisubmarin, exercises are conducted each year by cou-
bined N=TO naval forces with the participation of American nuclear submarinee.

The adherents of the "noew strategy have also developed recomndations for
the use of marines in the event of direct sirnd interference of the USA in o-
flicts. In their opinion tho marines have showm their "better, side" in efforts
to su5press national liberation movements in certain coamtries, in supporting
reactionary pro-American regimes and in defending Washington's predatory
interests. Participation in aggressive wars in Zorea and Vietnam and in the
suppression of deamostrations by descra€ti forces in .Lebanon, the Dominacaft
JtpubUc, Panama, Colombla and venesusla represents far from a Cmplete list
of their 'glorious" deeds.

The maxines are viewed by the Country's military-plitical leadership as the
beckbone of the assault echelon of invsionary formes in major marine assault
landing operations, and as the most Combat ready branch of the navy. pepared
foe operations in rmlitary conflicts of limited sale. In peacetime they main-
tain a high level of combat readiness, and they can be quickly transferred to
overseas theaters of war both by sea and by air. Marine units are to be
attached to 'Rapid Deployment Porces" intended to interfere in the internal
affairs of other states and to ensure, through the use of military yower, the
supremacy of the Uikted tratee Ln the "'2¶drd World.*
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According to statements in the Western press expeditionary divisions and
brigades of naxine infantry are to be created for action within the composition
of such forces. In order to increase the possibilities for transporting them
and to improve their ability to conduct lengthy combat operations, the command
of the U.S. Navy is creating a systtm of floating warehouses of heavy weapons
and combat equipment in regions of probable arisal of military conflicts. The
navy intends to increase the nuer of such groups of sapply ships in the
Indian Ocean from 7 to 13 units this year. Moreover it plans to build 14
such vessels on the basis of a special plan prior to 1987.

"The basic practical measures of the Pentagon to accelerate growth in the power
of the navy described above are a clear confirmation of the importance of the
role given to them in the plans of Reagan's mnew" military strategy aimed at
achieving the hegemonistic designs of U.S. imperialism•.

YRIYGHQTs OZarubezhnoye voyennoye oboz~rniye', 1982,
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PERCEPTIOMS, VIEWS, *O,•VED

C~eMS ON NATO SMALL ASK TOM=EES

Mosec ZA 3EZNOYS VOYMME aZ CaOZwIIYE in Russian No 6. Jun 82 (signed to
press 8 Jun 82) pp 68-72

[Article by Engr-Capt Ist Rank V. Dorodnykh, candidate of technical
sciez~ces, assistant professor, and Capt 1st Rank V. Gusev, candidate of
military sciences: 0Small Antisubmarine Torpedoes of NATO Navies")

(Excerpts) Small antisubmarine torpedoes have become widespread in the navies
of the NATO countries and other capitalist states. In the opinion of Western
specialists they will becom one of the nost effective means of corbatting
submarines in the foresceable future. Such torpedoes can be lauched by
surface ships and antisubmarine airplanes and helicopters, and they may be
e@Mloyed as the warheads of antisubmarine guided missiles and mines.

The most widespread models of small antisubmarine torpedoes possessed by NATO
naval forces are Various modifications of the Arerican *&44 and Wk46 torpedoes,
which are correspondingly representatives of first and second generation
torpedoes.

orpedoes of the first generation, which were created in the 1950s and early
1960E, are characterized by 4apth. range and speed permitting their use
against submarines traveling at a depth of not more than 300 aters and ,a
speed of up to 20 knots.

Torpedoes of the second generation (which include, besides the Amarican *&46,
the Italian A244) can hit submarines, located at depths of mone than 400 msters
traewling at a speed of up to 30 knots.

Presently the XATO countries are designing third generation small antisubmarine
torpedoes. It is believed that while preserving their foamer weigt and
size charactAristics, they will be characterized by significantly higher
tactical and technical characteristics. This will make it poesible to use
then against submrines of the future operating at maximas depths and speeds
which, in the estimation of Western specialists, will attain 900 meters and
40-45 knots respectively. The promising small antisubmarine torpedo AlT,
n being developed in the USA, should satisfy these requirements to the
greatest degree.
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Simultaneously the USA and other NATO countries are modernizing existing tor-
pedoes. The main aim of this measure is to create morte-effective propulsion
units and control systems, maximally increase their traveling depth, range
and speed and raise the interference resistance and guidance accuracy of the
torpedoes by using new materials to manufacture their structural parts. This
will permit their use until a sufficient number of new models of the third
generation are delivered.

The basic tactical and technical characteristics of small antisukbarine
torpedoes possessed by the navies of the USA, Great Britain and Italy are
shown in the table Itable not preproducer].

it follows from this that the naval commnds of states in the aggressive
NATO bloc are continuing to develop and iprove torpedo weapens, which are be-
lieved to be the most effective in so-called Oantiseubm-rine varfareO for
which the NATO leaders are preparing.

OY2NGIHT: "Zarubezhnoye voyennoye obomniye*, 1982.
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